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A CONTINENTAL COMMON MARKET 

by 

Monsieur Jacques Attali, 

President, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

May 12th. 1992 

In taking over the Presidency of the European Community in July, the United Kingdom is faced with 

the challenge of taking stock of where the Community, indeed the entire Continent, is heading. It is a 

unique opportunity for us all to try to capture the essence of what is happening in Europe today and 

to discuss the key concepts that will pave the way ahead. In 1992 and 1993, the European 

Community will have to deal with many substantial internal problems: the progressive stages of 

EMU in particular, through the creation of a European Monetary Institute; the Delors 2 package; the 

further reform of the Common Agricultural Policy; political union and subsidiarity, to name but a 

few. 

But after the ratification of Maastricht, a central Presidency issue will be that of enlargement. What 

kind of enlargement should take place? This issue is fundamental to the future of the Community. 

Essential questions must be answered: how many countries - 13 or 40? How long should it take - one 

year or 20 years? And how should we proceed - with or without changes to Community institutions? 

It is my premise that Central and Eastern Europe cannot be excluded, and that the creation of a 

Continental Common Market will be crucial to European development. 

Apart from issues concerning its own enlargement, the Community also has responsibilities in its 

relations with the rest of the world. It must reach an agreement on GATT; it must play its part in 

establishing global environmental standards in Rio and beyond; it must help deal with North-South 

relations and the problems of developing countries, making sure they are not forgotten among 

today's priorities; it must contribute to solving the problems of the Middle East; and it has an 

essential role to play in international monetary cooperation. It will be crucial for the Community, 

along with other industrialized countries, to agree on measures for coordinated recovery amongst 

themselves, because the present recession is making matters worse, and because renewed growth 

would generate resources and serve as a model and an anchor for the efforts required in Eastern 

Europe and elsewhere. 

As Western Europe faces new issues it cannot avoid considering Eastern Europe as part of its own 

future. To begin with, there will be no other way to strengthen peaceful relations in the region and 

to reach settlements in areas where repressive ideology can no longer quell nationalist sentiment 

and ethnic rivalry. The euphoria of 1989 has given way to violence: minorities are victimized, borders 

contested and barbarity rekindled. Fighting continues today in Bosnia, Croatia, Armenia, 

Turkmenistan, Moldova and elsewhere. Situations such as these led to two world wars, and 

therefore directly concern Western Europe. 

  

Secondly, there are environmental problems that by definition transcend boundaries. One example 

is the extreme fragility of nuclear safety in Central and Eastern Europe. There are 16 RMBK nuclear 

power plants, similar to Chernobyl and Sosnovy Bar, which are in urgent need of closure, and many 
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others out of the 60 in all, which require immediate repairs and revamping. Billions of ECU will be 

needed to address the problem of this veritable time bomb, and billions more to develop alternative 

sources of power generation in a region that depends so heavily on nuclear energy. This problem is a 

clear expression of Europe's interdependence, and graphically illustrates the need for solidarity as 

well as enlightened self-interest. 

Thirdly, if measures are not taken to enable Central and Eastern European countries to develop 

economically, to become integrated into the European and world economy and to service their 

debts, massive social and labour problems, signs of which we have already seen, will ensue. Without 

growth, large-scale migration will become inevitable. 

Fourthly, if the institutions of the market economy are not given a chance to develop with our help 

in the eastern part of Europe, nascent forms of mafia capitalism will grow to alarming proportions. 

Traffickers of all sorts have already discovered what they hope will become a new haven for money 

laundering, not to mention the mushrooming of local black economies. It is singularly short-sighted 

to claim that such developments are healthy because they will lead eventually to 'normal' capitalistic 

behaviour. Nothing could be farther from the truth. 

The European Community needs to address the problems of Central and Eastern Europe, because 

these problems, either directly or indirectly, could undermine the Community itself. But Eastern 

Europe can also provide the means for Community success. The potential of a single European land 

mass with 700 million consumers is tremendous. Full economic integration of Central and Eastern 

Europe into the Community is the only way forward, which implies the opening of trade on a 

Continent-wide basis. Otherwise the necessary investments will never be made, and Europe will 

remain lop-sided, dragged down by its own inability to join forces. 

European integration will lead to unity which in turn needs democracy and the market economy in 

place throughout the region: EC, EFTA and Eastern Europe in its entirety. To ensure that all European 

countries follow the same logic they must build the institutions, machinery and infrastructure to 

enable the market and democracy to work, to inform each other through the free interchange of 

goods, ideas and information. They must introduce the necessary macro and micro economic 

reforms to stabilize their economies and liberalize their markets. Effective tax and legal systems and 

democratically accountable systems of Government must be established. The elimination of 

uneconomic and environmentally unsound productivity and its replacement by a market driven, 

consumer oriented economy will create austerity; hence the importance of maintaining a popular 

consensus in favour of transition. 

The democratic process is not sufficiently developed in Eastern Europe to deal with the tensions 

caused by stringent economic reforms; and democratically representative associations and 

institutions, such as trade unions and other interest groups, do not exist to play the essential role of 

intermediaries in negotiating agreements between the major actors of the economy and the body 

politic. Recent events have shown us, may I add in passing, that social dialogue is not only lacking in 

the East. Representative bodies are the most effective means available to democracy to dampen 

conflict and channel the threat of violence. Particularly in Eastern Europe, the threat of political 

instability is real, along with the temptation to resort to the democratically immature methods of 

populism or even authoritarian alternatives. 

Western Europe needs to assist Eastern Europe in confronting these difficulties. The magnitude of 

the task is immense. It requires decisive and simultaneous action at many different levels. Much 

depends on the efforts of individual countries, of course, but much depends as well on the response 
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of the international community as a whole and, given its geographical proximity, on the European 

Community in particular. 

Assistance must come first in the form of finance, bearing in mind that real assistance means 

integration. Individual countries and multilateral institutions have begun to provide substantial 

emergency aid. The $ 18 billion or ECU 15 billion in balance of payments support recently agreed for 

Russia, excluding of course the Stabilization Fund, is a significant gesture, but will not cover the 

balance of payments requirements of the other countries of the region. It is estimated that the 

emerging democracies of Central and Eastern Europe, including the former Soviet Union, will need 

over ECU 30 billion in balance of payments support in 1992. These needs must be addressed in the 

coming months by the international community. 

But balance of payments support does not deal with the long-term problem of revitalizing these 

economies in order to reduce imbalances between the two sides of Europe. The key to this 

revitalization is investment. Investment needs to be mobilized to transfer skills and know-how, to 

finance the restructuring and privatization of viable enterprises, the development of export 

industries. the conversion of the defence industry, the upgrading of the safety conditions in nuclear 

power stations and the rebuilding of infrastructure in these countries. Some estimate these needs as 

high as ECU 4, 000 billion. 

The amounts that are being spent by Western Germany to help Eastern Germany are telling. Last 

year it transferred to the East between 180 and 200 billion marks, two thirds of which went into 

consumption rather that investment. Much was used to soften the effects of rising unemployment 

actually close to 40 per cent. Because of this, Germany's DM 104 billion surplus in 1989 became a 

deficit of 34 billion in 1991. If one tried to extrapolate the DM 9, 000 per head spent on the East 

German population last year to the 414 million people in all of Central and Eastern Europe, that 

would mean something like DM 3, 700 billion annually. These needs are not being met. 

Private investment in the region has remained low: less than ECU 4 billion in Central and Eastern 

Europe and less than ECU 400 million in the former USSR. Translating vision into the nuts and bolts 

realities of investment and business is no easy task. Western companies have not sought as many 

opportunities as they were expected to do after the euphoria of 1989, because of the lack of 

stability, infrastructure, local management skills and convertible currency. But there is another 

problem which can be remedied far more easily: 

The lack of open markets 

Open markets are needed to foster the growth of investments that will create European unity, which 

in turn will further these flows. This is the driving force behind the need for enlargement, and the 

reason why it is essential to create a Continental Common Market, the only way of building this 

unity on the basis of democracy and the market economy. 

It is not possible to build up an economy or to privatize an enterprise if that enterprise has no 

markets. It is not possible to invest, to build market shares, to build networks, to establish a basis of 

operations without the prospect, even if not the certainty, of outlets. Grant aid without market 

access does not assist recipients in their endeavour to join the world economy. It does not help them 

produce tradable goods. It only leads to a permanent subvention of their consumption-enabling 

them to buy imports in excess of what they can finance through their permitted exports. This is 

certainly not development nor integration, and is costly to others. If the Western half of Europe fails 

to provide market access for East European exports, these countries will be unable to reimburse or 
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even service their debts, their currencies will not become convertible and this will in turn provoke a 

financial crisis in the West. 

Market access is also the means of rectifying the distorted trade patterns we see in Europe today. In 

the Eastern half of Europe the collapse of the structural links between the former COMECON 

countries has already produced a 30% fall in trade between the countries of the region and this is 

bound to continue, at least in the short to medium term. Trade with the rest of the world does not 

make up this shortfall - in fact only 3% of OECD imports come from Eastern part of the Europe. 

The West is responsible for these distortions. Trade barriers are heavily weighted to the 

disadvantage of our eastern neighbours, with those relating to sensitive sectors such as agriculture 

reaching up to 160%. The removal of all barriers to trade is of course not a feasible option for the 

European Continent but the process towards this ultimate goal must begin now. It is becoming 

increasingly disingenuous for the Western community to advocate rigorous and painful stabilization 

policies and radical restructuring in the East, whilst at the same time postponing the integration of 

the region into the world economic system, on the basis that this would cause hardship to the West. 

For example, industrialized countries demand a lowering of subsidies in Eastern Europe, while 

spending $250 billion on agricultural protection alone - a figure that represents about five times the 

total devoted by the industrialized countries to official development finance. 

The successful transition and integration of Eastern Europe will, therefore, necessitate a 

fundamental rethinking of certain Community policies such as the Common Agricultural Policy. 

There is little doubt that it would be impossible to finance present levels of support with the 

substantial increase in agricultural produce to which it would apply. What is required is a radical 

recasting of principles underlying this policy, so that farmers' rights to an income, as role and a 

status independent of the surplus they produce, would be recognised. Such barriers also serve to 

aggravate other factors that have contributed to the steep decline in exports from Central and 

Eastern Europe. These include a dramatic fall in production in all countries of the region for the past 

two years; the present price instability that makes exporting a very risky business; the prevalence of 

severe payment difficulties in the absence of an adequate baking system and trade financing; and 

the lack of business confidence because of the uncertainties of transition. 

The benefits of free trade are well known. Classical trade theory based on comparative advantage 

and competitive markets, shows clearly that tariff and non-tariff barriers involve efficiency losses, 

both in terms of consumer surplus and resource allocation. New trade and growth theories also 

point to additional benefits of free policies based on the reduction of monopoly powers, economies 

of scale and increased product diversity. Obviously, any free-trade deal involves costs and benefits 

for both the countries concerned and the world economy. The benefits in favour of creating a free 

trade zone within Europe, however, far out-weigh any costs that might be incurred. 

First, the benefits of geographical proximity, cultural compatibility and comparable educational 

standards are of paramount importance. Accessibility by land is an important factor to take into 

account, even in this technological age. Secondly, creating a free trade zone within Europe will 

enhance the process of liberalization of world trade, so long as this process does not subvert GATT 

negotiations In fact, in terms of GATT principles and the EC's own experience, the formation of 

regional trading groups actually provides an important contribution to the final goal of a multilateral 

free trade system. Dismantling trade barriers on a global scale can often be problematic because of 

the wide diversity of economic conditions - but when attempted on a regional basis the process can 

be achieved more quickly and in a more coherent fashion. 
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Thirdly, cost-benefit analysis of the impact of free trade indicates that modest Western concessions, 

even when sectorally concentrated, will have substantial benefits for the Eastern half of Europe, 

albeit in the medium to long-term. The so-called costs for the West will be more than offset by the 

expansion of markets and increased prosperity in the East. Given the present major asymmetry in 

the sizes of trade flows between the two groups of countries, with up to 50% of East European 

imports coming from the West European market and only 6% of EC imports originating in Central 

and Eastern Europe, the adjustment costs for the West will be limited to a small number of sectors, 

and are likely to be further contained by the small level of imports from the region. 

For Central and Eastern European countries to become modern economies requires a greater 

opening of markets, than is provided in the present Community Association Agreements. When 

closely inspected these Agreements are far from adequate. They maintain a substantial level of 

protection on crucial Central and Eastern European exports for at least the next half decade. In those 

sectors in which the Eastern countries have a comparative advantage, namely agriculture, textiles, 

iron and steel and chemicals, the agreements largely institutionalize what has previously been 

granted, while this is precisely where greater openness is required most. 

More importantly for the long run, the Agreements contain provisions on export quotas, safeguards 

and rules of origin which seriously undermine their capacity to be the cornerstone of complete 

Central and Eastern European integration into the world trading system. The safeguard provisions 

alone are powerful enough to reverse the trade liberalization aspects of the Agreements. The 

restrictive "rules of origin" will hurt both Western and Eastern firms alike, as European Community 

firms will be unable to invest in well-located plants, or take advantage of potentially more efficient 

part-makers. 

What is needed is a unified and transparent framework in which barrier reductions can be 

negotiated. The European Community is not at present able to fulfil this role, as the prolonged 

negotiations and results of the recent Association Agreements have shown. I believe progress would 

be made far more quickly if multilateral negotiations among the 40 or so countries of Europe were 

to take place within the framework of a Continental Common Market, in which the removal of trade 

barriers between all European countries would be the recognised goal. Membership of all countries 

would be immediate and automatic. This would not mean that the EEC would become dissolved into 

some larger entity. On the contrary, the Community would be represented in such negotiations by 

one body, the European Commission, and in fact, such an undertaking would make the reasons for 

deepening more compelling. These arrangements would not undermine the greater economic and 

political integration envisaged in the Maastricht treaty. That would proceed on one level, while 

multilateral negotiations would continue within the Continental Common Market framework. 

The framework I envisage would enable negotiations to start immediately, with the aim of reducing 

all trade barriers over a five to ten years period. Specific aims and dates would be set by which 

barrier reductions would be completed, a precedent set by the signatories of the treaty of Rome. 

The choice we face today is clear: do we want to create a European economic space or Continent-

wide political disorder? With or without a Continent Common Market, the dangers are too great not 

to act decisively. The limited actions of the European Community so far do not augur well - Western 

Europe appears to be creating a Maginot line. The result will be a Europe overshadowed by 

the threat of conflict, or labour migration, of instability, a rising nationalism and of environmental 

disaster. The aspirations for the European Community will founder under this weight, as will 

Europe's strategic role in the world economy. The courage of 300 million people to the East will 

remain unrewarded. 
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Opening up markets between the Community and its neighbours is, of course, directly related to the 

broader issue of Community enlargement, to the effects that enlargement would have on existing 

Community structures and to the possible methods of enlargement. Answers to these questions 

depend partly on the political will to come to grips with the new Europe, and partly on an 

assessment of the relative advantages and disadvantages of alternative strategies. 

In particular, could enlargement of the Community be pursued on the basis of the present "acquis 

communitaire", or would it bring in a "critical mass" requiring a new approach? On the basis of the 

number of countries involved, of population, GDP, total exports and transition periods, only a 

simultaneous enlargement to the northern Mediterranean and to the Central and Eastern European 

countries by the year 2007 would create a critical mass (18% of trade) similar to the one experienced 

with the first enlargement. Secondly, net structural fund transfers should not need to increase to an 

unbearable degree, with appropriate phasing. 

If the Community were to enlarge, it could proceed either by groups of countries or all at once. The 

gradual approach has the distinct disadvantage of creating an administrative nightmare, with 

overlapping transitional periods, derogations and special measures, not to mention the humiliation 

of protracted negotiations and probable rivalry. This would not help fledgling Democracies which 

desperately need binding rules and a firm framework. Worst of all, an excessively long-term frame 

for Membership could undermine the dynamic potential for integration that now exists, and rekindle 

the threat of division and conflict. I would therefore say that the Community must be enlarged to 

include all the 40 or so countries of Europe; that the process should be staggered over a twenty year 

period; but that a Continent Common Market with all 40 should be established now, with immediate 

enlargement to the three pending applications. 

Community institutions would need to be gradually reformed, to enable the establishment of a 

Community of 40. The institutional consequences of such an enlargement would be considerable. 

With three more countries, it would be possible to leave things as they are, but not with 40. The 

Commission, which deals primarily with economic affairs, would not be able to represent all 

Members directly, because it would be impossible to have so many Commissioners. The Community 

would probably need to be elected by the European Parliament. The Council of Ministers would 

certainly need to shift to further qualified voting. The European Parliament itself would have to 

include directly-elected Members from all countries concerned, and the European Political 

Cooperation mechanism could thus become a forum to discuss foreign policy issues. But because 

economic matters would continue to be decided without the participation of new Members, there 

would initially have to be two basic structures: one for political cooperation and one for economic 

issues. 

The practical process of integration must begin in the economic sphere. It is through economic 

activity that borders are first overcome; closer unity will then follow. The creation of a Continental 

Common Market would make it possible to build on the achievements of Maastricht within a 

framework that could embrace the hopes, aspirations and potential of the entire Continent. In 

building this unity, it will be important to bear in mind the role of other institutions in Europe and 

their links with the Community. NATO, WEU and the CSCE in particular have been crucially important 

to Europe's defence, security and democratic development, and bear witness to the role that the 

United States has played and must continue to play in Europe. 

As the Community grapples with the implications of unity, of deepening, of widening, it must also 

address the contradictions that exist between democracy and the market economy, usually assumed 
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to be two sides of the same coin. The market, by definition, thrives best when markets are open to 

the free flow of goods, ideas and people, and thus knows no borders. Democracy, on the other hand, 

usually functions within a local or national setting, within borders and on the basis of a given 

electorate. If Europe is to have a wider, democratically representative basis for its integration, it will 

be necessary to deal with issues as voting rights for foreigners, and the development of the right to 

interfere when Human Rights are violated. The capability and the means of the EC responding to 

crises - Yugoslavia is a particular case in point - poses profound questions for EC members and for 

the EC's relations with the rest of the world. A democracy without borders will need to develop 

further. 

It will also be necessary to come to terms with the fundamental relationship that exists between 

democracy, the state and the nation. France and England, for example, learned that to build a 

nation, they first needed to build a state. The state provided a structure for nationhood, for national 

identity and for democracy. Elsewhere, when the nation and the state emerged together, it led to a 

rejection of democracy and to dictatorship. This intimate link between the state, the nation and 

dictatorship, fed by nationalism, is, I believe, the very reason why Europe, since the war, has been 

trying to subsume the idea of the nation into something larger, the European Community. Germany 

and France launched the quest for European unity after the war largely to exorcize their past and, 

with others, to make a return to totalitarianism impossible. In my opinion, the United Kingdom was 

not pro-European at first because it had not collaborated with the Nazis, had no guilt to assuage, and 

had natural rather than ideological boundaries with the rest of Europe. 

The Eastern part of Europe has also begun to dismantle nations to rid itself of a dictatorial past, but 

instead of bringing them into a larger whole, it is breaking them up into smaller units. The danger is 

therefore of more borders instead of less, more room for parochial nationalism and less room for 

democracy. Hence, the future of democracy in Europe lies in its ability to evolve beyond national 

borders, throughout the Continent, in its ability to transcend narrow national allegiances and to 

embrace the multiplicity of identifications that are the core of a European identity. It is the only way 

to deal democratically with the problems of nationalism, with the issues described above that 

concern all of Europe, with the need for political, defence and foreign policy coordination and action 

at a supranational level, and with the imperative necessity of opening borders to trade, to 

investment and ultimately to growth and prosperity. Otherwise we will only see more recession, 

more unemployment, xenophobia and conflict. 

What is needed above all is vision and foresight. Britain has always been a forthright spokesman for 

openness and free trade, and can play that role today in the wider Europe. The pioneering spirit, 

which made Britain great, can be mobilized for the good of a greater Europe, a stable Europe, not 

threatened by division or adversity. On 16th February 1846, Sir Robert Peel spoke in these terms on 

the second reading of the Bill for the Repeal of the Corn Laws: 

"I counsel you to set the example of liberality to other countries. Act thus and it will be in perfect 

consistency with the course you have hitherto taken. Act thus and you will provide an additional 

guarantee for the continuing contentment and happiness and well being of the great body of 

people. Act thus and you will have done whatever human sagacity can do for the promotion of 

commercial prosperity". 

I would add that this openness will also be the engine of growth and the key to vexing problems of 

unemployment and an ultimately far more effective division of labour in Europe. It will also be a 

powerful incentive for democracy. A democracy without borders, responsible for problems beyond 
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the scope and grasp of individual nations, more directly accountable to the citizens of Europe, more 

in keeping with the cultural richness and diversity of the Continent. Openness, indeed, both in 

democratic and economic terms, is the key to Europe's ability to deal effectively with its own 

problems, and thereby to play more fully its role on the world stage. 
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Last January, (1994) the Brussels Summit reconfirmed NATO's core functions and set its agenda into 

the next Century.  Our leaders put the accent firmly on maintaining the Atlantic Alliance as the 

essential bedrock of stability in a Europe which has experienced bewildering changes.  Indeed, 

although there are today a number of organizations dealing with European security issues, NATO 

remains the only one which can guarantee the Security of its Members, something which it has 

succeeded in doing better than any other alliance in history.  At the same time, we now want to use 

NATO's experience and influence to promote stability to our East.  Our goal is to extend to the new 

Democracies the peace and prosperity that we have enjoyed for half a century through our 

Alliance.  Another key task is to enhance our capabilities for effective crisis-management and 

peacekeeping.  In this respect we will continue to support the United Nations in the Former 

Yugoslavia.  Finally, we have to address the new Security challenges, particularly from weapons of 

mass destruction.  NATO's current agenda is as much political as it is military.  But the problems we 

face call for practical solutions and these are what NATO is good at providing. 

The first, indeed primary task of the Alliance, is to maintain a solid, healthy transatlantic 

partnership.  Its strength had been questioned by some, particularly last year during the GATT 

negotiations.  But as the Summit in January 1994 recognized, the transatlantic link remains the 

cornerstone of the Alliance, and it is basic to our hopes of further developing the construction of 

Europe. 

But the need for strong transatlantic ties is not based on sentiment alone. Rather, North Americans 

and Europeans have strategic interests as well as democratic values in common, and NATO is 

the only forum enabling them to consult and develop common views and approaches to security 

challenges, not only in Europe, but indeed on a global scale as well.  For example, without NATO, we 

would have lacked the solidarity and even the mechanisms which allowed the United States and its 

NATO partners to cooperate effectively in the Gulf War. 

The transatlantic link is vital to others besides Western Europeans.  It is also the clearly expressed 

wish of the new Democracies to our East that the United States and Canada continue their direct 

involvement in the security of Europe.  They see in the transatlantic link an irreplaceable pledge of 

security and stability for Europe as a whole and for themselves in particular. 

This brings me to the second task of the Alliance: working with our Central and Eastern European 

partners to develop a cooperative approach to security and indeed a widening of our Western 

Security Community.  The way we can do this is by realising the full potential of Partnership for 

Peace.  It is no exaggeration to say that Partnership for Peace - launched by Allied leaders at the 

Brussels Summit - holds the potential to transform fundamentally the relationship between NATO 
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and States that were once its adversaries.  The Partnership will, in practical terms, focus on joint 

planning, training and exercises that will strengthen the ability of Partner States to operate with 

NATO forces in fields such as peacekeeping, search and rescue and humanitarian 

operations.  Together, we will develop common ideas and approaches for peacekeeping and 

humanitarian support operations to which those forces may be assigned, thereby greatly increasing 

the pool of trained and NATO compatible assets, which we may draw upon in future Bosnia-type 

contingencies.  Thus, it is clear that PFP is a two-way street, with the Alliance deriving almost as 

much benefit as our partners. 

Active Partner Countries will also have the opportunity to consult with NATO if they perceive a direct 

threat to their territorial integrity, political independence, or security.  NATO is thus responding to 

Partners' concerns about the possibility of rising tensions and the need for a mechanism for 

consultation, in the case of emergency. 

Today, Partnership for Peace is well on track.  Twenty-three countries have signed up thus far.  We 

have received and already reached agreement on a half-dozen Individual Partnership Programmes, 

with others in the pipeline.  Our Partnership Coordination Cell near SHAPE is already up and running. 

And, the Manfred Woerner Wing of the NATO Headquarters bidding is being occupied with liaison 

officers from many of our Partner countries.  For the first time in the Alliance's history, Non-

Members are now permanently represented at NATO, working alongside NATO's Diplomats and 

Military Officers and sharing their varied and accumulated experience.  Our Partners have come to 

stay, not to visit.  The first joint peacekeeping field exercises have already taken place - first in 

September in Poland and then in the Netherlands last week.  A maritime exercise off the coast of 

Norway was also held in late September. 

But there is more to Partnership For Peace than military exercises.  As it develops, PFP will bind Allies 

and Partners in a closer pattern of activity covering a very wide range of security-related 

matters.  For instance, we aim to provide our experience and expertise to the new democracies in 

creating democratically organised and politically accountable Ministries of Defence and military 

establishments.  We also aim to introduce a planning and review process based on the force-

planning system that has played a major part in enhancing Alliance solidarity and underpinning our 

integrated military structure.  It will, of course, take time to develop PFP; and it will also take 

money.  But this will be a very well-spent investment with a major pay-off down the road for both 

Allies and Partners alike. 

One point should be made clear.  Partnership For Peace is not a substitute for NATO 

Membership.  Nor was it designed to delay the moment when the Alliance should take on new 

Members.  At the January Summit, the Allies made clear they expect and would welcome 

enlargement.  Our next task is to begin to examine internally the way ahead so that we can prepare 

the Alliance to accept new Members in a way which enhances European security.  But in the 

meantime, countries will have time to prepare themselves for the major obligations which Alliance 

Membership entails.  Partnership for Peace is the ideal vehicle for them to do so. 

There is, however, an essential companion to any consideration of NATO's enlargement: it is that we 

develop a solid, cooperative relationship with Russia.  We all know that Russia is and will likely 

remain the single most powerful military power in Europe.  Its active participation and constructive 

engagement in building a stable security order in Europe is therefore vital.  We cannot build such an 

order without Russia, much less against her.  This is why we have attached so much importance to 

Russia's joining the Partnership last June.  In addition, NATO and Russia agreed to develop a 
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relationship beyond the PFP Framework, a "Summary of Conclusions", which foresees a "broad, 

enhanced dialogue and cooperation" in areas where Russia has a unique and substantial 

contribution to make.  Though the details of such a relationship are currently being worked out, 

natural topics for a productive NATO/Russia dialogue would include issues such as Nuclear non-

proliferation or Nuclear safety, as well as close consultation and cooperation in UN-mandated 

peacekeeping missions.  However, we have insisted throughout that the Alliance cannot accept any 

concept of "spheres of influence", nor vetoes and 'droits de regard' over its internal decision-making 

process.  We have also made clear NATO's unshakeable position that the new Europe should be built 

upon the principles of National Sovereignty and the political independence of all Nations. 

Let me now turn to another primary task of NATO, indeed one that is constantly debated these days 

in the media: it is the Alliance's role in conflict prevention, crisis management and peacekeeping, 

and, in particular, NATO's support of United Nations activities in the former Yugoslavia.  This 

involvement has been seen as the ultimate test for NATO's assumption of a wholly new kind of 

mission. 

The experience, though a learning one, has been basically a positive one for NATO.  We have buried 

finally that old artificial distinction between "in area' and "out of area", as if our security interests 

and responsibilities stopped at our borders.  Moreover, NATO has made decisive contributions in 

three sectors: first, in expanding the range of military options available to the UN; second, in helping 

to deter attack on UNPROFOR and in protecting UN-designated "safe areas"; and third, in 

contributing to international Solidarity in responding to the crisis.  Without NATO's assets and 

expertise, it would not have been possible to enforce the numerous UN Security Council 

Resolutions.  Our support began two years ago with the imposition of trade and arms embargoes 

against Serbia and Montenegro in the Adriatic.  Since the beginning of operations in November 

1992, well over 36,000 ships have been challenged, with over 3,400 inspected or diverted.  After the 

UN Security Council strengthened the economic embargo against Serbia and Montenegro in April 

1993, not a single ship has been able to break the embargo.  To be blunt, this operation played a 

significant role in the recent turnabout of Belgrade's position on the conflict. 

NATO's involvement has also been decisive in providing military support to UNPROFOR In June of 

last year, 1993, Alliance Foreign Ministers offered NATO's air power to support the UN-designated 

safe areas in Bosnia and to protect UNPROFOR in the performance of its mandated duties in the 

former Yugoslavia.  Furthermore, NATO Military Authorities have responded to UN requests for 

assistance in contingency planning, not only in anticipation of an eventual peace settlement, but also 

on other aspects of UNPROFOR'S military operations in the former Yugoslavia, such as creation of 

safe areas, prevention of spill-over of the conflict, and establishment of heavy weapons exclusion 

zones. 

NATO's involvement has thus considerably strengthened the hand of UNPROFOR -in its difficult 

humanitarian and peacekeeping tasks.  And, importantly, the parties know that any aggression 

against the designated safe-areas or against UNPROFOR troops runs the risk of a NATO air 

strike.  Having NATO's strength visibly behind it has given UNPROFOR not only the protection, but 

also the necessary additional military means to help fulfil the full-range of its tasks. 

We have also declared that, once a peace settlement is achieved, we are prepared to contribute to 

its implementation, if invited to do so by the UN.  We have developed contingency planning to assist 

the UN in evaluating the complex military requirements of a peace plan for Bosnia.  Arrangements 
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have already been established to involve potential troop contributors from non-NATO countries in 

this contingency planning. 

I want to emphasize that NATO is not acting independently in Bosnia.  We are doing so in support of 

the United Nations both to assist their humanitarian mission and to underpin efforts to achieve a 

peaceful settlement.  Basically, our cooperation with the United Nations has gone smoothly.  There 

have been inevitable ups and downs, as two very different international organisations attempt to 

work together for the first time in their history.  But we are united in a desire to achieve a peaceful 

settlement in former Yugoslavia, and we are laying the groundwork for perhaps more fruitful 

cooperation in the future. 

However, as our new Secretary General, Willy Claes, said last week in The Hague, NATO is not a sub-

contractor to the United Nations.  We are a Sovereign Organisation and we have a duty to discuss 

the conditions for our support, which is why a NATO team recently visited UN headquarters in New 

York to urge a more effective use of our air power.  We pushed hard to persuade the UN that 

adopting more rigorous standards for airstrikes was essential to make NATO's use of force more 

effective and to protect our pilots.  We now have an agreement on those standards and look 

forward to its implementation.  In the final analysis, NATO's credibility is our most valuable asset.  It 

is the fruit of four decades of effort and vigilance during the Cold War, and it remains essential to 

the preservation of peace in the wider Europe.  Therefore, we cannot allow the credibility of this 

Alliance to be squandered. 

To remain relevant, NATO has to deal with the real security concerns of its members.  Today these 

are not limited to the risks and instabilities that persist on our European continent.  Technology has 

shrunk the globe in more ways than one, making Europe increasingly vulnerable to events beyond its 

borders.  The diplomatic struggle over the inspection of North Korean Nuclear facilities and the 

aftermath of the Gulf War have underscored the increasing danger from the proliferation of 

weapons of mass destruction.  Moreover, the fact that North Korea and Iraq were both parties to 

the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty indicates that the problem will persist even if an indefinite 

extension of this Treaty is agreed in May 1995. 

The 1994 Summit put the topic of proliferation firmly on the NATO agenda.  Our first aim is to 

reinforce the existing diplomatic means of prevention of proliferation, such as the non-proliferation 

regime established by the NPT.  We will also use the North Atlantic Cooperation Council to consult 

with our Cooperation Partners, with the aim of fostering common understandings and approaches 

to this issue. 

Beyond that, our Summit leaders have endorsed the development of a policy for defence in case 

prevention fails.  We will examine in detail the current and potential threat posed by the 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.  If necessary, we will seek to improve our defence 

capabilities and to consider how NATO's defence posture can support diplomatic efforts to prevent 

or reverse proliferation. 

Let me turn finally to the task of adapting further NATO's "internal" structures and procedures.  As 

NATO today is taking on a larger number of tasks in cooperation with other organizations, and even 

non-allies, we have correspondingly adapted our military structures to permit greater flexibility.  In 

particular we are developing multi-national rapid reaction forces.  In line with decisions taken at the 

Brussels Summit, we are planning for increased military flexibility through Combined Joint Task 

Forces. 
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This concept - the CJTF - envisages using the Alliance's existing Headquarters structures as a basis for 

establishing deployable multiservice Headquarters.  These would be mobilised when required for 

peacekeeping operations and for training and exercises.  NATO attaches great importance to this 

work, which will enhance the Alliance's operational to respond to crises.  The CJTF concept will 

provide us with a new, flexible peacekeeping tool.  Through it, we shall be better prepared and ready 

to operate with Partners as well as Allies in responding to future crises. 

Last, but not least, we are engaged in the task of strengthening of the European pillar of the 

Alliance.  At the Brussels Summit, Allied leaders gave their full support to the development of a 

European Security and Defence Identity.  As the Western European Union is being developed as the 

defence component of the European Union, we need to ensure the closest cooperation between 

NATO and the WEU, on the basis of complementarity and transparency.  As the WEU is developed, 

as it must be, no one should have any doubts that NATO is, and will remain, the guarantor of its 

Members' security.  Its collective defence capabilities are unique, and without NATO both Europeans 

and North Americans would be less.  At the same time, the WEU is the European pillar of NATO and 

all European members of NATO, including Iceland, Norway and Turkey, are represented in it in one 

way or another.  For our part, we have stated our readiness to make collective assets of the Alliance 

available, on the basis of consultations in the North Atlantic Council, to the WEU for operations 

undertaken by our European Allies in pursuit of their Common Foreign and Security Policy.  We have 

developed close relations and our Councils meet regularly together.  All the elements are in place for 

the fruitful, mutually reinforcing relationship we all want to have.  We need to go forward and it is 

the intention of Secretary-General Claes to develop fully the capabilities of this relationship.  Once 

again the Combined Joint Task Foxes concept is essential.  CJTF would allow NATO assets to be put 

under WEU command in those cases where NATO has decided not to act.  This will enable the 

European Allies to take greater responsibility for their security and defence, by providing "separable 

but not separate" military capabilities within NATO that could be employed by the Western 

European Union. 

The above agenda is ambitious.  Supporting the UN in former Yugoslavia, developing Partnership for 

Peace, addressing the proliferation threat, and further adapting NATO's political and military 

structures, will take up most of NATO's time and activities over the next few years.  However, these 

are tasks that address the vital security issues confronting us today and in the years to come. 

The Alliance is and remains the essential element in the development of a new European security 

order.  Through change and adaptation, it has developed into a state of the art model for building 

security, indispensable not only to its Members but also - and increasingly - to its partners and 

others.  By keeping our Alliance strong, we are keeping bright our hope for a secure future.  It is 

exactly this contribution which is possibly the most significant and important that the Alliance can 

make in extending peace and stability in an unsettled World. 
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H.E. Monsieur DANIEL  BERNARD, CMG, CBE, The French Ambassador 

On 

FRANCE AND THE UK IN THE EUROPEAN-ATLANTIC CONTEXT 

 

Speech to the European-Atlantic Group in St Ermin's Hotel, Caxton Street, SW1 on Monday 17 June 

2002 

We run two risks when we talk about Euro-Atlantic relations: that of wallowing in platitudes, or 

luxuriating in grandiloquence. I am not sure I am going to succeed in avoiding either, but I will try at 

least to avoid a third: confusion. Indeed, the adjective Euro-Atlantic is sometimes understood in its 

straightforward geographical sense, that is, pertaining to the vast area of two continents and the 

ocean uniting them. I do not think that is what interests you here. 

                So I will take Euro-Atlantic as meaning North America, Western Europe and the institutions 

representing them: the EU and NATO.  This is a simplification; but it has the merit of not deforming 

reality. 

                As for the current context, it is obviously marked by the terrorist attacks of 11 September 

and their repercussions. I shall therefore confine myself to talking about Euro-Atlantic relations in 

the political and security field, which is in any case the most important one. 

                I’m going to focus on three points: 

·         The constancy of the values shared by North American and Europe, 

·         Our effective solidarity in the fight against terrorism, 

·         Our common concern to give new heart to our political and military co-operation. 

TERRORIST ATTACKS IN THE US 

                Indeed, 11 September was a turning point for us all. We are still experiencing the 

shockwaves created by the attacks against New York and Washington, and their repercussions. One 

of these is the possible redefinition of transatlantic relations. The US reaction and the role, by 

definition, more discreet, of the other powers have raised several questions in people’s minds. 

                To start with, Europe and the United States seemed to have different conception in the 

field of international relations, as evidenced by the much talked about “axis of evil”, and the erudite 

speculation on the clash of civilisations. Nevertheless, it is quite clear – and this is no surprise – that, 

on essential matters, the two sides of the Atlantic remain true to the common values underpinning 

their alliance and deep-rooted union: defence of democracy, respect for individual freedoms, and a 

determination to always to place human beings at the centre of political decision-making. 

                The words used may differ, and at times surprise, but the principles have not changed. For 

the French, a good example of this deep-rooted solidarity is President Bush’s recent visit to our 

country: the fact that he came to Normandy and paid tribute, by President Chirac’s side, to the 
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thousands of young Americans who laid down their lives for our country’s freedom, reaffirmed our 

shared destiny better than any speech could have done. 

In the UK and France, demonstrations of solidarity with the American people have not just shown 

the degree to which our hearts have gone out to them. They have expressed a community of destiny 

which can be summarised by the “Le Monde” newspaper headline: “We are all Americans”. 

BALKANS 

                Of course, this is not the first time we have stood shoulder to shoulder in the fight against 

terrorism. We are doing so, for example, in the Balkans, and our action there is long term. Europeans 

and American are today working together in the three operations conducted in this theatre: in 

Bosnia, Kosovo and in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, where the thousand members of 

Operation Amber Fox have prevented the first incidents from degenerating into a bloodbath. This is 

an unsung success story for a prevention mission. 

                These three cases have two things in common: the joint commitment of the Americans and 

European, and the very large share of responsibility exercised by both the UK and France. 

                The EU is also playing a growing role in this theatre, on its doorstep. And not just in the 

civilian sphere, where it is masterminding the bulk of the reconstruction effort, and offering, with 

the prospect of accession, the hope of a peaceful and prosperous integration in the community of 

nations. It is the case too in the military sphere, where Euro-Atlantic solidarity gives our presence its 

important political dimension. And, in this respect, it is significant that plans for the EU eventually to 

take over military responsibility in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia are being drawn up 

with the full backing of the United States. 

So first the Balkans, and then 11 September, brought home to us how close we are, because they 

enabled us to identify what is at the heart of our partnership: the joint effort to promote peace and 

freedom. 

FRENCH MILITARY CONTRIBUTION 

                It would be totally meaningless to affirm a total unanimity of views with our allies, unless 

this  were backed up by an ability to take military action alongside them. The United Kingdom and 

France have understood this and, immediately in the wake of 11 September, our two countries 

made substantial assets available to the coalition. 

                You know the scale of your country’s effort. I think it is necessary to repeat here that 

France’s commitment was no less significant than the UK’s, because when it comes to active 

solidarity with the US, some people are still parroting the old clichés of a less than enthusiastic 

France! 

                We know that, historically, that is far from correct, let alone fair. Over the past two 

centuries, whenever either country has faced a grave crisis, France and the United States have stood 

shoulder to shoulder. As they do today. 

                For evidence, let me give you a few details of our commitment at our great ally’s side since 

11 September. I shall concentrate on my country’s effort since I presume you do not lack 

information on the UK’s role in the various operations launched since 11 September. 
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                As early as 27 September, we redeployed our intelligence capabilities, principally in the 

Arabo-Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean. In order to ensure better co-ordination between staffs, France 

also sent a liaison and planning team to CENTCOM [US Central Command running current operations 

against al-Qaida], in Tampa. 

                In the actual theatre of operations, French aircraft started reconnaissance flights in mid 

October. These provided what I know has been recognised as valuable information on the local 

situation for Enduring Freedom. 

                By this time, in the Indian Ocean, our ships were deployed alongside your and US vessels. 

The aircraft carrier “Charles de Gaulle” set off from France on 25 November, and her on-board Super 

Etendards began their sorties over Afghanistan on 22 December. As President Bush recently recalled, 

about a quarter of the French Navy is today engaged in the operation. 

                During this time, in northern Afghanistan – and, very early on, despite the difficulties of the 

exercise, at CENTCOMS’s request, we deployed an infantry detachment of 250 men to secure the 

perimeter of Mazar-I-Sharif aerodrome. This detachment had the mission of helping to ensure the 

safety of the “Red horses” which were repairing the runway. 

                I should like to stress that the deployment of our advance detachment in Mazar was 

possible thanks to the support provided by an American C 17 and several CH 53 helicopters. The bulk 

of the French elements were transported by French aircraft from a forward base in Dushanbe in 

Tajikistan. I am sure I do not need to tell you how important - and difficult- it is to establish such 

forward bases so near as sensitive a theatre as Afghanistan. 

                Our infantry detachment returned from Mazar to France at the end of January, their 

mission accomplished. 

                From our Dushanbe forward base, we were also able, very rapidly, to send the French 

elements of the international force to Kabul. This deployment of over 500 men, joining ISAF, started 

at the beginning of January. 

                Finally, the last of our elements to arrive in the area are now stationed in Manas in 

Kyrghystan, on the multinational base, opened thanks to exemplary international co-operation. 

                The deployment of these air assets (6 Mirage 2000s and 2 tanker planes) is not just assisting 

in Operation Enduring Freedom, but also contributing to the security of ISAF in Kabul. The fact that, 

as soon as they arrived, our pilots began taking part in combat operations in Afghanistan, in 

Operation Anaconda, shows just how important their presence is. Every day, alongside their 

comrades in the naval aviation group based on the aircraft carrier “Charles de Gaulle”, they provide 

close air support in the Afghan skies to the allied ground troops. 

                Today, nearly 5,000 French soldiers are directly involved in the operations supporting 

Enduring Freedom and contributing to resorting peace in Afghanistan. That is on top of the 10,000 

French soldiers who have now been in the Balkans for over ten years, and of the 6,000 men 

stationed permanently in Africa. Over 20,000 French troops deployed abroad - that is no mean effort 

in the service of peace and law enforcement. What conclusions would we draw from this? 

                First of all, that France is playing an active part in the world campaign against terrorism – 

one not fought solely on the military front and which will, we know, go on for a long time. Our 
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experiences of counter-terrorism, like our good knowledge of the Arab world are, and will remain 

valuable. They are at the coalition’s disposal. 

Secondly,  - and, here again, let me stress the paralleled nature of our two countries’ commitment-, 

although France and the UK may seem to have different relationships with the United States, when 

it comes to the crunch, when it comes to risking lives in support of our great ally, we do so together. 

When your special forces back up the Americans in the Gardeyz region, our Mirages fly over them to 

ensure the theatre’s security. 

                Finally, our joint participation in Enduring Freedom and ISAF confirms that, over and above 

the determination to stand at our ally’s side, both our countries possess substantial military assets. 

This military capability gives us a special role in the Euro-Atlantic area, where we are increasingly the 

only counties capable of making an effective contribution alongside the United States. 

                It is this which has prompted us, together, to seek to revitalise the transatlantic link. And it 

is to this that I want to turn now. 

REVITALIZATION OF THE TRANSATLANTIC LINK 

                France and the UK had already, before 11 September, taken on board the lessons of the 

end of the Cold War. Since the St Malo summit, our two countries, so often engaged in crisis-

management operations, have managed to inject into the EU a momentum in favour of European 

defence. 

                The unacceptable machinations and actions of Milosevic’s regime forced us to face up to 

our responsibilities. Confronted with the stark reality of the tragedy unfolding before our eyes, we 

realised that – as we had so often been requested – we had to share the burden. The Europeans had 

to equip themselves to take on their political role. 

                No European country would have agreed to participate in building Defence Europe if this 

had meant weakening the transatlantic link. We have made headway because everyone has 

understood that our project strengthened the transatlantic link, by adapting it to the major political 

event of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries: the building of the European Union. 

                In very concrete terms, this means that the European capability we are in the process of 

setting up provides an additional tool for the transatlantic community to use in crisis management. 

                The European Defence we aspire to is not and will not be an alternative to the Atlantic 

Alliance. Its aim is to give the Fifteen an autonomous crisis-management capability, in other words, a 

capability to maintain or restore peace, conduct humanitarian operations and evacuate nationals. 

These are the Petersburg Tasks defined at the WEU council of Ministers in 1992 and subsequently 

adopted by the EU in the Treaty of Amsterdam. Our pragmatic and realistic approach has led us to 

focus on capabilities rather than an institutional façade – capabilities enabling us to take decisions 

and act. 

                The theoretical controversy over the right of first refusal has no basis in reality. Reality is 

what happened in the Balkans where consultation and co-operation between the European Union 

and the United States have been exemplary throughout these past few years. 
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In the event of a crisis, each organisation will consider the situation and appropriateness of a military 

response. There is no question of there being any sort of competition between the EU and NATO, or 

of either organisation having a pre-emptive right of decision. 

In the real world, there are not two separate entities, cut off from each other: each is made up of 

member states that work and act together every day. It is through consultation and on a basis of 

trust between the EU and NATO, that we shall determine the best way of shouldering our 

responsibilities. 

                A decision-making capability has to be coupled with an ability to act. The importance we 

attach to capabilities testifies to the pragmatism and seriousness of our initiative. The Europeans 

have demonstrated their determination to translate political objectives into very concrete military 

commitments. Without creating an unnecessary cumbersome structure, we drew us, in a few 

months, a catalogue of forces whose validity has been recognised by the NATO experts who took 

part in the work. Our approach was realistic, we did not ignore any shortfalls which emerged. We 

have already made commitments to make good these shortfalls ourselves, instead of burdening 

others, in other words the United States, with the task of doing so. 

                In the long term, we shall be judged on the level of our military capabilities. In this field as 

in the others, the European Union’s interests obviously coincide with those of the Atlantic Alliance, 

since we are talking, essentially, about the same forces, which can be deployed in the EU or Alliance 

framework. Do we really need to keep on repeating that we are not creating a European army to 

fight in a European uniform, any more than there is a NATO army, fighting in a NATO uniform? 

What we are doing in the EU is fully compatible with what is being done in NATO. Indeed it 

strengthens NATO, and, in that framework, is something our US allies have been urging us to do for a 

long time. 

                Far from being a threat to NATO’s solidity and the transatlantic link, Defence Europe 

provides a window of opportunity: 

·         What could undermine the transatlantic link’s vitality would be the inability of the European to 

commit themselves seriously and responsibly in the event of a crisis; 

·         What could undermine the Alliance’s cohesion would be a failure of the Europeans genuinely 

to develop their military capabilities; 

·         What would not be in the United States’ interest would be for the Europeans to stop playing 

their role in the international arena, to have no crisis-management capability in the future, and thus 

for the US to lose her best partner. 

The risk for NATO, the transatlantic link and relationship and between the EU and the US does not 

stem from what Europe is in the process of building. The risk would come from its failing to build it. 
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Former Minister of State, Ministry of Defence 

From a Speech to the European-Atlantic Group in 1982 

  

This is one of the most important issues that we face now and in the future.  Important not only, 

because of its intrinsic value, but because of widespread and continuing public interest and debate 

on nuclear issues and the part that nuclear weapons have to play in our defence and security 

policy.  We welcome this interest and recognise the entirely natural concern that a great many 

people have about a defence policy which relies on the possession of nuclear weapons as an 

essential component of our force structure.  A great deal is said and written about nuclear weapons, 

the theory of deterrence, the strategy of flexible response and so on.  Much of it is arcane and highly 

specialised, and not readily intelligible to the average citizen.  At the other end of the spectrum, a 

great deal is said which is at times misleading if not downright inaccurate.  We in the Government 

have a duty to explain our nuclear policies in clear and forthright terms, and to attempt to convince 

public opinion of their correctness, while appreciating that this may not be an easy process. 

The Government's policy on nuclear war is the same as that stated for the U.S. by Vice President 

George Bush last year.  Speaking to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, when he said "I am 

here to announce our policy on nuclear war.  We're against it." Our entire defence policy, based on 

the concept of deterrence, is designed to ensure that we never again have to engage in the appalling 

misery, waste and destruction which war entails.  We are entirely at one with the CND in abhorring 

these weapons; where we differ is in the means by which their use can be prevented. 

Nuclear arms and arms control are complementary components of our security policy, and our 

possession of nuclear arms is an integral part of this policy.  The concept of deterrence as the basis 

of our security policy - a policy aimed at fulfilling the Government's first duty to its peoples - is that 

of ensuring that we are all free and at peace to enjoy and preserve our democratic way of life.  If this 

duty is not undertaken adequately, then fulfilment of all the other tasks to which people rightly look 

to the Government - law and order, development of social services, schools, housing and all the 

other myriad components which go to make up our society - are put at risk.  So our security policy is 

based on preventing potential aggression before it starts. 

What part does deterrence play in this policy?  Put simply, it means persuading present and future 

Soviet leaders that the risks to them of launching aggression against us or our allies outweigh any 

possible gains which they could hope to achieve.  There is no present evidence that the Soviet 

leadership has any militarily aggressive intentions against us.  But intentions can and do change and 

in the defence field particularly, the consequences of our decisions can be with us for a long time to 

come.  It is perhaps worth remembering that the Soviet leadership is elderly and bound to change in 

the next few years.  Future leaders may take a different view of the world from their predecessors 

and we have to guarantee that they will not be tempted to exploit any perceived weaknesses in the 

West's defensive strength.  Deterrence does of course rest on a paradox, that of having sufficient 

strength to frighten off a potential attacker, so that the strength does not have to be used.  One can 

never be completely sure that it has been successful, but one would know pretty soon if it had 
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failed.  While it is of course not possible to prove that the deterrence has helped keep the peace in 

Europe for well over thirty years, it is a reasonable conclusion which most people would support.  In 

his recent Reith lectures on nuclear strategy, Professor Laurence Martin made an analogy between 

security, or deterrence, and electricity.  He said "Security, like electricity, must be on hand when you 

need it.  But also, like electricity, it is almost impossible to store, and every generation must make its 

own." Like deterrence, one might not be quite sure what electricity is but one will find out pretty 

soon if it fails. 

What part do nuclear weapons play in this policy based on deterrence?  The first and perhaps 

obvious point is that we do not start with a clean sheet of paper.  We live in a world where nuclear 

weapons inescapably exist.  They cannot be disinvented.  Such weapons are in the hands of the 

Soviet Union, a large and totalitarian power with a massive and growing military strength and 

willingness to use that strength - or the threat stemming from its possession - to impose its ideas on 

others.  It makes no secret of its determination - or, as it sees it, its duty - to seek to establish its 

system in the world.  In such a world Western Governments are not merely entitled, but bound to 

protect their peoples' rights to peace and freedom by something more substantial than good 

motives and optimistic aspirations.  Without a nuclear capability the UK, as a member of the NATO 

alliance, would be unable to deter an attack, or to resist blackmail based on the threat of attack. 

Taken together with their considerable superiority in conventional weapons in Europe, the Soviet 

Union's large and diverse stockpiles of nuclear weapons mean that we must possess nuclear 

weapons to be able to deter war, and prevent it ever happening.  There are those who argue that 

having nuclear weapons at all in this country makes us more of a target for nuclear attack.  But 

arguing the other way, by adding to deterrence, these weapons increase the adequacy of our 

defence and make attack less likely and so should spare us from the horrors of war.  We are in the 

business of preventing all war, not just nuclear war.  What we comfortably refer to as conventional 

war would still be enormously destructive and crippling, given the considerable potential of modem 

bombs and explosives.  We also have to remember that the United Kingdom would be a target in 

war in any event, because of our geographic, industrial and political importance.  That is not altered 

by the presence of nuclear weapons on British soil.  NATO's nuclear weapons exist for preventing 

wars - not for fighting them.  Nuclear war fighting forms no part of our or our allies' plans. 

If our nuclear weapons ever have to be used then, they will have failed in their Primary aim of 

preventing war.  Their capabilities in such war are essentially secondary to their first and foremost 

task of stopping war starting in the first Place.  If a nuclear war ever starts - with the ever present 

danger that it could escalate to an all out holocaust - a strategic nuclear exchange in the euphemistic 

jargon of the nuclear doctrine - there could be no winners in any meaningful sense.  This is a point 

we have to go on repeating, because there are those who insist on claiming that NATO is planning to 

fight a nuclear war. 

Britain contributes to the nuclear aspect of NATO's deterrent strategy in three main ways.  Firstly as 

a member of the alliance we endorse its collective security policy, which we are fully involved in 

developing.  The whole is often greater than the sum of the parts.  Secondly, like other European 

nations, we provide basing and other facilities to the United States in its role of providing the bulk of 

Alliance nuclear forces.  Our agreement to allow basing of ground launched cruise missiles in the UK 

is only the most recent example of this.  We have had American nuclear-capable aircraft here quite 

safely for many years.  Last, but by no means least, we contribute our own nuclear forces to the 

Alliance.  These are fully integrated into NATO's planning machinery, but remain under our own 

independent control.  These national forces comprise the Polaris strategic deterrent, to be replaced 
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in due course by Trident, and the so-called theatre or tactical weapons which can be delivered by 

aircraft.  The tactical weapons support the NATO doctrine of flexible response, which requires a 

range of effective military options to respond to aggression at any level at which it may be posed. 

While undoubtedly small in comparison with the arsenals of the superpowers, UK nuclear forces 

could, in absolute terms, inflict immense damage.  A familiar statistic is that a single Polaris 

submarine carries the equivalent of more explosive power than all the munitions used in the second 

world war.  NATO recognises and welcomes the contribution which these British national forces 

make for the security of the Alliance.  We have made this contribution of nuclear forces for over 

twenty five years.  The need for and importance of the British contribution to nuclear deterrence 

does not stem so much from its size however, as from the influence it makes on Soviet perception of 

Western and US resolve.  We have no doubts about the US willingness and commitment to defend 

Europe.  But deterrence is in the mind of the beholder, and it is what the Soviet Union believes that 

matters.  Thus, our nuclear strategy is geared to influence the Soviet Union's thinking decisively.  To 

give it up would be an act of folly at a time when Soviet military power is growing at an alarming 

rate, and when the disparity between the forces of NATO and the Warsaw Pact is continuing to 

widen. 

Any readiness by one nation to use nuclear weapons against another, even in self defence, is terrible 

- although possession of such weapons is not immoral, if thereby they strengthen our peace and 

security.  But until a better or safer system than deterrence is devised and shown conclusively to 

work, then it would be dangerous and irresponsible to give it up in favour of some untried 

alternative. 

This briefly explains why we consider nuclear weapons to be necessary and why their continued 

possession is an integral part of our defence programme.  It is also clear that possession for these 

reasons inevitably means a willingness to update or modernise these weapons to maintain their 

effectiveness as instruments of deterrence.  For if we decide to forego modernisation 

or improvements to these systems while the other side relentlessly increases its forces - as the 

Soviet Union has been doing throughout the 1970s - then this is just the same as gradually allowing 

our capability to wither until it is degraded to such a point that a potential aggressor may no longer 

see it as posing a credible counter to his plans.  To take two examples: NATO's intermediate range 

nuclear forces and our independent strategic deterrent force. 

On the intermediate range nuclear forces, also referred to as long range theatre nuclear forces, 

NATO decided in 1979 that it was obliged to modernise its own forces which were small and ageing 

and becoming increasingly vulnerable to Soviet attack.  The capability was carried by aircraft such as 

our Vulcans - which are being phased out this year - and was approaching the point at which it could 

no longer be a credible component of the Alliance's deterrent forces.  No modernisation of this part 

of our forces has taken place for many years.  In contrast, throughout the 1970s the Soviet Union has 

been steadily adding to and modernising its nuclear inventory.  You will all be familiar with the 

Soviet SS20 missile, with its triple nuclear warhead, long range, fast reaction time and mobile 

capability. By the end of l981 some 280 of these systems had been deployed, two thirds of them 

against Western Europe.  To have done nothing in the face of this substantial increase in the quality 

of the threat facing us in NATO would have exacerbated the adverse military balance already 

existing which is in the region of 4 : 1 in long range theatre nuclear forces besides calling into 

question NATO's resolve and willingness to take adequate measures to defend itself.  Therefore, 

NATO Ministers agreed that Pershing 11 Missiles and ground launched Cruise Missiles should be 

stationed in Europe from 1983 onwards.  These will be of sufficient range to reach the Soviet Union 
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from their bases in Western Europe and will be an invaluable addition to our deterrent capability as 

well as being a visible demonstration of American determination to defend Europe and the link 

between the security of all members of the Alliance.  One point must be made clear.  There are 

those who would argue that NATO's decision means that America is planning to fight any future war 

in Europe, rather than having to risk its own country.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  If, 

and of course it is nonsense, the Americans did have any such idea, then the last thing they would 

want to do is to link their security so closely with that of their European allies by using their weapons 

fired from bases in Europe.  The Russians would clearly regard such missiles - and they have said so - 

as coming from the U.S. 

This NATO modernisation decision was accompanied by a parallel approach on arms control, which 

invited the Soviet Union to negotiate on limiting long range based theatre nuclear forces. After 

considerable delay and attempts to have the NATO decision reversed the Soviet Union agreed to 

negotiate and talks began in Geneva in November 1981. 

On the strategic deterrent, Polaris has served us well and will continue to do so, with the 

improvements we are making to it, for several years yet. But nothing lasts for ever and to maintain 

our deterrent strength and that of our Allies, and complicate Soviet planning by providing them with 

the necessity of having to consider likely British as well as American reaction to an attack on Europe, 

we have decided to replace Polaris with Trident in the 1990s.  There is no getting away from the fact 

that Trident will be expensive.  But it will be less expensive than the Tornado aircraft now coming 

into service and the cost of its introduction will amount to no more than 3% of the defence budget 

over 15 years.  We believe it will be money well spent, and that no similar amount of money spent 

elsewhere in the defence budget - say on augmenting conventional forces - could contribute so 

much to security by adding to our deterrent strength and contributing to the collective security of 

the Alliance.  Indeed, if we increased our conventional forces to parity with those of the Warsaw 

Pact but gave up all our nuclear weapons while they retained just one nuclear weapon, we would be 

at their mercy.  We still have some work to do on detailed planning for Trident, but we are 

convinced that the acquisition of Trident to replace Polaris is the right decision for Britain. 

Having briefly touched on arms control as the complementary part of our security policy in the 

context of the theatre nuclear force modernisation decision, let us look more generally at this 

subject.  On listening to the arguments for the possession of nuclear weapons to deter aggression, 

people may say "That is all very well, but surely there has to be an end somewhere.  One side always 

claims that it has to modernise or introduce new systems to catch up or keep up with the 

other.  Vast and increasing amounts of money are spent each year on new systems and there are 

now thousands of nuclear weapons in existence.  Enough to destroy the world several times 

over.  We must break out of this circle."  We do of course recognise this, and this government is 

committed to negotiate balanced measures of arms control and disarmament, which can be 

thoroughly monitored and which will maintain and hopefully enhance security at lower levels of 

armaments all round. 

We are looking for militarily significant measures which could enhance security and offer the 

prospects of freeing resources for other purposes.  There are those who complain of the appallingly 

high level of spending on armaments, while much of the world is deprived and lacks those 

necessities which we take for granted.  There is also the charge that arms control has made 

insufficient impact in reducing military expenditure and arms stocks as opposed to agreements 

which confirm existing force levels or block off certain areas of military activity from future 

development or exploitation.  But we have to be realistic about what a famous British politician 
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(Butler) referred to, quoting from a distinguished German statesman (Bismarck) as "the art of the 

possible". 

In the harsh realities of today's real world, with events such as those in Poland and Afghanistan 

constantly reminding us of the Soviet Union's will and ability to influence or threaten, directly or 

indirectly, the course of events in areas which it deems of importance, arms control cannot be 

divorced from the international climate.  This is not to say that events like Poland and Afghanistan 

make arms control negotiations impossible.  They do make them more difficult.  Negotiations 

inevitably reflect the mutual trust and confidence of parties to them, which are bound to be affected 

by outside influences.  In addition, any agreements have to have provisions for verification which are 

accepted as adequate by those participating in them.   

To meet what we consider to be realistic aims - measures which are balanced, equitable and 

verifiable - involves painstaking negotiations which will be both difficult and protracted.  Such an 

approach has to be step by step and has less public appeal than the well meaning and high sounding 

declarations which emanate from certain quarters of the disarmament movement.  But declarations 

of good intent are not sufficient when vital security interests are at stake, and there is no credible 

alternative to pursuing individual negotiations along the path to peace.  We must also be wary, as 

Aneurin Bevan warned, of 'going naked into the Conference Chamber'.  There is no point in hoping 

that the agreements that we desire will fall into our laps by wishing.  We have to negotiate from a 

position of adequacy and convince the Russians that they cannot achieve their objectives merely by 

sitting back and waiting for the Western position to crumble or alter without any movement or 

concession on their part.  As James Callaghan recently said, if we disarmed unilaterally the Russians 

would laugh at our naiveté.  Indeed one-sided reduction by the West would weaken its ability to 

deter aggression and therefore make war more likely rather than less. 

We warmly welcome and support President Reagan's proposals aimed at enhancing security and 

reducing the levels of forces which both sides feel it necessary to maintain.  The most immediate 

problem facing us is land-based nuclear missiles in Europe on which negotiations are at present 

underway.  We were fully involved in preparations for those talks and endorse the zero option under 

which the planned NATO deployment of Pershing II and Cruise missiles would be cancelled in 

exchange for elimination of Soviet SS4, SS5 and SS20 missiles.  It would be wrong of me to pretend 

that the talks would be easy:  they will be difficult and lengthy.  Negotiating with the Russians is 

always like that; they start by a long period of testing Western resolve and cohesion.  In addition, 

there are complex issues involved, even given good will and a desire to reach agreement.  But 

specific negotiations such as these offer the best prospect of increasing security at lower levels of 

forces. 

We also hope that it will be possible for talks on strategic arms to resume between the United States 

and the Soviet Union later this year.  The United States has made it clear that it will have to see an 

improvement in the situation in Poland before a date can be set for talks to begin.  Meanwhile the 

United States in continuing to prepare for the talks and their desire to seek reductions as opposed to 

limitations in strategic weapons - hence START rather than SALT - is to be welcomed. 

The dangers of superficially attractive declarations and the need to think them through before 

becoming to attracted to them are evident.  Take one example to illustrate the sorts of difficulties 

which such declarations run into.  The idea of a nuclear weapon-free Europe sounds attractive, and 

had commanded favour in several quarters - naturally with support from the Soviet Union.  The idea 

is that both sides would withdraw their nuclear weapons from Europe - from the Atlantic to the 
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Urals (or from Poland to Portugal, as it is sometimes expressed).  This, its proponents would argue, 

would reduce the level of forces in Europe and lead to a more stable balance between East and 

West.  Such an idea can generate a public response which the Soviet Union can of course 

exploit.  And it sounds an attractive idea.  Surely we can all subscribe to a scheme which reduces the 

level of armaments in what is a heavily armed region.  It must make us safer all round, its supporters 

say. 

Why then can we not support this concept?  Setting aside the problems that verifying such a nuclear 

free zone would incur - of being convinced that all parties in it were abiding by such an agreement - 

there are two fundamental objections to this proposal.  Firstly, it completely ignores the Soviet 

Union's military superiority in conventional, that is non-nuclear, forces in Europe.  They are superior 

in tanks, artillery, aircraft and men.  And their reinforcement supply lines do not have to stretch 

thousands of miles across an ocean, as ours do. Without nuclear weapons, there would be little 

restraint on the, use - or threat of use - of their large conventional forces to impose Soviet will on 

the countries of Western Europe.  And there is a second drawback.  The Russian SS20 missile earlier 

mentioned has a range of anything up to 5,000 km.  This means that it can be positioned well back in 

the Soviet Union - even beyond the European border of the Ural Mountains and still threaten 

virtually the whole of Europe.  And of course it is mobile, so can be rapidly be moved about - back 

into Europe if necessary at a time of tension.  Such a nuclear free zone ignores the realities of 

geography and of Soviet military power.  It would be a one-sided advantage to the Soviet Union. 

Such a proposal for a nuclear weapon free zone in Europe falls down on each of the points 

mentioned as criteria which we must follow in the search for disarmament.  It is not realistic - it does 

not take account of the facts of geography or the disposition of military forces, it is not balanced - it 

would require one side to make reductions while leaving the other side with a one-way advantage - 

and as conceived and presented by the Soviet Union it is unlikely to be verifiable.  It would 

effectively be an example of unilateral disarmament which would disturb the existing balance and so 

make war more, rather than less, likely.  Unilateralism is a step away from peace, not towards it as 

the unilateralists would have us believe.  There is no evidence that it would encourage others to 

follow suit - certainly the Soviet Union has said that it does not believe in unilateral 

disarmament.  This one example of the nuclear free Europe shows why seemingly simple, obvious 

and attractive ideas often do not stand up to analysis.  Nevertheless, they have obvious public 

appeal, which the Soviet Union will not be slow to exploit and this makes it all the more important 

for us to take time and trouble in getting across to as broad a section of the community as possible 

our policies and the ideas behind them in clear and forthright terms.  There will of course be those 

who do not wish to hear, but we are right to make the effort, and we shall continue to do so. 

The public debate on nuclear issues has begun and we must make a continued effort to get our 

message across.  We have a positive policy of being open as possible about defence matters, and 

take a good deal of time and effort in presenting our case - which we think is a good and sensible 

one - to the widest cross-section of the community.  For example, the Ministry of Defence has issued 

a number of fact sheets and leaflets on such issues as deterrence, the nuclear balance, the reasoning 

behind NATO's decision to base Cruise missiles in Europe, and arms control.  The Foreign 

Office publishes a quarterly newsletter on developments in arms control and disarmament 

negotiations.  And we have expanded our annual Defence White Paper to include more information 

on our defence policies - for example last year we included a self contained essay on nuclear 

weapons and preventing war, which is a well argued exposition of the rationale for our possession of 

nuclear arms. 
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It may be that there is still more that we could or should do - and perhaps NATO has a role to play 

here.  Our task is not easy - we are trying to put over cold logic and reason which is less attractive to 

the media than the emotion generated by others.  And because the media are in the business of 

selling news they are naturally always on the lookout for a good story or headline.  So when 

President Regan in response to a question indicated that in the very unlikely event of a war and 

nuclear weapons being used the conflict would not automatically escalate to an all-out strategic 

exchange - and this was one remark from an hour long interview - this was amplified and taken out 

of context and the headlines ran accounts of how the United States was planning to fight a limited 

nuclear war in Europe.  Of course nothing could be further from the truth, but reasoned 

explanations of how his comments were entirely consistent with NATO defence policy attracted 

much less attention - and by then arguably the damage had been done, particularly in some Western 

European countries where sensitivity on these issues is understandably high.  Like cracks in a dam, 

small fissures can grow into large ones and run the risk of becoming uncontrollable.  They are also 

easier to prevent than repair.  This points to the need for care to be exercised when those in 

authority answer questions on alliance policy, particularly with regard to nuclear weapons. 

There will always be small and natural perceived differences of emphasis between partners in a 

democratic alliance . They need not threaten the continued progress and cooperation between 

us.  Deterrence has worked and will continue to work.  War is not likely, and by following our 

defence and nuclear policies we aim to keep matters that way.  It was President Eisenhower who 

observed that there is no alternative to peace.  Together with our allies on both sides of the Atlantic 

we will do our best to make sure that we will continue to be true. 
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I was privileged to invite Bo Aung Din to lunch at The Athenaeum three years ago with a few of his 

colleagues to discuss the possibility of helping to get better conditions in Burma.  We had a long, 

sincere conversation about a subject I know very little about albeit I have always been fascinated by 

the incredible history of this small but important country with its recorded history from 200 B.C. when 

the Pyu city states were there through to the different Mon kingdoms.  The Mongol invasions of 1277 

to the upper Burma period of different warring states and the Myinsfing Pinya (1313), Sagaing (1364), 

Ava and Prome through to the Toungoo Empire in 1510 right through to the different periods until the 

Anglo-Burmese wars of 1825-1885 ending in the British colonial period in 1948.  We should not forget 

the nationalist movements from 1900-1948 followed by the tragic Japanese occupation in 1942-1945.  

The real State of Burma began in 1943 with the union of Burma into a Socialist Republic and then the 

union of Myanmar until 2010.  The Republic of the Union of Myanmar as it is today is from 2010.  Its 

history through these complex different eras is remarkable.  Even before the periods I mentioned, 

archaeological excavations existed in close proximity to the Irrawaddy River, dating back 13000 years!    
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The skills of the people in the early ages were already quite remarkable.  Trade with China it is believed 

goes back to 500 B.C. Today the political position of the Government is extremely difficult in that it 

has China on the one side, anxious to have a port onto the Bay of Bengal and India, on the other side, 

with its wish for the oil and other mineral resources of Myanmar.   The Generals in their own way have 

tried to keep the diverse country unified.  Their lack of freedom for the individual is very well-known.  

When I was at the UN several times in 2010 and 2011, no-one had heard of Bo Aung Din and I became 

slightly frustrated that the work which we had done in London would have been of no avail but this 

was not true. Our first meeting was in the largest Committee Room of the House of Commons to which 

many members of the All Party Human Rights Group came, together with many other organisations 

like the Burma Campaign, the South East Asia Information Centre and the International Development 

Section of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office.  The Committee Room was packed.  We followed this 

with a major Dinner where several important people made an address. People cared and did 

something about it. Later, I asked some of the UN officials in New York what they thought about the 

views Bo Aung Din.   They felt that the elections which were about to take place at that time, although 

they would be rigged, would be a good sign that at least something was being done to improve 

conditions at last.    

 

Later, the release of Aung San Suu Kyi was a good sign.  She was, and is, a popular figure following 7 

years of incarceration in her home.  People went to listen to her lifting up one hand to cheer her and 

the other holding their recorders to record every word she spoke.  I am not in a position to judge but 

her popularity and her acceptance as a leader outside Myanmar is well-known to most of us. It must, 

however, be remembered that the Freedom Film Festival was much more liberal than one could have 

imagined.  Aung San Suu Kyi chaired the Festival.  Films were not submitted to the Censorship Board 

in advance and films on sensitive topics such as censorship processes and life in prison were shown 

openly.   This was an improvement.      
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Much of the reporting from there to the UN came through Tomas Ogea Quintana who was allowed to 

visit the country since our meeting.  Our Foreign Secretary William Hague’s visit was important, as was 

that of Kofi Annan, but what they can do is limited.  I do not wish to dwell on what has been done 

which is relatively small according to what information I have received but things in other areas are 

still very unsatisfactory.   

 

Prison conditions, civilians in conflict areas, forced labour and freedom of association, accountability 

for human  rights abuses, the right and freedom of ethnic minorities, media support and freedom for 

democratic reform including support for political parties and civil society do not exist.     The President 

of Myanmar, Thein Sein, promised William Hague that he would release all political prisoners and hold 

fair Elections for national reconciliation.  It’s true that in January last year a significant number of 

political prisoners including 88 activists and ethnic leaders were released although still a great number 

of political prisoners remain imprisoned.   All political and news journals are still submitted for advance 

censorship.   Direct criticism of the Government and references to historical events are heavily 

censored.    

 

Activists working in Rachin State to raise awareness of the Kyauk Phyu Port project have continued to 

be harassed by the authorities and have been prevented from speaking freely on this matter.  A 

protest in downtown Rangoon against land confiscations was broken up by Police.  Several leaders 

were detained for questioning.     

 

Although prison conditions for political prisoners have slightly improved they are far away from 

international standards including the harsh interrogation techniques, solitary confinement, prisoners 

held in cells intended for military dogs and overcrowding.  The prisoners are deliberately held miles 

away from their families.   The International Red Cross (ICRC) has been denied access to detainees in 
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prison.  They were allowed into three prisons for technical assessments of water sanitation systems 

but were forbidden to meet prisoners.   Judges and other officials often have limited knowledge of the 

Law and corruption remains a major problem.  Many criminal cases are held behind closed doors.   

Arbitrary revocation of lawyers’ licences continues.   

 

In March 2011, the Burmese Army moved into areas of Shan State held by ethnic armed forces.  Seven 

villages were razed to the ground and civilians indiscriminately targeted.  It is estimated that 30,000 

people had to flee from their homes.   

 

In Kachin State, a 17-year ceasefire was broken in June last year.   Human Rights abuses targeting 

civilians were reported, including torture, rape and unverified reports of murder.  The Kachin 

Independence Army was also used, using forced labour and child soldiers.  Landmines laid by both 

sides remain a serious issue.  At the end of last year hostilities continued and nearly 50,000 people 

had been internally displaced from Kachin State.   

 

The Karin National Union in Eastern Burma had clashed with the military.   Refugees continued to flow 

and many have moved into Thailand. 

 

The 2008 Constitution and Election Laws enacted in 2010 forbid the abuse of religion for political 

purposes and forbid members of religious orders from running for public office, from voting and 

joining political parties.   In November, attacks by the military on Christian Churches and  restrictions 

placed on religious gatherings in Kachin State took place.   The former Archbishop of Canterbury, Lord 

Carey, met with Burmese Ministers of Religious Affairs.  Women’s Rights were being examined by the 

Government to try to improve them.  What about the future for the Monks? 
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In the Universal Periodic Review at the UN at CERD the Myanmar Government was urged to end 

impunity for human rights violations, appealing to the Government to take urgent measures re 

targeting of civilians in military operations, rape and other forms of sexual violence.  It remains to be 

seen to what extent their Parliament’s legislative authority can act.  It has not even yet been given 

State-level budgets.    

 

The Chief Ministers are all appointed centrally by the President and there is deep disappointment at 

the lack of opportunity for debate in their Parliament.    

 

The Rohingya minority remain of real concern.  This is not included as one of Burma’s National Races 

under the 1982 Citizenship Laws.  They continue to be denied basic civil and political rights with 

restrictions on freedom of movement, limited access to education, permission required to marry and 

widespread social discrimination.    

 

Children still receive inadequate education, healthcare and social protection.   Children among the 

internally displaced population in particular lack any access to services.   Fewer than 60% of the 

children completed primary education.   There is no Code of Conduct to protect working children or a 

Law how children are treated within the Police Justice system.   There is a plan from the DFID 

operational organisation for 2011-2015 to support more than 200,000 children through primary 

schools in Burma.  Let us see what happens. 

 

The Burmese Government did announce the establishment of a Fifty-Member National Human Rights 

Commission of all ex-Government employees, diplomats and academics.  The Commission which 
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began accepting complaints in early October has said that it intends to cooperate with international 

organisations and operate in line with international human rights principles.  It announced in public 

statements calling for release of so-called political prisoners to send a delegation to Kachin State and 

to co-ordinate humanitarian aid.  It is difficult to know how it can operate impartially and its appetite 

to investigate serious abuses remains to be seen.  At the end of the year, minority rights remain a 

challenge. 

 

The 48 members of the Parliament who were Ministers previously had to resign from Parliament to 

remain as Ministers and their places were taken by other delegates.   This meant the separation of 

ministerial power from Parliament which, of course, makes the whole structure virtually unworkable 

unless we are mistaken? 

    

Can these problems be resolved?  Can the situation for more democracy without civil war be achieved?  

The Army is very powerful. Bo Aung Din’s sensitive approach when we first met in 2010 was to slowly 

persuade people to move away from the existing system and hopefully gain their support.  He is a 

devout Buddhist and I believe him but whether he can achieve this in such a complex society is not 

easy to judge.  He has mustered a lot of people to be aware of the problems in Myanmar and my 

organisation has now re-published our small booklet on the situation there today, together with the 

proceedings of our conference in 2009.  I thought you might find this helpful if you wish to know more 

details of the positive and negative sides of what has been achieved, including the UN and Foreign & 

Commonwealth Office Report from April of this year. 

 

I concluded our talk in the House of Commons Committee Room by asserting that I would never 

support Bo Aung Din’s Party if he did not wipe out capital punishment and I maintain this stance.   He 
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did promise that this would not be a problem and I would like to hear from him today if the matter is 

on his agenda and when? 

 

I am grateful to the rapporteurs from the UN and the EU as well as the British Ambassadors who have 

done so much to try to help the terribly sad conditions in this ancient, wonderful country.  The Monks 

play an important role and it is difficult to know whether the ban on them from being in politics can 

work.      There are so many major problems such as the aftermath of the Cyclone Nargis which, as you 

know, devastated the country in 2008 killing nearly 130,000 people and bringing disaster for many 

others, including serious epidemics of malaria in the worst affected areas, which the Government has 

also to deal with.  We are all sympathetic for their enormous problems and conscious that not 

everything can be done quickly.  There is deep affection from so many, from Laura Bush and the State 

Department under Obama to this country and the UN who try to help as well as Israel who will always 

remember Burma’s vote at the UN in 1948 which supported its creation.  The hearts of most Jews will 

never forget this moment. 

 

Nearly every country in the world is confronted with the problems of political, economic and social 

unrest at times.  It is possible sometimes to avoid civil war if you have a horrible, tough, cruel and 

often brutal regime.  It can sometimes be efficient short term.  Democracy is inefficient but it takes in 

all the strands of a complex society and weaves them into a harmonious fabric, hopefully avoiding the 

sad alternative situation of a dictatorship or military regime which, in any case, breaks down sooner 

or later. 
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FUTURE BRITISH DEFENCE REQUIREMENTS 

by Field Marshal The Lord Bramall, K.G., G.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., J.P. 

There is little doubt that defence matters have been going through something of a sea-change, 

particularly in the technology of war, as has been so dramatically illustrated in the Gulf. Perhaps, as 

was experienced in the 14th Century with the introduction of guns and gun-powder, in the 1860s 

with the American Civil War, in 1904/5 with the Russian/Japanese War, and in 1940 

with the Blitzkrieg; and certainly no one can say that those Generals in the Gulf are conducting this 

war with the tactics and weapons of the last; but also to some extent, in the sphere of strategic 

parameters against which defence policy operates and, of course, in the way war has to be 

conducted these days, with every strategy, tactic, detail and nuance now crawled over in the public 

eye, and with an enemy's propaganda priorities often boosted by our own Media. 

The trouble is it is easy enough to see when established parameters are falling away, certain threats 

receding and established attitudes and dogmas becoming less relevant. What is not so easy to assess 

is how the scrambled pieces of the world jig-saw puzzle are going to fit together again, particularly in 

Europe, in the wake of the demise of the Warsaw Pact and also the apparent instability in the former 

Soviet Union; and in the Middle East in the aftermath of the Gulf conflict; and how, as a result, we 

should now proceed in continuing to meet our obligations and protect our interests within the 

context of our limited resources and our total responsibilities. This often amounts to a conflict of 

priorities which is, of course, what politics are all about; and is why Defence always has such a high 

political content. 

Nor is one necessarily helped with any bright ideas on innovation or on keeping effective defence 

within financial bounds by the recollection that, in so many cases over the years, many new strategic 

initiatives and attempts to restructure the armed forces, largely on grounds of economy, have 

proved unwise, sometimes in an embarrassingly short space to time. In the 1920s when there was 

also some obscurity as to who might constitute a potential enemy - the Navy plumping not 

unreasonably for Japan - the Army, way ahead of the Cold War, but with an eye on the North-West 

Frontier of India, for Russia; the Royal Air Force, more quaintly, for France; the Treasury, encouraged 

by the wide political and public feeling about the war-to-end-wars and peace in our time, struck with 

the Geddes axe and the seemingly never-ending ten-year rule which effectively put paid to any 

serious mechanisation or modernisation of the Army, and all but left them at the mercy of Hitler's 

Juggernaut when, only 15 years later, mortal threat stared us in the face. Indeed, if it had not been 

for the year provided by Munich, even the highest priority of all, the radars and fighters to fight the 

Battle of Britain, would not have been available in sufficient numbers; and, of course, without the 

genius of Churchill we would have probably been done for in any case, before the United States 

could have come to our rescue. It is a cautionary tale not to be forgotten; yet the Treasury are at it 

again in a similar vein. 

Then, of course much more recently, a decision taken at political level in 1981, but with strong 

financial overtones on the reduction of the Royal Navy's surface fleet, based exclusively on a NATO 

scenario and an anti-submarine role in the Norwegian Sea, was almost immediately invalidated by 

the political parameters entirely changing and the need for us to repossess the Falklands - indicating 

that it would have been better to have had a more balanced fleet and to have improved ships' anti- 

missile protection rather than, necessarily, having any fewer platforms. Indeed if the Falklands had 

occurred two years later it is unlikely we would have been able to carry out that operation 

successfully. 
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And finally, if  Options for Change', the Government's latest euphemism for a Defence Review, and 

again, driven by the Treasury's insistence that it was now, I quote,  safe  to cut defence expenditure 

by 6% in real terms over the next two to three years, had been given the opportunity fully to 

emasculate the strengths of the armed forces as has been indicated, it is doubtful whether it would 

have been possible to have assembled at short notice, as we have in the Gulf, 40, 000 men, 

equipped and supported for armoured warfare in the Desert, and the necessary aircraft and ships to 

go with them in the face of a well and, indeed, sophisticatedly equipped enemy. The political 

judgement sensibly was that we had to do more than show token support for the Alliance; the 

military view was this was the minimum viable force; and, of course, it was achieved, but only at the 

expense of the virtual grounding of the British Forces in Germany. 

Both the last two commitments, you might say, were highly unusual ones, unlikely ever to be 

repeated; but then the unexpected invariably does turn up for the simple reason that political 

requirements and parameters have a habit of changing suddenly. And we must remember that when 

we undertook these commitments it was not just a question of meddling in affairs which did not 

concern us, or trying, above our station, to act as the world's policeman: things which, if necessary, 

could and, indeed, perhaps should have been resisted politically. We got involved only when the 

political perception was that our interests were very much affected and because the option of not 

acting was likely, in the longer term, to be much more serious still. Sometimes in hindsight we may 

have got it wrong as, I believe, we did at Suez, but this does not mean that the political and public 

pressures at the time for effective military action were not very compelling. 

So while all those who urge for a peaceful negotiated settlement to all problems must in theory be 

perfectly right, when you measure the appalling human, economic and ecological consequences of 

modem war, when the world has already enough of these problems as it is, such sane and logical 

aspirations cannot unfortunately compete with the rise of ruthless, power-hungry Dictators, who 

may have it in mind to thwart International Order in a way that affects us. and we are, therefore, 

forced to fall back, at best on the realities of workable and satisfactory balances of power which 

even  if more expensive than we would like, may be able to provide, as it has done in Europe for 40 

years, stability and absence of war, and at the worst on being prepared to fight to protect kith and 

kin or uphold International Order for fear of worse to come. And since there may still be much to do 

in both these respects it does call for a continuing, adequate and flexible insurance policy for our 

country which is what defence spending amounts to. 

So when reviewing our premiums (and no one wants to pay more than they have to) against all the 

bewildering changes that are occurring, the desire of many in the country for a so-called, but 

perhaps increasingly hollow-sounding peace dividend, let us take stock of what we can be 

reasonably certain about. 

There are still, of course, a number of imponderables which we must continue to watch carefully. I 

appreciate there will be those who see the questions in a different way to me and have better ideas 

on the answer. But who will come out top in the Soviet Union? Would the Soviet Army and 

hardliners take control rather than allow any break-up of that Union and, if so, what progress will be 

made on SALT and mutually balanced force reductions? With the latter there already appears some 

sleight of hand which, our Prime Minister has said himself, seems to give the Soviet Navy more tanks 

than the British Army. And if, on the contrary, the Soviet Union was to devolve into an uneasy 

collection of separate States, what exactly would be the power balance in Eastern Europe? 
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Then how is NATO going to evolve without Europe losing the stability and confidence it has long 

enjoyed, perhaps under political pressure, into something embracing a wider area, which would try 

to guarantee the territorial integrity of all States and blocks of States from the Atlantic to the Ural, in 

contrast, one hopes, to the toothless treaty of Locarno which was supposed to do some of that in 

the twenties and thirties? This will have a bearing on European force levels and our contribution to 

them. 

And finally, of course, what is the Middle East going to look like when the present Gulf War is over? 

What Western involvement will be needed, albeit in a reinforcement or over the horizon capacity, to 

support the new security arrangements which are going to be essential if that area is not going to 

remain a permanent source of potential conflict, which could still alight the whole world? And 

before that, how is the complicated disengagement exercise going to be undertaken, and how long 

will it last? 

On the other hand, there are some factors of which we can be reasonably certain. First, the Warsaw 

Pact, on which the Soviet Union would have had to depend for its communications and support for 

any early, certainly any surprise, military action is now meaningless. Secondly, although the Soviet 

armed forces are still immensely powerful and up to date, I am sure we have not heard the last of 

them as a force to be reckoned with. They do not, I think, and I think this is generally recognised 

because of their pre-occupation with the problems at home, pose any credible immediate threat in 

Central Europe. Certainly we can reasonably forget, for the time being, any very short warning 

scenarios, which once used to dominate NATO military thinking. Thirdly, it would be quite illogical, if 

with the closer coming together of Europe in the economic and even political field, this was not 

reflected in the security and defence field as well, with France brought more into that security, and 

Germany, now unified and, of course, stronger, even more firmly linked to its wider political and 

security responsibilities. And I do not see any of this necessarily at the expense of the United States, 

whose interest and involvement in Europe is still essential for themselves, I suggest, no less than for 

Europe, but more as a second pillar of NATO, or an expanded or modified NATO, and relying more 

on U.S. reinforcement and less on in situ ground forces, and with the United States more of an 

equal, not so dominant, partner. 

Up to now NATO has provided the assurance that most are looking for, to some extent on both sides 

of the once Iron Curtain, and we should not abandon it lightly; and any new security arrangements 

which eventually emerge must be equally reassuring and not end up with uncertainty, and no one 

knowing the rules of the game. 

Nor must we assume that greater unification of Europe necessarily means less tension within and 

around its borders. Indeed, after European, borders are open after 1992 I can envisage some of its 

security problems actually increasing. So I believe that the idea of European defence forces 

integrated to a much greater degree than at present, and making a more collective contribution to a 

wider whole, is inevitable; and this could become all the more urgent because of the appalling cost 

of equipment for modern war, and the pressing political and economic need for all military action to 

be coalition of one sort or another; Coalition action, to which the Europeans as a block, and 

sometimes with each nation providing what it does best, could most credibly make a contribution. 

Moreover, even when the Central Region and the Communist bloc were perceived as the potentially 

largest threat to the West and to NATO, it was always the uncertainties and instabilities on the flanks 

of NATO and further afield that were more likely to require the deployment of military forces in 

some form, prophylactic, pre-emptive or even reactive, and the Gulf crisis illustrates this only too 

well.   Indeed 6 weeks before Saddam Hussein's annexure of Kuwait, I said in the House of Lords, and 
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I quote, "NATO's southern flank marches on the highly volatile Middle East which may explode at 

any moment and, where, with our experience in the area, it is not difficult to envisage a scenario in 

which Western forces would again be needed in some capacity to counter or balance a pervading 

threat. We would then expect to find opposition forces in the area equipped with very modern and 

sophisticated weapons which would have to be matched". I also repeated what I said earlier about 

getting involved because we would perceive that our interests were very much affected, and the 

alternatives of not doing so even more serious still. So Europe and NATO, or whatever NATO one day 

develops into, would be bound to have increasing concern about the southern and south-eastern 

flank and its communications and responsibilities further afield, when previously it was looking 

primarily due East.                                      

Just now, I mentioned the cost of weapons, and what have we learnt about the weapons we might 

need in the future after studying the present conflict and those of the last few years. And here it 

becomes a very difficult exercise to reconcile requirements and resources, although performance in 

the Falklands and so far in the Gulf, seems to show that over the years the Ministry of Defence has 

not made too bad a shot at it. But you could make a case for so many expensive weapons if you are 

to give your forces the protection and hitting power they might one day need in battle; and clearly 

one country alone other than possibly the United States, would find it impossible to afford the full 

armoury that might be needed. For instance, if your troops or lines of communication might be 

attacked by Scud missiles, or the equivalent, you, or someone alongside whom you would be 

fighting, would hanker after something like a Patriot anti-missile missile at half-a-million pounds a 

shot, or something in that area. If you deploy ships, for whatever purpose, and one has seen many 

roles for them in recent years, even in the restricted areas of the Gulf, they need anti-missile 

protection and ways of projecting their own missiles out to a satisfactory range. Tanks, if they are 

actually to go into battle, need (it is suddenly realised by some) proper armoured protection, as well 

as the more eye-catching mobility and fire-power. Air-power remains critical, helicopters invaluable, 

and if you want to strike well-defended strategic targets you or your allies need the penetration and 

precision of pilotless aircraft and stand-off missiles, both to cut down your own losses and keep 

some of the moral high ground by not killing too many innocent civilians in the process - something 

impossible in World War II. Your artillery, too, needs to out-range that of the enemy; your ground 

forces need the best clothing and equipment that money can buy. You can go on like this forever; 

and it is not easy to get the balance right. For if, when the chips are down, we fail the fighting men in 

one of these respects the political leaders and even the Ministry of Defence, who might in calmer 

days, supported by the public, egged on by the Treasury, have been prepared to skimp on some of 

these things, would not be easily forgiven by the same public if things went wrong, particularly if 

large numbers of casualties were involved, like a ship with a large complement being lost for lack of 

adequate protection. All of which points again to some pooling of defence resources. 

  So with so many imponderables what should we be trying to achieve in terms of defence 

arrangements and the kind of forces we want in this still dangerous world? First, because of the 

appalling cost of making War both in human and financial terms, the ecological repercussions and 

increasing difficulty of conducting operations in the full glare of the International Community, we 

have got to do all we can by diplomacy to see that we can maintain international order, national 

honour and justice by peaceful and not warlike means. This, of course, means maintaining adequate 

security arrangements in areas where they have already been successful, and helping to establish 

them where hitherto they have not existed or proved inadequate; 

inadequate because often (and both the Falklands and to some extent the Gulf are examples of this) 

there has been a power vacuum, no credible in situ deterrent, and the wrong signals sent to the 
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potential aggressor. Such security arrangements must include worthwhile and credible guarantees of 

territorial integrity, hopefully mutually agreed and recognisable balances of power, such as are or 

were in the process of being developed between NATO and the Soviet Union, and some restraint on 

the scale and distribution of destabilising weapon systems, particularly certain types of weapons. It 

is all easier said than done, particularly as such arrangements may also have to include the solutions 

to hitherto insoluble key disputes. But when and if this state of affairs is achieved, the chief value of 

military forces in the area becomes, as it has been in Europe for many years, the expression of intent 

and determination to maintain that balance, and as a deterrent at the appropriate level of an 

aggressor or adventurer indulging in any military option at all. And all this would have, as I say, to be 

done on a Coalition basis, with the main framework, of course, provided by the indigenous countries 

of the area reinforced, as necessary, from outside to underline its credibility, as has happened in 

Europe, and may have to happen in the Middle East. 

 But since credible deterrence must be linked to combat effectiveness, what sort of forces do  we 

need and what risks can we take, if any, in order to keep within a more limited budget? I think we 

can, without undue risk, make significant savings in our more immediately ready forces actually 

stationed in Germany. We may in any case be forced into this by German public opinion. Particularly, 

we can get ourselves off the hook of any forward defence on the inner or any other German border, 

which has always posed a strain on our mobilisation measures. The use of reinforcement forces 

based in the UK, both regular and reserve, then becomes, if tension should rise again and there was 

any emergency, a much more credible and less fraught exercise than would have been the case if we 

only had had a few days warning, as I mentioned earlier. I believe, also that we can safely dispense, 

as part of balanced force reductions, with battlefield nuclear weapons which are no longer required 

to deter a credible military option, and have now become an anachronism and embarrassment to 

our Allies. Although a scaled-down strategic and sub-strategic nuclear balance may still constitute 

the ultimate restraint against aggression as well as, of course, the final guarantee against anyone 

anywhere using a nuclear weapon against us. No country which owned nuclear weapons would have 

been happy with foregoing them if Saddam Hussein was in possession of them. It would also now 

seem that a cruise missile, or equivalent with a conventional warhead, is something that any Alliance 

is going to want somewhere in its armoury, as the Gulf has shown. 

Then in a Unified Germany with its capital, perhaps, or one might say presumably, in Berlin, it is 

difficult to see what the forces of the Allied Powers would do in that city in the years ahead. So there 

will be savings there and since NATO must be looked upon increasingly as a political and general 

security organisation rather than a war-fighting structure, there must be some scope for the culling 

of the many Allied Headquarters whose only justification is command in battle, and which to some 

extent duplicate each other and overlap. So savings there must be in Germany, within the sensible 

framework of wider security guarantees and balanced reductions all round, and this would give us a 

chance to tackle, certainly to streamline if not to disband, our very large family and welfare 

infrastructure in Germany. For this, and I have to admit it has taken me quite some time to come to 

this view, no longer coincides with modem domestic trends in which families are keen to put down 

roots, buy houses, with wives working, and children staying at the same school. There must, 

therefore, be a movement towards permanent home stations, shorter unaccompanied service in 

Germany, and trickle posting for the smaller number of units left there. If this nettle is grasped there 

are very considerable savings to make in the infrastructure of both the Army and the Royal Air Force. 

But, of course, this is only part of the story, because, quite apart from what if anything we leave in 

Germany, we have other commitments we cannot ignore. We need, singly or preferably with 

partners, to support our diplomacy as we have needed to do a number of times in the last 8 years, 
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and as we saw in the early days of the Gulf crisis. And these emergencies have underlined the 

important part Armed Forces can play in that international diplomacy, for without them and some 

degree of power projection in the areas concerned, threats cannot be countered or effective 

negotiating positions established. It is my experience from 8 years in Whitehall that "send a 

gunboat" is still a seductive option in any political leader's armoury, (if he or she wants to be a 

statesman of the world stage) whatever his or her party, this particularly applies to the naval and air 

forces; who are more mobile, and make a diplomatic point quicker and more subtly than their land 

counterparts. 

Then we must not forget that at the moment we have a very considerable overstretch in our 

Infantry, brought about largely by the Northern Ireland commitment, which shows little sign of 

disappearing, but also by a range of overseas garrisons from Belize to Cyprus and the Falklands to 

Hong Kong -the last, of course, - only until 1997, but with a possible rise in tension before that. 

Finally, when planning our size and shape, we must, unlike the 20s and 30s, endeavour to keep 

modern and up-to-date, in thought and equipment, even if our numbers are smaller, because 

without that, and an ability to expand quickly and take part and engage in real operations, the 

effectiveness of any contribution to Coalition action will be much reduced. 

So we need Armed Forces which are flexible in organisation, equipment and thought. They must 

essentially be capable of providing our Land, Sea and Air contribution, as Europeans to the wider 

security arrangements we hope will develop within or from NATO incorporating, perhaps, in time, at 

least part of Eastern Europe, and with the European Community a constituent part; the end product 

designed to produce a reasonable balance of power in Europe, inhibit adventurism on all sides, and 

manifestly guarantee frontiers, which the treaty of Locarno, which I mentioned earlier, had no teeth 

to do. In 1870 successfully, but also in 1912 and the 1930s, we tried to opt out of Continental 

involvement, falling back on a more traditional maritime role and imperial policing. But in 1914 and 

1939 we were forced back into it; and now, with an ever closer unity in Europe, we must be fully 

integrated into the external and, I suppose, ultimately, internal security of the European Community, 

and so continue to have the knowhow and equipment to operate on the Continent and contribute to 

that balance. 

Now what proportion of such forces we actually continue to hold on the Continent, as opposed to 

the end of the tunnel in the United Kingdom; and whether our contribution amounts to a strong 

armoured division forming part of say a larger European Corps; or perhaps a quick reaction Corps of 

our own, held centrally in reserve and designed, with or without other National contributions, to 

operate at crisis points or on the flanks of Europe and NATO, with the necessary Naval and Air 

support to go with it; or whether we contribute some combination of these things; is a matter for 

discussion with our European and NATO partners, because both will be involved. 

Equally, with those same forces, which means we must have some capacity to move our heavy 

weapons from one theatre to another, and depending on the exact requirement, we must be 

capable of reacting on a European, on an Atlantic, or even wider coalition basis, as we have in the 

Gulf, to any of the quite sophisticated threats which, with so much weaponry around, could affect 

international stability from quite unusual directions; and I do not discount the possibility of Soviet or 

Eastern European troops being associated with such a coalition. Although the former Soviet Union 

will, I suspect, be trying to get back into the power game, particularly in areas like the Middle East, 

to re-establish her own status. 
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There are, of course, in any case bound to be occasional doubts about the reliability of a particular 

Coalition in a particular situation. Would we always go along with the Americans on all foreign policy 

issues? We were not, of course, lined up with them on Vietnam, or them with us at Suez; although 

no large scale intervention would be possible without them. Will the French always be with us in a 

particular situation? Will the Germans, in their present very pacifist mood, ever be with us in a 

particular situation? But somehow, if we are going to make a go of Europe and produce a common 

foreign as well as economic policy, and, of course, it does depend on that, we have got, by 

revitalising the Western European Union or some other body, or by introducing a European Defence 

Commission and Commissioner, to produce a coherent European military policy and structure, 

difficult as it maybe to get away from the idea of balanced national forces. But only in this way can 

we tackle the problems of keeping down equipment costs through burden sharing, common 

research and development procurement policies, and achieving some degree of role specialization, 

again to ease the cost burden. None of these things are easy to achieve and depend on a number of 

factors, but the Tornado and future European Fighter Aircraft are examples of the first and second 

common research and development procurement policy, and in the Gulf conflict, there have been 

examples of the third role specialization by necessity.                                                           

I have outlined just some ways we might try to cut our coat rather more according to the Treasury 

cloth, and another way must be, with savings in Germany in mind, to reduce the size of our still well 

trained, well equipped and well paid regular forces, and to be prepared to supplement them, if 

necessary in both major and minor emergencies by the very economical, well-motivated part-time 

volunteer forces in all three services. This would give the latter both greater incentive for 

recruitment (the Territorial Army, for instance, could recruit well up to a figure of 75, 000 or even 

more) and for training, and I hope it would also give them an organisation which would dovetail 

more closely in with the regulars and thus make them more usable, outside General Mobilisation, 

than they are at the moment. In the Gulf the Territorial Army contribution, although very valuable, 

has been confined mostly to individuals in the medical services. 

But until the NATO and European Community defence negotiations and the MBFR have been 

completed, the Gulf crisis is over, and other factors like stretch and frequency of unaccompanied 

tours, added to the equation, it is really impossible to decide on exactly how many armoured, 

infantry and artillery units, and how many ships and aircraft, we may need to match up to our re-

orientated commitments, and any attempt to remove the money before this has been done is both 

irrational and a sure way to get into a resource-led scramble. I doubt, in fact, if we can do with many 

less ships; it is more a question of maintaining the present building programme, and certainly no less 

aircraft; a few less air bases perhaps, but no less aircraft. But it is possible that we may be able to do 

with a few less army combat units provided always, and it is quite a proviso, that the outcome of the 

Gulf is satisfactory, the aftermath not too disastrous, and the situation in Eastern Europe does not 

suddenly deteriorate. And if some reduction becomes possible I would, for the Army's sake, much 

prefer to see fewer, larger cap badge Regiments, each containing more than one unit apiece, one of 

which at least would be more ready to take part at war strength in emergencies, rather than the 

very under-strength single unit regiments we have at the moment; and which, in order to be made 

up to anything like fighting strength, for instance for the Gulf, have had to be reinforced with a hotch 

potch of many other Regiments. Such an amalgamation can be made to work; if there is sufficient 

urgency a good Commanding Officer can make anything work; but it does make a mockery of the 

whole Regimental System on which we have, rightly, always taken immense pride, as a way of 

inspiring even greater team spirit, fortitude and valour. So any future reduction in Combat Arms 
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numbers would provide opportunities, in my opinion, for a reorganisation of manpower and of the 

valuable but, present, rather inflexible Regimental System. 

 But at the end of the day, when all the sums have been done, all the negotiations completed, all the 

commitments added up, I believe, the Ministry of Defence, hopefully under less Cabinet, 

Parliamentary and public pressure than a year ago, will find it unwise to make as many manpower 

reductions as was indicated in the most extreme 'Options for Change', and certainly not as many 

financial cuts as was demanded by the Treasury's premature costing of that particular option. 

Sensible reductions and reorganisations are there to be achieved, and I hope I have shown some 

areas where this might happen. Indeed it will be welcome, particularly if this allows, as originally 

promised, better funding for equipment, mobility and conditions of service. The danger is that with 

the Treasury wanting smaller forces, equally under-funded, and the money already removed before 

the options have been properly assessed against the present circumstances, a resource-led scramble 

is likely which could so easily get the wrong answers, and do a lot of damage for the future. What 

the country needs are forces of which they can be proud; which they can trust to act effectively and 

professionally if important National interests are threatened. And the quality which was seen in the 

Falklands, and again in the Gulf, is something which cannot be manufactured overnight, turned off 

for long periods, and then turned on again at the drop of a hat. It has to be nurtured; it needs a 

certain amount of stability, tradition, and esprit de corps. It needs the confidence and 

professionalism that comes from a credible operational capability, and the self-respect of those who 

know they are appreciated and have good conditions of service. For the last 40 years the armed 

forces of the Crown have been needed in one form or another a remarkable number of times, and 

have never let the country down. Indeed, there can be few national institutions which have so well 

preserved their reputation and integrity in the eyes of the public. 

None of us like paying insurance premiums, indeed, when things are quiet they are bitterly resented, 

but when the winds suddenly blow, there is a spate of burglaries, or we find ourselves in the worse 

winter for 5 years and all the pipes burst, how glad we are we did not suspend our premiums; and, I 

would have thought, that the premiums we paid on defence, which, bearing in mind how much is at 

stake, should be set and remain at a fixed percentage of that stake i.e. the Gross National Product, 

have delivered the goods rather better than most. I would have, therefore, thought that, in this 

uncertain world, perhaps more uncertain than any time I can remember since World War II, if this 

percentage was 5% as it was in the middle 80s, it was a price well worth paying for the security on 

which all else depends. 

(From an Address to the European-Atlantic Group in the Grand Committee 

Room. House of Commons on February 26th, 1991). 
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Transcript of speech by Sir Michael Burton 

– 18 October 2007 

 

 

Introduction by Sir Michael Burton, KCVO CMG  

 

I used to be the Chairman and then the President of the Group a few years ago, so you may 

ask yourself why I am chairing the meeting this evening. Those of you who were at the AGM 

just before dinner know that we have in fact, a new Chairman of the Group, Baroness 

Symons, who is a great catch if I can put it that way, for the Group, and our existing 

Chairman moved up in the normal way to become our President. But, unfortunately, neither 

of them is able to be with us this evening. That’s the first reason. The second reason, of 

course, is that it is Justin’s little joke to have Sir Michael Burton introducing Sir Michael 

Burton.  

 

Some of you may have thought that I was going to be talking this evening about European 

law and the Human Rights Law on the UK courts; that would have been a very short talk! It’s 

not me; it’s my very distinguished namesake. And we are, indeed, very lucky that Sir Michael 

Burton, who is a High Court judge, can be here with us this evening because he is a great 

authority on the subject. His subject is the impact on the courts of England and Wales on 

Human Rights and European Law and it’s particularly appropriate because the European 

Council will be taking place over the next few days at which the heads of state and 

government will be signing the EU reform treaty. This is, of course, deeply controversial, not 

least in this country. One of the reasons why it is controversial is that the question arises 

whether we really know the full implications of what we’re signing up to. The reason for that 

is that it could be the European Court of Justice, the ECJ, which has the last word in so 

many of these controversial areas as time goes by and as the not fully watertight wording of 

the treaty is tested and comes before the court. So we may find ourselves in areas we had 

not expected to find ourselves in. I may be entirely wrong about that, but that I think is one of 

the things we are going to be hearing about from Sir Michael.  

 

 

Sir Michael Burton: Thank you, Chairman. I am absolutely delighted to be here to complete 

the set of Sir Michael Burtons. It is most extraordinary because not only are we namesakes, 
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but when he was your President of the E-AG, I was President of the EAT, the Employment 

Appeals Tribunal, which I was for three and a half years. And we do occasionally get each 

other’s post. A number of people came up to me when you were standing as Chairman of 

Hurlingham and told me, “I’m voting for you”, so I think you owe me a few votes. Michael got 

a letter from an Oxford college inviting him to put in as principal of the college and he 

handed it over to me and said, ‘Would you be interested?’ Both of us passed up the 

opportunity.  

 

I thought I would pick out a few topics for discussion, because my purpose tonight is not to 

give any lengthy lecture but to throw up a few seeds for discussion. I hope, given the 

presence of so many distinguished people here tonight, that you’ll all want to involve 

yourselves in a debate, around the topic of the impact, of which of course there are many - I 

am only going to touch on one or two - on the courts of England and Wales of Human Rights 

and European law.  

 

I am taking a topical starting point which is not strictly about human rights or European law, 

but it is one in which I happen to have some recent interest and involvement. That is Mr. Al 

Gore’s film, ‘An Inconvenient Truth,’ which of course is particularly of interest to the 

European-Atlantic Group. Some of you may have seen that I was the judge in what was a 

fascinating case. Sir Bryan (Thwaites) sitting next to me here put it politely; he asked, ‘What 

was your status?’ What I think he meant was, ‘What on earth were you doing?’ And it was a 

rather unusual task, because I as a judge was deciding whether it had been lawful or 

unlawful for the two cabinet ministers, Alan Johnson (then Education) and David Milliband 

(then Environment), to decide together - and later do a press conference - to dispatch a copy 

of this film to every secondary school in the country. Was that lawful or not? It was sections 

406 and 407 of the Education Act, which had never been the subject of any consideration by 

the courts before, which were in issue. The Claimant was backed by others, and he said ‘I’m 

just a father and a school governor but I disapprove of this being done.’ So I wasn’t out to be 

- as I sometimes felt I was being - a sort of member of the British Board of Film Censors. It is 

a marvellous film if you haven’t seen it and I would highly recommend it. There was a news 

programme on the BBC and someone rang me up and said, ‘you’re on the television’ so I 

raced to the switch and heard that …Mr. Gore has a notoriously thin skin and he will be very 

upset about this! I thought, ‘I don’t want to upset him! Why should I upset Mr. Gore?’  

 

But it wasn’t about that nor of course was it about my judging of whether or not it was good 

science or bad science. What I was being asked to say was whether there was a breach of 
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the sections which prevent the promotion of partisan political views by schools. That’s what 

s406 says; s407 says that if schools are going to start political issues then there must be a 

balanced discussion. This comes out of the 1986 Education Act of the Thatcher era, from 

which one of the distinguished representatives is here today [George Guise], and, no doubt, 

the idea is to ensure – and no one has challenged these sections - that schools are not 

promoting a particular party or party line, political indoctrination. The issue was, was it a 

political film, and was the government promoting a partisan political film by dispatching it to 

schools? In that context, I was asked to look at all of these errors, or alleged errors or 

exaggerations. The Claimant said there were about fifty of them: “30% science and 70% 

sentimental rubbish!” I was satisfied that the statements in the film were broadly in line with 

the scientific consensus, but I looked at the alleged errors or exaggerations, and I was 

persuaded in respect of only some of all those that he was relying on, exaggerations such as 

the twenty foot wall of water that was going to crash down on Shanghai and Bangladesh in 

the next few years; these were marvellous images and part of Gore’s crusade but they were 

effectively partisan. If you put these out as a matter of fact when they do not accord with the 

scientific consensus, you may be said to be being one-sided and therefore partisan. Of 

course, the irony is that in the very week that this case came on, he got the Nobel Prize! I 

actually went into court to start on a different case on the next day and said, “If anyone in 

this court room is in line for a Nobel Prize, just mention it to me and I’ll put in a good word!” 

(Laughter)  

  

The point that I really wanted to make about this, which I think can be illustrated by this case, 

even though it is not a human rights case, it is that everyone ascribes the views in the 

statements that I have made in my judgments as if they were my own, ‘Mr. Justice Burton 

thinks so and so…’ and even friends of mine either in calls or e-mails have said they agreed 

with me or didn’t agree with me… But it’s not me! I am simply articulating my decision on the 

rival arguments put before me. As I said, it seems to me that what I’ve felt quite strongly 

since the Human Rights Act has come in, that the public and the media are bound to 

consider - and it may sometimes be the case - that the personal views of a judge impinge on 

his decision making.  

 

We were bound by the law of precedent. I am a great believer in the law of precedent. It 

means that people who are concerned about how they can operate their lives and their 

lifestyles, and make business or personal decisions, can either ask themselves, or, if 

necessary, ask their lawyer, ‘What’s the court likely to think of this? Will what I do be lawful 

or unlawful?’ And the answer would be: ‘Well, the 1949 Snodgrass Act said so and so and 
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as long as you comply with Section 371, you’ll be all right’. Or ‘The Court of Appeal of the 

House of Lords has said such and such is the case, and that is the law.’  

 

Now, if there’s a Human Rights Act element to the case - that’s not the initiative of the judge; 

that’s down to the lawyers who act for the party (everyone now tries to bring in a Human 

Rights Act point, just as in the early days of European law when everyone tried to bring in a 

Euro point or a Euro defence) – if a Human Rights case is raised, then the power of the 

judge has been dramatically increased by the Human Rights Act. This is not the judge’s 

wish; it is Parliament’s wish. There are two particular impacts of the Human Rights Act on 

judges. Perhaps the most significant impact of the Human Rights Act is that a judge can be 

persuaded to conclude and thus declare that an Act of Parliament is inconsistent with the 

Human Rights Act. There was some talk when the Human Rights Act was being debated, as 

to whether judges would actually be enabled to strike down an Act of Parliament but 

fortunately, we can’t. All we can do is declare that it is inconsistent with the Human Rights 

Act. But of course, the likelihood that the government would not do something about it, when 

a court has declared an Act of Parliament inconsistent with the Human Rights Act, is limited. 

On those few occasions where it has happened - and it has happened from time to time, 

usually in the Court of Appeal - they have hastened to procure a change in the law. So we 

can’t always any longer say, ‘I don’t agree with this Act and you don’t agree with this Act, but 

unless we can find some way around it, I’m sorry, I’m bound by Parliament.’  

 

The other impact is that we cannot now simply say when an issue of Human Rights arises, 

‘I’m sorry I may not agree with the law, but I can’t find for you because of a binding decision 

of the Court of Appeal or the House of Lords the other way.’ Now, if we are persuaded that a 

previous decision of a higher court (including the House of Lords) is inconsistent with the 

Human Rights Act - which is entirely possible because they weren’t looking at the Human 

Rights Act when they decided the point (it didn’t bind the courts until 1998) - then we must 

follow the Human Rights Act, and not those decisions. There is the risk that we either may 

unconsciously be affected by our own personal views - I hope we are not, we try not to be - 

or we may be pictured in the media as being affected by our views. It is a relatively new 

phenomenon that litigants have begun to start objecting to a judge because they express 

concern that he or she may have views which may affect the outcome. Normally this is not 

going to get anywhere - unless it happens that you have got shares in one of the companies 

on one side or the other, in which case you would declare that. That’s an obvious need for a 

declaration of conflict of interest - but judges can be trusted to get on with the job and not be 

affected by their own personal views. But it is rather different where the Human Rights Act 

comes in and it could be said that your view - whether it’s on global warming or abortion or 
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whatever it might be - might possibly affect the outcome. As I say, litigants are now doing 

this and the courts are resisting it at the moment, and there are firm decisions by the Court 

of Appeal saying that judges not only should not, but must not, take account of such 

applications, because we’ll end up with litigants searching for the judge who they think will 

be best for them.  But in Human Rights cases, where a judge may have to decide free of 

precedent, this is obviously more of a worry. 

 

It is a problem, and there are two possible ways in which that may have effect. The process 

is that judges are now appointed, not by the Lord Chancellor, and on careful advice from the 

very well informed civil service, and from judges and fellow judges, as to whether you are or 

aren’t a good lawyer with lots of legal experience, you obviously know the Snodgrass Act 

inside out and have good qualities in terms of judiciousness. It may be, now that it is a 

question of the Judicial Appointments Commission deciding who should be selected, a 

majority of which are laymen and will not know for themselves whether you are or aren’t a 

good lawyer or a good judge, who may or may not take it on trust from their fellow members 

which ones are good lawyers or good deputy judges, that there is a risk, in the long or 

medium term, of some shift in appointments - from those who emerge as being good lawyers 

to those who seem to have the right views. The Lord Chief Justice has been publicised 

recently as rigorously resisting a proposal that meant that new members of the House of 

Lords/ Supreme Court would have to go through a nomination system as in the United 

States. But there is that risk.  

 

The other risk is of course that we might be pushed into the American system of judges 

being elected. I think that might be a disaster. But what if it is contended that judges should 

be ‘representatives of ordinary people’? It is certainly the case that judges have become 

‘more normal’, I hope. When I was a young barrister there were a lot of judges who could be 

genuinely unpleasant, and were not simply pretending to be unpleasant to people who failed 

to comply with orders and that kind of thing. Sometimes we get irritated, but I believe that 

modern judges can be trusted to be judicious and do not suffer from what I like to call, 

‘judgeitis’. On the whole, we are more sensible and more ordinary than we were. Judges 

obviously have to buy food in supermarkets. The wielder of the supermarket trolley however 

is not necessarily going to be the best judge, but there is the risk that it will be considered 

that judges should be chosen not as good lawyers or judges but as good people. That 

should not be the test. Therefore, there are real possible impacts just from the incorporation 

into British law of the Human Rights Act on the very fundamental way in which the courts 

operate.  
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Let me move to another point which is in relation to the specific impact which the Human 

Rights Act has had on certain judicial decisions. Interestingly, the last Home Secretary Mr. 

Reid, very shortly after he ceased to be Home Secretary, having been responsible for so 

many things across the board, for example prisoners and counterterrorism, made a speech 

attacking the Human Rights Act. He raised a number of examples, which led to a rather 

interesting article in the Daily Telegraph. The most notable one, probably that which caused 

him to make the speech at the time, was the decision of the Asylum and Immigration 

Tribunal not to overturn a recommendation for deportation in respect of a young man who 

murdered the headmaster Mr. Lawrence, such that he wasn’t to be deported back to Italy. 

But a number of other examples were given in the Daily Telegraph in their analysis of the 

speech and I just mention a few of them, without expressing any personal views one way or 

another. One of the examples was that of the Afghan hijackers, who were not sent back to 

Afghanistan. In 2005, said the Daily Telegraph, a sex attacker was released from prison after 

serving 16 years of a life sentence because officials were worried about breaching his 

Human Rights, and within nine months had murdered again. A London jeweller was told by 

police that circulating images of a suspected thief who was caught on CCTV would infringe 

human rights legislation. British troops in Iraq and Afghanistan: the House of Lords ruled that 

the Human Rights Act does apply to soldiers operating in war zones abroad. A suspected 

car thief who bombarded police with bricks and tiles during a rooftop siege in Gloucester was 

given a Kentucky Fried Chicken meal by officers ‘to ensure his well-being and human rights’. 

These were examples all given in the Daily Telegraph article. Because of the fact that now in 

Human Rights cases there is a counter to the traditional following of precedent and the 

automatic following of whatever legislation is passed by Parliament, this is bound to lead to 

difficult cases. It is so much easier nowadays to get it wrong. Leaving aside the various 

examples of police advice referred to, the court decisions do get more difficult.  

 

Perhaps the most contentious and difficult point was a case where the courts were locked 

into battle with the Executive. It is interesting to note that the media found themselves 

uncertain as to which side to support. It was tough, but these kinds of questions have never 

previously arisen. I refer to the counterterrorism legislation. There were two cases involving 

a man called Mr. A. This all arose because of the incredibly difficult position in which the 

Executive finds itself, where you have in this country people like Mr. A, who are suspected 

terrorists, allegedly dangerous terrorists, and who, whether they are or aren’t, have no right 

to stay in this country, and would be deported because they have no right to remain, would 

not be given asylum because they haven’t got a genuine asylum claim and would thus 

ordinarily be returned to their county. Yet we cannot return them to the country to which we 
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would naturally return them because they say, and it is no doubt true, that their lives would 

be at risk if they were sent back to the countries where they come from. This is a real 

problem. The Government says that if we can’t send them back, we can’t deport them, we 

certainly don’t want them here, so we will detain them permanently, unless of course they 

choose to go somewhere else. There was a challenge to that, and it went all the way up to 

the House of Lords, which overturned the Court of Appeal, concluding that the system was 

contrary to the Human Rights Act, and more interestingly that it was discriminatory towards 

aliens in that British nationals were treated differently, and the Act only led to the permanent 

detention of aliens. So the House of Lords decided the provisions to be inconsistent with the 

Human Rights Act, and the Government then changed them. They introduced legislation 

which was non-discriminatory, because it allowed the detention of British residents as well, 

but consisted of the imposition of control orders, which required those subject to them to 

remain not in detention but at a specified address.  

 

That was the end of ‘A No 1’, but then ‘A No 2’ pops up. This only got up to the Court of 

Appeal, because there was no appeal to the House of Lords. This time, the Court of Appeal 

decided that the legislation was within the Human Rights Act, but that such a control order 

was contrary to the detainees’ human rights, because it could lead to them being shut up for 

24 hours a day. So the control orders had to be changed – such that in practice the 

maximum period of time that they can extend is 14 hours per day, so the other 10 hours they 

are allowed out, but no doubt a good deal of time and money is spent on keeping an eye on 

them. The special court – SIAC - on which I sit occasionally - can hear evidence in secret, 

when special advocates can be instructed to represent the interests of the detainee.  

 

It’s a balancing act and we should feel very proud of the courts, whether you agree with their 

decisions or not, in having stood up to the Government in that way and I suppose we should 

be proud of the law. But you cannot get away from the impact of Human Rights, especially 

these days with counterterrorism. The Government does its best to find the balance; 

Parliament debates it and passes the legislation. In the old days that would have been that. 

We would have said, ‘Well we have done our best.’ But really, it’s a thin red line.  

 

All these are terribly difficult questions, but it would seem that the Human Rights Act is 

probably better as an English law. It’s probably better to have an English court deciding 

under an English Act than to have it decided by Strasbourg. We are more likely to be able to 

introduce a British element into the decision than if it was not our courts making the decision.  
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The other aspect of the Human Rights Act I briefly touched on in mentioning the secret 

evidence and instruction of special advocates. It is still controversial whether information 

obtained by the security services should be admissible in evidence and consequently 

disclosed. I will mention an interesting case that I am dealing with at the moment: some of 

you may have seen it in the paper when there was a hearing at the end of September. 

Cherie Booth is representing the nephew of a man who was a scientist in Germany during 

the war and was well connected in Nazi circles. The nephew wants to establish that he was 

in fact a spy for us, for Britain. There’s a book which says that he was, and one said to be 

terribly significant to the British side, but it is all speculation. They want to show that he was 

a British spy. MI6 has ‘neither confirmed nor denied’ that files exist, and the only tribunal to 

challenge this is a tribunal of which I am Vice President called the Investigatory Powers 

Tribunal. We have the opportunity to challenge the Intelligence Services’ decisions, so we 

have this very interesting judgment to make. MI6 relies on the Intelligence Service Act which 

says that they are prohibited from disclosing any information (or whether they even have it) 

unless it is positively in the national interest to disclose it. Although Article 8 of the Human 

Rights Convention was raised in respect of privacy, it is only part of the issue.  

 

I want to turn finally to Europe, although, as Sir Michael says, it is particularly topical at the 

moment in terms of the treaty. At the moment, one of the red lines of Gordon Brown is that 

there should be no more interference by the European Court. I’m only looking at how things 

are at the moment. It’s been this way since the European Communities Act of 1972 which 

made the decisions of European Court of Justice binding on English courts, and certain 

aspects of European law directly applicable in English law. I just want to comment briefly on 

two aspects which are more procedural than substantive, because European law still does 

not govern most of our lives. It has a great deal of impact, I know, on business and on 

pricing and on competition, but it is still a relatively limited area. I want to throw up two points 

of positive impact.  

 

The first is a very real one, relating to the passage of time. English courts now have to 

decide issues of European law, because European law is now part of our law. If there’s a 

matter of doubt, then we are entitled, and in some cases obliged, to refer it to the European 

Court of Justice. There is a tremendous reluctance on UK courts to dispatch issues to be 

decided, because of the delay in the European Courts, not simply because it now has an 

increased number of judges. (By the way, it is interesting to appear there as Counsel, as you 

are given a very short time to speak, but what you say is simultaneously translated, and up 

in the boxes there are interpreters, and one can tell immediately which ones are Italian, 

Spanish and French interpreters because they are the ones waving their hands in the air as 
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they translate!). A reference to the European Court inevitably has a period of time built in 

before it comes up. The average period of time is not as bad as it used to be, but it is 19.8 

(?) months between a reference to the European Court and a decision by the European 

Court. I am told they act more quickly on English cases, because the language is a less of a 

problem than on others, but this passage of time is a real impact. You can slow things up 

here by getting a reference to Europe.  

 

The other impact is that when you do get to the European Court of Justice, the judgments 

are extremely succinct. While English judges will deliver a judgment as long as is required, 

giving full reasons for this, that and the other, and hopefully not only will the parties know 

why they won or lost, but future cases will be able to use it as precedent, European 

decisions however are uniformly extremely short. The judgments are usually only about 20-

30 paragraphs long. That does leave room for a number of possible interpretations, which in 

some ways I suppose can be a good thing but it doesn’t give, I don’t think, the kind of 

guidance that the English courts tend to give.  

 

So those are two impacts, and I’m sure there are others that have been around for 30 years 

but are not quite so significant. Those are the points that I wanted to throw out for 

discussion. 

 

Sir Michael Burton (Chairman): Thank you very much, Sir Michael, you’ve raised a number 

of extremely important points and opened up avenues for discussion.  

 

INTRODUCTION TO DISCUSSION by George Guise: 

  

As you’ve just heard, my name is not Sir Michael Burton. (Laughter). I think that English law 

arrives from the fundamental premise that the individual is completely free and to the extent 

to which that individual may through his actions interfere with the freedom of someone else 

and the state, being the embodiment of all of the other individuals, will take action to prevent 

it. That’s why I can’t go down Bond Street shooting people, because I’m interfering with their 

rights to go down Bond Street without being shot. Now I understand that Napoleonic law and 

Roman law, from which it evolved, regards the state as the supreme object. The state is 

infinitely powerful; the state is allowed to have intent and purpose. Under English law, I don’t 
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think the state can have intent. So what we have under European law is the principle that the 

individual has no freedom and that the State has total freedom. However the individual is 

then allowed to carve out some space within that totality which will then be enforced by the 

state. So, we’re approaching the thing from two totally different points of view and I think 

there is a collision course on the way, and the European Court of Justice, I think, is allowed 

to decide its own competence when it is in conflict with the courts of a national member. And 

to allow any organisation to decide whether it or somebody else is competent, particularly if 

there are people that cannot be fired, seems to me extremely dangerous. Now, there are 

four suggestions which I would have thought, if I were Mr. Brown, that I would be trying to 

get as a condition to our signing up to this treaty if we sign at all.  

 

First, I think that the community or the Union as it’s now should repeal the Acquis 

Communautaire, by which a Directive once issued can never be rescinded. Secondly, I think 

MPs and ministers should be able to initiate and repeal legislation rather than made to 

approve or reject what the Commission proposes. But the initiative at the moment, in case 

anyone doesn’t know, is always information. No MP or minister can come up with a 

proposal. Thirdly, I think that restitution of social policy responsible should be the 

responsibility of the governments of men of the states. I think that the rejection for all time of 

the Constitution’s dangerous proposal – it’s now not called the Constitution; it’s called the 

Treaty – that the European Court of Justice should itself have the final power to declare 

supremacy over the highest courts of member states. There is a country that’s managed to 

organise itself rather like that. Switzerland has got practically all the trading benefits of the 

European member states. It has two bilateral agreements with the European Union which 

protect the rights to trade. It’s not a custom duty, so you can get free VAT levels, but you 

can’t protect, for example, a French firm to do public services in the Swiss Canton. So there 

is competition, free trade, but there is none of the intellectual baggage that annoys so many 

people.  

 

Sir Michael Burton (Chairman): Thank you very much. I’m going to open it up to the floor:  

 

Questions were not asked with a microphone and therefore will not appear on the transcript.  

 

Question 1: Referring to increased appointments of women and ethnic minorities.  
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Response (Sir Michael Burton): Interestingly, we judges all had an e-mail today from Mrs. 

Justice Dobbs saying she was misquoted, or should I say ‘misquota-ed’, because she did 

not, she insists, say that she believed in quotas, which I’m sure she doesn’t. Certainly, the 

present remit of the Judicial Appointments Commission is subject to statute and it says that 

merit must be the primary issue in selection. Of course, how you judge merit is another 

question, as I was saying earlier. You could judge merit in a number of different ways. In 

terms of encouraging women and ethnic minorities to go to bench - I’m in favour of that. I 

think that one has simply got to realize that at the Bar now - which is the main place where 

the judges come from – taking women first, it’s something like 50-50 in all members of the 

Bar in their first ten or so. Looking at those who are more senior, there are fewer women 

simply because that reflects the entry levels of 20 years ago. The same goes for ethnic 

minorities, not quite so much, obviously not fifty per cent, but among those that have recently 

joined the Bar, a higher proportion than there used to be. 

  

They are seeking ways to improve access to the Bar, although it’s a real problem. Barristers 

are finding that there is no work because litigation is getting too expensive and is being cut 

back - but that is another story. But in ten years time, there will be many more from ethnic 

minorities than there are now. You appoint judges from the senior barristers and lawyers. As 

long as the majority of senior lawyers are more men than women, and there are fewer from 

ethnic minorities, we’re bound to get this affect on the pool available for judicial selection. I 

am not in favour of reverse discrimination, and indeed I believe it would be unlawful to 

reverse-discriminate, but in five years, I think you’ll find that the bench will start to have more 

women, and in ten years, fifteen years, I suspect the bench will be 50-50, with increases in 

ethnic minority representation also. I don’t believe Mrs. Justice Dobbs, who is herself of 

course, black, thinks anything different. I’m sure she did point out that it’s the case that of the 

recent appointments to the bench since her - the High Court since her – they have all been 

white and very few of them have been women. But that is because the High Court Bench still 

needs to be appointed on merit. As I’ve said, in ten years time, I think you’ll have a very 

different story. I don’t think the Judicial Appointments Commission will take a different 

course. They are looking to encourage women and ethnic minority members but the High 

Court Bench is a different thing from the district court bench and the crown court bench. In 

the latter there is a very different story: there is larger representation already of women and 

ethnic minority members. 

 

Question 2:  
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Response (Sir Michael Burton): As a Queens Bench judge, I do try criminal cases, but I’m 

very largely not dealing with them. What I’m very conscious about is that the police and other 

important agencies now have more powers in the counter-terrorism areas, which they are 

now using. I am not personally conscious of what is reported in the media (I read it as you 

do) about the police not being as well trained as they were, being dominated by paperwork, 

dominated by targets; they have to arrest a number of people – and as a member of the 

public, I feel the same way about traffic wardens! (Laughter.) But I don’t think that’s anything 

to do with the Human Rights Act or the reverse. It may be that we’re not training the police 

well enough now, but, from my point of view as a judge, I’m not seeing that. I’m only reading 

what you’re reading in the media. It’s not hitting the courts. What is hitting the courts is that 

there are Counterterrorism Acts, trials which depend upon evidence which has been 

obtained from secret sources and so forth. But as far as whether police are acting rudely or 

highhandedly, if they are, I don’t think there has been any change.  

 

Question 3 from Sir John Osborn: How does our Supreme Court affect other countries? 

What sort of structure can we expect whether or not there’s no Referendum and we stay in 

the European Union as it is? Election of judges? 

 

Response (Sir Michael Burton): I’ll just pick out one or two points. The present English judge 

at Strasbourg was first appointed to the High Court and then allocated to Strasbourg, and I 

believe the same thing applied to our judge in the European Court, who was a member of 

the Court of Appeal. So it hasn’t happened. I’d be interested to know if anyone thinks it 

should happen to have judges be elected. As to Strasbourg, it still exists, and you can take 

your cases to Strasbourg as a last resort. But as long as we have the English Courts, you 

are expected to bring your human rights claims in this country first. I think you will get a 

better result here, because we can bring in the English dimension. As for the European 

Court, I don’t think anyone should get too excited about it. The European Court is only, at the 

moment, involved in certain areas, largely business, obviously, making sure we comply with 

Directives. Britain has complied far more strictly than most European members, as far as I 

can see, on competition law, pricing, etc. There’s no doubt about it that the European Court 

is supreme. Whatever we call our top court… the House of Lords or whether it is changing to 

the Supreme Court… it is subject to Europe on those areas where the European Court has 

jurisdiction – but that is not on the vast majority of issues decided by the UK courts. On 

purely domestic issues the the European Court does not have any involvement.  

 

Question 4: 
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Response (Sir Michael Burton): I don’t think the rules come from the European Court, The 

rules come from the Commission and the Parliament and what they say, and that’s what we 

have to do. The European Court only gets involved in interpretation of the Directives, when 

the member countries say, ‘We don’t think it ought to mean that.’ And the European Court 

does sometimes listen and come to conclusions based upon what we would recognise as 

common law principles. The significant thing about European law is that it can be very 

flexible, whereas we have these well-established rules of construction, which we apply. 

There are no entrenched rules of construction in European law, so you can actually 

sometimes win in the European Court and get a British point of view and therefore, what we 

would like to see as a rational interpretation of a Directive. But as I said, I don’t think you 

should blame the European Court. The primary place that all of this is happening is in the 

Executive and the Legislative side, not the court.  

 

A Speaker: If I can just add to that point myself, I heard a bit of a discussion this morning on 

the radio. The British Representative on the ECJ said that the role of the Court is to fill in the 

gaps. It is to elaborate on what the law is, which is of course, a very important role. A further 

comment was made on the debate program that it all turns in one direction which is a 

federalising direction. Therefore, the Court is an engine to European Integration and never 

the reverse.  

 

Response 3 (Sir Michael Burton): Sometimes it can be persuaded to go the other way, 

because the wording of most Directives is so bland that the European Court sometimes can 

be persuaded to do what we might regard as justice. So I’m not sure it is driving the same 

way all the time.  

 

A Speaker:  I think the danger here is that the bureaucrats, when they know that something 

is unpopular, what they do is they say ‘Well, this won’t come in until 2012 or 2015’ because 

they know they’ll still be there but the ministers and the MPs know they probably won’t, so 

it’s very easy to agree with them. I think there is a danger that in a parallel kind of way, 

British judges will lean towards the European pressures when it comes to these kinds of 

decisions because they know it’s the coming thing.  
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Response 5 (Sir Michael Burton):  The Human Rights Act is a great balancing act and 

there’s always something for somebody. Every Article tends a different way. Article 8, relates 

to interference with private life, can be used and is used by the victim to say ‘you aren’t 

giving me enough protection,’ and this is why the government is introducing more roles for 

victims in Criminal Courts’ opportunities to speak for claim compensation. So no, I think 

you’ll find the Human Rights Act pretty evenly balanced. There’s something in it for 

everyone.  

 

A Speaker: I was very interested in what you said about the Human Rights Act in the sense 

that you made almost a protest that the judges were being drawn into place for questions. All 

judicial decision making is fundamentally based upon social and political realities. And all of 

the human rights victims are to draw the judges into where the act itself is set up, where 

almost any other decision that the courts make, and if you look at the underlying criteria, in 

case of a disputed issue reflects on a moral or social issue, the judge is in on that too… The 

human rights act makes it explicit. The second thing I would like to say is referring to the 

European Court of Justice… it is a political court with one basic object… In the US, how did 

the US grow from a situation in which the states were sovereign and the federal government 

was only a matter of the army… by using the English state common, which gradually sucked 

all of the sovereignties of the states… (this part is indistinct)  

 

Response (Sir Michael Burton): Can I leave the second half to others to comment on the 

political aspects and address the first question? America has never had the same system of 

precedent as we have, not least because it is federal and the State Courts don’t need to 

follow the Federal Courts. We have had a pretty firm system of precedent with the exception 

of great jurists like Lord Mansfield and Lord Denning, who have overtly found ways around 

problematic areas. Having been a judge myself for some years before the Human Rights Act 

came in, we have said to ourselves or possibly said in our judgement, this is not a decision I 

would like to have made, I’ve done my best to find a way around, but I can’t find for you, 

much as I’d like to, because I’m bound. If you think you can do better in the Court of Appeal 

maybe you can persuade them, but I can’t. But in the human rights area that response may 

not be available.  It does mean that freedom carries risks for judges.  

 

 

Question 8:  
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Response (Sir Michael Burton): It’s a balancing act. As a judge, I have always in my mind 

the picture of the scales. Only a couple of days ago, I was judge in a case and I was saying, 

I’ve seen what goes on that side of the scale … the issue was whether its files on a teacher 

should have been destroyed as a local authority had promised that they would be, and then 

they said that they have had a new policy now and we would not destroy them until after a 

longer period for retention. I said ‘Well on the one side there is the protection of children, 

that’s fine. Isn’t there anything to go on the other side?’ In fact, I decided at the end that they 

should be destroyed because one of the important factors was for the Authority to comply 

with its promise. All the time, it is intended to be a balancing act. That’s what makes it so 

difficult for judges. We’ve got a much more difficult task than just following precedent; the 

balancing act is intended to be unfettered. That’s the advantage of it.  

 

Question 9:  

 

Response (Sir Michael Burton): Again, this is a political question not really for me but I 

noticed Mr. Cameron has been saying similar things. The Human Rights Act is exactly that: 

each right is a right and you’ll find a corresponding right. ….. but duties have no place in the 

Human Rights Act at all. I think that’s a matter for a political discussion, not for me. I just do 

what I’m told… but perhaps amending the Human Rights Act to bring in more of a balancing 

act, that’s something for the politicians.  

 

Question 10:  

 

Response (Sir Michael Burton): It’s not right to say that the Napoleonic Code underlies 

European law. It’s a new animal. It’s grown up and it can change even more as more 

countries, if they do, join Europe. Inevitably, it’s dominated not by the Napoleonic Code but 

what is called the Civil Law jurisdiction. I assure you that over the last 20 years, the Common 

Law jurisdiction has had a good go at it. The fact is that European law is primarily statute 

based. The directives are passed by the Convention or by Parliament which tell us what to 

do, and then the European Court decides how to interpret them. It’s very flexible in 

interpretation; it may be because the civil law (civil in the sense of descending from Rome, 

not from Napoleon) descend from Roman law. Civil lawyers were the dominant interpreters. 

Common law has a big place now in its interpretation. No, I don’t think that we are going to 

find that we are applying the Napoleonic Code in the British Courts now.  
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Question 11 by Sheikha Shenda Amery-Khazal: on concerns about the number of television 

programmes related to Sharia law taking precedence.  

 

Response (Sir Michael Burton): I didn’t see any of those programmes. I suspect the 

programme you have mentioned was analysing the aims of some of the more extremist 

Islamic fundamentalists, because certainly they are reported to speak of wanting to bring 

Sharia law into those parts of Britain which have larger populations. But that’s only their 

political aim. I don’t think there’s the slightest chance of that. I think the more realistic 

question is how far the Human Rights Act may allow some reflection of Sharia law and I 

think the answer is that the Human Rights Act does allow freedom of conscience and 

freedom of religion and lack of interference in private life. So for example we have the case 

of wearing the veil, it’s again a balancing act. If someone wants to wear the veil in schools, 

the counterview will be towards conformity and enabling people to hear what the teacher is 

saying and all of the other points that are being made. So separately, those with strong 

religious beliefs, like the lady on British Airways who wanted to wear the crucifix when she 

was helping people to put their luggage on the scales and it was said that the chain might 

get in the way of the luggage. Inevitably, this kind of thing will come in. Religion comes up 

and of course we have the new religious discrimination laws, so yes, but not on the basis of 

introducing Sharia but on the basis of respecting the religious beliefs of an ever-growing 

minority.  

 

(Comment added from the floor referring to the fact that ‘wearing a crucifix does not have 

much to do with wearing a black scarf’.) 

 

Question 12:  

 

Response (Sir Michael Burton): Well you raise a number of points. First of all, (the farmer 

who shot a burglar) was prosecuted under criminal law; the Human Rights Act had nothing 

to do with it. The Human Rights Act would make sure that he had a fair hearing under Article 

6. Criminal law is a matter of Parliament and criminal law did not give him the right to use 

excessive force and consequently he was convicted. I don’t think you are right necessarily to 

say that present changes would actually make the result any different. The answer to your 
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question is if it would make it different, he won’t be able to benefit from that retrospectively 

because criminal law is not retrospective in the event of change.  

 

(Regarding the recent Lawrence case) I mentioned that as an interesting, difficult issue. It 

shouldn’t be thought as something to be put on the other side. The Immigration and Asylum 

Tribunal assessed the fact that they had reports that he had been a model prisoner and he 

was supposed to be deported to Italy where he’d been born but he had no connections at all 

with Italy, and his family were all here, so he had an Article 8 right of his own. They did a 

balancing exercise. They didn’t just shut their eyes and say off he goes as the Government 

wished them to. That was their job. As I say, there is an appeal outstanding, so I don’t know 

what the result is going to be. All of these things, there are always two sides to it.  

 

Question 13: 

  

Response (Sir Michael Burton): No, in criminal trials, the Human Rights Act doesn’t have a 

substantive role as opposed to a procedural one. Where the Human Rights Act comes in is 

that Parliament now has expressly to consider its impact before it passes any legislation, it 

has to have advice from a Parliamentary lawyer as to whether the new legislation complies 

with the Human Rights Act. So, before it’s passed, it has to be looked at. As I indicated to 

you, someone could bring a claim to the courts for a declaration – I have made one myself – 

that the law is inconsistent with the Human Rights Act. But you can’t use the Human Rights 

Act to say you’re not guilty of an existing offence, what you’ve got to do is to complain and to 

try and get Parliament to change their minds. It’s up to Parliament, yes, Parliament is 

passing more laws which are reversing the onus of proof. Each one is considered to comply 

with the Human Rights Act. They’re mostly in the counterterrorism area.  
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Speech by 

Dr Erhard Busek, 

Vice-Chancellor of Austria 

 

On: AUSTRIA AND THE FUTURE OF EUROPE 

 

Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on 1st November 1991 
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A NATO Commemoration Speech by 

The Rt. Hon. Lord Carrington, 

KG, GCMG, CH, MC. 

 

This is a celebration of the Fiftieth anniversary of NATO. Of course we are preoccupied, and naturally 
preoccupied, at the present time with events in Serbia and Kosova. But the main purpose this evening 
is to recall the part that NATO has played in the events of the last fifty years. It has been fifty years in 
which there has not been a nuclear or a Third World War, a catastrophe which threatened us for forty 
years and which coloured so much of our public and private lives. 

I have been concerned with the Alliance in five different incarnations and I remember very clearly the 
dangers we faced at various times during these last fifty years. First of all, the revelation in the late 
1940s that Uncle Joe was not the benevolent relative that we had mistakenly believed him to be 
during the war years, and that the Soviet Union was no longer an ally and much less a friend. 

Those of us who are old enough will remember only too clearly the seizure of Eastern Europe by the 
Soviet Union and the subjugation of its people to Marxism. Indeed, whatever justification there may 
have been, there can be few of us of my age who do not have a rather uneasy conscience about 
Poland and about Czechoslovakia, our two new members of NATO, and the misery that both those 
countries suffered in the long Marxist days. And of course we remember the Cuban Crisis, and it has 
been revealed in documents published recently that we were on the verge of a nuclear war.  

Also the invasion of Hungary and Afghanistan, and of the infiltration into Africa by the Soviet Union. 
All these things are very vivid to me and I suspect to a great number of you.In a very ham-handed and 
curious way the Soviet Union with regularity made us aware of its power and its potential and re-
inforced our resolution. 

I remember when I went to NATO as Secretary-General wondering how difficult it would be to get a 
consensus of 16 countries. As you know nothing in NATO can be done except with a consensus. In 
the event, given one or two comparatively small problems, it proved remarkably easy, and that was 
because all of us had the one objective in mind, and that was to preserve and prevent a Third World 
War.That was all-important to all of us. 

National interests were subordinate to that, and we were prepared to pay a high price in men and 
money to achieve that objective. On the whole, I think, things went pretty smoothly.As a matter of fact, 
we used to finish our business in NATO in time for dinner, and when I went home, I used to pass the 
European Parliament, and remember feeling very sorry for those working there who were defending 
their national interest about the price of butter, about wine lakes, about grain mountains, and 
discussing these matters till about 3am. 

How lucky I was not to be President of the European Commission!  Of course I cannot prove that 
NATO prevented a third world war, but there certainly has not been one.   He would be a brave man 
who could say for certain that NATO was not a vital part, perhaps the vital part, of that success.  I am 
sure too that NATO played a significant part in the collapse of the Soviet Union, not least by its 
resolution and by the sacrifices NATO was prepared to make.  We are now faced with a different 
problem. 

I will say nothing about the Kosovan crisis.  General Guthrie, who is about to speak, is clearly much 
more in touch than I am, but I would say this:  Now that we have embarked on this enterprise, it 
absolutely essential that whatever the end may, it does not undermine the credibility, either political or 
military, of NATO. 

For I believe just as much now as I have always have done, that the trans-Atlantic relationship, 

political and military, is as important as ever it was.  When we work together, there is stability and 

cohesion.  If we allow our national self-interest to prevail, we shall face an uncertain future.  Let us 

make sure we have a successful future as we have had in these last fifty years. 
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NATO Commemoration Speech By 
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF YORK, CVO 

 

We are seated here in these marvellous surroundings celebrating the Fiftieth anniversary of NATO. 
We are also at the same time witnesses to a conflict involving the NATO nations that is somewhat of 
a departure from the original primary role of the Alliance in 1949. Both are symptomatic of an 
enduring Alliance that binds political engagement with military substance. 
NATO was conceived to defend Western Europe from the expansion of communism spreading from 
the Soviet Union. After the end of the Second World War we saw the breakdown of the wartime 
collaboration between East and West. This threat was embodied in the undoubted might of the Red 
Army, and thus the need for a sense of security was essential to a Europe shattered by war, and also 
overshadowed by a force that had so convincingly demonstrated its power in its march across Poland 
to the city of Berlin from January to May 1945. NATO’s success is self-evident from the fact that we 
are here tonight in a free democratic European state celebrating the Alliance’s continued existence. 
In this I am, of course, a product of the NATO age as I have served throughout my service career 
within the NATO military structure. I have an intimate knowledge of the pointed end of NATO as I 
have been privileged to wear a NATO badge on my uniform while serving with a Maritime Immediate 
Reaction Force. Throughout Her Majesty’s Armed Forces, we are all well accustomed to operating 
with, and among, other nations’ armed forces, and the level of integration I think is quite remarkable. 
We regularly meet and exercise at every level of the military structure. 
Thus, it is safe to say that NATO has been one of the most successful military alliances in history. It 
has helped to prevent war while reinforcing democracy and security across Western Europe, when 
the destructive power available to the potential protagonists could have annihilated most of the world. 
It has also kept North America engaged in the defence of Europe. It has developed a political and 
military consultative architecture that has ensured effective planning and realistic force goals for the 
Allies such that the ‘totality’ of this Alliance has been, and will be, very much greater than the sum of 
its parts. 
This, then, was the position when the Iron Curtain was raised in1989, symbolised so evocatively to a 
relieved world by the dismantling of the Berlin Wall. However, that collective sigh of relief that met the 
ending of the Cold War also heralded a new era of more diverse challenges and the need to 
restructure and re-focus to meet an evolving situation. Most NATO members have been through 
some sort of review of their structures and function of their militaries; so too has NATO and its 
Command Structure. 
Turning a corner in an Alliance of 16 members (now 19) was not easy, resembling a super-tanker with 
its inherent inertia. In addition, the narrow, and sometimes shoaled, channel ahead was unclear as 
the ramifications of the new strategic order had yet to settle down not only in Europe, but across the 
world. However, the revised Strategic Concept and re-organised Command Structure of the early 
1990s set the tone for an Alliance prepared to adapt. 
Evolving further internally, the burgeoning of European defence aspirations found expression in a 
European Security and Defence Identity most importantly within NATO, and externally the Alliance 
sought to play its part in developing a sense of security in Central and Eastern Europe through 
Partnership for Peace. Underpinning this latter role was the essential importance of ensuring Russia 
did not feel isolated and was kept engaged in the Partnership process through the NATO-Russia 
Founding Act. 
However, I think it is fair to say now that the corner has been well and truly turned; the Alliance is a 
vital organisation with a role relevant to its times, enriched by its three new members and maintaining 
the essential core of its success, the trans-Atlantic link. The outcome of the recent Washington 
Summit, when combined with the new military Command Structure, provides an enduring testament 
for the future of NATO. I am sure that the other speakers who follow me this evening will probably 
elaborate on this, but there are some themes that I would like to mention briefly. 
First, the new Strategic Concept which among its many virtues, recognises the importance of conflict 
resolution in a non-Article 5 sense to prevent a collective defence problem in the longer term. Next, 
the Defence Capabilities Initiative which as a military man I applaud, with its theme of readily usable, 
deployable forces; and recent operations point out the need for forces that can assemble in a fighting 
posture in short order. Finally, the further development of ESDI to allow the military capability of a 
developing European Union defence competence to stem from our NATO structure and experience, 
thus avoiding wasteful duplication. 
To conclude, NATO stands at the end of its first fifty years as a testament to the vision of a free and 

democratic group of nations, facing up to their responsibilities as they saw them at the end of the 
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Second World War. The Alliance has come to terms with the massive changes in the world’s political 

climate since 1949, particularly the remarkable evolution of Europe in the last ten years, and it now 

steps out into the next fifty years ready to take a leading role on the world stage as we begin the next 

millennium. 
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NATO Commemoration Speech By 

GENERAL SIR CHARLES GUTHRIE, 
GCB, LVO, OBE 

Chief of the UK Defence Staff 

 

Throughout my military career, which has spanned 42 years, British defence policy has been 
dominated by membership of NATO. The centrality of the Alliance was drummed into me at Staff 
College. As I went through the ranks, I trained and exercised with the Armed Forces of Alliance 
countries. Now, as the UK Chief of the Defence Staff, I meet regularly with my colleagues at NATO 
HQ. 

What the Alliance has required of its Armed Services has changed beyond recognition during this time, 
and particularly over the last ten years. But what has not changed is the skill and dedication to the 
Alliance that is shown by all the forces of all the Allies. NATO is a military Alliance, and its effectiveness 
has been underpinned by military structures, which can take the political guidance from Ministers and 
translate it into efficient, effective and credible military tasks. 

I want this evening to reflect on the challenges that face the Armed Forces of Alliance countries as we 
approach the new millennium. As a Defence Chief, I have a responsibility to advise United Kingdom 
Ministers on the types of Armed Forces that are required to be successful in the types of operations 
that they wish them to undertake. When Ministers take those hard decisions over the use of military 
force, they have to be confident that their Armed Forces can deliver the goods. 

I felt this responsibility particularly during the Strategic Defence Review that the UK undertook between 
1997 and 1998, shortly after the new Government came to office, and indeed shortly after I became 
Chief of Defence. It was an exhilarating period, thinking through the capabilities that UK forces would 
need in order to undertake the range of military operations that we may be called upon to do in the 
future. I firmly believe that there are useful lessons for the Alliance to reflect on more widely, as we start 
to think through the military implications of the guidance that Heads of State and Government have 
given us for future Alliance tasks. 

The Alliance launched a new Strategic Concept at the Summit. This recognised that the end of Cold 
War had brought new opportunities, but also new challenges. It defined NATO’s fundamental tasks. As 
well as our continued commitment to collective defence amongst Alliance members, we must also be 
ready for missions to enforce or maintain peace, such as those carried out in the Balkans during this 
decade. This has consequences for our forces, which we in the military need to think through. 

For example, there is now a premium on forces that are deployable. Military thinking In the Cold War 
was that any conflict would be fought on the Alliance’s own soil. Our forces were therefore largely static. 
I myself as a Platoon, Company, Brigade, Divisional, Corps and Army Group commander planned to 
fight the Warsaw Pact on the Hanover Plain. 

I knew as a Corps commander that the German Corps was to my north and the Belgian Corps to my 
south. Seven Panzer Division was our reserve and Three (US) Corps would reinforce us. But the risks 
to our interests are now such that, if military force is needed, our forces need to be capable of being 
deployed beyond national boundaries, to territory we are not familiar with, often at short notice. 

This in turn places two particular requirements on our forces. The first is that we need, at appropriate 
levels of readiness, a strategic lift capacity both airborne and sea-borne - to transport forces from their 
home base ~ theatre. The second is that the forces and equipment themselves need to be capable of 
being transported by the available lift assets from home base to theatre.   

ur forces also need to be sustainable. Again, military thinking in the Cold War was that, in a conflict in 
Europe, war fighting would be of high intensity but of short duration. But operations could extend over 
a lengthy time period. This means that we have to be able to sustain a level of forces in theatre through 
rotation, and therefore we must have a sufficient quantity of forces with the right capabilities, training 
and readiness to be able to sustain such a long-term commitment. 
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It is not enough to have a small number of high-readiness reaction forces in the force structure: these 
forces need to be backed up with sufficient other forces with the same capabilities that can be made 
ready to take their place in theatre. This is a particularly demanding requirement on a nation’s force 
structure, and is exacerbated if nations are required to undertake more than one operation concurrently. 

If Allies are to act together effectively in theatre then they need to be interoperable. This requirement 
goes beyond the need to be able to communicate, and needs to take account of the conceptual and 
intellectual issues. More specifically, Forces of different nationality need to be able to work to the same 
command and control procedures, to use common operating procedures, and to use compatible rules 
of engagement and doctrine. 

Finally, our forces must also be flexible and mobile. They need to be flexible to be able to undertake a 
wide range of missions: the tasks that face our forces are so diverse that the forces will be of little utility 
if they can only undertake a limited number of them. Forces and their equipment also need to move 
around in theatre, to undertake tasks in geographically separate areas. 

These are clear-cut military points and we must recognise them as such.There is also the question of 
the need to see Europe develop more effective military capability, but under the NATO umbrella. It will 
still be for the foreseeable future of a limited nature but one that is able, where necessary, to back up 
our policies with military action. 

And the European record on capability is not what it might be. We do not have to mirror what the 
Americans do but one just has to look at the comparison between Europe and the US, which suggests 
that Europe does not focus defence expenditure on the requirements of today’s operations. 

The US, with just over a third of the population of NATO, provides well over half the Defence spending. 
US GDP per capita is 40% higher than the average of European NATO members. But US defence 
expenditure per capita is approximately 125% higher. 

We Europeans do not have forces that are readily deployable to where they would be needed, which 
are flexible enough to meet the diverse demands placed upon them, and sustainable over long periods. 
But these are just the sort of capabilities that we will need if we are to underpin our foreign policy aims. 

But returning to the overarching NATO theme, Ministers have had confidence in the military arm of the 
Alliance. The strategic environment in which the Alliance is now placed has changed immeasurably 
over the last ten years. 

Our Political leaders have recognised this, not least in the initiatives and documents agreed at 

Washington. They will expect - and have every right to expect that the Alliance’s military leaders will 

turn this political guidance into concrete military thinking. They will want to ensure that Alliance has 

the forces for the future. We must not - we will not - let them down. 
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NATO Commemoration Speech by 

Mr JANUSZ  ONYSZKIEWICZ 

Minister for National Defence, Poland 

 

Recent years have brought a number of important events and initiatives developing the process of 

strengthening the peace and security in Europe. One of them is the advance of integration and co-

operation with the continent, oriented towards building a new and more stable Europe.  In this regard, 

NATO plays a significant role.  The end of the Cold War in Europe has not diminished the role of 

NATO. 

The unchanged primary function of NATO is to defend against aggression, and all threats to the territory 

of the member States. NATO remains the most important institution providing a trans-Atlantic link and 

anchoring the USA in Europe. At the same time, it creates the forum for strengthening security and 

defence identity among its European members. 

The Alliance continues to be a community of States seeking solidarity in defence against threats but 

also seeking to develop peaceful and friendly international relations to enhance democratic 

institutions.At the moment, NATO’s growing responsibility for the security for the entire Euro-Atlantic 

area has been increasingly manifested.  The Alliance performs that function by new co-operation 

mechanisms, such as the Euro-Atlantic partnership Council, that enhances partnership for Peace, or 

the involvement in Peace Operations. 

 On March 12 1999, Poland became a member.  It was an extremely important moment that may be 

described as a break-through in the contemporary history of Poland - decisive for the security and 

prosperity of our country in the upcoming century.The accession to NATO is one of the most spectacular 

developments illustrating the old divisions of the continent have been overcome. It closes the period 

during which Poland remained outside the mainstream of activities that have been taken in the field of 

European security and prosperity. 

The membership of a solid and reliable Alliance which provides the fullest security guarantees was the 

most natural solution for us. That, along with integration with the European Union and the Western 

European Union, constitutes one of the foundations of the Polish Foreign and Security. We treat our 

accession to NATO, EU and WEU as part of the same programme of rooting the country in the stable 

Euro-Atlantic and European structures. The first very important step is done. 

A new chapter in our security policy is open right now. It provides greater opportunities but at the same 

time implies much greater responsibility. Though Poland was invited to join NATO in 1997 the process 

of developing close co-operation with the political and military structures of the Alliance had begun 

much earlier. 

The Polish path to NATO was opened in the early 1990s together with the recovery of full sovereignty 

by the country, which included the possibility to choose the military alliance in which it wanted to 

participate.Polish political circles and the vast part of the public started soon to develop the belief that 

integration with the alliance was within the vital security interests of the State. 

The first mechanism to enable the beginning of formalised contacts between the central Eastern 

European countries including Poland and NATO was the North Atlantic Co-Operation Council, set up 

in 1991. It made it possible for Poland to become familiar with the mechanisms and structures 

functioning in the Alliance. 

The next stage of developing closer relations was the launching of the Partnership For Peace 

Programme in early 1994. It was a perfect mechanism supporting Polish efforts aimed at achieving 
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NATO standards. Poland participated in a number of exercises and projects organised within PFP and 

within PFP spirit. All the undertakings were pursued as priority projects.  

We were fully aware that this co-operation would shortly enable us to achieve inter-operability and 

mutual trust. At the same time, we realised the importance of PFP as a programme enabling Poland to 

make a contribution to the PFP all-European objective, namely the overcoming of divisions and the 

establishment of a corporative system of dialogue and practical co-operation on behalf of security on 

the continent. 

A break-through moment in the process of Poland’s integration in the alliance was the summit in Madrid 

in July 1997 which brought the decision on opening accession procedures for three candidate countries, 

Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary. The decision in addition to its political and strategic 

dimension was a natural consequence of the co-operation to date and a completion of the process of 

development of closer relation between Poland and NATO. 

During the accession talks initiated by the Madrid Declaration, we declared our wish to assume all the 

political, defence and financial obligations related to our country’s participation in NATO. We accepted 

the goals of the Washington Treaty and confirmed our devotion to all political principles upheld by NATO 

member states in international relations. 

We also made a commitment to participate in the Alliance common budget and pledged to keep the 

size of our defence budget and spending on weaponry procurement and modernisation at a level 

enabling Poland to incur its share in the costs of the enlargement process prospects. We have learnt 

how to think, and to act, the NATO way. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Janusz Onyszkiewicz 
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NATO Commemoration Speech 

 

LORD  JUDD OF PORTSEA 

Chairman, European-Atlantic Group 

 

Fifty years ago, I was a schoolboy in this city, at the City’s own school, The City of London School 

down on the Embankment.  I vividly remember the creation of NATO. I was privileged to grow up in a 

family devoted to the improvement of international relations. I can recall dismay in my family as the 

tyranny of Stalinism moved across Europe. 

Jan Masaryk had been a hero of the family. I will never forget the day that he was found dead at the 

foot of that building. It did not really matter whether it had been suicide or murder. It was a milestone; 

and a challenge. I remember the sense of relief when the government of the day threw itself into the 

creation of NATO, with its allies, determined that the principles which had led to the establishment of 

the UN should not just be hollow sentiments but something that should be followed through with 

effective determination. 

Less than a month ago I was on the frontier of Macedonia and the frontier of Albania with Kosova and 

I saw there for myself at first hand the misery of what had been happening in Kosova. I asked myself 

what had we learnt. Well, we had learnt something. We had learnt the indivisibility of humanity. 

We had learnt the importance of the universality of certain principles of human rights, decency and 

justice, and we had decided together with our allies that, in this new realisation and commitment, 

ethnic cleaning could be tolerated nowhere when humanity was confronted with this evil. And we were 

making our stand. I saw there people living in flimsy tents. I saw and spoke with people living in 

improvised, totally inadequate, shelter - perhaps a tarpaulin over a small pickup truck. 

I also saw people with virtually no shelter whatsoever, and spoke with them. I saw the reality in both 

Albania and Macedonia of a sudden influx of gigantic proportions, of destitute refugees in a situation 

characterised already by enfeebled economies. Just imagine, what would be the reaction here in 

Britain if within a month six million destitute refugees arrived on the south coast! 

Proportionately, that was what was happening. And I saw the fortitude of the governments of 

Macedonia and Albania as they sought to cope with this situation. I was in one little town near the 

frontier, Kukes. It had been a mining community. The mines had all closed before this disaster had 

overtaken us. Some were depressed and impoverished, and now the local inhabitants were 

outnumbered seven to one by refugees that had arrived; and I saw the small team led by a dedicated 

Prefect trying to cope, alongside humanitarian agencies and service personnel dealing with the 

situation. 

While I was in his crowded office – I will never forget it – talking with him and others, I looked down 

and in the corner there was a television set. On the television set were pictures of the NATO daily 

military briefing - an image of professional clarity, professional commitment, professional 

effectiveness. But around me there was mud; there was rain; there was destitution; there was 

suffering; there were people desperate to know where their relatives were, and what their future would 

be. 

All I would say this evening in my brief contribution is this: The Chief of Defence Staff and his 

colleagues have been making a magnificent stand, together with all those in all ranks whom they 

represent, in the name of humanity. It is difficult to imagine the load and responsibility that they are 

carrying. 
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We all know that if we are to be true to the commitment that they have demonstrated, we have to 

commit ourselves to lasting viable solutions. And these will be, of course, political. How do we find the 

political solution that takes into account the realities of the Balkan region as a whole? How do we take 

into account a solution that will bring on board, in a sense of shared responsibility, Russia? 

These are challenges that we must face, and history will judge us hard. I believe that history will also 

judge us by our response to those people, those men, women and children: the refugees. How far 

have we succeeded in protecting them? How far have we succeeded in producing a solution that will 

ensure their future? What do we do as individuals who come to a magnificent occasion such as this - 

celebrating not just the military effectiveness of NATO, which is important, but the political, moral and 

the ethical fulfilment of what NATO stands for? 

I am glad to say there is chance for every one of us tonight to demonstrate our own practical 

commitment: As we leave this gathering, there will be on the table envelopes which enable us all to 

write a cheque now, and make a contribution to the Disaster Emergency Committee. 

I have no doubts whatsoever that when the history of this period is written it will be how we as citizens 

of free democracies have demonstrated our own personal commitment and solidarity with the people 

whom the military are there to protect and to secure their future. How we have not just passed on to 

the responsibilities to others but have identified with those who suffer. I invite you all to support what 

the military are doing. 

 

 

 

 

 

Lord Judd of Portsea, Chairman of the E-AG  
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Delivered to the European-Atlantic Group on November 24th 1997 
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GIBRALTAR:  THE  CURRENT  SITUATION 

 By 

       THE HON. PETER CARUANA  

    Chief Minister of Gibraltar 

  

Mr Chairman, I am grateful for the privilege of addressing this august forum and for the 

opportunity to air some of the problems and aspirations of the people of Gibraltar.  

Our history as a people 

Britain took Gibraltar by conquest in 1704. By the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713, which ended 

the War of the Spanish Succession, Spain ceded Gibraltar to Britain absolutely and in 

perpetuity, subject to a clause that if Britain ever wish to give up sovereignty of Gibraltar 

she would offer it to Spain first.  

Since 1704 a distinct and proud people have established themselves in Gibraltar. A people 

with their origins in Britain, Spain, Genoa, Sicily, Malta, and from all over the 

Mediterranean and India.  These are today’s “people of Gibraltar”. A unique people, rich in 

cultural origin and diversity. A people that have acquired rights in our homeland over 293 

years. 

The Economy 

Gibraltar has a population of 30,000.  It has an active working population of around 15,000, 

including up to 1,000 Spanish frontier workers that Gibraltar hosts. Our gross domestic 

product is about £250 million. The economy comprises principally a tourism sector (we 

receive about 4 million tourist visits a year, and are enjoying a growing cruising industry), 

a port services sector (comprising ship repair, ship bunkering and shipping services 

generally) and a financial services centre. The Ministry of Defence remains a significant 

contributor to the economy at about 7% of GDP (down from 65% in 1986!). The 

Government’s full budgetary requirements are met from local revenues, as are capital 

investments (although we receive some funds from EU Structural and Social Funds). We 

do not receive budgetary or other aid from the UK. 

Gibraltar’s Current Status and Constitutional relationship with UK 

Gibraltar’s present status and relationship with the United Kingdom is established in the 

Gibraltar Constitution, granted to Gibraltar by Order in Council in 1969.  It creates an 

elected legislature from which is drawn the Government of which I am currently the Chief 

Minister.  Gibraltar enjoys a large measure of self-rule through its elected Government , in 

practice extending to all issues and affairs  except Defence, Foreign Affairs and Internal 

Security.  Law and Order is constitutionally the responsibility of the Governor, although in 

practice there is substantial consultation since the Gibraltar Government provides all the 

funding for it. Gibraltar’s legislature enacts all statute law applicable in Gibraltar. The 

formal relationship is therefore one of Dependent Territory, with a large measure of self-

government and financially self sufficient. 
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Gibraltar’s Status in the EU 

Gibraltar is an integral part of the European Union.  Under Article 227(4) of the Treaty of 

Rome the Treaty applies to any EuropeanTerritory (Gibraltar) for whose external affairs a 

member state (UK) is responsible. This often raises the question whether we are in the EC 

as part of the UK or because of our constitutional relationship with the UK, although we are 

clearly not a separate member state. There are anomalies which clearly suggest that the UK 

does not consider Gibraltar to be an integral part of the UK for EC purposes.  For example, 

we are not included by UK in her national arrangements for voting for EC parliamentary 

elections and UK has agreed to Gibraltar’s exclusion from a number of EC Directives and 

measures (usually on the insistence of Spain).  It would be inconceivable that this could 

occur to an integral part of the UK. All EU Regulations have direct application in 

Gibraltar.  EU Directives extend to Gibraltar and are separately (from the UK) transposed 

into Gibraltar’s laws by  legislation passed in our House of Assembly. Therefore although 

there are only 15 Member States, there are in fact 16 legislatures that have to transpose EU 

law, and Gibraltar retains its status as a separate jurisdiction for legal and administrative 

purposes, pursuant to our 1969 Constitution. Notwithstanding this separation, the UK is the 

Member State responsible for Gibraltar in an EU context since we are members by virtue of 

UK’s membership. 

Not unlike other EU territories Gibraltar enjoys certain derogations from the application of 

certain very limited EU measures. The Coal & Steel Treaty does not apply, since Gibraltar 

produces no coal. The Common Agricultural Policy does not apply, since we have no 

agriculture.  And thirdly, Gibraltar is not included in the Customs Union.  With these 

exceptions the territory of Gibraltar is an integral part of the European Union. 

The Spanish Problem 

You will all be aware that Spain continues to claim the sovereignty of Gibraltar and that in 

pursuance of that claim she maintains a very firm position in relation to all matters relating 

to Gibraltar. Spain maintains that Gibraltar is an issue only between the UK and Spain, that 

the people of Gibraltar have no rights in relation to the territory of Gibraltar and that the 

United Kingdom should hand sovereignty over to Spain regardless of the wishes of the 

people of Gibraltar who, according to Spain have no say in determining our own future and 

that of our homeland. 

Unlike the Republic of Ireland in relation to Northern Ireland, Spain has not yet recognised 

that her 18th century expectations cannot be satisfied without the consent of the people of 

the territory. Furthermore, Spain maintains that because of her first refusal  right under the 

Treaty of Utrecht, the people of Gibraltar, have no right to self determination. Britain for 

her part, has solemnly and repeatedly assured the people of Gibraltar that there will never 

be a transfer of sovereignty of Gibraltar contrary to the wishes of the Gibraltarians.  The 

traditional British position is that the Gibraltarians do indeed enjoy the right to self 

determination but that this is “curtailed” by the Treaty of Utrecht. 

We Gibraltarians do not doubt that like all colonial people (Gibraltar is on the UN’s list of 

colonies) we have an inalienable right to self determination. That is the right to determine 

our own future free of external imposition. We do not think that the Treaty of Utrecht, which 

is now 284 years old can possibly be relevant to determine, still less extinguish, the rights 

of a people on the eve of the 21st century. The right to self determination of all colonial 

people is enshrined in the Charter and Covenants of the United Nations.  UN doctrine and 

international law establish quite incontrovertibly that where a bilateral treaty conflicts with 

the UN Charter, the latter supersedes the Bilateral treaty. Furthermore all the other 
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provisions of the Treaty of Utrecht, including the other provisions relating to Gibraltar, have 

long since fallen into disregard. Spain herself spent the best part of 100 years attempting to 

reconquer Gibraltar by military force in blatant  breach and disregard of the Treaty of 

Utrecht, by which she had ceded Gibraltar in perpetuity. It is not now open to her to seek to 

rely on that same Treaty to deny the right of self determination to 30,000 democratic citizens 

of the EU in 1997! 

The people of Gibraltar do not accept that the Treaty of Utrecht is an obstacle to our 

inalienable right to self-determination. But if, as Spain alleges, the Treaty of Utrecht is valid 

to deny us the right to self determination by virtue of the right of first refusal provision, then 

surely it must also be valid in respect of the cession to Britain in  perpetuity. Yet Spain lays 

claim to the sovereignty of Gibraltar in breach of that perpetual cession. She cannot have 

her cake and eat it. She cannot say that the right of first refusal clause in line 36 is valid, but 

she claims sovereignty even though she ceded it in perpetuity in line 35. 

Spain’s prosecution of her sovereignty claim over Gibraltar is not a theoretical exercise. 

Despite the fact that Gibraltar and Spain are EU territory, Spain takes many measures 

against Gibraltar which are, we believe, in flagrant disregard of our EU rights and her EU 

obligations. She refuses to allow maritime and air links between Gibraltar and Spain and 

has refused to allow Gibraltar airport to benefit from the Single Market in Air Services. To 

this day, because of a deal done by Britain with Spain to buy off the Spanish veto on the EU 

Air Liberalisation Directive in 1987 unless Gibraltar was excluded from it, Gibraltar airport 

remains the only airport in the whole EU to which Air Liberalisation does not apply. Even 

making due allowance for Spain’s right to operate passport checks (because Gibraltar like 

UK, is not part of the Schengen Agreement) and Customs checks (because Gibraltar is not 

part of the Customs Union) Spain operates the frontier with Gibraltar in a most Un-European 

manner.  There are no red and green channels at Customs.  Every car is examined.  There is 

only one single file passport control for vehicles, manned by a solitary official, regardless 

of the volume of traffic. This has resulted in severe queues and delays at the frontier. 

Spain refuses to recognise Gibraltar’s telephone International Direct Dial geographic area 

code - 350-.  Spain is the only country from which you cannot dial Gibraltar via satellite. 

She refuses to recognise identity cards issued in Gibraltar and has, in the recent past, sought 

to question the validity of British passports issued in Gibraltar by the Governor in the name 

of Her Majesty the Queen.  There are still occasional incidents at Spanish airports of holders 

of such passports being impeded; Spain constantly seeks the exclusion of Gibraltar from EU 

Directives and refuses to recognise Gibraltar’s courts or legal system. 

  

Spain systematically seeks to deny Gibraltar membership of International Sporting 

Associations and Federations and participation in international sporting, cultural and 

political events. 

Spain subjects Gibraltar to an incessant barrage of media abuse and allegations of money 

laundering and nefarious activities calculated to stifle the development of our finance centre 

and thus our economy which, she believes, will make us succumb to her sovereignty claim. 

All she actually succeeds in achieving in uniting Gibraltarians and strengthening our resolve 

in the face of such external threats to our wishes. But all this is happening to British subjects, 

within the EU and between two EU territories. 

NATO 
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The Spanish position in relation to Gibraltar has also raised its ugly head in the context of 

Spain’s application to join NATO’s integrated command structure. 

Gibraltar has been a totally committed participant in NATO from the very outset; always 

ready and willingly offering facilities to allied military ships and aircraft, including nuclear 

armed and powered vessels without fuss. Only last week the Royal Navy used Gibraltar to 

prepare HMS Invincible for possible urgent deployment to the Gulf and the United States 

Navy has also made use of Gibraltar in her Gulf build up last week. Gibraltar is an effective 

and dependable asset for NATO. It has therefore been a matter of acute disappointment to 

Gibraltarians that NATO appears to have succumbed to Spanish politically motivated 

pressure to scrap COMGIBMED, the NATO command in Gibraltar. It seems scant reward 

for and mean recognition of 40 years of service. Gibraltar welcomes the fullest possible 

integration of Spain into NATO.  However, some of you may know that Spain denies access 

to Gibraltar Airport to civilian air traffic from Spain and elsewhere. I have already explained 

how she has refused to permit Gibraltar Airport to participate in Europe’s Single Market in 

Air Services, or Open Skies Regime.  Nor does Spain allow direct maritime links with 

Gibraltar. 

It would not be reasonable to expect Gibraltar to accept Spanish military access to Gibraltar 

when she refuses such access to civilian traffic. Nor indeed, would it be reasonable to expect 

Gibraltarian public opinion to accept the presence of Spanish military personnel, ships or 

aircraft in Gibraltar while Spain persists with her claim to the sovereignty of the territory of 

Gibraltar, displaying an utter disregard for the wishes of the people. Do Argentine ships and 

aircraft visit Port Stanley in the Falklands? Do Greek ships and aircraft visit Turkey, and 

vice-versa. 

What is required is that Spain should lift her restrictions on other NATO countries accessing 

Gibraltar and to stop disrupting NATO exercises and movements that involve Gibraltar. It 

is reasonable to demand that of Spain. What is not reasonable is to ask the people of 

Gibraltar to embrace on our territory the consequences of Spanish membership, as if Spain’s 

sovereignty claim, which she pursues with considerable political aggression, did not exist. 

Eurovote 

I mentioned earlier that Gibraltar did not participate in European elections, even though we 

are, as I have said, an integral part of the EC under the terms of the Treaty of Rome. This is 

because under the European Parliamentary Elections Act 1978 the UK made no provision 

for Gibraltar to take part in elections to the European Parliament. Accordingly, the 30,000 

British Gibraltarians and other EU Nationals resident in Gibraltar, are the only EU Nationals 

who have no right to vote at Euro-Elections.  This is in stark contrast to citizens of Spanish 

territories in North Africa and some French territories even further away who do vote. The 

people of Gibraltar have long felt aggrieved by this serious democratic deficit. 

The position is now even more anomalous following extension of the co-

decision procedure, which gives the European Parliament, in which Gibraltar is 

not represented, a far more extensive role in the process of legislation which 

Gibraltar is subsequently required to transpose into our own laws and to 

implement. 

The British Government have now published the text of the European Parliamentary 

Elections Bill which makes new provisions for elections to the European Parliament in 

Great Britain to be conducted using a regional list electoral system as opposed to a single 
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member constituency system. This new voting system facilitates the inclusion of Gibraltar 

yet again no provision is made for Gibraltar, which will therefore remain disenfranchised 

under the terms of the Bill. 

The people of Gibraltar cannot comprehend how a British territory that is part of the EU by 

virtue of the UK’s membership is disenfranchised by the UK itself from this most 

fundamental of democratic exercises. 

De-colonisation 

And so, it is against this backdrop that the people of Gibraltar seek their de-colonisation 

through the exercise of our right to self-determination.   The people of Gibraltar do not want 

or seek independence from Britain.  What we seek is a modern status in Europe in close 

relationship with Great Britain. We do not seek to break our constitutional links with Britain, 

but rather to modernise them. We do not seek to displace British sovereignty of Gibraltar, 

rather to preserve and strengthen it. Accordingly, what we seek is to modernise our 

Constitution so that it reflects a relationship with Britain which is not colonial in nature. 

This would in no way enhance or alter our status within the EU. Gibraltar would remain 

British.  Britain would remain responsible for our foreign affairs and defence.  This 

constitutional modernisation would take the form of maximising local self-government, 

modernising the role of the Governor, eliminating his colonial powers, modernising 

Gibraltar’s internal institutions. There would be no alienation of sovereignty by Britain. 

Thus, although we in Gibraltar challenge that the Treaty of Utrecht remains valid or curtails, 

still less denies, our right to self determination, the issue is, in a sense academic, because 

the nature and manner of the de-colonisation that we seek would, in any case, be permissible 

under its terms. 

There are precedents for territories, even in Europe, which have close political and 

constitutional links with the UK, are British sovereign, are not part of the UK and are NOT 

colonies, eg Jersey, Guernsey, Isle of Man.  There is therefore no reason why Gibraltar 

should not be de-colonised by preserving a modernised, non-colonial Constitutional 

relationship with the UK. 

Many in Gibraltar would support full integration with Britain. Indeed, if this were to be 

available, I believe that it would be the preferred choice of many Gibraltarians.  Regrettably, 

to date, it has been HMG’s position that it is not willing to integrate Gibraltar into the UK. 

Indeed integration would resolve many of the practical contradictions between our 

Constitutional autonomy and our EU status in relation to UK.  

Dialogue and Relations with Spain 

De-colonisation in the manner proposed, or any other, will not, of course, put an end to the 

Spanish claim to sovereignty and to her lamentable conduct and actions in support of it.  But 

that is not a reason for not seeking de-colonisation nor for Britain not to grant it. 

But Gibraltar does not seek to turn its back on Spain. She will always be our neighbour. She 

is part of the EU with us. She should be a natural friend and ally. And we want and seek 

that friendship. We want good European, neighbourly relations with Spain.  And if, 

notwithstanding our de-colonisation through the process that I have described, proposals for 

a new future status for Gibraltar emerge that are acceptable to the people of Gibraltar, then 

so be it.  But the overriding applicable principle must be acceptability to the people of 

Gibraltar. Spain has to accept that. It is the unavoidable consequence of her having taken, 

as I believe she has done, her place at the democratic top table of Europe. She cannot preach 
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democracy, and deny it in its most basic manifestation to the colonised people of Gibraltar. 

Spain cannot, with credibility preach democracy to the world and deny its natural 

consequences to 30,000 British Europeans on her doorstep. The people of Gibraltar cannot 

understand how it is that Spain so democratically espouses adherence to the highest quality 

of democratic principles in the resolution of all her problems and the furtherance of all her 

interests - yet she seems willing to accept, indeed seeks, the return of a territory in the heart 

of Western Europe regardless of the wishes of its inhabitants. 

Whatever one may think of the manner of the British capture of Gibraltar, applying late 20th 

century values, the people of Gibraltar cannot be held responsible for that now and be made 

to pay for it with their rights and their dignity. The problem may be 18th century in its 

making. That is history. What is extraordinary is that Spain should think that an 18th century 

solution is either possible or, indeed, desirable for her in 1997.  Gibraltar has not been 

Spanish for 293 years. That is longer than the United States or Australia have existed as 

countries. If we turned back the map of Europe or the world 293 years to reverse territorial 

losses during the last 293 years, which country would be able to preserve her present 

borders? 

The Government of Gibraltar is happy, indeed actively seeks, to engage Spain in a process 

of dialogue. Dialogue aimed at taking the historical tension and mistrust out of the 

relationship, dialogue aimed at securing mutual co-operation and good neighbourliness and 

exploring the possibilities for a new and better relationship.  However, such dialogue has 

got to be safe and dignified. Safe in the sense that we must be sure that nothing can be 

agreed without our consent. Dignified in the sense that we must have our own separate voice 

and the right to be present throughout the whole of talks. Gibraltar will not be willing to 

take part in talks which are bilateral between the UK and Spain and in which the Chief 

Minister of Gibraltar strings along as a member of the Foreign Secretary’s entourage, or in 

the sort of role that the mayor of a nearby Spanish town might play in the Spanish 

delegation. To go along with that sort of dialogue is to acknowledge and accommodate the 

Spanish argument,  repugnant  to  all Gibraltarians, that Gibraltar is a bilateral issue 

between UK and  Spain and is a territory in which the people of Gibraltar have no rights. 

Gibraltar is our homeland. It is not the UK’s to give away nor Spain’s to obtain. It belongs 

to its people, the Gibraltarians. We will passionately defend it and our rights in it and to it. 

And we expect and are entitled to the full support of HMG. 

Last week the Spanish Foreign Minister, Snr Abel Matutes said that if Gibraltar did not fall 

into line with Spanish aspirations, Spain would progressively tighten the screws on 

Gibraltar. Such threats against the 30,000 British citizens of a British dependent territory 

within the EU do not look good on the mouth of a democratic Minister, of a democratic 

Government of a democratic member of the EU. Gibraltar will never surrender to Spanish 

bullying tactics.  The UK has a duty to do everything necessary to defend Gibraltar from 

such Spanish actions and to promote and uphold Gibraltar’s legitimate rights and interests 

within the EU which are constantly under assault from Spain.  We want good relations with 

Spain, but we do not believe that in the European Union of the 21st century we should be 

expected to pay with our sovereignty for good relations with our neighbour. It is too high a 

price for what in a democratic Europe should be free of charge. Gibraltar will not pay that 

price and nobody that values democratic principles should expect us to pay it, nor bully us 

to tender it, nor even be willing to accept it if we were made to feel obliged to tender it - 

which will never happen. 
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From an Address in a Committee Room of the House of Commons to The European-Atlantic 

Group on the 24th November 1997   
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WORLD REFUGEES 

by 

The Rt. Hon. The Baroness Chalker of Wallasey 

Minister for Overseas Development 

  

March 16th. 1992 

It is a great pleasure to respond to the stimulating words we have just heard from Mrs Ogata. I do 

not have to tell you that she is a remarkable person, and the only female head of a UN Agency. Not 

only that: she holds her post with distinction. We have heard how well she has mastered the work 

involved in a little over a year: and in a year which none of us in the humanitarian aid business will 

ever forget. 

Early in 1991, Mrs Ogata set her organisation to work on three priority tasks: improving 

preparedness for emergencies, organising the voluntary repatriation of millions of refugees, and 

tackling potential refugee situations before the misery begins. 

The first of these mirrored what we in the Overseas Development Administration were doing with 

our own emergency response procedures. This grew into the Disaster Relief Initiative I launched last 

August. 

Mrs Ogata's second priority was and is a most important one. It is a new approach: not seeking to 

drive people back across the borders they cross to escape from persecution, but looking for 

solutions, so that they can return home in peace and dignity. I very much hope we shall see a drastic 

reduction this year, in the worldwide total of 17 million refugees. 

The third priority was probably the most difficult of all. There has often been a fear - however 

irrational - of outside interference. A fear that it hid a hostile intention. And it may therefore be 

tempting to dismiss the idea of acting to prevent refugee crises as wishful thinking. But if only one 

such crisis could be avoided every year, the overall toll of human misery might be significantly 

reduced. 

I am glad to say that Britain has been a major supporter of UNHCR for many years. This year we are 

providing some £25 million: to UNHCR General Funds and in responses to specific appeals. If I 

include funds which go via the European Community, the total is £40 million. That puts us about 

fourth in the list of donors, something of which I think we can be proud. We have a good 

humanitarian tradition in Britain, and it is alive and well. 

Our two organisations have worked together recently in many of the World's trouble spots: in the 

Horn of Africa; in Malawi - where there are over 1 million Mozambican refugees; in South East Asia; 

and with the millions of Afghans in Pakistan. I must mention Iraq. The Kurds have rightly occupied a 

lot of our attention. I congratulate UNHCR on the way in which the displaced Iraqi Kurds' urgent 

humanitarian needs were met. We did our share, and we shall continue to do so. 
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I want to turn now to the wider developmental issues, on which Mrs Ogata touched. A large flow of 

Refugees into a poor developing country puts a serious load on an economy which is probably 

unable to cope. There will also be very serious environmental consequences. Reserve food and 

water stocks may be seriously depleted. 

It is difficult for a poor receiving country to look kindly on a huge extra influx of people. But to have a 

large foreign population making no contribution to their own situation or to the local economy is a 

waste. There are many skills available in a refugee population. A very positive approach is therefore 

needed, to make use of this resource. Of course this already happens. The British Aid Programme 

supports a considerable number of NGO projects, for example, which may develop small business 

initiatives or agriculture, or provide education and health care from which both refugees and the 

local population are able to benefit. 

But a great deal remains to be done. With Sadako at the helm of UNHCR I have confidence that 

much will be achieved; that this will be done with an eye to value for our money; that the rising toll 

of Refugees worldwide can be stemmed; and that longer-term Refugees can be given the 

opportunity to make a real contribution to the countries which have provided refuge. 
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Lord Corbett of Castle Vale 

Iran: Partner or Pariah in a Turbulent Region 

Opening Debate: William Morris  

 

 

The Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, CBE, CMG 

I am David Montgomery, former chairman and former president some years ago, and I have been 

recycled into this job tonight for various reasons, but I am recycled all the time, I am recycled into 

the House of Lords at the moment.  So I am waiting for a report process so I can be recycled after 

tonight.  This is a great occasion to be here, this is a new idea to incorporate supper and then a 

discussion meeting after it.  So thank Justin for what you think of the idea.  We have got a very good 

chain of speakers tonight; we have Lord Corbett there who actually sits very near me in the House, 

you all know he’s a Labour member and I am a crossbencher, but he sits very near me so I can hear 

him muffling when I get up to leave.  Before I go anywhere I want to bring in Lady Symons of 

Vernham Dean and she’s the Chairman.  She’s just flown in from Tripoli, she’s always flying in from 

somewhere.  Just as when she was minister, she was always flying off to places and I had a great 

deal to do with that back then.  Since she has started flying off elsewhere we have seen less of her 

because she is always flying in or flying off somewhere.  But it’s a great pleasure to have her back 

here again and before I ask Lord Corbett to speak, I am going to ask her to say a few words.  

 

The Rt. Hon. Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean 

David, thank you very much and if I may say no discussion would go anywhere without your party 

following they way you are with us in the House of Lords.  I am very glad that the process of report 

has slowed down personally.  But, there are many opinions about that.  As you said, I’ve literally, I 

am sorry I look very bedraggled, but I’ve literally just got off the plane from Tripoli and that is 

relevant really to what we are going to be talking about this evening.  Robin’s a great expert on the 

subject.  Is Iran’s place in the makeup of the very interesting, complicated, and sometimes quite 

alarming politics of the Middle East.  I just wanted to say a few words about Robin; he’s been a 

colleague of mine for a very long time in the House of Lords.  This is a subject to which he has been 

immensely faithful over the years.  He has a wealth of knowledge, he instigates debates in the House 

of Lords, he puts down questions of what is happening in Iran and really there couldn’t be a better 

time to be discussing this in the light of what has happened over the Iranian elections recently.  I am 

sure he would want to talk about the internal projects in Iran and what has happened.  We have had 

even in the past couple of days some of the senior clerics in Iran have taken issue with the leading 

clerics’ over what has happened in relation to the authenticity of the election.  What I would also say 

is that Iran, in terms of Middle East politics, is an extraordinary catalyst for opinion at the moment.  

The fact is that Iran’s Arab neighbours are at the same time very respectful and deeply fearful about 

what is happening in Iran.  They are constantly engaged in skirmishes over territorial difficulties, but 

of course the real problem which goes to the heart of the difficulty is how they perceive their 

differences in terms of Shia and Sunni politics in the region and of course that is what has affected so 

much us not only in Iraq, but right the way across the Middle East.  So Robin has made a point of 

really getting into the intricacies of the politics and I much look forward to what he is going to say.  I 
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want to say one other thing about Robin, he is the elected leader of the backbench peers in the 

House of Lords, but you may think that is not a very remarkable position to have, but let me tell you, 

getting the Labour peers in the House of Lords to coalesce around anybody as their elected Labour 

leader is quite a feat.  And as chairman, he has done an excellent job for us in keeping us together 

over what you may have noticed has not been an entirely easy period, for those of us in the Houses 

of Parliament.  That’s perhaps difficult for us and Robin, but he has been a tremendous captain in 

drawing us together over that period and for that I thank you too.  So, Robin it’s wonderful that you 

are going to be speaking to us this evening, it is wonderful indeed, and I very much look forward to 

what you’ve got to say.  Thank you. 

 

The Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, CBE, CMG 

Thank you very much, that’s all very good, that’s got us off to a good start, but before I introduce 

Lord Corbett, I just wanted to say that one of this evening’s events circumstances is in honour of 

Lord Slynn of Hadley who was long time Vice President and involved in many of these sort of debates 

and initiatives between Iraq and Iran, he would be very well pleased.  He was brilliantly cherished 

and we miss him dearly and there were many of us who knew him well.  So this is slightly in his 

honour.  Now with no further ado we look forward to what he is going to say, thank you very much. 

 

Lord Corbett of Castle Vale 

Can I first of all thank the group for inviting me here, the timing is spectacular.  I like to think that I 

have a small hand or a small finger as you will hear in a moment in the events in Iran.   If anyone has 

any doubt about the menace that this fractioned regime in Tehran means, they should get rid of that 

immediately.  This regime promises lethal weapons of nuclear weapons and violent fundamentalism 

and I do not think my own government or the government in the EU or the government of the US 

properly understands the real and present menace that this means and I hope to demonstrate this.  

Now there are few people inside Iran or outside who believe that the recent elections were either 

fair or free or accurate, I just tell you on the back of my experience, as a member of Parliament for 

twenty three years, when I was acting as an MP in Birmingham, there were about 40,000/45,000 

votes involved in the count and if they got through that in four or five hours, then they were doing 

good and that was with about five or six candidates.  Those in charge of elections in Iran claimed two 

hours of polls closed, they had counted twenty million votes.  Now I have to tell you whatever else 

they can do in Iran, they can’t do better than they did in Birmingham because we have been longer 

at it than one summer.  The developments of our battle are quite extraordinary in like the Middle 

East setting of the1st of July.  In a report yesterday, forensic statistician, Walter Mebane of the 

University of Michigan contributed polls results, and I quote, “suggest very strongly in which there 

was widespread fraud in which the vote count for Ahmadinejad were substantially augmented by 

artificial means.”  Artificial means, means stuffing ballot boxes before any vote had been properly 

cast.  Don’t disregard him, Timothy Garton Ash 2nd of July, who quotes, Ali Ansari in a Chatham 

House study, “recorded in two provinces, more than 100% of developed eligible voters cast their 

votes.”  This is nothing new in Iran by the way.  The last election four years ago, they were boasting 

in Tehran that they had gotten 106% turnout.  Now those with long memories know that even in the 

Soviet Union they did not do this.  They scaled it down to 99.9%.  The claim is that the turnout was 

also 100% in more than 100 cities regarding council common, this is the sultan point in mullahs who 

have got one of the decisive say in what happens, there are only fifty such cities?  Can you believe it?  
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The accusation is that there is a hundred.  Now those people you can say, and of course mullahs do 

say this, are biased because they are Western, and as we know Britain and the United States are 

their enemies.  So let’s just see what happened in the Holy City of Qom.  With the assembly of 

scholars and researchers, and this is the centre of Shia land in Iran, rejected the official results in 

Qom for the release of political prisoners.  Other candidates’ complaints and strong evidence in both 

regimes were ignored, peaceful protests by the Iranians were violently oppressed, dozens of Iranians 

were killed, and hundreds were illegally arrested.  Now don’t pass that off lightly because the so 

called Supreme Leader, what a lovely title, implies permanence doesn’t it.  He has the last say, now 

the Majlis parliament merely consults him.  The Supreme Leader had declared the results of the 

election on the day following, on a Saturday, as a divine assessment.  These mullahs in Qom have 

taken on the word of the Supreme Leader.  That’s not happened in the thirty years of this Qom 

regime.  Were you cheered like I was for those protesters, happy smiling faces, particularly young 

women, working on the side of their brothers, their cousins, and their fathers, side by side, happy, 

confident, smiling, knowing, and most of those taking part in the protest, by the way, hadn’t voted, 

they boycotted the thing because they knew they had been cheated, they knew the election had 

been stolen, and they were demanding the election was rerun under UN supervision.  How brave.  

Do not underestimate the bravery of the people who took part in those demonstrations and do not 

underestimate the lives the regime totals make up.  Nada, a twenty seven year old woman who had 

not voted, who was not part of the demonstrations in northern Tehran, who got out of her car with 

her friends to see what was happening and was shot dead.  Shot dead.  Awful, she wasn’t even 

protesting, she was looking at what the protest was about.  And all we saw within two or three days 

were the ugly snarling faces of those who lead this awful regime.  What a contrast.  Iran has one of 

the youngest populations in that part of the world.  It has certainly one of the best educated.  It 

rations petrol sitting on the world’s fourth largest supplies of gases and oil.  It has an unemployment 

rate admitted of 30% and probably a lot more, inflation heaven knows where that is.  And any young 

Iranian with those qualifications who wants to feel part of this world has to go abroad, has to go 

abroad to get a job where they can exercise their talents and skills.  One of the interesting things 

about Western commentators and journalists in the Iranian elections, there is this perpetual hunt for 

a moderate.  Whenever the elections come there is always a moderate there.  The current one, I’ll 

come to Mousavi in a minute, the current one is a former president, Rafsanjani.  He was a man who 

smiled, he kept smiling.  Rafsanjani and his family, he is among the hundred men in the world 

spoiled plundered from the Iranian people.  And I have to say, I doubt that prayer had anything to do 

directly with the fortune with which that family has amassed.  Mousavi the moderate, yes the green 

one, he was moderate.  In the single year of 1988 when he was Prime Minister, 30,000 members and 

supporters of the Iranian Resistance were murdered, murdered.  They specialized in hanging people 

in public from the end of cranes.  They make no distinction between men, women or children by the 

way.  They hang more people in this world, than all of the countries that still use hangings other than 

China.  And the latest figures for January, 57 people were hung.  What a face to present of Islam, the 

Muslims, what a face!  That is the only way in which they can cling on to power.  So what do these 

elections mean?  The unelected mullahs who decide what happen in that country have got a choice.  

They all by the way, there were no moderates, because they would not let them stand.  They all had 

to subscribe to the rule that the mullahs and those among the four sides of the Supreme Leader.  

They’re at a crossroads, very much a crossroads, especially after what happened in Qom.  They will 

turn inwards.  Democracy in Iran was always a pretend it was neither a democracy or was it a truly 

Islamic country in my view.  They perverted their form of Islam to serve their own purposes.  It’s 

hard though, and I am reluctant to say this, but the only comparison I can easily think of is like the 

matter in Chicago.  Keep controlling more and more because you need to control more and more 
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because you need to stay in power.  Amir Taheri, in the Times on the 30th of June, said that if the 

Supreme Leader wins the power struggle, Iran will drop its republican tension which they truly were 

to become an Islamic emirate and if the opposition wins the theocratic aspect of the regime will end 

allowing Iran to become a normal republic with powerful people and that’s really what all of these 

demonstrations were all about.  It will be quite interesting to watch over time that the prisoners in 

those demonstrations disappear.  The people then were arguing, the language is flattering it’s not 

my language and I’m just saying it, “death to the dictator, death to the Supreme Leader, 

democracy.”  This is a huge seat check; this went beyond the protests of the election and the feeling 

that the election had been stolen from them.  Martin Fletcher of the Times wrote that the regime 

has incurred visual hatred in the disenfranchised civilians and ratifies generation of Iranian youths.  

The fury will not dissipate, it will fester and grow, and one day it will erupt.  And I must say my 

reaction watching that is not like a volcano, there’s puffs of smoke there, but you’ve just got the 

feeling after watching those powerful demonstrations of the young of Iran, you’ve just got the 

feeling there that this whole pent up fury of what was going on in their country.  Particularly, it is 

one of the ironies of this regime that from here a satellite broadcasting station in which is called 

Press TV, I don’t know why, but you never get any criticism of the regime of it, satellite of course is 

banned in Iran, but this is just the way they go on.  The other criticism I have of commentators and 

journalists apart from this perpetual hunt for a moderate is that there is no mention at all of the rule 

of these protests of the Iranian resistance, and yes there is one, very difficult in a country like this, of 

course it is.  At the moment the mullahs men are going door to door trying to hunt down those who 

may photograph the demonstrations and there are said to be 4,000 people arrested in the holiday 

camp known as the Evin Jail.  I jest when I say that, you normally come out of debt.  You may or may 

not know that the Iranian resistance led by the MKE Coalition National Council resistance in which 

the main members the Mojahedin have ran, in 2001/2002 followed suit based in north eastern Iraq.  

They laid down their weapons to the Americans, they were all interviewed seeing as they had gotten 

involved in terrorism and none were found and none were charged.  They were given protection 

under the Fourth Geneva Convention.  I reported to give you tribute from a refugee guard 

commander, Mullah Tadin. By the way the Revolutionary Guards have second jobs drug smuggling 

across the border from Afghanistan and then retailing it across Tehran and they probably have the 

highest heroin user population in the world all run by the Revolutionary Guard cause they do 

nothing, oh by the way they have also got essential construction businesses and guess where they 

get their business from, the government.  He was kind enough to say, and I take this as a 

compliment, the footprints of the PMI can be detected in the disturbances he told in the statement 

of Fars Leader on the 15th of June.  So what are the angles of the Iranian resistance?  Note there are 

three, concurrent and guide protests to decide the slogans and this is why the slogans change in 

disappointment in the result of the elections it’s going on to free UN supervised elections try to 

protect the protest movement from the filtration of the mullahs and their men, secondly to 

maximize support for their uprising, and thirdly, and they are very successful at this, to ensure 

maximum publicity inside and outside of Iran of the voice of the uprising.  The resistance has 

become the main source of video coverage for foreign media, now almost fully banned from filming 

in the streets of Tehran.  Its one of the disappointments in my life really, and I have had successes as 

well.  The US government, the UK government, and the US for that matter, doesn’t seem able to 

understand the depth and the strength of support in which the Iranian Resistance has got inside the 

country.  The allegations which the Foreign Office and the State Department for that matter, still are 

so out of historical context we have no current value all whose accuracy and source cannot be 

independently verified and I just do not understand while in the back of the court victory thirty five 

of us from all parties on both ends when we took them to court and wiped the floor with them, 
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which led to Parliament lifting the ban on the PMI in this country I still don’t know why they cling to 

that view.  What they don’t understand, the basis for the support for the Iranian Resistance inside 

Iran and the cameras and phones of 120,000 members and supporters over the last thirty years have 

been slaughtered by the mullahs.  I mentioned earlier 30,000 in a single year and I have to tell you 

that when Val and I meet groups of Iranian exiles here, in Canada and elsewhere, one by one they 

will come up to you and tell you my brother was murdered by the mullahs, my sister was murdered 

by the mullahs, my father was taken away, disappeared, by the mullahs.  There is barely a single 

street in Iran that doesn’t quietly have a dedication to the martyred supporter of the Iranian 

Resistance.  It really does puzzle me that this government and others think that  the Iranians, despite 

what the Courts think on the basis of the evidence, they think that does something to help their 

policy to try and get these people to talk seriously about their nuclear weapons development.  Don’t 

misunderstand me; it is up to the Iranian people to decide in the free elections of which they need 

whether they want the secular republican respect for human rights in which the Iranian Resistance 

offers.  Over the last six years, led by the former Foreign and Home Secretary, Jack Straw, we have 

given offer after offer to the mullahs to come clean about their nuclear weapons development 

program.  And what happened?  Nothing, except giving them another six years nearer to the 

material and mechanisms to develop a nuclear weapon.  I do not over state this. I said earlier, if 

anybody thinks they can sleep comfortably in their beds with those theocratic lunatics who fund 

groups such as Hamas and Hezbollah and do what they can to thwart the Middle East peace process.  

That lethal method, anyone who can sleep in their beds comfortably after that I’m afraid they’ve just 

got this wrong and I think, I still think, the UK, the EU, and the US just has not properly understood 

that.  The US is strange, it is no surprise under Bush, but it is more of a surprise under Obama I must 

say.  They have the Iranian Resistance, the PMOI, and the Revolutionary Guard, the mullah’s private 

army on the list of terrorist organizations.  There are some who might describe that as NATO’s best 

and yet, the Americans who reviewed this in January this year, they have exactly the same evidence 

as was before our courts.  We do swap information.  As I said earlier, most of the allegations against 

the PMOI are historically out of date or they are contorted which cannot be changed.  Our country 

and the US knows, that seven out of every ten British and American troops killed in Iraq have been 

killed by roadside bombs manufactured in Iran, supplied by Iran, taken over fifty eight routes into 

Iraq by named people across named groups, details of which have been given to our Ministry of 

Defence and the State Department in the US; they know that and occasionally they will get up and 

complain about it, occasionally.  They know that Iran sponsors, funds, trains and arms Hamas in Gaza 

and Hezbollah in Lebanon to turnover the young government there.  And yet, and yet, they have 

doubts about the Iranian Resistance.  So what’s next?  It is a difficult one, this is, but I do believe in 

talking to people, but you’ve got to make clear what it is you want and what you talk about.  So the 

response to what is going on in Iran needs to be firm, clear, and precise.  They’ve been huffing and 

puffing because the Iranians disregard that as a sign of weakness. By the way, and this you’ll notice, I 

seem to remember asking a question about this.  You remember the four naval boats which the 

Iranians captured?  There were two out of four, eight of them, four are in a museum in Tehran, 

these are about a million pounds a piece by the way, I don’t know where the other four are.  We 

didn’t get them back because they just think we are pussycats over this.  I think the way to deal with 

the Iranians, we’ve got to demonstrate, we and the rest of the international community, we are not 

going to tolerate the mullahs getting hold of nuclear weapons.  Now we can do this one of two ways 

but it is really their choice more than ours if you’d like, and don’t misunderstand me for a moment, I 

am not advocating in any shape or form military action.  What the West doesn’t understand is that 

the lethal weapon which the mullahs cannot cope is very simple, it is called democracy.  Because you 

have wreaked and engineered a position when that regime had no alternative, but to accept a UN 
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supervised elections, that’s the end of it, they don’t believe it, but they need to understand that the 

world community means what it says and we will strengthen and tighten sanctions as much as we 

have to until that regime sits down and works out, we have choices here, and we have had choices 

all the way, I don’t quite believe we meant what we say.  I make a special plea to President Obama, 

who otherwise I am a fan of, why on earth do you keep the Iranian Resistance on your terrorist list?  

As I said earlier, they have exactly the same evidence that we have, because all these things we 

share.  And the importance of this, the importance of what thirty-five of us did here, is that the 

signal we send to those millions in Iran who cry freedom, is they do not stand alone.  It may be very 

difficult for them inside that country with those conditions to stand up and demand it, but all the 

while that PMOI remain on the terrorist list here and the rest of Europe, the mullahs say ‘look, these 

people here they are terrorists, you want nothing to do with them.’  I must tell you, save your life, 

they went absolutely mad when we got them through this strife.  So, I say again, it is up to the 

Iranian people to be allowed to have a choice in the government they want, but I think its very, very 

important to the rest of the world, particularly the Western world, to see that all that we stand 

alongside those who cry freedom.  We don’t want to interfere with it, we did that in 1953 but we are 

with those who want democratic change and freedom  and this will encourage, I believe, to 

continuing oppositions in motion.  I just finish with this, this may sound strange, but I really do 

believe that one of the big contributing factors to the demolition of the Berlin Wall, and I was in 

tears that night watching that between going to an eye surgery and coming back. I do believe that 

moments like that and I do believe in the impact in people being able to see through barriers and 

walls and though the mullahs may ban satellites and interfere with the internet and election.  Those 

brave young people in Iran see what is happening and they can see that they are treated as pariahs, 

accused quite rightly as gross interference in young democracy in Iraq.  They can’t want to grow up 

in that world and have their children in that world and after that they have been treated in that kind 

of world.  I think they don’t believe. I think they want the rights that the rest of us enjoy alongside 

the results of it, especially freedom and respect for human rights.  I mentioned their panic.  There 

have been fifty-seven sacred resolutions in Iran.  Iran is not a truly Islamic country, it perverts and 

tricks that faith to keep its hold and power.  I believe young Iran wants a modern, secular democracy 

reflecting belief in Islam and perhaps leading the way to achieving that in other Islamic states.  Thank 

you. 

 

The Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, CBE, CMG 

Thank you very much indeed, that was quite brilliant account from my very low position of 

knowledge about this part of the world. I have been privileged. I’m going to ask William Morris who 

is the Secretary-General of the Next Century Foundation to say a few words and then open 

discussion. 

 

William Morris, Secretary-General of the Next Century Foundation 

 

Thank you.  I’m going to talk to you perhaps a little briefly which I will give you some inside 

information on the situation that has emerged in Iran.  I would hope that on this issue I would come 

to be a little less impartial than I should be, so I don’t know whether I am speaking my personal 

stance for you rather than for the foundation I represent.  In terms of what has been going on in the 
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last few years, maybe it is good to understand that Iran is a less backwards society than people 

think.  One in four people of the population are computer literate.  You have a society that has the 

largest blogosphere in the world.  Massive, massive, huge, powerful blog.  It’s a fascinating society 

and they blog both in English and in Farsi.  The State Department helps fund a thing called Firefox, 

some of you who probably use it as a browser, in order to enable, part of their motive in helping 

fund Firefox was to enable people in totalitarian governments who actually blog without being 

traced.  It is a very useful forum in that way; the other forums we use including the famous Twitter 

that you are aware of.  In the run up to the elections, there were so many text messages going back 

and forth (Iran has a population of 70 million) and in one day alone in the run up to the elections 

there were 200 million text messages exchanged so the mobile phone is used massively.  I mention it 

because what the government did on the day of the election was to switch off the mobile phone for 

five hours.  They did this because mobile phone is used to report for election monitoring.  You know 

it is a very disparate country and they need to phone through the results, the monitoring needs to 

phone it through.  They switched them off for five hours to stop that from taking place.  More than 

that, a few months prior to the election they very cleverly managed to replace the then Interior 

Minister, Pour-Mohammadi, with their own man and a friend of the President.  Now what this 

meant was that they could actually manipulate the vote on the day of the count.  It was done very 

expertly and very swiftly.  Their win was for Mousavi and that was quite strong for Mousavi and 

there are so many indicators that this was the case, not merely the question of the vote being higher 

in some twenty or more constituencies than the actual population.  There were also indicators like 

for instance Karroubi who got six million in the last election for president four years ago.  Karroubi 

got 700,000 votes.  Karroubi got less votes than Ahmadinejad did in Karroubi’s hometown.  So you 

know, the manipulation was gross and massive.  The situation was very disturbing for the population 

of Iran who were Ahmadinejad did not win this election.  Now they multiplied the votes not slightly, 

but massively so they gave Ahmadinejad a landslide.  I think it is quite important to realize the 

players involved, it’s not that Ahmadinejad was doing this, Ahmadinejad has a kind of guru he stands 

before at prayer or stands behind at prayer, Mustava Hashemi.  This man is in turn a follower of the 

Ayatollah Mesbah-Yazdi.  Now Mesbah-Yazdi belongs to the Hojatiya sect.  All of the Supreme 

Leader’s family belongs to the Hojatiya sect.  Hojatiya sect is a sect that was outlawed by Ayatollah 

Khomeini at the time of the revolution.  Hojatiya sect is a very militant millennialist sect, when I say 

millennialist they believe in the return of the ?? and the last time they believed in chaos really, they 

didn’t fight in the revolution against the Shah and because they didn’t fight, Ayatollah Khomeini 

outlawed the group.  Subsequently when Khomeini came to power, he needed all the legitimacy he 

could get and the Hojatiya sect was legalized because he needed the support of the powerful 

Ayatollah Mesbah-Yazdi.  So the group that has taken power really is very ?? the group that has 

taken power in Iran, you actually have a new government in Iran now, it is not like it was before 

under Ahmadinejad when you had certain checks and balances and for all the things in Iran, Iran was 

not all bad.  Now those checks and balances have gone because you have a small and very fanatical 

fleet that has taken power in Iran.  Those who have stood against them have been arrested including 

senior people.  Certainly a number of key people were arrested in the aftermath of the coup.  I 

would call it a coup, I really do feel it was a coup; it was very thoroughly prepared, very cleverly 

prepared.  What does that mean for the future?  Well it means that countries like America and Iran 

only have cultural exchanges to look forward.  The days we were hoping to have establishment of 

American intersections in Iran and things moving forward, these types of things are not going to 

happen.  The nuclear issue is going to be dealt with on a pragmatic basis by both sides.  These are 

very disturbing times because you do have a group that will smother all resistance that they can.  

Now in the past Ayatollah Khomeini acted as a kind of resolver of difficulties between differing 
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factions and elements of the Islamic religion.  I guess, he has thrown himself in with Ayatollah 

Mesbah-Yazdi and it is a dramatic move, and it has actually made him quite powerless. Ayatollah 

Mesbah-Yazdi agenda and his son is with Ayatollah Mesbah-Yazdi.  So his hero is lost now.  The 

Supreme Leader is no longer a real Supreme Leader.  He has no respect, he has lost it, he has no 

respect from the clerics, the clerics as you were rightly saying just now, do not support the election 

results that have been declared.  I am talking about the mass of the clerics; they are deeply 

disturbed.  Senior members of the Revolutionary Guard, whatever you think of the Revolutionary 

Guard, the Revolutionary Guard had their own candidate in the election.  The Senior Revolutionary 

Guard is very disturbed by the things have gone.  So they realize that Iran may have been a strange 

kind of democracy and it may not be what we would have called a democracy, but it has now 

become a true dictatorship.  It’s a very disturbing situation it’s a very worrying situation.  There is 

little hope I think.  It’s very hard. I wish I could stand here and say something to sound positive about 

the future.  I really pray that the people of Iran will find a way to overthrow this government that has 

now established itself, this dictatorship.  I think it is less unlikely because they have clamped down 

very, very hard.  They are using a besiege, they are using a fleet, the Revolutionary Guard did not 

come out and fight because they didn’t want to take the country into a civil war.  Things are very 

bleak to be honest, very bleak indeed.  I don’t know what the international community should do to 

have strong  sanctions that are actually constructive, we saw that in Iraq in my view anyway.  And 

yet the sanctions did not help the situation, if anything they hindered the situation.  So I have no 

vision as to a way forward, but it’s a deeply disturbing situation; one that should concern us all 
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Speech 

 

Prof. Alan Lee Williams:  Your Excellencies, Ladies, and Gentleman, since we have today 

such a fascinating speaker, I want to make as room as possible for questions.  So we are 

starting the proceedings before coffee, and coffee will be served afterwards.  We don’t 

operate on Chatham House rules, which I think that most people here will be familiar with.  If 

you want them to operate in terms of your question, you need only say so, and that also 

applies to our speaker.  I’m going to take the liberty of saying one or two things very briefly 

so you know exactly where I’m coming from.  My name is Alan Lee Williams.  I’m a visiting 

professor of politics at Queen Mary College.  I am president of the Atlantic Treaty 

Organisation and director of the Atlantic Council.  I say that because this debate is more 

than just of passing interest to NATO.  In fact, its very future is tied up with this action in 

Afghanistan.  I just want to say in the very beginning that I was a Labour Member of 

Parliament, very briefly, and I was Parliamentary Private Secretary to Dennis Healy when he 

was Defence Secretary.  It was quite an experience.  I learned a lot about defence and I 

must confess, that is where my interests started.  It’s my pleasure to ask somebody to speak 

who needs hardly an introduction because without fail we hear his voice on Radio 4 or 

television.  As you know, Patrick Cordingley is a literary man.  He was a very good indeed, 

very experienced commander in the first war against the Iraqis.  It was a highly successful 

campaign leading the Desert Rats, with all the historical connotations.  Since then, he’s 

become a militarist in another guise, in terms of commentating on the second Iraqi war and a 

commentator in general on military matters.  He tells me that he’s going to deal with the 

concept of the use of military force as well as the applying it when necessary.  So it’s with 

great pleasure on my behalf that I ask General Cordingley to address us. 

 

[Applause] 

 

Patrick Cordingley:  My dear Sirs, Ladies, and Gentlemen, there aren’t too many jokes in the 

next twenty minutes, and I apologise for this.  It’s a very, very serious subject.  As you heard, 

I was down in the first Gulf War, and then I was working in ITN during what I call the first 

Afghani War and then moved over to the BBC for the second Gulf War and indeed do some 

work with them now.  I would describe myself as an observer.  I’m certainly not an analyst 

and I’m certainly not a military historian.  So it may surprise you if I start by asking you to 

accompany me to Rorke’s Drift just for a moment.  What I’m going to do is talk about the use 

of power leading up to what’s going on in Afghanistan.  I’m quite well briefed on the possible 

reinforcements in Afghanistan which you heard about this morning.  At Rorke’s Drift, with the 

Zulus coming by the thousands, the British Army was equipped with the Martini-Henry rifle 

which had a very big bullet, .45 calibre.  We used the tactics of volley fire at the Zulus as 

they came at 400 yards.  But at 200 yards if you fired at Zulu the bullet was so powerful it 

was almost certain to go through the first Zulu and kill the one behind.  What amazes me 

about this particular battle was the number of Zulus that were killed.  You and I would 

probably think it was thousands.  In fact, it was 351.  A further 300 died of wounds after the 

battle.  It’s actually very prudent.  So to give a perfect example of a firepower—and 25,000 

rounds were fired by the British Army—and the effects were not great.  That’s no criticism of 

the wonderful Welshmen and their 11 Victoria Crosses, it actually the accuracy of the gun.  

The Boers had a much better gun which they used to great effect against us a short while 
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later.  The Mauser was extremely accurate.  We’ll move now from the Zulus to the Second 

World War.  A tremendous American study after the Second World War into what 

infantrymen actually did discovered only 17% of infantrymen actually aimed their rifle when 

they fired at the enemy.  This is a very a surprising fact all to do with irregular armies, fear, 

and the like.  During the Second World War Mikhail Kalashnikov in Stalingrad studied the 

effect of a very effective German machine gun in street fighting.  And from that, of course, 

comes the AK-47, a Kalashnikov rifle that we see everyday on the news somewhere.  You 

see insurgents firing it around corners not aiming at anybody at all.  You see people firing it 

into the air in jubilation or celebration.  This weapon is used by 50 armies in the world.  The 

question I pose—I don’t know the answer—is How many people has that particular weapon 

killed since it came into being in 1947?  I’m going to refer back to this later.  I will just tell you 

that 50 million people have been killed in wars since the end of the Second World War, and 

the Kalashnikov I suspect is responsible for a number of deaths.  Of those 50 million, 90% 

have been civilians, not the intended target at all.  So it may well be responsible for huge 

quantities of people being killed who were never intended as enemy targets.  I want now to 

take you to one further place as means for historical comment—the late 1960’s and early 

1970’s when the British Army was helping the Sultan’s Armed Forces stop the Communist 

insurgents coming into Iran trying to get to the Strait of Hormuz.  They were armed with the 

1A1 [sic] rifle—single shot, bolt action, very accurate.  We killed a quite large number of the 

enemy with this rifle.  And then was introduced, shortly after, still in this campaign, the SLR 

[sic] rifle, which has the automatic capability.  What they found was, the number of enemy 

killed went down, and the number of bullets fired went up.  The message I’m saying to you is 

if you wish to kill the enemy, it’s best to fire aimed shots at him.  Now this was recently 

brought home to me, very starkly indeed, last week when I was working with the Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation making a film about the effect of psychological operations in Iraq 

by insurgents on the American army and by the Americans back onto the insurgents.  There 

is a dialogue going on and for those of you who like surfing the net you can switch onto this 

dialogue.  One of the films I was shown—it lasted for no longer than 10 seconds—was 

completely and utterly horrifying. It showed a sniper called ‘Juba’—in fact I suspect that is a 

collective name for a number of insurgent snipers shooting American soldiers.  Now when I 

watched this thing, I found it unbelievable myself.  I don’t think in my military experience—

and I’ve seen lots of dead bodies, I’ve seen lots of vehicles being blown up—I don’t actually 

think I’ve seen somebody being shot in cold blood.  This particular film does not reply to 

things that we’ve become inured to because we see them every day on the cinema or on our 

television screens.  These soldiers just crumple as they hit the ground.  They literally just 

crumble.  It’s horrific stuff.  As I’ve said, you’re looking at it, and American soldiers are 

looking at it, and they’re then sending back messages to Juba on the internet.  We’ve got 

ourselves into a very curious situation as you can see.  My point really is not about the 

horrific nature of Juba and what was apparently going to be shown on Canadian television, 

but that if you wish to kill somebody, the best way of doing it is with an aimed, single shot at 

the right person.  Now what I want to do is to take you now to the First Gulf War and say that 

exactly the same applies to artillery and air power as well.  In the First Gulf War, my brigade, 

and I was lucky enough to be able lead—I say lucky, I suppose some would say unlucky—I 

was going to lead the American and British effort from Saudi Arabia and through the Iraqi 

defences into Iraq.  We asked the coalition air forces to bomb the barrier immediately in front 

for two weeks and then we moved our artillery and we then went on and bombed it for 

another week after that.  We fired 17,000 scud missiles on Iraqi positions immediately in 

front of us.  As you can imagine, there wasn’t much left after, when we advanced through 

that barrier.  On the first night I was faced with an unusual problem.  A third of my brigade 

was taking on one objective, and I was asked to push on and attack an Iraqi brigade 
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position.  So I looked to see what support I had available to me: Five British regiments of 

artillery and five American regiments of artillery.  I used those, all ten regiments, for half an 

hour.  I had more high explosives that I could bring on to the enemy position at one time than 

the Field Marshall Montgomery had at the Battle of El Alamein.  That is what the firepower 

available to a modern British division actually is.  It’s absolutely colossal.  There are times 

when I wonder whether our politicians fully realize what they’re unleashing when they send 

their armed forces to war.  I will say that we fired cluster bombs and we fired depleted 

uranium during the First Gulf War.  After two days I met with my commanding officers, 

because it was very clear to me that we were killing a lot of people, probably unnecessarily, 

and said, ‘How can we stop this actually happening?  We need to keep going at the same 

tempo.  We need to keep progressing to get to our objective.  But we don’t need to kill so 

many people to achieve these aims.’  The point I am trying to make is we’ve been trained to 

fight the Warsaw Pact, we’ve been trained to fight the Russians, to save you in case they get 

as far as Calais.  We were trained to use maximum force, that is what we were trained to do.  

I will tell you just like that it’s not very easy to do something differently.  So we continued.  I 

will just say that Americans had exactly the same problem.  The 24 th Infantry Division, 

probably the best American division, commanded by General Barry McCaffrey was 

advancing two days after the cease fire toward the Euphrates and was fired upon by a 

Republican Guard division, which was subsequently destroyed two days after the cease fire.  

There was a little bit of a fuss about it in America, to be sure.  We come then if I may take 

you to the first of the two Gulf Wars, I am just going to mention:  A war by air power.  A war 

by proxy, if you like.  The Taliban melts away.  3,000 civilians probably killed and very few 

Taliban leaders.  And then of course, the woefully inadequate number of troops left on the 

ground to sort the problem out.  Then comes the Second Gulf War.  I’m not going to 

rehearse the arguments why I think it was very wrong to do it.  Containment, in my opinion, 

was working.  It was not just.  That is very important, as a soldier.  It was not just in all the 

various categories of the just war argument that exist.  But my real fear, my private fear, is 

that we continue to use, 12 years later, overwhelming force against an army that clearly 

wasn’t capable of fighting against us.  And say I got tricked into joining the BBC.  My life 

since then has been growled out by John [sic] and smiled at by Natasha [sic], which I 

actually prefer. 

 

[Laughter] 

 

If I had longer, which I don’t, I could tell you some lovely stories about what goes on down 

there.  In the Second Gulf War, our tanks fired 1.9 tonnes of DU ammunition.  Actually, that 

isn’t very much.  It sounds quite impressive in terms of tonnes.  So, I asked my friends who 

are tank commanders, ‘What were you firing at?’  And they looked a bit surprised and they 

said ‘Of course, the Iraqi tank.’  To which I replied, ‘But you can go through the side of an 

Iraqi tank with a bow-and-arrow.’  But of course, the truth is that we don’t have another 

round, because we’ve gone down the route of wanting DU, with all the unpleasant 

consequences left behind with radioactivity floating around in the air.  Our artillery 18,000 

normal rounds and 2,000 cluster rounds, and that’s more than we fired in the First Gulf War.  

To get that into perspective to mean something, it’s more artillery than the Serbian Army 

fired at the Siege of Sarajevo, which went on for more than three and a half years.  It’s a 

colossal amount of artillery.  I’m afraid I would go down the route, just as an aside, of saying 

that I don’t believe the cluster bomb is a necessary piece of artillery to have in our armoury 

at the moment.  I remember very well at the end of the First Gulf War wandering out of the 
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alley where we had arrived thinking I would have a sort of peaceful time sitting there, 

communing with nature, pleased about going home, suddenly to realise I was completely 

surrounded with munitions that had not exploded—cluster bomb munitions that had not 

exploded.  25% of all munitions fired in the First Gulf War failed to explode.  And actually 

that’s a great improvement on what happened in the Second World War.  Of course, the 

other problem in the Second Gulf War is our unmanned aircraft sending images back to 

headquarters.  42,000 images coming into our headquarters, allowing the commander, 

almost like in the good old days, to be able to see the battlefield in a way he never had 

before.  And clearly if you can see a target which you can identify where it is without seeing it 

yourself but with the images given to you, you will probably engage it.  It may have nothing 

to do with the actual battle that you are prosecuting.  Was it necessary to take it on at all?  

We then get to the peacekeeping phase and the looting that goes on.  You say to your 

friends ‘Why did this looting go on?’  The answer quite simply is we didn’t have enough 

soldiers to stop it.  We feel rather sorry for the Iraqis they’ve had such a bloody awful time 

under Saddam Hussein.  We try whole to control the whole area with insufficient troops on 

the ground.  It was unforgivable that there were so few troops on the ground at the end of 

the Second Gulf War.  Then you get situations like Alamara [sic] where the Princess of 

Wales Royal Regiment doing so brilliantly there. But it was very aggressive.  Half a million 

rounds were fired by that battle group, just 500 men, in a six month period.  There certainly 

weren’t half a million dead Iraqis, thank God, but it’s a very aggressive way of going around 

business.  Sometimes I’m asked, ‘Do the Americans, who are very gung ho’--and I think 

there might be an American or two in this room—‘Are they far worse than us in this particular 

situation?’  I’m afraid I answer, ‘I don’t believe there’s very much difference.’  That may 

shock you.  I think there is a huge difference in education, but not necessarily in training, or 

indeed how we are actually prosecuting the particular actions we’re involved in. 

 

I want now to go to where I was meant to be, Afghanistan.  I went to Afghanistan with the 

Royal Marines when they first went to look at the problem to see how they were going 

operate when they took over from the 16th Air Assault Brigade.  The plan was very clear to 

the 16th Air Assault Brigade:  They were going to look after Lashkar Ga and Gardez [sic] on 

either side of the Helmand River and make certain they were well-protected, and from that 

do some good reconstruction work, and move out.  It didn’t happen.  Very quickly indeed—

and it was political, it had nothing to do with the military—they were sucked forward into 

those towns that you may not know the names of, Sanget [sic], Woosakara [sic], places we’d 

never heard of before.  (We hadn’t actually heard of Lashkar Ga either, but that’s not 

important)  We were sucked into these places, and from that moment on the plan really 

didn’t go the way we meant it to go.  We had these houses which we were protecting and 

these villages all around that were destroyed.  It’s too easy, when you know you’ve got an 

aircraft behind you with a 500 pound bomb on it, to call it forth when you can identify an 

enemy position, and that is what happened.  So these towns got basically destroyed.  One of 

my friends said, ‘We came here, I thought, to reconstruct and I look around, all I can see is 

destruction going on.’  And what isn’t commonly known about Lusakarla [sic], for instance, is 

10,000 Afghans moved out of the area and have not come back in again.  We laid waste to 

that particular area.  So, it was not a military fault, it was a political fault for allowing that 

particular thing to happen.  So why do we think we can cope with the situation in Afghanistan 

when I would say to you that we are facing an indigenous guerrilla force, xenophobic, part of 

the Islamic faith, and with tribal solidarity.  We have to, because of situation we’re in, 

increase the tempo.  As I said, increasing the tempo means the destruction of homes, the 

Lusakarla [sic] problems, and firepower, half a million rounds of ammunition!  You can see 
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what I’m coming to.  4,000 people were possibly killed in Afghanistan during that short 

period.  I remember saying on the Today program, ‘Am I the only person who minds that we 

may have killed 1,000 Taliban in southern Afghanistan?’  Now that may shock you, but I do 

mind because it is not going to win the problem.  Every chap that you kill who isn’t a Taliban, 

which inevitably happens because we’re dropping bombs or attacking with Apache 

helicopters, you are alienating ten other people.  So what do you do about this?  We’ve lost 

the moral high ground.  We’ve lost the ability to say to the Taliban, ‘We would like to talk to 

you about what we’re trying to achieve here.’  I regret that maybe somebody knows a lot 

more about that than I do.  But you can talk to the Taliban.  Hamid Karzai was in the Taliban.  

Several provincial governors were in the Taliban.  And my Pakistani general friend said, ‘You 

can debate with the Taliban.’  But the problem there is, that as I’ve said, we’ve actually lost 

the ability to go and say ‘We’re going to do this peacefully and we want to talk to you about 

it,’ because we have already become incredibly aggressive.  One of the reasons that we 

need this aggression is that we’ve got too few troops on the ground.  Now we should 

welcome what has happened today—the announcement that is going to come out on 

Monday—and I would ask you just to think back to what General Dannatt said, I suspect 

probably by mistake, but nevertheless he said it, and good on him for saying it: ‘We’ve got a 

problem in Iraq,’ he said, ‘where part of the problem there are our soldiers going around 

Basra are just targets, and we need not to break the British Army on this one.’  So it is 

sensible to pull out of Basra and go and support the Iraqi armed forces.  It is sensible to try 

and put more troops on the ground in the south of Afghanistan because of the sporting 

chance that if you put more troops there then you will be able to support the Afghan National 

Army, which is growing up.  You will be able to throw much larger cordons around areas 

where you want to do reconstruction, which clearly you can’t do at the moment because 

there aren’t enough troops to guard it.  With a lot of troops it just possible that the Taliban 

may say, ‘There’s not much point in taking on that area, we were actually beaten in Sangia 

[sic], or given a bloody nose in Sangia [sic], let’s not attack an area where there are a hell of 

a lot more British troops.’  So I really do think we should welcome it.  If you ask me whether I 

think there is a chance that we will resolve the problem in Afghanistan, I suspect the answer 

is probably ‘No.’  But if we pull out [sic], given the history of Afghanistan, it will resolve itself 

in whatever way it wishes to actually go.   

 

If I may finish by coming back to the 50 million people dead.  Where I stand on all this 

is, I happen to think that deep down in the American psyche they want to try and help this 

problem.  I believe Mr Blair wants to try and resolve this problem.  Of these 50 million who’ve 

been killed, they’ve been killed by weapons systems cheaper than making a transistor radio.  

We have no real capability at the moment of stopping that happening.  Nuclear weapons are 

not stopping it happening.  All the high-tech weapons systems we own are not stopping it 

happening.  Surely this is the time, with a change of President, with a change of Prime 

Minister, that the nuclear deterrent debate should go on, but isn’t going to be allowed to go 

on.  Surely this is the time where we should have a serious debate about where we stand in 

the world and what we want to try to do.  In my book, what we want to try to do is have a 

much larger army with an awful lot of really good surveillance equipment—very expensive—

so we are capable of putting troops on the ground in trouble spots to help in Darfur and other 

parts of Africa.  We really can help.  We to be in those armed forces people who understand 

about the ethos of the countries they are moving into.  We speak Arabic.  We speak Pashto.  

How many soldiers speak Arabic properly?  How many speak Pashto?  Maybe the poor 

chap who’s been court-martialled for being a spy, I suspect.  We need to invest in that way.  

Do we need a nuclear deterrent?  Not an expensive one, I expect [sic].  Unless of course we  
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KCVO, CMGgo ahead and attack Iran and then throw the whole of the Middle East back into 

the arms of the Russians.  Then you get yourself into a problem where you probably do need 

a Trident replacement.  On that happy note, I will stop. 

 

[Applause] 

 

Sir Michael Burton KCVO, CMG:  General, thank you very much for that fascinating analysis.  

I was at a meeting at Chatham House about two weeks ago which was on two subjects, of 

Iraq and Afghanistan.  The speakers on Iraq, I am sorry to say, came to the conclusion that 

what we were doing there was ‘Mission: Impossible’.  But the speaker on Afghanistan, who 

was rather more optimistic, thought Afghanistan was ‘Mission: Possible’, that it was a 

challenging but doable task.  He was Jamie Shea, a senior official at NATO, who said that 

Afghanistan was actually a classic nation-building task for NATO.  But you can’t get very far 

with nation-building until you’ve got security.  And the question has to whether it is actually 

possible, particularly in the area where British forces are engaged in Helmand, to bring about 

the necessary degree of security to enable development to take place, which is what our 

troops are actually there for.  This is the issue.  I think it is very reasonable to doubts of 

whether we can bring that degree of security.  I would just mention two, which I would like 

your comments on.  Firstly, is this question of enough forces.  Fine, we’re sending an extra 

1,000 troops, but it’s still quite a small number given the size of the area and the daunting 

nature of the task.  I also have noticed in some of the commentaries that the Taliban evicted 

from some town or village, many of them actually come from that town or village.  So that 

once the place has been cleared, surely it can only be a matter of time before they’re back 

because that’s their home.  You’re doing that a number of times but how long can you keep 

it up for.  That’s the first point.  The second point is you mentioned the thought given to you 

by your Pakistani colleague that one can actually talk to Taliban.  Well, from what I 

understand, British forces have actually been talking and indeed doing some deals with the 

Taliban, I think it’s in Musa Kala [sic], to get them to move out.  That particular deal didn’t 

work for very long and led to quite a serious difference of opinion with President Karzai and 

some harsh words have been said on both sides.  I would be interested in your thoughts on 

that—whether one can have that sort of a deal and whether that is a sensible, useful, even 

necessary, thing to do.   

 

Professor Alan Lee Williams:  Thank you very much Mr Burton.   

 

 

Question and answer 

 

Tritton:  I must say thank you General for your speech but I am a little disappointed.  

[paraphrased]  What I would like to say is, I see you are not a geographer.  Korea was a 

winnable war because it was a peninsula.  Once you’re on the mainland of Asia, wherever 

you are, it is virtually unwinnable as a European force.  You only have to look at Vietnam 

and the rest—once you’re on the mainland it just goes on and on and.  I personally feel that 
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the lesson of geography is it is extremely difficult for a white European force to win anything, 

actually, on the mainland of Asia.  It is just impossible.  I invite your comments as a serving 

soldier as I used to be. 

 

Cordingley:  I say I would be disappointed with your question because I think the tenor of my 

talk, time-constrained, is that we shouldn’t be fighting a war.  If we want to kill people we 

need single, aimed shots.  We don’t want to be talking bombs or firing thousands of rounds 

on them.  So, I say to you, we went down there as a peacekeeping force.  I do feel very sorry 

for the previous Secretary of State—Secretary of Defence [sic] because that’s what the army 

said they were going to do.  I was there when it was told to him.  So, I don’t support the 

Labour Party and I do feel very sorry for him in this respect.  We, for political reasons, have 

been forced to turn it into what it has come to now.  Now if we’re going to actually resolve 

this problem we’re going to bring it back to where we hoped it was going to be.  The putting 

of more troops in there will give us a hope that we will get it at Yugas Green [sic].  I have no 

idea whether or not.  We haven’t got enough and that is my plea, you know.  Another 1.500 

or so, 1.600, is not going to resolve the problem.  The north of the country is stable.  The 

north of the country is reasonably well, as I understand it.  It’s just a question of spreading 

that good will south, if that is possible.  So to a certain extent I agree with what you are 

saying, but I don’t think you were really listening to exactly what I was trying to convey—

that’s my problem and I apologise. 

 

Paul Rochford, Councillor; Member of E-AG:   Thank you very much.  I fully support your 

analysis that we can’t go on with the Cold War approach to things in terms of our armed 

forces.  But then again on the other hand that’s the responsive section because of the fact 

that we wouldn’t pay the actual price in the first place, so there is obviously a question to 

that.  [sic]  And certainly of course we want to see large amounts of European forces, which 

are there but not being deployed for good reasons.  So obviously I would like your comments 

on that regard in relation to our allies in NATO.  I suppose my question is, you’ve separated 

Gulf War I and Gulf War II and basically Afghanistan I and Afghanistan II conveniently, but 

my question is about the actual unity between One and Two.  One, of course, Sir [sic] was 

talking and Pakistani intelligence was saying ‘Don’t bomb the front line, don’t bomb the front 

line, let [???????] go.’  And of course, [unintelligible]…  So, can we separate the two wars 

out?  Obviously we are fighting [?] in Iraq and things are moving on the ground in 

Afghanistan.  So, what would you have done after [???????]?  What would you have done 

when we had a situation where joint security was in bed [imbedded?] with NATO?  The first 

war was a war, as you say.  The second war you say we only went there to peace keep.  I 

would suggest there was no peace to keep and there was a continuation between the first 

war and the second war.  The problem is the people that we didn’t fight in the first war have 

come back to fight us now.   

 

Cordingley:  Thank you.  I wonder if I could address the bit about the thirty-seven nations 

that make up ISAF in Afghanistan, first of all.  I do have some sympathy with the line taken 

by the Germans.  The Rules of Engagement, a year ago, were declared to the whole of ISAF 

and they’ve changed markedly in the south, where we’ve got to for political reasons though 

we didn’t intend to go there.  Now if you were the German Minister of Defence you saw 

yours soldiers were doing an effective job in the north of the country under certain rules of 
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engagement, and you are quite content with that because that’s why they went there, would 

you be very keen to send them to fight alongside the British and the Americans and the 

Canadians and the Dutch in the south, where things are clearly very aggressive and you 

don’t necessarily agree with the way those nations are carrying out the task?  I do 

understand the German approach to this particular problem.  I think your second question I 

can answer quite briefly.  I do understand the Americans’ wish to retaliate after the Twin 

Towers and I think if I were President—way above my pay grade—I think I would expect that 

I would have to something.  My big crib [sic]—and I’m afraid it’s such a simple thing to say—

is if we had just stayed in Afghanistan, instead of volley fire [sic] and ISAF in Kabul, which 

put 45,000 dead in 2001, we could have made it much easier for ourselves and ignored the 

problem in Iraq, which was contained, and we would have a safer world to live in as we 

stand here. 

 

[Applause] 

 

Louisa Hutchinson, Member of E-AG:  Thanks very much for your talk.  I found it actually 

fascinating and I agree with your conclusions which I think were that we should have a far 

larger and more efficient army.  My question is How could that possibly happen in the current 

anti-war climate in Europe, especially in this country?  It seems to be exaggerated, literally 

all the time, on the BBC, especially by people like John Humphrys on the Today programme.  

It seems to be a non-stop bombardment of anti-war at any cost. 

 

Cordingley:  I won’t waste time speaking in defence of John Humphrys but I was very 

impressed when he went to Iraq by the deductions he came up with and the reports he came 

back with.  I think the Army, too, felt that he had actually made a sensible deduction as to 

what was going on.  Coming back to how we do what I’m suggesting with much larger 

armies.  I think one of our big problems is that we’re getting our procurement well and truly 

wrong.  The First Sea Lord, the other day, was brilliant saying ‘Give me a billion pounds and 

two aircraft carriers we’ve cracked the problem.’  To which I replied to him, ‘I know what 

you’re saying, but you really don’t need frigates costing £800 million apiece.  I can promise 

you they’d be just as effective if they only cost £400 million.’  So our procurements are 

probably out of control.  The Army’s just as bad.  We spent years working on a tank 

replacement and a reconnaissance vehicle replacement—a hugely expensive programme 

the name of which I forget.  And actually, I gather, we’re about to blow it and decide we’ve 

got it all wrong.  So, if we can just think the problem through, we can save vast sums of 

money on Trident replacement, on hugely expensive naval equipment, and use it for the 

least expensive important thing of all, manpower.  But we’ve got to take Europe and NATO 

with us on this one.  It’s coming back to really my key, and that is if we really want to have an 

effect in the world, we’ve got to down to basic simplicity:  What is it that people need for 

help?  What is it that we can best equip our soldiers with so they can help?  It’s cheaper than 

what we’ve got at the moment, in my opinion. 

 

[Applause] 
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Robert Side:  General, you are all over the media, of course.  We watch you constantly on 

the box.  Why is it that the British public is given so little information about what is actually 

going on down in Helmand.  To me it’s very synonymous of British public in the First World 

War when we, the British people, were not told about what was going on, until the end, when 

it is was won, and the success was greatly exaggerated.  But in the Helmand province, I 

have no idea, though I do try to follow what’s going on, what the British Army is actually up 

to.  Surely, with our soldiers out there fighting and dying, surely, we have a right to know 

what our British Army is actually doing.   

 

Cordingley: I think that’s a brilliant question.  I remember saying to the BBC when Private 

Beharry was about to get his Victoria Cross or something really big about to happen.  

Eventually I persuaded them that this was something really, really important.  But it’s exactly 

what you’re saying.  For instance, again following your train of thought, when the Marines did 

that extraordinary thing of dispatching two marines or four marines on the side of Apaches to 

go and rescue a fallen comrade, sadly he was dead, we were told about that.  But what we 

really weren’t told about was what was actually happening and why it was happening, which 

is exactly the point that you’ve made.  There is an attempt, I think, by the tabloids to give us 

more of a flavour, which you probably don’t read, about what is actually happening, but it is 

very piecemeal.  But the point comes back—and I really loathe the Ministry of Defence—that 

the Ministry of Defence is pathetically secretive.  It really does worry the whole time—and I 

suspect this is a political problem, as well—about what’s going to happen if you allow 

journalists to go and tell us what’s happening.  Their people are very, very bad at giving us a 

big picture—this is exactly what you said—of exactly where they are and what they are trying 

to do.  There’s a certain amount of not telling the enemy, but this is an insurgency.  We don’t 

want to know where Prince Harry is, and I would agree on that, but it would be very useful to 

see a bigger picture.  I take your point and I’ll go back and explore it with them again.  I find it 

difficult enough and there are people at the Ministry of Defence who don’t know what’s going 

on as well.  So, I think you have real point there.  Thank you for your question.  I can’t do 

anything more than say I agree.  

 

Lady Limerick:  I’d like to thank you very much.  I have a son in Lashkar Gah at the moment, 

so I know a little bit about what’s happening on the ground.  But I’d like to ask you to address 

the dilemma:  Arms and armaments cost money for the Taliban, too.  We want to win the 

hearts and mind of the native population.  Where do the Taliban get their money from?  

Many of them are leaders in the drug trade of the poppies that are grown by the community.  

Nobody has solved the problem of providing an alternative source of income to the local 

farmers in the community who sell their poppies for good money, which is their livelihood.  

That money is used by the Taliban to buy arms.  The British troops are trying to destroy that 

source of income for the poor in order to cut the money going to the Taliban.  You 

understand the dilemma.  Would you perhaps give us your solution? 

 

Cordingley:  Thank you very much, because I wasn’t looking at my notes when I was 

speaking and I know ‘poppies’ is written down here, so thank you for bringing that back in.  I 

think the place is awash with arms and I think there is less coming across the border than we 

would like to think.  I may be wrong on this one, but I think there are plenty of arms and 

ammunition sitting in Afghanistan anyway.  If you fly from Kandahar to Lashkar Gah, it is the 
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most extraordinary sight as you go into the countryside.  Suddenly these fields start to 

appear as you leave Kandahar and they are everywhere.  They’re in people’s backyards, 

they’re up the sides of mountains, poppy fields absolutely everywhere you go.  It is an 

extraordinary sight.  David Richards was very clear that to start taking the poppy fields out at 

this stage was a very dangerous thing to do.  You just alienate more and more people.  The 

average farmer gets I think eight dollars a day for growing his poppies and if you tell him to 

grow some other bit of agriculture instead you get half a dollar a day.  The thing just doesn’t 

make any sense.  My big fear—and I’m not really getting around to answering your question, 

I’m trying to get to that—my big fear is that we’ve got a new general, Dan McNeill, an 

American, who has said he is going to destroy the poppies.  He’s given it to DynCorp to do 

this thing—an armed American organisation, armed with attack helicopters and sprays and 

you know what—and they’re going get on down and do it.  Now that cannot be helpful.  I’ve 

posed the question and nobody has given me a satisfactory answer.  I did start asking it 

before other people so I feel quite good about this.  Why don’t we buy this poppy harvest? 

 

[Applause] 

 

Cordingley:  There are two stumbling blocks:  India and France, who are the main producers 

of poppy harvests for medical reasons, as I understand it. 

 

Members of the Audience:  Germany.  Turkey. 

 

Cordingley:  Germany and Turkey as well.  So there are people who disagree.  But 

nevertheless, nobody has given me a satisfactory answer to that.  I think if the Americans-

led ISAF now and General Neill and DynCorp go ahead with this we’ve got a real problem 

and it’s going to effect the south, where we’ve got a big enough problem anyway, more than 

the north.  We will certainly not win hearts and minds in those parts. 

 

Michael Handscomb:  As the General just briefly touched on, this is supposed to be a NATO 

operation, and I think he said there are 37 participants, NATO and others, all together.  

They’re listed on one of our sheets.  Some of them contribute five, ten, twenty, or thirty, and 

almost all of them are most reluctant to get up into the firing in the south of Afghanistan.  

How do we persuade our so-called NATO allies to get up the sharp end and help as well as 

doing the relatively-easier jobs in the north of Afghanistan? 

 

Cordingley:  I touched on it in the answer to [Paul Rochford’s] question, vis-à-vis the 

Germans.  I think we must remember that a lot of these nations involved don’t have the 

capabilities to get in involved in the sort of fighting that’s going on in the south at the 

moment.  They are people with medical teams or people to help with reconstruction—

engineers and the like.  So among those who are in the north who are capable of being 

moved south are not as great as your question might suggest.  I think I can only answer your 

question by saying, again, that the rules of engagement that they are deployed under are 
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somewhat different into the south than they are in the north.  Their national governments do 

not particularly like, therefore, the changing of those rules of engagement.  That’s not to say 

we shouldn’t try to persuade them.  But to be more efficient I suggest the answer is to have 

the fewest nations in the south as possible in terms of command-and-control.  The 

Canadians who are mentioned a lot are doing a marvellous job.  They have 2.500 people 

there and there army’s only 19.000.  It’s a colossal effort.  The Dutch have got 2.500 people 

there and again, a colossal effort.  If we put a lot more in—which I think is the right thing to 

do, I’d like to see us put even more in if we have that capability, which we haven’t, simply 

because it makes it more efficient and the command-and-control is easier—if we were keen 

to move back in, I think I’d say ‘Just wait a bit and let’s see what those nations who have 

more reinforcements to bring in will do,’ before going down the route you suggest. 

 

Mrs Taylor, Guest:  My son, who is in the Royal Artillery, is scheduled to go to Afghanistan in 

the next few weeks.  He’s on leave at the moment and I said to him this morning, ‘What did 

you think of all the troops going down there to help?’  And he said he hopes very much they 

will be a help because there are so few troops there and so much to do.  Even though he is 

in the Royal Artillery he ended up getting pushed into an infantry role rather than the job he 

was trained for and will be fighting on the ground. 

 

Cordingley:  Thank you very much for that question.  I’ll take the opportunity to say that, 

when I was there, a Royal Artillery unit was responsible for training the Afghan National 

Army.  Alongside Camp Bastion [sic], this huge camp that we have built for the British troops 

in the south of Helmand is a vast new barrack complex which I think has got some amazing 

American name which will come to me in a moment which cost $67 million to build to house 

an Afghan brigade—the is an Afghan battalion there now.  What I can tell you which does 

give one hope—and you will agree with me on this, I hope—is that the Afghans, when they 

choose to be soldiers, is a different kettle of fish than the Iraqis, when they choose to be 

soldiers.  These are aggressive people who have got it in their blood and will be very 

effective indeed.  Once these people trained by artillerymen, whoever it is who’s training 

them—and it’s a very brave task, because they go out on patrol with them and fight with 

them as well, very brave indeed—once these people are trained, they then go into the areas 

which they’re stuck in at the moment, like Sangia [sic] where a national army would be much 

better placed and allow the British troops to come back to surround the areas where we want 

to do reconstruction.  Now that is the hope for the future.  Now as I say, the Afghan National 

Army looks to me as if it could be very effective. 

 

[Applause] 

 

Professor Alan Lee Williams:  Thank you.  I think you will forgive me for not calling further 

questions.  We are running up against the time and we’ve had a very good run.  It’s my great 

pleasure now to move the vote of thanks to your speaking here with your kind of background 

with the Desert Rats and your father could not be more appropriate. [sic] 
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Lord Montgomery of Alamain:  Thank you Mr Chairman.  Actually my father was not a Desert 

Rat but I was.  In 1947 and 1948 I served in the Desert Rats as a troop leader and deputy 

[sic].  General Cordingley has made some extremely interesting and refreshing ideas as a 

possible intellectual soldier.  There is an axiom ‘There is no such thing as bad soldiers, only 

bad generals.’  Of course it depends how you interpret that.  General Cordingley is an 

example of a decidedly good general.  We’ve had some extremely stimulating ideas from 

General Cordingley and indeed from the audience today.  As you pointed out, the difference 

between Afghanistan and Iraq is enormous.  People tend to get confused.  General 

Cordingley sorted this out immensely well and very lucidly.  I am extremely grateful to you for 

being here today.  Thank you very much indeed. 

 

[Applause] 

 

Professor Alan Lee Williams:  Before coffee is served, it’s my pleasure to present a book to 

our esteemed speaker.  It’s called ‘My Flying Circus’ and it’s an autobiography of a World 

War I bomber pilot.  On behalf of not only the E-AG but also the RAF, I present the book. 

 

[Applause] 

 

Professor Alan Lee Williams:  Coffee will now be served. 

 

Chief Khan:  Thank you very much for your time, You Excellencies.  I don’t want to be too 

long.  The problem which is happening in Afghanistan, it has roots.  The General will agree 

with me that Afghanistan is a historical country which goes back about 5,000 years.  It’s not 

a new country like some countries.  The problem which happened after the Taliban 

intervention in Afghanistan was the delegation of the Taliban, the movement which started in 

Afghanistan challenged to eliminate the warlords which were all over the country.  There was 

a civil war, literally, which was going on for five years.  The Taliban movement went into it, 

whoever sponsored it, Karzai, everybody else, was part of that movement.  The movement 

reached Kabul and eliminated most of the warlords.  Then some 100 political things 

happened and the movement changed, with the engagement of Osama bin Laden, the 

Arabs, and then obviously our neighbors got into that.  My family comes from Paktia, which 

is located in the south-eastern.  My father, who died in 2000, started a fight to bring 

prosperity, peace, and stability to Afghanistan.  He met, at the time, Margaret Thatcher who 

was the PM.  This goes on for the next 15 years.  He wanted to bring awareness to the West 

of what exactly should be happening there.  The extremists, or the fanatics, came of age 

during the Taliban era.  We brought a lot of awareness to the West that this was what’s 

happening and with some small help and assistance in backing, we can tackle those 

problems.  But nobody listened to these things.  So finally the American and the international 

community decide to intervene in Afghanistan.  But they replaced the evil with evil and that is 

the problem.  The same commanders who were engaged in a civil war, fighting for power, 

were being empowered again.  Three years went on and then we have the elections.  

Everybody was backing Karzai and the government so Karzai was elected as the president 

and he would come and tackle the issues.  During this era, the Pashtun tribes which are in 
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the south and eastern parts of Afghanistan consisted the majority of Afghanistan.  David 

Richards, the general who’s commanding the forces in Afghanistan, literally said on the BBC 

that 70% or so of people are against you and have a lot of troubles.  The international 

community accepted the fact that Pashtuns were 70% or so.  We are coming to the problem 

of majority and whoever runs the country.  Now, the majority’s ignored and the reasons are 

very clear:  We have problems with the warlords.  Afghanistan is a country which is literally 

made of these warlords.  The warlords are powerful enough to make a lot of influence in the 

government.  We are both witnesses of the process which elected the government for 

Afghanistan.  Then the last government ruled for only three months.  After that, a Loya jirga, 

which is the mother of the sessions in Afghanistan and has always played a significant role 

in the Afghan political life, was convened in Kabul.  All the tribal chiefs were there and they 

gave another stage of transitional government to Mr Karzai.  The constitution was drawn and 

put in the papers and approved by the Loya jirga.  But the Loya jirga is ineffective in 

introducing democracy, something that is very new to the country, very new to the tribes.  

The people seem not to accept that.  That’s something that the international community is 

urging.  All of sudden everybody was welcome, people whose hands were still dripping with 

the blood of innocent people, welcome to take part in elections, presidential elections and 

also parliamentary elections.  Right now in Afghanistan we have a parliament which is made 

of 88.8% warlords and criminals and thugs and people whose hands are still covered in the 

blood of innocent people.  The question is why do we not have problems in the north, why do 

we have problems in the south?  Because the south was suppressed so badly in the last five 

years by the international community, I would say the Americans, that literally all those 

villages are wiped out by the bombings, the indiscriminate bombings.  We don’t need that.  

We want to work with the international community very closely because we are the majority, 

the Pashtuns, in the country.  We don’t want all the government for this, or the power in the 

government.  At this stage if I go on criticizing this government it will take months, maybe 

years, but it will not do any good for any of us.  Your soldiers are involved and our country is 

in great, great danger.  When it comes to poppy cultivation, I’m sorry to say I do not agree 

with the General.  This is law, we have laws in the country, you shouldn’t have to buy it from 

the farmers.  The laws this is prohibited, that has to be prohibited.  If you let our farmers in 

Afghanistan do poppy cultivation, I would urge you leave farmers in the UK doing the same 

thing, if you buy it from them because it is widely used in medicine or whatever.  But there 

are problems.  We have to come up with a solution.  The present government is so weak 

and corrupted that it cannot address a tonne of problems.  The warlords are so powerful they 

literally control everything.  Those warlords are always in the pockets of, I would say 

Russians—you’re not a fan of the Russians, eh?—the Indians, the Iranians.  These are the 

same warlords that are trusted by the Americans and the international community in that part 

of the world.  Of course, we can talk to the Taliban.  But we do not want the British soldiers 

to go and speak to the Taliban, obviously not.  Let us do the job.  We are from the soil, we 

are from Afghanistan, the Taliban is the kind of problem that’s our problem.  It’s not the 

international community’s problem because they have problems there.  Now Afghanistan 

has become like a bustling place where everybody is testing there muscles, which is wrong.  

Believe me, the information which we have, there are lines of people waiting to become 

suicide bombers, and the General will agree with me that there are thousands and 

thousands of people.  Your soldiers lives are in danger.  But look at us!  There is no 

development.  There is so much corruption.  When you go to Kabul, it does not look like the 

capital of a country.  Literally, it looks like a ruined village of Mexico somewhere, which is a 

shame.  Billions of dollars have been brought into the country.  Where is the money?  We 

need 90% of our stuff, even milk, to be imported from our neighbours, which is a big shame 

for us.  We do not want to live on donations.  Literally, the country has to come up to the 
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standards of a country.  We want a country which is not a rich country but a country to live 

in, like in the time of the King.  Unfortunately, the King’s family’s been sidelined, the tribes 

have been sidelined, and a new era of democracy has been introduced which is very 

unfamiliar.  Do you know what the Afghan thinks of the democracy going on in the UK?  I’ll 

tell you.  The Afghan thinks democracy’s all about drinking and womanizing—excuse me, 

Ladies, but this is what the truth is.  So when the people don’t know what democracy’s all 

about, you can’t just tell them we’re going to become a democratic state, alright.  Through 

the years, through development, through education, people will adopt it.  In my country, 

people are 95% uneducated.  My president goes on the television and he tells my people 

that he is bringing our GDP to $350.  For god’s sake, $350?  We are not even a poor 

country—Afghanistan is below the poverty line.  We have nothing to export.  We do not want 

to live on donations.  We want to be a prosperous nation.  That’s something that the 

international community has to understand.  Now we have problem.  We came up with the 

solution that there has to be a change of the government.  We don’t want Karzai to be 

removed from the job, obviously not.  This isn’t something that you discuss too widely in my 

council, with some prominent members of the royal family that I talk to, some influential 

politicians in America and some that I speak to in the UK.  A change has to come in the 

constitution and it has to them a clause [sic] for a good Prime Minister.  To come back to the 

Parliament:  That so-called Parliament has to be dissolved overnight.  The thugs and the 

criminals that are there, involved with the warlords, should be apprehended by your soldiers 

and taken to the Hague and tried for crimes against humanity.  This is exactly what the 

Human Rights Office in Kabul is working on, collecting data on these people, these 

criminals.  Till the day you address these issues with the warlords and the criminals, you 

have insurgency.  Your families that are Pashtuns very widely [sic] thinks that Karzai is a 

Pashtun.  That doesn’t make any sense.  He can’t even invoke his village, not so much his 

troops, you know that General.  We have to have a Loya jirga for all the tribes and prominent 

members of the royal family which should empower a selected Prime Minister.  Then we can 

have some progress.  Now that’s something which we consider a life jacket.  Somebody 

swimming, drowning in the sea, and you throw him a spoon.  He can’t take a spoon – he will 

go down.  You throw him a life jacket maybe it will save his life.  That’s what we think about 

it.  What we are trying to say is there’s no use for us to criticize Kabul’s [sic] regime.  I’ll tell 

you something, if we had a strong government in Afghanistan, believe me, most of these 

issues that you’re speaking of about fighting and losing your soldiers will come to a very 

much smaller percentage.  If you get the 100% problem down to 50%, you get a lot of 

chances to work together.  But if you have a 100% problem how are you going to do it?  I’ll 

tell you a joke.  Somebody told our president, ‘Sir, can you fight the corruption?’  He said, 

‘When you give me something, I’ll fight the corruption’.  So when you have a situation like 

this where governors are appointed for half a million dollars and other governors are putting 

money in their pockets from the revenues, the drug lords are involved in this government.  

We have men who are in the top positions.  They are involved.  I was telling this in Kabul to 

a lot of my friends who are carrying these guns, who are soldiers.  I say to them ‘Why are 

you carrying these guns?’  ‘We want to fight.’  Who are you going to fight?  I’ll show you an 

enemy:  The warlords are a big menace to the sovereignty of our country.  It’s also 

something the international community has to look at very seriously.  Thank you for your 

time. 

 

[Applause] 
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Justin Glass:  On behalf of us all, thank you very, very much for your very helpful 

contribution.  I hope the General has taken it in good heart.  Thank you very much. 
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EMERGING CHALLENGES 

TO THE WESTERN ALLIANCE 

By 

Mr CHRISTOPHER COX 

Chairman, House Policy Committee, US Congress 

 

My subject tonight - ‘Emerging Challenges to the Western Alliance’ - requires some 

measure of divination, and I approach it with caution. If the history of this century 

proves anything, it is the essential unpredictability of events, even in the near future. 

Just over a century ago, the age-old, apparently immutable antagonism between 

Britain and France was in full view at Fashoda. 

Within fifteen years, it had been replaced by a seemingly equally permanent hostility 

between the Allies and Germany, which in turn gave way in startlingly short order to 

a seemingly permanent Cold War with the USSR. Only a handful of visionaries, most 

prominently Ronald Reagan and Lady Thatcher, foresaw the speedy and successful 

end of that struggle. 

Today, as we enjoy the peace and security achieved by our two countries’ victory in 

that Cold War, it is nonetheless necessary for us to look ahead, and attempt, with 

appropriate modesty and caution, to discern the challenges that we will face together 

in the next century. 

It is a now a truism of economic life that technological advances have empowered 

individuals and small entities, rather than large governmental and corporate 

organisations. This truism, of course, is itself an example of the unpredictability of 

future events, since throughout much of the last century-and-a-half, the triumph of 

such large organisations - the State, the Party, the massive multinational corporation 

- was thought to be the wave of the future, and anticipated with either hope or dread. 

People across the political spectrum now agree that the overthrow of those 

expectations has been an undisguised blessing The empowerment of individuals, the 

eclipse of statism and planning, are a victory for Western - and in particular Anglo-

Amerlcan values. Britons in particular can take pride in this deve1opment: your 

famous distrust of ideology, and your empiricism and pragmatism, have been amply 

vindicated by the downfall of this century’s totalist ideologies. And there is every 

reason to hope that the ongoing economic and technological revolution will continue 

to spread democracy and prosperity on every continent in the long run. 

But just as every individual has the defects associated with his good qualities, every 

historical development brings dangers as well as opportunities, and it behoves us to 

assess these risks soberly. One need not be a determinist to believe, on the 

evidence of the last two centuries, that in the long run, economic and technological 

development is inconsistent with both dictatorship and expansionism. That is the 

good news. 
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The bad news is that the road to democracy and prosperity can be both long and 

winding. The process of economic and political modernisation subjects every polity 

to extraordinary stresses. Britain and the United States were comparatively fortunate 

in that regard, but even our countries experienced long periods over the last two 

centuries in which economic and politica1 liberty declined, sometimes even as 

prosperity advanced. 

The experience of other modernising states, both European and non-European, is 

far more sobering: if Germany and Japan today are free, prosperous, and pacific, the 

path to that result has been anything but swift and easy. After unspeakable suffering 

and sacrifices, the verdict on Russia is still very much in doubt. And the experience 

of the Shah’s Iran is similarly cautionary. 

Indeed, the very technological advances that may doom repressive governments in 

the long run can in many ways strengthen them in the present - against both their 

subjects and other nations. The very pressure that modernisation places on 

repressive regimes may render them more aggressive and desperate - with respect 

to their own populations, other nations, or both. And the levelling, equalising effect of 

the technological revolution, which enables tiny companies to challenge corporate 

behemoths, will soon enable comparatively small or poor nations to threaten the vital 

interests of even the most wealthy and powerful countries. Let me offer two current 

instances. 

North Korea 

North Korea is perhaps the most striking example of the ability of a small, 

desperately poor nation to threaten the very existence of far larger and wealthier 

countries. For decades, South Korea has lived under the threat of devastation from 

its impoverished neighbour. Since August of last year, when North Korea launched a 

three-stage missile over Japan, that nation of 126 million - the second largest 

economy on earth - has also come under the shadow of that starving backward 

country. And as North Korea perfects its long-range missiles and proceeds with its 

clandestine nuclear weapons program, that shadow will soon - perhaps as soon as 

next year, perhaps even sooner – fall across the Pacific, onto the continental United 

States. 

This growing threat exists despite half a decade of catastrophic man-made famine in 

North Korea - one of the most calamitous humanitarian disasters of the century, 

which has claimed perhaps as many as two million lives in a nation of 2I million. This 

threat exists despite a staggering disparity between the wealth, resources, and 

population of that nation and the countries it threatens. And Pyongyang’s 

brinkmanship and pursuit of weapons of mass destruction appear to be exacerbated, 

not diminished, by the internal political and economic crisis it confronts. To quote the 

Bible, “The Devil is come unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he 

hath but a short time”. 

Iraq 
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Iraq is another conspicuous example of modernisation gone awry. Many of you in 

this audience remember the Anglo-American hopes invested in the Hashemite 

Kingdom of Iraq during the early days of the Cold War. Iraq was then the pivotal pro-

Western Arab country: not for nothing was the treaty creating CENTO called “the 

Baghdad Pact.” All those hopes were dashed by the bloody revolution of 1958, and 

the succeeding four decades of violent misrule in Iraq. 

But for most of that period the barbarity of successive regimes in Baghdad was the 

problem of the Iraqi people and their immediate neighbours. It was of concern to 

more distant countries like Britain and the United States only because we had 

important interests in the area, and not because that comparatively small and 

backward country could project force outside its immediate vicinity. Indeed, this was 

the case as recently as the invasion of Kuwait and the subsequent decade-long 

holding action against Saddam Hussein. But, as with North Korea, it will soon be the 

case no longer. 

Iraq not only possesses but has used chemical weapons of mass destruction, 

against both a neighbouring foe and its own citizens. It has avidly sought biological 

weapons. It has been reported in the press that after Operation Desert Storm the 

Allies learned that Saddam Hussein had been within months of acquiring nuclear 

weapons when war broke out. 

During the war, Iraqi missiles reached Israel - the shore of the Mediterranean Sea. 

Conventional wisdom has been that Iraq could reconstitute its forbidden weapons 

program within five months in the absence of a robust and intrusive inspection 

program; as of now, no significant inspections have occurred for six months, and 

neither Britain nor the United States is any longer seeking their resumption. 

We are now in a stand-off in which military action is our only recourse, but in future 

we will almost certainly lack the detailed Intelligence necessary to know when and 

where to apply it  - that is until the regime in Baghdad chooses to make known that it 

has actually acquired operational weapons of mass destruction and some means of 

delivering them, and then invites us to attack and take the consequences. Meanwhile 

multilateral support for either inspections or the economic embargo has now 

dissipated, and even the United Nations rejects the validity of the very inspections it 

called upon the United States and Britain to enforce. 

In short, the situation in both Iraq and North Korea is quite similar: in both cases, 

regimes that can only be described as monstrous, governing small and impoverished 

countries, are in all likelihood only a few months or years away from establishing 

something approximating a Soviet-style balance of terror with NATO and Japan - the 

wealthiest and most powerful nations on earth. 

The disparity between the West and the Soviet Union pales by comparison - 

notwithstanding Helmut Schmidt’s description of it as “Upper Volta with ICBMs.” And 

yet what would Seoul, or Tokyo, or Washington do, if in 18 months the North Korean 

government conducted a successful nuclear weapons test, after having conducted 

the test launch of the long-range Taepodong-2 missile that we are apparently 
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expecting at almost any time - and then delivered an ultimatum demanding tens of 

billions of dollars in food and armaments? 

Even now, in return for American access to a single subterranean facility that could 

be used to house nuclear reprocessing, North Korea has asked for $300 million; for 

halting its trade in missiles to destabilising states, $500 million; for simply agreeing to 

talks about any of these concerns, North Korea demands millions of tons of food that 

its corrupt and perverse economic policies cannot produce. 

What would we do if, in analogous circumstances, an Iraq armed with weapons of 

mass destruction blackmailed our NATO ally Turkey, or Saudi Arabia, or Israel? And 

if destitute Pyongyang is launching three-stage missiles with a 4,000-6,000 kilometre 

range, how long will it be before Baghdad can threaten Western Europe itself? 

If these circumstances arose today, our governments would have no good, or even 

minimally acceptable, options. It follows, therefore, that our only realistic option is to 

use the short remaining time we have to seek to ensure that these circumstances 

never arise. 

The Emerging Missile Threat and Missile Defence Systems 

Although the dangers I have discussed spring from the ancient and recurring 
phenomenon of tyranny, they are being brought home to Britain and the United 
States by uniquely modern weapons-missile delivery systems of increasing range 
and availability, capable of delivering ever more dangerous chemical, biological or 
nuclear payloads. 

A large portion of the American public, and I suspect a similar proportion here, 
believe that their nation’s modern, powerful military has the capability to detect or 
disarm or deflect incoming warheads. The fact is, however, that in spite of the 
development of promising missile defence technologies in recent decades, neither of 
our countries possesses a missile defence. 

In 1983, in close consultation with Lord Chalfont, one of your distinguished 
colleagues in the European-Atlantic Group, President Ronald Reagan challenged 
the scientific community to develop ways of rendering nuclear ballistic missiles 
“impotent and obsolete”.The technology to intercept and destroy ballistic missile in 
flight has improved dramatically since President Reagan’s challenge. Limited but 
effective missile defences are now possible, and I believe we cannot pursue their 
deployment a moment too soon. 

The international security environment is very different from the one Ronald Reagan 
faced in 1983. But although the arsenal of weapons confronting NATO is greatly 
smaller, the risk of its use is escalating every day. A substantial threat continues to 
be posed by the existing ballistic missile arsenals of Russia and China. The risk of 
unauthorised or accidental missile launch from the former Soviet Union is 
unarguably far greater today than it was at the height of the Cold War. 

In 1996, PLA Lt. Gen. Xiong Guankai, Deputy Chief of Staff of the General Staff, 
implied that the PRC would destroy Los Angeles if the U.S. intervened to defend 
Taiwan from attack. And within the last weeks it has been reported that a massive 
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build-up of missile forces opposite Taiwan is under way, in an effort to pre-empt U.S. 
efforts to promote theatre missile defence in East 

Asia – efforts that are barely in the planing stage. 

In addition to these more traditional security challenges, we must now address the 
new threats from such states as North Korea, Iran, and Iraq. These nations’ 
capabilities may not match the capabilities of other systems for accuracy or 
reliability. Nevertheless, they would be able to inflict incalculable destruction 

Our analysts have concluded that hostile nations could develop and deploy missiles 
capable of carrying weapons of mass destruction within about five years of a 
decision to do so. New information technologies like the Internet and computer 
networking have made missile proliferation a faster and more efficient process. 
Rapid, generally secure, communication links permit the acceleration of missile 
procurement, design development, and deployment. 

A mere four years ago, the American press reported that the CIA believed a direct 
ballistic missile threat to the U.S. would not exist prior to the year 2010. This past 
July, a Congressionally-mandated bi-partisan commission chaired by former 
Secretary of Defence Donald Rumsfeld concluded that the ballistic missile threat to 
the U.S. and its allies is “broader, more mature, and evolving more rapidly than it 
has been reported... by the intelligence community.” 

Compounding the problem, there are also new means of deception and 
concealment. As the Rumsfeld Commission report states clearly, the emerging 
threat “is exacerbated by the ability of both existing and emerging ballistic missile 
powers to hide their development and proliferation programs.” 

The warning times for us to anticipate new, threatening ballistic missile deployments 
are thereby reduced. The fact that American intelligence did not anticipate India’s 
May 11 and 12 nuclear tests demonstrates that nations can employ enhanced denial 
and deception techniques to impede Allied intelligence gathering. 

Impoverished North Korea’s August 31, 1998 missile launch across Japanese 
airspace is exactly the same kind of threatening development. And recent months 
have included other examples: Iran’s July 21 test of a Shahab-3 missile and 
Pakistan’s April 6 test of a Ghauri, both of which are derived from North Korean 
technology. Jane’s Defence Reports asserted that both governments provided North 
Korea with test data from these launches. With computer-model testing capabilities, 
some argue that the most easily detected aspect of missile development - test 
launches - are useful but not actually necessary. 

In summary, the West has no realistic option but to seek a shield against these 
emerging threats with the strongest possible missile defences. Londoners are no 
strangers to the need for such measures. Some of the research and development for 
our current ballistic missile defence program dates back to Britain’s response to the 
German V-2 ballistic missile attack in the last world war. 

Today, we talk of the amazing successors to these technologies: guidance systems 
utilising kinetic energy, hit-to-kill intercepts of ballistic missile targets, and such 
things as indium antimonide and gallium arsenide quantum wells. American 
scientists’ attention is focused principally on advanced theatre missile defence now, 
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to protect forward-deployed and expeditionary elements of our armed forces and 
those of our friends and allies. These are the technologies that our civilisation must 
develop in order to deal with the new threats from tyrants who are neither civilised 
nor developed. 

I welcome President Clinton’s recent commitment to a more vigorous pursuit of such 
defences. The administration last month announced a plan to commit an additional 
$6.6 billion over six years for development and deployment of missile defence 
programs. I can assure all of you that Congress will offer unstinting support for 
theatre and national missile defence for the United States and our friends and allies. 

Conclusion 

When welcoming Prime Minister Thatcher to the White House in 1988, President 
Reagan noted Bismarck’s observation that “the supreme fact of the l9th century was 
that Great Britain and the United States shared the same language”. Reagan then 
continued, “surely future historians will note that a supreme fact of this century was 
that Great Britain and the United States shared the same cause: the cause of human 
freedom.” 

For the past century our two countries have been the principal guardians of freedom 
in the world. As we look forward across the threshold of the next century, we must 
continue the commitment. And we must guard against any complacency that the 
battle has already been won. 

Let us hope that our epoch of peace will be remembered as a time when far-sighted 
measures were taken to secure the future peace and freedom of the world, and not 
as the l920’s and 30’s are remembered - a time of wasted opportunity and gathering 
storm, a time that Churchill aptly labeled with the prophet Joel’s description; “the 
years that the locust hath eaten.” 

As we design policies for dealing with these challenges, we would do well to recall 
what Ronald Reagan advised: “we can’t build a safer world with honourable 
intentions and good will alone. Achieving the fundamental goals - peace, human 
rights, economic progress, national independence and international stability - means 
supporting our friends and defending our interests.” 

From an Address at a Dinner-Discussion in the St. Ermin’s Hotel to The European-

Atlantic Group on Thursday, February 18th 1999 
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IAIN DUNCAN SMITH MP 

On: 

‘Defence; NATO and the European Union’ 

30th January, 2001 

  

The nations of Europe have come a long way in the fifty-six years since the end of the Second World War. Together 
with the US and Canada under the umbrella of NATO we have faced down the threat from the old Soviet Union 
and under that protective shield have managed to establish democratic and stable nations, who are less likely to 
go to war with each other than at any time in history. 

Yet since the ending of the Cold War there has been a marked reluctance to focus on what threats are likely to 
emerge that could affect us all, both at home and abroad. 

I can well understand the relief that many felt when the Berlin wall came down, but that relief is no substitute for 
clear thinking. 

Tonight I therefore would like to focus first on the nature of the developing threat and how that can affect all of us 
and then I would like to focus on the way that we are reacting to that and the wrong decisions that I believe, we are 
in the process of making. 

Anyone with knowledge of military history will know the fate that is likely to await those who plan for war with the 
weapons and strategies of the previous conflict.  There is a good example: prior to 1940 the French high command 
placed its confidence in the Maginot line, a fixed line of fortification stretching 200 miles along the northeast border 
of France.  During World War 1 such defences had proved almost impenetrable  

Sixty years on, it is fashionable to conjure up pictures of an overwhelming German force sweeping aside inferior 
numbers of French and British forces.  But the truth is that in 1940 the French army was as large as Germany’s 
and was supported by the British Expeditionary Force.   Yet eight months after the fall of Poland Panzer divisions, 
supported from the air, swept through the allied defences in parallel thrusts, stopping only a few miles from the 
English Channel.  The Maginot line, though still intact, had proved utterly ineffective. Its impact had merely been to 
instil a false sense of security and, when war came, to leave the inflexible French units stranded and impotent 
behind the rapidly advancing German forces. 

There are of course, dangers in drawing historical parallels. But here there is a similarity between the conditions 
and attitudes of the 1930s and those of today. For the West – by which I mean NATO - is trying to maintain 
international stability by means largely designed to meet the security requirements of an era, which has changed 
dramatically, just as Britain and France sought to do sixty years ago. 

The world has moved on, but the significance of the changes that have occurred has not been 
acknowledged.  Consequently, our defences are ill equipped for new dangers that are becoming urgent and 
compelling.  There has been some reshaping of our armed services in line with new realities, even if this has taken 
place in the context of rapidly falling defence budgets (Britain’s defence expenditure has fallen by 23 per cent in 
real terms and our forces have been cut back by a third since 1990). But the changes that have been made simply 
do not meet the challenge of a vastly transformed security environment. 

  

Emerging Threats 

The simple reality that history teaches us is that threats to world stability are geographically diffused and can, by 
their nature, emerge suddenly.  North Korea and Iran are among the countries currently seeking to develop long-
range ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction.  Others have followed them.  The ex-head of UNSCOM 
makes a clear point that despite the sanctions Saddam Hussein is close to developing nuclear weapons and his 
effort to develop missiles has progressed at a great pace. 

It would be an abdication of our responsibility if we did not try to anticipate what could be the foremost security 
threat of the new century.  I hope that our European allies will recognise that we have a shared interest with the 
US in containing the potential menace. 
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The proliferation of ballistic missiles, and the weapons of mass destruction with which they are armed, is the most 
daunting threat of modern times.  Between 35 to 40 countries have some missile capability, and according to a 
report from Britain’s Lancaster University, up to 18 have either nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons warheads 
with which to arm them. Recent developments confirm previous estimates that certain states have the capability 
and are engaged in aggressive proliferation of these weapons. 

  

  

Over the last year a number of countries have successfully tested missiles – Iran test-fired its first solid-liquid fuel 
missile. The missile, the Shahab-3D has a range of 810 miles. 

Syria also successfully tested first North Korean ground-to-ground Scud D missile[1], with a maximum range of 
about 600 km. Like the earlier models, the Scud D is capable of being armed with chemical and biological warheads 
manufactured in Syria. Libya has taken a delivery of a consignment of North Korean ballistic missiles capable of 
hitting targets in Israel and NATO states in Southern Europe. 

The grim facts of the proliferation of missile and weapons of mass destruction (WMD) were soberly set-out by the 
Rumsfeld Commission, and most recently by the US Defence Department report, published at the beginning of 
January “Proliferation: Threat and Response”[2] 

It noted: 

“At least 25 countries now possess or are in the process of acquiring and developing capabilities to inflict mass 
casualties and destruction: nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) weapons or the means to deliver them”. 

These reports have clearly had a significant impact on attitudes in Washington, but surprisingly have had little 
impact on opinion in Europe. European leaders are resisting any calls for co-operation with the United States on 
these proposals. 

All that growing weapons capability in itself is a cause of great concern, yet when one considers to what degree 
that capability is linked with areas of great political instability and tension one can see how quickly these threats 
could develop. These weapons are weapons as much of terror as war fighting weapons. The possession of this 
capability could change the whole approach of the West in handling threats to their interests. 

Some argue that our massive nuclear deterrence would be sufficient defence, ironically often the same people who 
opposed our possession of it in the 60s, 70s and 80s.  Not even a Saddam Hussein, they point out, would risk such 
retaliation.  Yet imagine that the threat is made.  The country threatened, perhaps in the same region, may not be 
much reassured for they will realise they will have to suffer the consequences of the initial strike.  They may also 
question whether the UK or the USA would retaliate with overwhelming force if their homeland is not 
targeted.  Furthermore, what if the threat was a chemical or biological one, not nuclear?   Are we certain that we 
would strike back with a massive nuclear warhead?  It is that marginal judgement which makes the threat alone so 
destabilising to our allies and friends.  It is the point that I started with when I referred to those who fight future 
conflicts by means designed for a previous era.  In this case, when only a few nations possessed nuclear weapons 
as opposed to many. 

To illustrate this, try to imagine what would have happened had Milosevic possessed such a weapon.  Who would 
have laid money on the Alliance holding together had Athens or Rome, for example, been targeted?  And would 
we have engaged with Iraq had Saddam Hussein had this capability and threatened his neighbours. 

Given the nature of the emerging threat, it is surely an ideal opportunity to remodel the NATO alliance to better 
counter these threats. 

The first way to do this is for the nations of Europe to join the United States in the development of BMD. In short, 
to create a NATO based programme. To sit back and hope that the problem would go away is the first step to 
appeasement, and we know where that got us in the 1930s. 

Yet confronted by these threats, the last few years show that they are not prepared to face this problem.  Across 
the EU as a whole, military spending is down by around 20 per cent the mid-nineties. For example Germany has 
cut its budget by £7.5 billion since 1995 – a reduction of 30 per cent.  They are not alone. 

Ah! I anticipate some of you may say, isn’t the ESDP the way to deal with this. 

Sadly as I intend to show, the ESDP shows every likelihood of becoming part of the problem not part of the solution. 

https://www.eag.org.uk/www.eag.org.uk/content/ian-duncan-smith-mp-%e2%80%98defence-nato-and-european-union%e2%80%99-30th-january-2001.html#_ftn1
https://www.eag.org.uk/www.eag.org.uk/content/ian-duncan-smith-mp-%e2%80%98defence-nato-and-european-union%e2%80%99-30th-january-2001.html#_ftn2
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The Risks to NATO 

There is a risk that competing priorities may come into play. Every European member of NATO will have only one 
set of forces and one defence budget, not one force and one budget for NATO and another force and military 
budget for the EU. 

If European nations, with its ESDP, are seen as having autonomous and competing institutions, rather than 
integrated, transparent and complementary ones, then NATO and collective security are likely to suffer. This will 
leave both North America and Europe relying on uncoordinated, inefficient and ad hoc responses to destabilizing 
threats. 

There is the risk that dual planning institutions will in turn create new bureaucracies. We are already seeing this 
happen. And indeed Sir John Weston, Britain’s former ambassador to NATO has described the new ESDP 
structures as being “excruciatingly bureaucratic” (Daily Telegraph 11 January 2001). 

Nor is this an inclusive process.  Non-EU members of NATO – such as Turkey, Norway, Poland, Hungary, the 
Czech Republic and even Denmark (opted out) – are being discriminated against and excluded from consideration. 
This is already risking division and could lead to fragmentation and a loss of the cohesion in the Alliance.  The 
Turkish Government has been so concerned by such developments that they have refused to agree that the EU 
should have guaranteed access to NATO military planners when conducting operations. 

There is also a danger that this could make caucusing within NATO a possibility 

Indeed as the former US Defence Secretary, William Cohen noted last year: 

“ It would highly ineffective, seriously wasteful of resources, contradictory of the basic principles of close NATO-
EU cooperation that we hope to establish if NATO and the EU would proceed along the path of relying on 
autonomous force planning structures...”  (Birmingham, 11 Oct, 2000) 

But above all, despite the Government’s talk about improved European defence capabilities, the new European 
force does not extend Western Europe’s collective defence capability.  It does not provide for a single new soldier 
or a single new bullet.  All it does is to transfer the chain of command from the national capitals to the EU.  So even 
if we were to disregard all our worries about the threat to NATO, we are still left with a force, which is at best – at 
best – a pointless and expensive exercise in duplication. 

The Nice Summit 

It is no good politicians, including Mr Blair, trying to deny that this EU defence force is not separate from NATO, 
and is simply there to enhance NATO. The Nice summit produced concrete evidence, of what I consider to be a 
disastrous shift away from NATO. 

The facts (from the nice agreement) are these: 

• The EU military forces are independent and autonomous from NATO 

• The planning for many operations can and will be done outside of NATO 

• It is the EU that will make the decision whether to conduct an operation and only then might consult NATO 

(they are not obliged to do so) 

• The EU will retain full political and strategic control throughout any operation (whether NATO is involved or 

not) 

  

The Draft Presidency Report on the European Security and Defence Policy and annexes to the report show that 
apart from the cosmetic statements about NATO and the EU, the document is about a wholly separate 
organisation.  There are no formal ties between the EU and NATO, and no control by NATO at any point. One 
annex deals with the relationship between the EU and NATO. It shows clearly that the EU has embarked on a 
process, which is autonomous from NATO, leaving NATO without the right of refusal on EU defence operations. 

Nice Treaty Annexes 

The Nice treaty annexes show clearly that the EU will make the decision whether and when to talk to NATO: 
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“When necessary…the dialogue will be supplemented by inviting NATO representatives to meetings, in accordance 
with the provisions of TEU” (p. 55) 

It is clear that the EU will decide on operations, not NATO. The document notes this in several places: 

“Once the EU has chosen a strategic option, experts from both organizations will meet to determine the pre-
identified assets and capabilities” (p. 59). 

“In the event of an EU operation calling for NATO assets and capabilities the following ….of the European Union 
will be established: Once the EU has chosen the strategic options ….On a proposal from the EUMC (EU military 
committee)”. (p.59) 

It is also evident that the EU retains full political control throughout: 

“Should the EU consider an in-depth study of a strategic option, which calls for NATO… after the EU council has 

adopted a strategic option…the entire chain of command must remain under the political control and strategic 
direction of the EU throughout the operation matter consultation between the two organizations…NATO will be 
informed of the developments…” (p. 60) 

Britain now maintains that it is going to allocate at least 12,500 men, 18 warships and 72 combat aircraft to this 
organisation. Yet, this itself seems at odds with their constantly stated point by Mr Blair and others that the ESDP 
is for low-level humanitarian, rescue and peacekeeping tasks. If that is the case then I am not quite sure what these 
men, ships and aircraft are for. 

But anyway the real question is where are all these to come from. These are no extra soldiers, ships or aircraft. 
They are all allocated for national and NATO deployments and as such they are already desperately overstretched. 
It is also apparent that this is the same for every other nation that has signed up to this at Nice. 

  

The Political Drivers 

  

So if it is not about seriously enhancing military capability it can only be yet again about politics. 

President Chirac says that the force is needed because “the European Union cannot fully exist until it possesses 
an autonomous defence capacity” [AFP, 29 May 1999].  His Minister for Europe, Pierre Moscovici, sees the 
European defence initiative as “the completion of the European project” adding, with admirable frankness, that it 
will “bear France’s imprint”.[L’Express, 20 Jan 2000].  Germany’s Defence Minister, Rudolph Scharping, has 
described it as “an important step in a new field of European integration.” 

There is a genuine concern that progressively in future, European members of NATO will be under pressure from 
the EU who will arrive at a common position prior to NATO meetings. This would develop into an unhelpful and 
dangerous America vs Europe confrontation. 

NATO and the EU’s response 

The policy issue that will test NATO in the 21st century is the way in which the Alliance will respond to the 
proliferation of the weapons of mass destruction and the means to deliver them. Critical to this is the way in which 
the EU defence project will develop. 

These two issues have the ability to both unite NATO and divide it. The United States has a clear and strong belief 
that they need to develop and deploy some form of Ballistic Missile Defence. 

Traditionally the United Kingdom would have acted to bridge the current gap in opinions on each side of the 
Alliance, as we did with the deployment of Cruise and Pershing in the 1980s. But Mr Blair’s support for the ESDP, 
and his own equivocal stance on missile defence, has seen the UK abandon this role. Furthermore, European 
defence thinking is increasingly influenced by anti-American undertones.  

In short the Labour Government has not just embarked on a European defence policy which is undermining the 
Atlantic Alliance, the same Alliance that has formed the bedrock of Western security for the post–war years, but it 
is failing to support our American allies as they endeavour to respond to the very real threat to international security. 
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The Government’s policy seeks to make a virtue of indecision, whilst pretending impotence is strength. 

“Take a lead in building support in Europe for co-operating with the US on the development of ballistic missile 
defences, to counter the new threat from rogue states and terrorists equipped with weapons of mass destruction.” 
(p. 27) 

And Conservatives will maintain NATO as the cornerstone of our collective security in Europe. European defence 
capabilities should be enhanced within NATO, and not through duplicate and conflicting EU structures. We will 
work immediately to draw back under the NATO umbrella the arrangements being made under the European 
Security and Defence Policy. 

Conservatives believe that we should be reinforcing the European pillar of NATO, not duplicating or replacing it.  

  

Conclusion 

I started with the threat and that’s where I would like to finish. 

Faced by this developing threat, it should be in the interests of European nations to work with the USA to create a 
NATO based defence.  The basis of such a programme would be to accept that the imbalance in capability cannot 
be allowed to continue if NATO is to remain viable.  

Yet when one examines what is happening, any impartial observer would be forced to the very important conclusion 
that if the new European defence force is the answer, what was the question? 

For when one peels back the rhetoric and examines the reality, one can see that it offers no new forces, only new 
structures.   It offers no new flexibility within NATO only a new political organisation separate from NATO.  Sadly 
its existence seems to address some European politicians’ obsessive concerns about America, by creating an 
artificial divide between the USA and European nations 

History teaches us all too often and too harshly that those who hope that conflict can be avoided, and do nothing, 
or those who prepare for the wrong conflict are quickly found out.   That I fear will be the outcome if we allow 
ourselves to continue down a road which is political and divisive. 

Mr Blair and others have spoken of their ambitions for Europe as a superpower.  However, future generations will 
have harsh words for those who put the politics of European integration ahead of the defence of their peoples and 
they would have good reason - but by then it may be too late to act.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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EUROPE, THE GATT & THE URUGUAY ROUND 

by 

H. E. Mr Arthur Dunkel 

Director-General of GATT 

  

15 May 1991 

I can think of few more distinguished or more appropriate groups for me to address at this stage of 

the Uruguay Round than the European Atlantic Group. Appropriate the group certainly is; because it 

is the European Community and its trading partner on the other side of the Atlantic which hold most 

of the keys to a successful conclusion of the negotiations. 

Let us be in no doubt, the days of passing the buck all round the globe as a means of avoiding the 

crucial political challenge in trade policies are long gone. Certainly, there are some tough choices to 

made in Tokyo, in Seoul, in Ottawa, in Brasilia, in Helsinki, in Berne and in many other Capitals. But 

now the focus is clearly on Washington, Brussels and the other Capitals of the European Community. 

The world's attention can neither be diverted nor avoided. 

So whatever the title of my speech is formally, the real theme is a very simple one: Responsibility. 

Like it or not, Senior Civil Servants and Ministers on both sides of the Atlantic now find themselves 

directly responsible for many of the economic developments and social prospects for most of the 

world's peoples in the coming decades. And not in some vague or academic sense - nobody is 

looking for a simple moral or political lead to be taken - but in terms of hard, practical, commercially 

meaningful policy options. I hesitate, in the House of Commons of all places, to employ the English 

expression "put your money where your mouth is". Nevertheless, that is just about what it amounts 

to, though I would take the further liberty of amending the expression by exchanging the word 

money for self-interest. The fact is that leaders in Europe and America have a self-interested 

responsibility for securing a worthwhile result in the Round which is not a contradiction of their 

wider responsibility but a complement to it. 

For the Uruguay Round is about growth - growth in economic and social welfare. With large parts of 

Europe and North America experiencing a significant economic slow-down, if not recession, this 

should not be difficult to understand. Trade liberalization through the GATT helped secure high and 

stable economic growth and development throughout the Fifties and Sixties. The Uruguay Round has 

given the world another chance to lift itself into a more dynamic and sustainable era of growth. It 

would allow us to pursue goals of enhanced affluence in industrial countries, to bring the developing 

countries into the main-stream of international economic and trade relations, to facilitate the 

protection of the environment, and to work towards the fulfillment of other human objectives. Even 

more important it would ensure the needed economic reinforcement to political reform in the new 

democracies. And this brings me to the inevitable question. If it is all so self-evidently desirable and 

in the interests of everyone, why did the Ministerial meeting in Brussels in December 1990 end in 

such disappointment? The obvious answer is that the failure of Governments to achieve the political 

breakthroughs needed to conclude these negotiations shows clearly how difficult the choices are 

that they pose. And, speaking as I am to a European audience, I must immediately say that I do not 

only have Agriculture in mind. The ambitious and comprehensive negotiating agenda of the Round is 

no accident. Only a balanced and substantial package of results on subjects ranging from market 
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access, textiles, and strengthened rules to the new areas, like services and intellectual property 

rights, will satisfy all the participants. Despite all the difficulties, Brussels left intact - if not actually 

reinforced - the political consensus behind the Round and its ambitious objectives. What makes it 

even more challenging is that in this Round more than any other. National interests run across the 

traditional - but less and less relevant - North-South, East-West divide. 

There is something else to be said about the Brussels meeting. The disappointment of December 

1990 should not be allowed to obscure the success that the Roundhad already achieved. Take, for 

example, the "midterm review", conducted in Montreal in late1988, which led to 

significant  institutional changes in GATT and to a package of market access concessions on tropical 

products which have already been implemented.     

More important than that have been the many efforts by Governments -especially in developing 

countries and in Eastern and Central Europe - to move ahead with autonomous trade liberalization 

measures in anticipation of the likely results of the Round. We have recently compiled a list of 45 

countries which have taken such action - 30 of them developing nations including: Mexico, Central 

American countries, Peru, Morocco, Indonesia and the Philippines. The efforts of Poland, Hungary, 

Czechoslovakia and Romania to use their GATT membership as a means of establishing themselves 

firmly in the ranks of market-oriented economies, while undertaking far-reaching and fundamental 

trade reform programmes, have been made all the more viable in the context of a multilateral trade 

negotiation supporting a global movement towards freer competition. Are they now to be told it 

was all a confidence trick? They did what the big industrial powers wanted, yet are those same 

powers (the founders and greatest beneficiaries of the GATT system) too politically fragile to take 

even small steps towards much-needed reform themselves? 

Even with respect to specific subjects on the negotiating agenda, the years since the Round was 

launched have not been wasted. We have on the table significant, though not sufficient, offers of 

market access concessions from many participants. We have the results of several rule-making 

negotiations which could make a valuable difference to the everyday experience of traders. We are 

at an advanced stage in framing a General Agreement on Trade in Services, and have begun to 

evolve sectoral annexes to that Agreement, and an initial package of commitments by participants. 

Of course, we also encountered some very fundamental difficulties relating to the services 

agreement, before and during Brussels, and they will have to be resolved. In another important area, 

we have a draft agreement on intellectual property not far from completion. Negotiations for 

returning the textiles and clothing sector to the normal - though strengthened - disciplines of GATT 

have advanced, though difficult political decisions still, of course, remain. And, on Agriculture; 

instead of talking about what we will negotiate, we have finally begun to negotiate 

The fact is that we are close to achieving the original, and very ambitious, negotiating objectives set 

by Brussels and Washington when the Round was launched. There is more to do. And, while this 

Round has been remarkable for its genuine multilateralism - with the active participation of many 

more Governments than in any previous trade negotiation of this kind - it has fallen to Brussels and 

Washington to set the scene which will permit a concluding phase. 

My remarks are certainly not intended to suggest any doubts about the commitment of the United 

States and the European Communities, at high political levels, to bring about a major result in the 

Uruguay Round. You would be wrong; I have every confidence that the political resolve is there. But 

political resolve is one thing, negotiation another. Whenever we attempt to translate political 
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resolve into the nitty-gritty of negotiation, we appear to suffer from something akin to a dialogue of 

the deaf. 

It is a problem peculiar to trade relations across the Atlantic. If the strategic military alliance is as 

strong as ever, trade relations are as bedevilled by accusations, self-righteousness, mutual 

misunderstanding, and the inability to distinguish special-interest pleading from the general public 

good as seems possible. 

Both sides appear to believe they are speaking from positions of rectitude in matters of each others 

trade policies. It is only recently that there has been a neutral commentator on the scene to make 

any kind of assessment. With due modesty, I have to tell you that it is the GATT. The GATT Council, in 

implementing one of the early results of the Uruguay Round, now conducts periodic reviews of the 

trade policies of each of the GATT contracting parties. It is an absorbing and revealing process - not 

least for the Governments concerned. As of a few weeks ago, we have reports on both the United 

States and European Communities. So what do they say? 

The United States was reviewed in late 1989 - one of the first three countries to be covered by the 

new system. As well as being the world's largest exporting nation (merchandise and services trade 

taken together) it is also the biggest market for many of its trading partners. It has generally low 

tariffs - though some high duties remain in sensitive industries like textiles - and most of its tariff is 

bound. Apart from agriculture and textiles it has few quantitative restrictions, although it has 

resorted to the use of discriminatory bilateral 60 restrictions - voluntary restraint arrangements - in 

many instances. It also makes relatively little use of subsidies, with the massive exception of those in 

the farm sector. 

At the same time, the system of US trade law and regulation was found to be highly complex and not 

always transparent - leaving an environment of uncertainty and ambiguity for traders and their legal 

advisors to deal with. Its long-lasting import restrictions under the special waiver for United States' 

agriculture policy were widely criticised, as was what was seen as an excessive use of anti-dumping 

and countervailing remedies based on unilateral interpretation of multilateral rules. The possibility, 

in US trade law, of using unilateral trade restrictions - or the threat of them - as a means of opening 

other markets was strongly condemned. The danger of undermining the non-discriminatory MFN 

principle of GATT through unilateral, bilateral or regional initiatives was a source of concern. 

What about the European Community? That review took place just a few weeks ago. Naturally, the 

huge importance of the EC as a market was emphasised, as was the potential impact of a successful 

conclusion to the internal market programme - despite some misgivings on very specific aspects of 

the 1992 process. The Community maintains generally very low tariffs and most of those tariffs are 

bound. 

It may surprise you to learn, however, that there was also criticism. The system of trade policy and 

regulation was regarded as complex with some lack of transparency especially with respect to 

National measures. The Common Agricultural Policy, with its excessive market access restraints and 

high subsidies, commanded little admiration - to say the least. Concern was expressed at the 

number of anti-dumping actions pursued by the Community and the methods used for calculating 

anti-dumping margins; at the unpredictable use for rules of origin, and at the operation of industrial 

and other state aids. Particular criticism was aimed at the frequent recourse by the Community to 

bilateral voluntary export restraint arrangements. While the benefits of regional economic 

integration were well-accepted, questions were asked about the nature and impact on trade of the 

Community's complex hierarchy of preferential agreements. 
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Of course, I have greatly simplified the large amount of data and discussion involved in these 

reviews. However, the simple point is that there is a remarkable similarity in the balance of praise 

and criticism handed out in each case. Have it as you will: either the US and the EC are paragons of 

open trade virtues, with just the occasional lapses from the straight and narrow, or they are both 

rough players whose good points are largely obscured by their frequent reversions to foul play. 

Whatever the case, there is not much to choose between them. So trade policies and rhetoric which 

are founded on the idea that one side is all white and the other all black are bound to be both futile 

and counter-productive. And that goes for Agriculture as much as for any other sector. It really is 

quite a sterile procedure for the major trading nations to throw figures backwards and forwards, as 

if merely winning the numbers argument somehow supplies an answer to the real challenges of the 

Uruguay Round. 

Of course, it is easy enough for an International Civil Servant to preach without direct responsibility. 

For one thing, the political processes involved in bringing about substantial reform in the EC and the 

US are, indeed, fraught with complication and difficulty. For the EC, there is the pain of securing 

some kind of consensus among 12 powerful Member States - whose Ministers must pay attention to 

National political interests - before even being able to start serious negotiations in Geneva. On the 

US side, it is the scrutiny and direct responsibility of Congress for trade law that brings the 

headaches for the Administration in its efforts to negotiate within a multilateral system. 

So both sides are working under pressure. That is not to criticize either system - they are democratic 

processes. Those processes are sometimes reinforced, sometimes damaged, by the efforts of 

narrow, special interest groups to influence decision-making. At least, in the United States one can 

argue that there is a very broad range of vocal special interests which can be balanced against each 

other. In the European Community, one sector seems to outweigh all others, and many times over. 

Quite why the voices of the most competitive manufacturing sectors, the efficient services 

industries, the users • of over-protected industrial inputs, the Consumers - not least the Consumers -

and so on, have failed to make themselves properly heard, is something of a mystery to me. Maybe 

there is still a tendency here to believe that the domestic market - by which we now mean the entire 

Community - is perfectly adequate to ensure lasting commercial success. If so, it strikes me as a 

rather worrying lack of foresight and enterprise. 

The real problem with all this is that while the political risks for European Governments and in the 

United States are being carefully and endlessly weighed and assessed, the rest of the world is having 

to sit on its hands and watch potential economic benefits slip away. The Uruguay Round is the round 

of new and future opportunity - but businesses, farmers, consumers, economic reformers 

everywhere, are being deprived of the opportunities. How long do they have to wait? How long 

before they can make medium - and long-term-decisions in an environment of certainty about the 

future? Let me take some very practical examples. 

For instance, how is a textiles manufacturer in the Community to take account of the future of the 

Multifibre Arrangement in his long-term planning? He can make a reasonable guess that, if the 

Uruguay Round succeeds, in around ten years time the sector will be operating within the normal 

rules of GATT. But how will the transition take place? He is already adjusting to the evolution of the 

internal market, but what would a more liberalised environment for world trade in textiles mean for 

the market niches he has already identified in Europe? Should his medium/long-term plans involve a 

change of emphasis? How should he see the future of outward processing and the possible 

expansion of markets in the developing countries? And what does all that mean for investment and 
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jobs? In short, how does he make rational decisions for the future when one of the biggest features 

of the trading environment is completely uncertain? 

And the Clothing manufacturer in South East Asia? He may or may not have been enjoying the 

guaranteed access to industrial markets that the MFA permits. But for the future, does he assume 

the status quo; or does he begin to plan for a re-orientation in commercial activity - a new 

concentration on the largely un-met demand in his own domestic market, and an effort to secure 

markets in other developing countries? Again, it means decisions on machines, people, premises, 

cloth, designs and so on. Lead times for a major re-direction of this kind could be long - but, for the 

moment, there is no basis for making such a decision. 

Let us look at the other end of the scale and consider a manufacturer of high-tech domestic 

electronics products. It can be a manufacturer in the Community or one in the Far East - the 

uncertainty will be the same. For instance, will his business continue to be affected by voluntary 

export restraint arrangements? Will he be looking at significantly lower tariffs in some markets, and 

will they be bound? How will rules of origin affect him; for instance, as a target for anti-dumping 

action? If he plans to move some production to new locations overseas, what kind of investment 

regulation can he expect? Can he get the services back-up that he needs; in the telecommunications 

field, for instance? As for now, he knows none of the answers. 

Think about Pharmaceuticals production and Trade. Will companies in this sector experience new 

competition, lower tariffs and enhanced patent protection? The answers are all part of the Uruguay 

Round. 

In Agriculture, what really is the European farmer supposed to expect from the future? Yes, it is 

politically sensitive. But is it really a kindness to pretend that the sector can just go on as before - 

few farmers believe that. At the present time, they can see no further ahead than the present price 

fixing round, let alone the long-term investment implications of CAP reform and the Uruguay Round. 

The New Zealand dairy farmers are in an even more perilous state. Around 90 per cent of their 

products are exported and account for 20 per cent of New Zealand's total export income. But they 

do not know if their existing access to the Community can be assured. They do not know if market 

access in the United States will improve. They do not know whether or not there will be a winding 

back of export subsidies which will give them, as unsubsidized producers, a much-needed 

opportunity to enter many new markets worldwide. With all that uncertainty about the 

fundamentals of their commercial prospects, how do they  make investment decisions now about 

herd sizes, milk processing facilities and promotional expenditure - both in New Zealand itself and 

overseas? 

It is not very different for the Argentine beef producers whose herds have been cut back almost 

continuously over 20 years, and with almost half a million tonnes of capacity lost in just 10 years. 

Apart from the future of the hilton beef quota in the Community, they do not know if agreement in 

the Uruguay Round on sanitary controls will allow Argentinian production to be regarded as part of 

the foot-and-mouth free area and, therefore, whether they can begin to exploit the vast markets of 

the United States, Japan and South East Asia. If they are to do so, then long-term planning of cattle 

herd development - which moves in cycles of 6 to 10 years - should be starting soon, if not now. I do 

not think I need to rehearse to this audience the enormous economic impact that decisions of this 

kind can have on countries like Argentina, and the efforts of the Financial Community to ease their 

debt burdens. 
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Finally, Services. I do not know how many companies have yet begun to input a General Agreement 

on Trade in Services into their long-term strategic planning. However, if the agreement turns out to 

be something along the lines we expect then they may need to soon. If, over time - and with 

inevitable exceptions - principles and rules on market access, the right of establishment, movement 

of personnel, the application of most-favoured-nation treatment, and others, begin to be 

implemented in a multilateral context, then the world will look different. Marketing and investment 

decisions for companies operating in the banking, insurance, telecommunications, transport and 

audio-visual sectors - among others - will involve new considerations and new opportunities. 

I have only given you a few examples of the impact of the current uncertainty over the final course 

of the Uruguay Round. There are many other such cases both among the Community's trading 

partners as well as among business enterprises within the EC. Are we going to be able to help them? 

For most of this year we have been engaged in consultations on each of the negotiating areas of the 

Round, but at a largely technical level. These consultations have been useful, not least in the areas of 

agriculture and services, and have provided information on national positions which will assist us 

greatly when we are able to get back into more substantial negotiation. To prepare for that we have 

also recently agreed a new structure of negotiation -seven groups will cover everything - and a 

number of new Chairmen. We are, therefore, completely prepared for a final phase of negotiation. 

Indeed, I would assure you that everyone in Geneva, and many in Capitals, are extremely anxious to 

start and start soon. I see no reason why we should not make some significant progress, at both 

technical and political levels, before this summer of 1991. 

However, it is no secret that many participants in the Round see two preconditions for a serious 

restart to substantive negotiations. They should get an answer to the first in the coming days - when 

the US Congress makes clear whether or not the Administration has a definitive negotiating 

authority, the so-called "fast track". 

I am one of those who believes that the Administration will, indeed, get this authority. This will 

mean the spotlight will switch back to Brussels. Participants will then be looking for a signal that the 

Community can negotiate authoritatively, responsibly and comprehensively, on all subjects including 

Agriculture. 

How long will it all take? Be assured that if it is humanly possible to conclude the Round this year 

(1991) it will be concluded. Certainly, the GATT Secretariat is ready to exercise its responsibilities, to 

provide ideas and texts, and to facilitate the work of the negotiators. However, agreements cannot 

be imposed and they cannot be dragged out of thin air. 

It comes back to a matter of political responsibility. All participating Governments have a 

responsibility to themselves and to the rest of the world. But Washington, Brussels and the EC 

Member States have to take the first steps and break the log-jam. I have no doubt that in the coming 

weeks they will be talking Bilaterally and, at a National level, seeking the developments in their 

negotiating positions that are so badly needed. 

I hope you will work with us to ensure that responsibility is accepted and acted upon. Certainly you 

will have no regrets - on the contrary - when this great exercise in multilateral economic cooperation 

finally succeeds, as it surely must. 
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      THE FUTURE OF HONG KONG 

by 

The  Rt. Hon. Baroness Dunn 

at 

          The Annual  Ladies Luncheon in the House of Lords  

  

Thank you for inviting me to address this distinguished gathering and for your welcome and your 

hospitality. The European-Atlantic Group’s main object is to promote closer relations between the 

European and Atlantic countries. The fact that you have asked me here to speak about Hong Kong 

is an encouraging recognition that Hong Kong and its future is important not just to Asia but to the 

rest of the world. 

I do not propose to embark upon a detailed analysis of Hong Kong’s transition to Chinese 
sovereignty in 1997. This is a fact of life that most people in Hong Kong have already come to 

terms with in one way or another. The path to 1997, will no doubt continue to be bumpy. I am 

neither blindly optimistic about Hong Kong’s future nor do I see any need for despair. One good 

thing about living away from Hong Kong is that I have been able to be a little more detached from 

its day to day problems. I believe that there are three main reasons why one can be positive about 

Hong Kong’s future. First, Hong Kong is a valuable asset to China. Second, Hong Kong’s key 

institutions are in place and thirdly, Hong Kong people have a proven track record of resilience 

and success.  

From a distance, discussion of Hong Kong tends to focus on gloomy forecasts.  I often hear people 
say that when Hong Kong reverts to China in 1997, it will just be seamlessly absorbed into the 

Mainland and become just like Shanghai or Canton or any other Chinese city.  That Chinese 

officialdom will fly in large numbers to run the place.  That Peking will appoint an official to come 

down and replace the last British Governor.  That Hong Kong’s freedoms and its rule of law will 

end at midnight on 30th June, 1997. 

All those predictions ignore the Sino-British Joint Declaration, a solemn, international treaty 

signed by Britain and China in 1984 and registered at the United Nations.  The Joint Declaration 

is the basis of Hong Kong’s future.  It provides explicitly and clearly that when Hong Kong reverts 

to China in 1997 on the expiry of Britain’s lease, Hong Kong will become a Special Administrative 

Region with a high degree of autonomy.  Its way of life will continue for fifty years beyond 1997 
on the basis of one country, two systems.  Its legal, social, judicial, and economic systems will 

continue.  It will have its own government composed of Hong Kong people, an elected legislature 

and pass its own laws.  Hong Kong people will keep their existing rights and freedoms; freedom 

of speech, of worship, of travel, of assembly; its free economy with a freely convertible currency 

would continue, as would the right to private property.  In short, Hong Kong will continue with its 

own distinct way of life, without interference from the Chinese government.  They would be 

responsible only for Hong Kong’s foreign affairs and defence. 

Now some people will say, “that is all very well, but why should we expect the Chinese to honour 

any of that?  Surely they’ll come in and do whatever they please in 1997?” 

I think that that is to misunderstand the significance of Hong Kong and why China decided to 
commit itself to the Joint Declaration in the first place.  Why had China been prepared to put its 

reputation on the line and be bound by an international treaty for the way in which Hong Kong will 
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be governed for the next fifty years when it could have simply waited for the lease to lapse in 1997 

and taken Hong Kong back without offering anything in return?  One simple reason. Hong Kong 
is a valuable economic asset to China.  It is in China’s own interest to keep Hong Kong the way it 

is.  Hong Kong represents 21% of China’s GNP. It is an astonishing figure for a Territory one ten 

thousandth the geographical size of China and with just 0.5% of its population.  Two thirds of 

China’s external investment comes from Hong Kong.  Hong Kong companies employ over four 

million Chinese workers in Guangdong province alone and China benefits enormously from the 

experience, know-how, international contacts and sheer volume of funds that Hong Kong can offer. 

In the years since the signing of the Joint Declaration, Hong Kong has continued to add value to 

its net worth to China.  When you are about to sail through choppy waters, you need to make sure 

that your vessel is seaworthy.  Hong Kong may be only a small ship, but it is certainly one of the 

most seaworthy to be found.  Let me give you just a few figures.  Hong Kong is the world’s fifth 
largest international banking centre in terms of volume; eighth largest stock market in market 

capitalisation; fifth largest foreign exchange market in terms of turnover; sixth wealthiest economy 

as ranked by the World Bank based on purchasing power parity per capita GDP.  These are 

remarkable achievements for a small city State with no natural resources other than a port and a 

population of 6 million hard working people. 

Hong Kong’s public finances are in very sound condition despite a massive programme of public 

spending on infrastructure projects. The shift of employment towards higher added value services 

and ideas based products has given Hong Kong extensive invisible earnings, which it did not have 

when its economy was primarily a low cost manufacturing one.  Corporate balance sheets are in a 

strong condition.  Its property market continues to be buoyant. 

Of course Hong Kong’s success is closely linked to China’s.  It depends on China for much of its 

drinking water and half its food.  It maintains its competitive edge in world markets by moving its 

factories to China where labour and land are less costly.  But it is also the case that Hong Kong is 

a powerful asset for China.  Success has always been dependent on the will on both sides of the 

border to ignore the awkwardness inherent in Hong Kong’s position as a separate enclave on 

China’s southern coastline. 

Hong Kong people realise that a working relationship with Mainland China is essential for Hong 

Kong’s continued well-being.  This realisation in no way diminishes the strong emotions caused 

in Hong Kong during periods of political upheaval in China.  It is simply recognition of a reality 
which has been accepted for forty years on both sides of the border.  China would no doubt have 

preferred Hong Kong not to have been a British colony and not to have operated on social and 

economic lines diametrically opposed to those practised in China.  Nevertheless, China has 

accommodated itself to Hong Kong’s differences because of the practical benefits which flow from 

so doing.  Similarly, Hong Kong would have preferred to see a liberal democratic system in 

China.  But as this has always been, and remains, a pretty remote possibility, Hong Kong people 

too have learnt to accommodate themselves to the reality of living alongside China and to draw 

benefit from the differences between the two systems.  In this way, Hong Kong and China have 

evolved a truly symbiotic relationship. 

This relationship is the most fundamental underlying reason why there are grounds for optimism 
about Hong Kong’s future.  For it is the differences between Hong Kong and China that generate 

Hong Kong’s ability to be useful.  Hong Kong excels in those areas where China has fallen furthest 

behind the rest of the world -- transport, technology, telecommunications, financial services and 

management skills. Hong Kong plays a pivotal role in China’s relations with the outside world - a 

role which has increased in importance rather than diminished in the years since China began 

opening up direct links with many foreign countries. 

In the last ten years or so, Hong Kong has been preparing itself for the transition in 1997 by putting 

in place, and strengthening, the foundations of its key institutions. So the legislature has been 
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transformed from a wholly appointed body to a fully elected one. The Executive branch of the 

government has been localised and a tradition of accountability has developed when members of 
the public service, from the Governor down, appear before the Legislative Council in open sessions 

to answer questions of public interest. Hong Kong’s Court of Final Appeal which replaces the 

Privy Council will be operational as from 1st July 1997. The Ordinance which provides for its 

establishment is already enacted. Hong Kong will be a separate customs territory.  It will continue 

to participate in 30 international organisations including the World Trade Organisation, Asian 

Development Bank, IMF, and the International Labour Organisation, amongst others. Some 200 

multilateral treaties will also continue to apply to Hong Kong after 1997.  So all the important 

social, legal and economic institutions which guarantee continuation of Hong Kong’s systems after 

1997 are secured and in place. 

But institutions are people-driven. Hong Kong’s success above all else has been based on its people 
-- their agility, resilience, enterprise and strength.  It was Hong Kong people who created out of an 

unpromising and infertile lump of rock one of the world’s great economic success stories. I take 

heart as much, perhaps more, from the fact that the people who will drive Hong Kong’s institutions 

have a deep understanding of all the values that a free and civilised society hold sacred.  Hong 

Kong people understand for instance that whilst the legislature has the powers to make laws and 

approve public expenditure its powers are not unfettered. They understand the need for separation 

and balance of powers between the executive, legislature and judiciary so that none of them is 

supreme. You will not find disagreement among Hong Kong people on a constitutional system of 

checks and balances. And you can count on them to defend it. 

Similarly Hong Kong’s judiciary and legal professions understand the fundamental need to defend 
their independence and integrity. The legal profession is mature and competent. Hong Kong’s law 

schools are training ample numbers of young practitioners. They, like the rest of the community, 

know that the rule of law has been central to Hong Kong’s economic and social success. There is 

perhaps no higher priority than the preservation of the rule of law post 1997. 

Hong Kong’s civil service has a culture of fairness and efficiency. Those dedicated men and 

women have been a crucial factor in Hong Kong’s success. They are honest.  They do not tilt the 

table for political or other motives.  People doing business in Hong Kong have come to expect an 

administrative environment in which government is clean, fair and consistent. Government rules 

and regulations are simple and fairly applied. This is the government culture. It is a cornerstone of 

Hong Kong’s success. That culture will be difficult to change. 

As a Chinese, I understand the need to lay to rest formally the bitter legacy of 19th century 

exploitation and imposition of territorial demands on China. The Joint Declaration secures that 

purpose.  But when Britain leaves Hong Kong in 1997, it has every reason to be proud of the values 

that 150 years of British rule have given the people in Hong Kong: an innate belief in freedom, in 

the rule of law, in fair play, in respect for the rights of the individual, in the integrity of the public 

service and in free markets.  This will be Britain’s lasting legacy to Hong Kong. 

Hong Kong people have survived periods of great turmoil in their giant neighbour.  They have 

survived the uncertainties of seeing two governments negotiate their future over their heads, 

without any formal place for Hong Kong at the negotiating table.  They have seen their greatest 
hope that peaceful change in China could be brought about by popular demand dashed in 

Tienanmen Square.  Time and again they prove their ability to overcome adversities and to 

accommodate differences. They have the will and the confidence to make a success of Hong 

Kong’s transition from a British Territory to a Chinese Special Administrative Region. I shall be 

cheering them on here in my new home.  I know that you the friends of Hong Kong will be doing 

the same.  
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NATO'S MARITIME DEFENCE 

by 

Admiral Leon A. Edney,  
U.S. Navy Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic 

  
June 1st. 1992 

Today, we are witnessing and participating in a historic transformation of political, 
social and military responsibility within the Eastern European Countries, the Baltic 
States and the independent Republics of the former Soviet Union. The most dramatic 
event of the last year was the dissolving of The Soviet Union itself with the 15 
Republics generally adopting policies that favour independence rather than 
interdependence. This rapidly changing world scene and significantly reduced threat 
scenario for the established Free World Democracies enables us to make significant 
defence reductions, and we are all in the process of doing just that. Since my country 
in particular and our alliance in general has never built down as well or as wisely as 
we have built up, we must do it better this time around. 

The question of how much defense is enough is not an easy one for Democracies. 
When we consider these issues today, we find ourselves in a very difficult and 
prolonged period of transition yet we want immediate simple answers. In the U.S. 
everyone wants a number to hang your hat on, or better stated a target to shoot at. 

Quite frankly, there is no precise answer to this question or those of us who are truly 
interested in the defence of our interests and not the debate would be in agreement. 

This may not be true either since the real problem is we have limited resources and 
what you spend on defence precludes additional expenditures in other areas of great 
national need. 

The rapid disintegration of World Communism initially generated a swell of hope that 
the world may finally be ready to direct its energies and resources towards improving 
the human condition. I heard Vaclav Havel addressing a joint session of the U.S. 
Congress, one month after he assumed the Presidency of Czechoslovakia and only 
two months after being released from a state prison, emotionally allude to this and, in 
fact, challenge the leaders of the world to focus on the human dimension in all our 
societies. He stated that if we are to return to business as usual then the 70 year horror 
of Communist infringements on the rights of free people will have had no impact of 
value and the only lasting impression will have been the daily horror for those who 
lived it. 

What we see is a world where ancient enmities are being revived. Nationalism is 
resurging with economic and old ethnic frictions raising tensions. It is discouraging 
beyond words for me to see at the end of this century the beautiful city of Dubrovnik 
destroyed while armed elements of Croatia and Serbia massacre one another. Similar 
actions are ongoing between Armenians and Arzerbajanis in Nargono Karabakh. 
These old enmities surfaced, once freed from the greater fear of a totalitarian soviet 
regime that kept them under wrap. Meanwhile, the Governed in many of our 
established Democracies are in a variety of ways registering dissatisfaction and 
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impatience with those who guide their present and chart their future. In America there 
is a ground wave of pressure to change our priorities; reclaim our inner cities; address 
the shortcomings of Healthcare, the Environment and our Educational System; control 
the dread of Aids, as well as Drugs ~ in essence, regain the momentum in creating a 
harmonious Multi-Racial Society. 

For the past 45 years, facing threat of Global War with two conflicting ideologies in 
opposing bi-polar camps, we massed excessive weapons capabilities which diverted 
our energies and resources from these pressing needs until now they are at critical 
mass. The fact that we also created a horrendous debt that must be brought under 
control makes the choices take place in a zero sum manner. That is additional 
domestic spending must be compensated for by additional reduced Defence 
spending. 

It is against this background in today's Defence Environment that we address our 
security interests in a period of great change. The policy of containment which for over 
40 years guided our Alliance's security requirements to check mate Soviet military and 
ideological goals is gone. The Soviet Union is gone and it will not be resurrected. This 
threat for 40 years justified force levels, overseas bases, foreign military assistance 
and the size of our defence budgets — our survival was believed to be at stake. 

Beyond the cold war only the residual Russian nuclear capability poses a direct 
threat to Alliance security. This statement may not achieve consensus— particularly if 
you live in Turkey and possibly Greece, Italy and Norway, but consensus is getting 
harder to achieve these days in a NATO free of an overwhelming threat. NATO does 
emerge as the World's only legitimate effective Military Alliance. It seems to me we 
cannot or at least should not individually or collectively disengage from this leadership 
responsibility. No one else brings what this alliance does to the table. NATO stands 
not only as a success story, but an opportunity to avoid the pitfalls of resurgent 

Nationalism. 

We are all pleased to see in most Continents of the World, if not the triumph, the 
emergence of Democratic principles with increased concern for Human Rights. Many 
of these emerging Democracies have factors stacked against success. Democratic 
traditions and structures are weak or non-existent. Certainly the rate and amount of 
change we are witnessing within Eastern Europe, The Baltic States and the Republics 
of the former Soviet Union has created great instability and the risks for events getting 
out of control. While these nations struggle with massive internal failures, our focus 
and security interests must turn to the stability of the international system and the 
danger posed by proliferation of Nuclear capabilities and other lethal weapons of mass 
destruction. As we debate how much and how fast to reduce our defence budgets, no 
one has to create imaginary threats to peace and our security interests. All you have 
to do is read the daily newspapers. 

Today, as I speak, there are 35 open conflicts, 10 nations have confirmed 

stockpiles of Chemical/Biological weapons, 10-15 possess or are approaching 

Nuclear weapons capability, 32 nations possess Ballistic missiles that can deliver 

weapons of mass destruction. Nuclear technology of the former Soviet Union 

may be available to the highest bidder. A real concern may soon be delivery of 

one of these weapons by parcel post or sitting in a van on a busy street corner. 
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I do not see a kinder, gentler world out there. Regional instability worldwide will 
affect all our interests. Europe and North America are tied by heritage and trade to 
each other, but also to the Mediterranean and the Middle East. What about the 
Pacific Basin where China is one of the last bastions of Communism and the Korean 
Peninsula remains divided? The African continent may be ready to erupt, and 
Democracy cannot be taken for granted in South or Central America as we have 
seen recently in Venezuela, Peru and Haiti. These are elements that can affect our 
Alliance security interests and requirements for force levels. You may say "out of 
area" - perhaps. But if you accept that a free market system interacts world wide, 
then to paraphrase Sir Winston Churchill - a threat to freedom anywhere is a threat 
to the foundation of that system and of concern to us all. Certainly, within the closer-
to-home confines of the NATO Alliance our focus should be on Regional stability 
within the European Environment, seeking co-operation and dialogue to achieve a 
Europe that is whole and free. 

In this environment of uncertainty and change the Alliance is working to reshape 
its post cold-war strategy. I give NATO good grades for. its responsiveness to a 
pace of change that has exceeded anyone's imagination, let alone ability to predict 
and stay ahead of events. With a sense of urgency and  an unparalleled degree of 
cooperation, NATO agreed and endorsed at the Rome Summit, a New Strategic 
Concept, followed weeks later by publishing military committee document 400, a 
military strategy implementation document. Simultaneously, the Major NATO 
Commanders developed our new concepts of operations and associated force 
structures, revised Military readiness and availability requirements, and embarked 
on a comprehensive command structure review which just last week received 
defence Planning Committee approval. From anyone's perspective, the last 18 
months have been busy and remarkably successful. 

The Alliance today provides an insurance policy representing our security interests 
during an unprecedented era of shifting political and economic power centers. I remain 
convinced it must continue to do so well into the future. In this regard the linkage 
between Europe and North America remains essential. The Alliance welcomes a 
stronger European Defence identity some refer to as     the European Pillar. This 
should entail Multinational integrated force structures with hopefully more clearly 
defined arrangements for complimentary between NATO and the emerging European 
Economic Community's security identity, the Western European Union. The challenge 
is to accomplish this within alliance objectives while maintaining the viability of the 
North American linkage. I personally found the views articulated by your Secretary of 
State for Defence, Malcolm Rifkind, to be extremely helpful to this process. The devil 
is always in the details, I believe we must precisely establish consensus on the broad 
principles that NATO remains the primary element of European and North American 
security such that the development of separate European defence capabilities do not 
compete with but rather ! enhances Alliance core functions and options. In applying 
Defence resources, we must retain the flexibility to select the best appropriate 
response to meet the challenge of the moment. Certainly, no one element can meet 
all the requirements for achieving a whole and free Europe; however, working together 
in a spirit of cooperation and dialogue, NATO, EEC, WEU and the CSCE perhaps can. 
I would also add quite frankly with the history of this century behind us, the United 
States does not seek a dominant role—we have significant fences to mend at home, 
but we must not be marginalized either. None of our Budgetary processes will support 
duplication of defence expenditures or redundant Headquarters and excessive 
organizational Staffs. These are very complex issues with a lot of side agendas. I 
would submit we should stop approaching it from a question of is the U.S. committed 
to Europe or does Europe really want U.S.? This is a chicken or egg question that is 
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not helpful to progress. Both sides of the Atlantic should be working to sustain NATO 
and the Atlantic link because it is in our mutual interest to do so. We must do a better 
job of matching words with actions if there really is consensus; on this point. If there 
is not, the Alliance will fall into bankruptcy like anything | else when the bills can no 
longer be paid. For the short and mid term, I do not see this eventuality and crisis 
management will receive increased focus within NATO'S governing body. 

 To be responsive to this environment, the Major NATO Commanders' developed a 
series of force structures which represent graduated response levels. These broad 
structures have been agreed upon and are categorized as ! reaction, main defence 
and augmentation forces. 

NATO requires sufficient maritime force levels to react to a threat or crisis in one part 
of the Alliance while maintaining adequate presence and response capabilities to meet 
security requirements in all areas of Alliance interest. Alliance Maritime forces, while 
primarily regionally based, must be available to deploy to any NATO area as the 
situation requires. Training must exercise this capability demonstrating the 
interoperability of tailored NATO Task Groups, Task Forces and expanded Task 
Forces. A robust exercise program is essential to maintaining credible Alliance 
Maritime Forces. 

Reliance on the sealift associated with build up and resupply of forces required to 
deter a major crisis, portends continuing requirements for sufficient Maritime forces to 
provide presence, surveillance and credible defence for NATO'S Sea lines of 
Communication. Adequate Logistic support in terms of AFLOAT and forward support 
bases will be crucial to the successful implementation of the new Maritime force 
concept as well as the overall maritime force structure. 

Within this overall framework, significant work has already been accomplished on 
a tri-mnc basis in refining the concept and structure of these new Multinational forces. 
We must now push forward and begin the implementation process. We must translate 
these broad Maritime force concepts into operational procedures. We must move on 
to a point where Multinational Maritime Forces can be brought to bear on a particular 
problem or crisis in an effective and efficient manner. We need to identify the holes 
that exist in our planning and fill those holes. In this process, we should focus on three 
primary areas. First, the applicability of Command and Control arrangements to ensure 
they serve the Battle field Commanders with a straight-forward, functional chain of 
command is paramount. Second, we must ensure the adequacy and availability of 
planned force generation levels to do the assigned mission, and Third, we must 
develop training and exercises to ensure we generate ready, capable fighting forces 
in support of the new strategy and concepts. 

The new strategy includes maintenance of smaller, more flexible and mobile forces 
for crisis response. It sounds simple, but there is as much unsaid as said. There is no 
indication in the Strategic Concept or the Rome Declaration as to the extent NATO 
wishes to become involved in any specific crisis. That will be decided by the Nations 
on a Case-by-Case basis as situations arise. However, the long-term commitment of 
NATO to maintain sufficient crisis response forces in order to establish presence for 
stability purposes throughout the NATO area of interest is essential. 

The Central Front and Land Map of Europe has changed. The fundamental mission 
of Alliance Naval Forces will remain. In fact, their relative importance and utility may 
increase. We remain an Alliance of free and independent Nations, dependent upon 
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trade and free access to Foreign Markets via the Seas for our economic well-being. 
Our very quality of life depends on Freedom of the Seas. 

In the final analysis Naval Forces will continue to be among the most acceptable 
and versatile forms of Military presence and response in crisis situations. They convey 
calculated ambiguity and calibrated response. Their presence on the high seas does 
not irrevocably commit the Alliance to a given course of action. The choices are varied. 
While plying international waters for which use no permission is required Naval Forces 
can remain on Station indefinitely and also be withdrawn at a moment's notice. They 
are vehicles of Diplomacy, providing people-to-people contact while demonstrating the 
cohesiveness and solidarity of the Alliance commitment to the principles of Democracy 
during Port visits. In short. Naval Forces maximize our options while contributing to 
stability across the whole spectrum of security interests. 

We in the Western Alliance have arrived at this moment in History because of the 
constancy of our commitment to Collective Security in defence of our common values 
based upon consultation and consensus decision making I the primary challenge of 
the Future as more than a Battle Cry for Freedom and Democracy. I see a demand for 
radical changes in priorities, in how Power is exercised, for whose benefit, and at what 
Social and Economic cost to the People. In establishing Democracies like the United 
States, one clear message is that of frustration, that the political establishment has 
failed to do one or \ more of the jobs entrusted to it, which is to raise the quality of life 
and promote well-being for all Citizens. The blame for this failure is being placed 
squarely on Government and more directly on the lack of political will to make hard 
choices, espouse unpopular positions and speak dispassionately to the issues The 
totality of the expressions of dissatisfaction heard all around is a call for something 
other than a purely Political or Defence - oriented solution. I accept and welcome the 
fact that the World no longer is on the brink of Global Warfare. We must now address 
in cooperation and dialogue serious economic issues such as excessive indebtedness 
eroding the substance of the foundation holding up a free market economy, more 
efficient allocation and distribution of resources to meet world needs, enlightened trade 
policies and the promotion of self-reliance, not reliance on someone else to solve 
growing problems. This appears to me to be the agenda for the nineties. 

This does not equate to the false argument that no threats to our vital interests exist. 
We must always remember that the first priority of a Free Society is to defend its 
Freedom and the principles that allow Freedom to survive. To accomplish this, we 
require Multinational Defence Forces which are strong, flexible, trained and in 
sufficient numbers to guarantee that Freedom. The proven truth of Peace through 
Strength should not be abandoned. Harry Truman once remarked that the only History 
of no value is the History we forget. I believe we would do well to remember his words 
as we open this new chapter in Alliance History. 
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On: 
’The Transatlantic Relationship Today’ 

Monday, July 15, 2002 

It has been exactly one year since I arrived in London to take up the post of United States Ambassador to the 
Court of St. James’s. And what a year it has been. The horrific attacks of September 11 changed us, and our 
world, forever. It was difficult for Americans overseas to watch it. We felt a world away, not just an ocean. 

But, if we had to be away from home during such a crisis, we could not have chosen a better place to be than 
here, among our greatest friends, the government and people of the United Kingdom. Support for America and 
Americans in our hour of need came pouring forth - from the Royal Family, from Her Majesty’s Government, 
from emergency workers, from every kind of group and association, from untold numbers of individuals. That 
support showed the world the strength and depth of the transatlantic relationship. 

But in recent months, as the war on terror has ground on, some of our focus has returned to other business. And 
questioning that relationship has again become a popular pastime. As I will discuss tonight, the transatlantic 
relationship is alive and well, and it remains critical, for all of us, on both sides of the pond. But like any 
relationship, this one must evolve if it is to thrive in a changing world. 

Today, thanks to the relative peace and stability Europe enjoys, there is less that the United States and Europe 
have to do together in Europe. And there is more, much more, that we can and should do together beyond 
Europe. The end of the Soviet threat has given us the chance to redirect some of the huge political, economic 
and military capital we once devoted to survival. We can afford to evolve from being great partners in Europe, 
to being great global partners beyond Europe. And we look forward to working even more closely with a European 
Union that grows even more capable. 

In any period of major change, and in any evolving relationship, rough patches always come with the smooth 
ones. And it’s human nature - or at least some humans’ nature - to focus on the rough patches. As always, we 
in the transatlantic partnership must strive to ensure that our inevitable differences don’t keep us from pursuing 
our broader common interests together. And we must strive to ensure that our partnership remains relevant to 
the challenges of today’s world. We must work together to set out a broader agenda for the transatlantic 
partnership in what Secretary of State Colin Powell has termed the “post-post-Cold War world.” 

The “post-post-Cold War world” began September 11. The horrific attacks of that day woke the world to a new 
and unifying threat - a threat of terrorism, of weapons of mass destruction, and of the link between them. It is 
a global threat. But today’s opportunities are global as well. And the transatlantic response must be global too. 

The response to September 11 offers a model for transatlantic cooperation. For the first time in its history, 
NATO invoked Article Five, the Collective Defence Clause of the North Atlantic Treaty. Until recently, NATO 
surveillance planes patrolled the skies over the United States. Allies have sent ships around the world, and put 
forces in harm’s way in Afghanistan. NATO allies have provided over-flight rights, access to ports and bases, and 
refueling assistance in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. Sixteen of the 19 NATO allies are in the Afghan 
theatre. 

The EU and its member states have also responded vigorously in other, non-military ways: agreeing on a common 
arrest warrant, tightening money-laundering laws, and intensifying the sharing of law-enforcement and 
intelligence information. Domestically, they have rounded up terrorist cells, frozen terrorist assets, and 
improved aviation and border security. Together with Japan and Saudi Arabia, the U.S. and the EU are leading 
the effort to rebuild Afghanistan, mobilizing initial pledges of $4.5 billion. 

But the challenges we face extend beyond terrorism. We must work together to counter disease, illegal drugs, 
trans-national crime, human trafficking, and environmental degradation. We must fight Third-World poverty, 
and promote sustainable development. We must work together to integrate other countries and peoples into 
arrangements that will sustain a world consistent with the interests and values that Europe and America share - 
values of democracy, and of peaceful conflict-resolution. By doing so, we promote peace, prosperity and justice. 

This evening, I would like to cover six of the major items on what we see as the common American-European 
agenda. 

First, America and Europe must complete the consolidation of a Europe whole, free and at peace. This means 
continuing the enlargement and adaptation of anchor institutions like NATO. The EU is engaged in a similar 
process. NATO has an essential role to play in helping democracy take root and maintaining stability in European 
regions, such as the Balkans, long beset by political and social upheavals. November’s Prague Summit will mark 
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a crucial step in the effort to adapt and shape NATO for the new century. Collective security complements, but 
does not replace, NATO’s traditional focus on collective defence. Both are important elements of NATO’s future 
mission. 

The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe is also making important contributions to conflict 
prevention, crisis management, and human rights. We welcome an increasingly strong and effective EU. We 
would like to see a successful European Security and Defence Policy that adds to defence capabilities and that 
is “NATO-friendly.” As President Bush said recently, “When Europe grows in unity, Europe and America grow in 
security. […] In all these steps, Americans do not see the rise of a rival, we see the end of old hostilities. We 
see the success of our allies, and we applaud [their] progress.” 

Second, as I mentioned earlier, America and Europe must reorient our focus and our energies beyond Europe. 
Americans want to know we have European partners in confronting global challenges like terrorism; weapons of 
mass destruction; the threat posed by an Iraq with such weapons; humanitarian tragedies in Africa, and narco-
terrorism in Latin America. 

Third, we must do more together as equal partners. America and Europe must try to bridge the growing gap in 
military capabilities between the European members of NATO and the United States. I am not suggesting that 
the United States should do less. Hopefully, Europeans will do more, individually and collectively. 

We know that a more capable and independent Europe will sometimes disagree with us. But we have faith in 
the core values we all share, and in the fact that we are all working toward the same basic goals. And we also 
know the value of having a strong partner. 

Fourth, America and Europe must work together to integrate Russia further into Western institutions and norms. 
There have been several important steps in that direction, such as the NATO-Russia Council; Russia’s joining 
with the U.S., the EU and the UN in the Madrid Quartet working on the Middle East; and Russia’s increasing role 
in the G-8. Russian entry into the WTO would be another step. 

On a similar note, we share an interest in seeing China develop in a peaceful and stabilizing way, both internally 
and as a rising world power. We are encouraged by Beijing’s entry into the WTO and its cooperation in the war 
against terrorism. In dealing with China, the U.S. and Europe must reinforce our core message and send clear 
signals on the need, for example, for trade liberalization and for the protection of universal human rights. Fifth, 
America and Europe must lead the way to completion of the Doha Development Round. Whatever transatlantic 
trade disputes crop up or continue, we must keep the larger prize in view. The successful launch of the Doha 
Round showed what Europe and the U.S. can achieve when we cooperate to advance common interests in opening 
markets, restoring global economic growth, and reducing poverty. 

The Bush Administration is aggressively promoting trade as a way to integrate more nations into a more stable, 
prosperous and equitable international order. Europe is our chief commercial rival and our chief partner in the 
international economic policy-making arena. And as such, Europe shares responsibility for the health of the 
international economic system. 

Of course, trade disputes are inevitable in the $2 trillion transatlantic economic relationship. But, bound by 
internationally agreed rules, the U.S. and Europe must take the high ground. We must set an example by making 
sure that bilateral trade disputes don’t spiral out of control. 

Finally, the U.S. and Europe must show the world, now more than ever, the vital importance of consultation on 
all issues of common concern, and on all levels. Look at our record. The recent fruits of successful consultation 
and cooperation are there for all to see: · in Afghanistan, where we are successfully prosecuting the war and 
promoting reconstruction; · on the sub-continent, where we have helped damp down the prospect of war; and, 
· in the Middle East, where we are working in the Quartet to promote the Palestinian reforms that should help 
pave the way toward realizing our common vision of a Palestinian state and Israel living side by side in peace. 
Everyone recognizes that the status quo in the Middle East is unacceptable. 

Unfortunately, some people look at all this and see only the differences between us. Some Europeans accuse 
the U.S. of “unilateralism” and “arrogance.” Some Americans accuse Europeans of protesting U.S. 
predominance while refusing to do more to close the military gap or to exercise greater global leadership. 
Complaints about trade flow both ways. 

We have been here before, and we will be here again. Especially at this moment in history, with the over-arching 
Soviet threat gone, it’s natural that differences over other issues are more exposed. What’s more, this President 
and his Administration believe in speaking in strong and clear language. 
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We will always have differences. Sometimes we can bridge them. Sometimes, we simply must agree to disagree. 
Sometimes, our disagreements stem from significant differences of outlook or policy. And sometimes, our 
differences mean we must act on our own. 

Disagreements within Europe do not necessarily threaten the viability of the EU. Disagreements between the 
U.S. and Europeans do not necessarily weaken the transatlantic bond. History has taught us that there is virtually 
nothing we can do alone that we cannot do better with our allies and partners in Europe. As Secretary Powell 
has said, “When America and Europe separate, there is tragedy; when America and Europe are partners, there 
is no limit to our horizons.” 

The course of the age-old friendship between the United States and the United Kingdom offers a model for true 
success in progressive partnerships. It’s a model of old friends, forming new friendships. As Prime Minister Blair 
noted recently, of course there will be issues on which each side feels pressure from its own interests. But, as 
he said, “our relationship is very; very strong on overall strategy […] it’s in fantastic shape. […] And it is 
fundamentally in the interests of [the United Kingdom] to stand alongside America, and America to stand 
alongside us.” 

It will come as no surprise to you that I agree with the Prime Minister. 

The stronger the bonds between friends, the stronger the world we all share 
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It continues to be a special year as Russia for the first time assumes the presidency of the 

G8. Although this is a privilege and a great honour, it is also a challenge. People in many 

parts of the world expect the G8 to deliver in terms of decisions which would make life better 

and safer for humankind and to solve long-standing problems such as overcoming hunger 

and disease. We are also expected to combat terrorism, improve world economics and trade 

and to resolve outstanding financial issues so as to precipitate sustainable development.  

 

The Russian presidency designated three special priorities for the G8 to work on this year. 

The three priorities are energy security, combating infectious disease, and education.  

 

These themes were approved by our partners in the group as urgent and addressing the 

pressing needs of international development. These three priorities were adopted in St. 

Petersburg which means that we now have a kind of a mainstream not only for the work of 

the G8 on these topics but also for the relevant international institutions. We are looking 

forward to getting the support from our partners even after the Russian presidency is over. 

We are pleased that the proposals and ideas put forward by Russians have been supported 

by our partners and I pay tribute to our British colleagues for their contribution to insure that 

smooth transition of the presidency as well as for the work that has been done together. 

 

The G8 continues to become more and more open, as can be seen by the fruitful 

participation in the summit of the leaders of such countries as: Brazil, South Africa, China, 

India, Mexico, and by the international organizations including the African Union and the 

CIS. The discussions at the summit took into account important recommendations from Non-

Governmental institutions including those of religious leaders since they organized a forum 

just before the summit. Religious leaders organized another meeting of NGO's from G8 

nations which was called 'Civil G8 2006' and their recommendations were taken into account 

and reflected in some of the documents adopted by the leaders in St. Petersburg.  
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There are some co-ops which are planned on both directions of religion and NGO's and 

there will be another meeting of NGO's in Russia before the end of this year. So coming 

back to the three priorities I mentioned, I would like first of all to turn to the subject of energy 

security.  

 

This discussion contains all of the important principles of the mutual responsibility of 

producers and consumers for the stable and sustainable development of the world's energy. 

It also provides for the security of supply and demand. The group moves closer to develop a 

common strategy to secure energy sources for the world economy and population, energy 

saving, energy efficiency and alternative energy sources, in order to increase the reliability of 

the world energy supply. Being one of the largest producers and exporters of hydrocarbons, 

Russia can play a major role in achieving this objective. We adopted the St. Petersburg plan 

of action to enhance global energy security in an attempt to increase transparency, 

predictability and stability of the global energy markets, improve the investment climate in 

the energy sector, promote energy efficiency and energy saving, diversify energy mix, insure 

physical safety of crucial energy infrastructure reduce energy poverty and address climate 

change and sustainable development.  

 

The G8 has committed traditional effort favouring innovative cross-border education 

improving the quality of higher education both in the G8 and developing countries. It has also 

created an inclusive society which would allow more rapid educational integration of 

immigrants which is quite a topical matter for Russia and also for Britain. The participants 

agreed that all the Gleneagles commitments must be implemented in full with regard to the 

elimination of illiteracy and securing general access to primary education by 2015. In the 

document on infectious disease the G8 agreed to contribute to strengthening the existing 

WHO network surveillance and prevention of infectious disease including new ones like 

avian flu. They are also developing measures to pre-empt epidemics in the aftermath of 

disasters. Additional plans have been committed by G8 countries to fight Polio, TB, and of 

course HIV/AIDs, pushing further to establishing a global HIV vaccine enterprise. 

 

It was important to insure that the continuation of the G8 work along with the subjects of 

world economy and finance, combating terrorism and narcotics ,assistance to development, 

fighting corruption, and intellectual piracy. Statements have been adopted on all these 

issues. The G8 continues its work from the non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction 

dealing with regional crises including Middle East, Iraq, and Afghanistan.  

 

Firstly: counter-terrorism. Indeed in matters of counter-terrorism we need to develop 

additional measures to prevent the financing and supporting of terrorist activities. We should 

hold responsible and punish all those involved in planning and committing terrorist attacks, 

inciting the terrorism and recruiting people who have committed terrorist attacks such as 

were committed in Russia and in the UK and planned recently at Heathrow airport. The 

group has fully supported the Putin-Bush initiative on preventing acts of nuclear terrorism. 

This initiative is an action plan to establish practical cooperation between nations to 

implement the international convention on combating nuclear terrorism, as well as the UN 

Security Council Resolution 1540 targeting so-called black market proliferation. 
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As regards non-proliferation of WMD, this remains an outstanding priority for Russia and for 

the G8 at large. The G8 Members share a common position that nuclear technology must be 

used only for peaceful purposes. This is precisely why President Putin decided to share his 

ideas about a new initiative aiming at creating under the IAEA with his colleagues in St. 

Petersburg. This plan entails multilateral network nuclear centres to provide services in 

uranium enrichment for countries that are interested in using atomic energy for peaceful 

purposes while simultaneously limiting access to the technology of enrichment. In this way 

the targets and principles of non-proliferation could be met quite efficiently. Of course it is a 

generic proposal. Specific non-proliferation cases like North Korea or Iran started before this 

initiative had been launched.  

 

This issue is of importance and needs to be solved by diplomatic means and in diplomatic 

terms. Speaking about uranium, a nuclear issue, is of the utmost importance to keep Iran 

within the NPT, the non proliferation treaty, and cooperating with the IAEA. At the same time 

one should not ignore the extremely delicate regional contexts of this problem since any 

serious deterioration of the situation in and around Iran will inevitably affect security and 

stability in larger areas of the Middle East and Central Asia. As for Russia, since it is quite 

close to this area, it is a matter of national security. We hope that by the end of the day Iran 

will accept the package of EU proposals endorsed by Russia, China and the United States. 

A recent conference has taken place in New York. I hope that soon it will be able to start a 

new round of negotiations in order to find a solution to this very delicate and complicated 

issue. There is a common objective of all members of the group of six nations involved in the 

solution of the problem and that is to uphold the non-proliferation regime while recognizing 

the right of Iran to develop nuclear technologies exclusively for peaceful purposes.  

 

Regarding North Korea, G8 Supported the UN Security Council Resolution 1695 which 

condemns the launch of the DPRK Ballistic missiles in July and urges them to establish 

commitment to moratorium on missile launching as well as abandoning all types of nuclear 

weapons programs. We support the six-party talks urging the DPRK to return to them and 

cooperate in implementing the joint statement of September 2005 in good faith. The G8 

Summit in St. Petersburg was a very serious aggravation of the situation in the Middle East, 

in Lebanon in particular, hence the G8 has paid particular attention to this conflict. The 

presidency exerted all-out efforts to adopt focused and action oriented documents and 

statements. We are proud that key elements of the statement then have been endorsed by 

the UN Security Council in the resolution 1701 as well as on the ground. Some other 

provisions are still relevant as guiding lines for further efforts to bring this issue to a political 

solution. Russia strongly believes that there should be a balanced and staged but consistent 

approach to the settlement in the Middle East as outlined in the “courageous roadmap” in the 

new reality on the ground coupled with positive Inter-Palestinian dialogue. We hope that a 

new government of national unity of Palestine may emerge through the role of diplomats 

whose duty is to use each and every opportunity to move ahead towards a meaningful 

solution. Russia has legitimate security interests in the stability of Afghanistan and in the 

sub-region. In drawing from our own experience, we never held back from sharing our 

analysis and expertise with international presences such as UNAMA and ISAF and they 

hailed it counter-terrorist operation by the US Coalition.  Russia not only shared information 

but also provided conditions for the transit of troops to Afghanistan and at that time we were 
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actively supporting the Afghan National Army and its stronger corps; the units and 

commanders of the Northern Alliance. However, since their situation has changed, of course 

we welcome positive developments and establishment of the real government in Afghanistan 

but on the other side, the situation on the ground improves very, very slowly, be it as regards 

the expansion of the state of poverty outwards or curbing illegal drug industries. That is why 

we have been emphasizing the centre and coordinating U.N. and Afghanistan as a symbol of 

integrity and trust. As with counter-terrorism it is especially important to redouble efforts to 

promote reconstruction and reform in provinces as a way of winning hearts and minds. 

 

Regarding the Balkans and Kosovo, in particular, Russia notes the necessity which was 

stressed in the St. Petersburg statement for all parties to confirm their commitments and on 

the UN Security Council Resolution 1241 as well as guiding principles and to engage 

constructively in the final status process aiming at negotiated solution with the view of 

preserving multi-ethnic Kosovo. In doing this, we may have some differences with our 

western partners but we insist that Kosovo's status process should go through a normal 

negotiation channel without any imposed solution within artificial deadlines. The final status 

of Kosovo has no option but to meet reasonable interests of both sides. It is up to them to 

arrive at a solution and show there is no superiority if they want a viable long-lasting solution. 

Russia is an active member of the group. Its duty is to provide a favourable environment for 

negotiations to take place guided by the principles agreed upon in the group which are 

contained in the relevant resolutions of the UN Security Council. 

 

We are very much aware that being a full fledged partner in the G8 means that we need to 

play a more active role and be more actively involved in the assistance to developing 

countries. Russia has continued G8 work in assistance to development and this issue was 

the focus of many discussions in St. Petersburg. The G8 exchanged views on a number of 

issues related to the creation of necessary conditions for our poverty, ensuring sustainable 

economic and social development. Africa was regarded as a separate and important priority 

and received worthy representation in St. Petersburg. The current chair of the African Union, 

the President of the Republic of Congo, Sassou-Nguesso and the President of South Africa, 

Thabo Mbeki, were invited and took part in discussions related to the G8 coordinated effort 

to support the continent including the goals of scaling-up official financial assistance to 

development, relieving their (financial) burden and adopting a long overdue measures on 

trade etc. An updated statement on Africa has been adopted reviewing the progress of the 

respective G8 commitments of Gleneagles. The G8 agreed to continue reviewing the 

implementation of these commitments on a regular basis. Russia has played its part to do 

what can in terms of writing off an additional $700 million US debt to less developed 

countries. Previously we have written off nearly $12 billion US of debt to Africa alone. It is 

clear that it is not enough just to write off debts but measures should be taken to prevent any 

further debts. There is a need for forward development in particular performing trade, 

providing better conditions for (second?) nations to export their goods in Russia following the 

recommendations of G8 that were adopted  some years ago such as special matches that 

allow African countries to import their goods to Russia with no taxes. It is kind of a 

favourable customs regime that we have established for developing countries. Other areas 

where we can participate in assisting Africa is training of personnel, training of staff and 

training of people for the peacekeeping declarations. There is a G8 program which trains 

approximately 75,000 peacekeepers and so far we have 4,500 persons from Africa who are 

trained in Russia at the expenses of the federal budget. 
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This year, Russia co-chairs the 'education for all' initiative which is coordinated by UNESCO. 

This is meant to make a new contribution to the promotion of this of this initiative. Very soon 

in October, Sherpas of G8 will meet then there will be another important forum in November 

in Moscow global forum on cooperation between businesses and state in combating 

terrorism. Some other meetings are also planned, so it is not yet over. We are thinking about 

transition and following the example of our British colleagues as we look forward to insure 

very smooth and business-like transition of the presidency over to Germany. 

 

The presidency of the G8 is not the end of the story and no initiative which once was pushed 

in the G8 has died. They continue to be the purpose of the G8 leaders in one way or 

another. We hope that the contribution Russia has made as the president of the G8 will 

continue and will be enriched in the coming presidency and that the group will continue to 

work as an important international instrument which really can help to make this world better 

for all.  

Lord Dykes:   

 

Thank you very much indeed Ambassador Fedotov.  We are very grateful to you for those 

explanations of some very complicated areas. I now ask Sir Michael Burton, our former 

president of the E-AG to open the discussion.  

 

Sir Michael Burton KCVO, CMG: 

  

It is an intimidating task to talk about a summit meeting in the presence of for example of 

someone like Lord Armstrong who was the British Sherpa as they're called, preparing 

summits for the British Prime Minister I think for seven years. But we're very grateful to the 

ambassador for the very comprehensive account he has given us of the G8 meeting this 

year. We also have seven closely written pages of summary of what went on in the program.  

 I have the impression that the thing about these summit meetings is that they usually 

get overtaken by current events. There's a program with an agenda which has been very 

carefully worked out by the Sherpas and then events come along and turn the whole thing 

over and you have what is now called ‘the elephant in the room’, that nobody would like to 

notice. And I suspect that the elephant in the room at this last summit was not - for the first 

time - the Middle East situation. And particularly two aspects of it: first of all Iran and this 

very tricky question of Iran's nuclear ambitions and secondly the Lebanon war between 

Israel and Hezbollah.  

 I would like to ask the ambassador about those two problems. Firstly Iran: the 

Iranians play their hand diplomatically extremely skilfully as I discovered myself in the past 

and they manage to put off the day of reckoning and the security council will finally have to 

make up its mind whether to impose sanctions or not. One of the events that took place 

along the road was Russia offering, as the Ambassador said it was doing, to undertake 

uranium enrichment on behalf of other countries so that they would not undertake it 
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themselves.  That offer as far as Iran is concerned was I believe rejected. I would like to 

know whether that is still on the table and whether he sees any future along that path? 

  

  And secondly, Lebanon: it is my view that the events of the summer have changed 

the situation in the Middle East fundamentally not only from the point of view of Israel which 

has shown that it is no longer militarily invincible in the Middle East but also from the Arab 

point of view where the rejectionists in particular Hezbollah have come to the fore and who 

have taken the lead and acquired a great deal of standing among the Arab countries. How 

does that change the prospects for the road map? Everybody is agreed that great attention 

should now be played to the road map as a way of resolving the Arab- Israel problem, but 

can it not be that that has become immeasurably more complicated now that Hezbollah and 

the rejectionists have achieved the standing that they have as a result of the summer war? 

 

Ambassador Fedotov:  

  

 You are right - two very important issues. On Iran I think that that should be divided 

into two parts; first of all there is the matter of the specific contract between Russia and Iran 

to build a nuclear power station in Bushehr and here there is a condition which means that 

Russia will supply fuel to power this plant and when this fuel is used it will be taken back to 

Russia so Iran will be not involved in enrichment of uranium for this particular power station. 

It is a contract which remains and we are proceeding; of course we started some preliminary 

works and the Iranian side is completely agreed with this but that concerns to only one 

particular site, one particular power station. 

  The other problem is that they claim they need the recognition of their rights to 

enrichment as a matter of national pride. The argument is that, why are we so different from 

India or from Pakistan that it may be allowed to some countries but not to us? So it will be 

very hard to discourage Iran to abandon the program of enrichment that is the crux of the 

matter and what the group of six wants that at least for the duration of the talks that they 

suspend the enrichment. It is of crucial importance as a matter of trust as a matter of 

reciprocity because the package which was offered is quite a good package. It includes 

incidentaly Bushehr, and some other products which could be of interest for Iran. But they 

need also to do something and that should be an important matter which should be 

discussed and resolved. I hope it will but it means that it is also vitally important to keep Iran 

within the  IAEA and NPT. There is an option but what is better to impose sanctions to 

punish Iran, and as a result to have the IAEA out of Iran and to have Iran out of the NPT?  

 At least for a time, while Iran proceeds with the works of enrichment there is an IAEA 

presence - and the IAEA presence does not confirm that what they are doing can be used 

for military purposes. If they are out of Iran there will be no one to monitor the Iranian nuclear 

program. It is a tricky matter and it is a challenge for diplomats especially that Iranians are 

tough negotiators and they indeed I agree with you they succeeded to delay the process for 

a while. But what is important is that in spite the fact that some of the countries of the group 

of six may have different opinions, the group is still keeping united. That is important, so as 

to show they speak on behalf of the international community and it is important to continue to 

send such signals to the Iranian leaders. 
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 As for second part of your question, of course there are some code words in the 

diplomacies: one of them is the roadmap. I think very few people do remember what the 

roadmap contains. It means that they have to come back to the situation before the conflict, 

and indeed before the latest aggravation of the situation. And to have something at least to 

talk about at least, that is the only thing which is agreed upon by Palestinians and endorsed 

by some, with some reservations by Israel. So that seems the only grounds for the 

discussion and then if we start to discuss the road map then other things will come easier.  

 

His Excellency, The Canadian High Commissioner, Mr. James Wright: 

 

 Thank you very much. Let me first of all congratulate my friend Yury for a very good 

presentation in terms of the outcomes of the G8 summit in St. Petersburg. Prior to taking on 

my current responsibilities here in London - I'm a veteran of all of three weeks here in 

London - I was for six years as political director for Canada in the G8 process. I was present 

in St. Petersburg and I can attest to the very hard work by the Russian presidency in the 

achievements that were met by the Russian president and his very impressive team. The 

Middle East issue was very much the question that dominated the foreign policy discussions 

at the G8 Summit. The crisis in Lebanon was a difficult one but I must say that there was 

leadership from all countries around the G8 table. The statement that leaders issued was a 

good one. It was a very strong one; it captured very clearly who was responsible for 

instigating the crisis at that time in the Middle East; it reminded the international community 

of security council resolutions that had been passed before, and not implemented by the 

international community; and it put the onus squarely on the security council to get back to 

work and to put in place a program that would better guarantee the security of all of the 

countries in the region including of course Israel. And the net outcome of that very strong 

statement coming out of St. Petersburg was, as Yury mentioned, resolution 1701 which now 

is the resolution which is in the process of being implemented through the deployment of 

peacekeepers from European nations from the Lebanon, into the south of Lebanon to go 

ahead and protect the border there and to ensure that we are not going to have a repeat of 

what we have seen before. The key to our success here is going to be implementation. All 

too often you have resolutions being passed and then not being implemented by the 

international community. So frankly on this one, the proof is in the pudding and one of the 

key elements here is the whole question of the disarmament of Hezbollah and whether or 

not the international community can stop Syria and Iran from re-arming Hezbollah. So we'll 

see what happens in the weeks or months to come it's an important beginning, but it's a 

beginning and we'll have to see where we go from here.  

 

 On the question of Iran, I agree with the master of ceremonies here as he said that 

there had been a lot of talk a lot of diplomacy - but the results still seem to escape us. It is 

frustrating. Iran had talked about their right to enrichment, but what they forget is that with 

those rights go obligations. As a general rule the international community turns around and 

says actually you have to meet your obligations before you can enjoy your right. There were 

eighteen years of concealment on the part of our Iranian friends in terms of their nuclear 

program; they lost the trust and confidence of the international community. That is why the 

UN Security Council and the IAEA in Vienna are questioning the Iranians right now. We 

need to keep our pressure on Iran, the Ambassador is one hundred percent right and their 
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must be unity within the international community, within the G8, within the P-5, in terms of 

how they approach Iran to make sure that they live up to their obligation. There are important 

discussions this week taking place in New York and we'll see how things proceed.  

 

Ambassador Fedotov: 

 

 Simply, I would like to thank James for his presence, for his support he granted to 

me, especially that he not only he represents one of the G8 countries here but also he took 

part in this event and he did very well as a reward he has this position as High 

Commissioner in London. 

  

Andrejs Ozolins, Latvian National Council in Great Britain: 

 

I have different questions about an area that Russia refers to as the near-abroad. 

There is no dispute about the fact that after the 1938 Munich agreement between Britain, 

France, Italy and Germany, that Czechoslovakia was occupied without resistance. In 1939 

Nazi Germany and Soviet Union completed a pact dividing Eastern Europe into spheres of 

influence. And the Baltic states were occupied in June 1940 without resistance because 

Russia, or the Soviet Union showed that it had mighty forces, and demonstrated their 

magnitude by simulated attacks in battle formations on the borders of Latvia for example. 

Latvians were in a terrible position. Our government acceded to the Russian request to let 

unlimited numbers of troops in. Barbarous elections were held and the newly elected 

parliament humbly asked the Supreme Soviet to be admitted to the Soviet Union. 

‘Acculturated’ to the situation in Czechoslovakia, Russia, and the Russian, the USSR and 

the Russian Federation has never admitted that the Baltic States were occupied, because 

the circumstances were similar.  My first question is why is the Russian Federation unwilling 

to recognize that the Baltic States were occupied by the Soviet Union?  

 

The second question is: the Soviet Union detached certain areas of Estonia and 

Latvia from the areas delegated by the 1920 peace treaty between the states and Soviet 

Russia, and now the border de facto is delineated but because Estonia and Latvia wish to 

refer to the 1920 peace treaty. Russia refuses to sign the new de facto border treaties. Why 

is Russia unwilling to do so?  

 

A delegate: 

 

On nuclear issues, India and Pakistan both reneged on their agreement not to make, 

nuclear weapons. Whilst holding no brief for Iran, is it not difficult to put that country into 

another category – and India and Pakistan have not incurred the same problems as Iran with 

regard to this policy? On economics, there has been a lot of comment in the recent financial 

press about disagreement between Russia and the Western oil companies about Sakhalin 2. 
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Now the companies like Shell have the PR companies have put their point across. I would 

be grateful to hear the Russian side.   

 

Melanie Prendiville, Member E-AG: 

 

 I agree with the last intercession. Do you really think that if Iran didn't have the 

richest crude oil in the world after Iraq that the United States of America and the rest of us 

would be talking here about the nuclear enrichment programs? Pakistan and India and 

everybody else have nuclear electricity, and nobody bothers about stopping them?   

 

James Lloyd-Davies, Member E-AG: 

 

 For a long time I happened to worked for the British government so I feel entitled to 

ask naïve questions. Excellency, Do you feel satisfied, or does Russia feel satisfied, with the 

cooperation you are getting from the West against Islamic terrorism and what is it that you 

feel if any act as roadblocks in the way of closer cooperation?  

 

Janek Lasocki, University College London: 

 

 Your Excellency, how can the Russian Federation support the independence of 

Transdnestria and not of Kosovo?  

 

Lord Dykes: Thank you, the ambassador will now respond those points and we'll have 

further discussion. 

 

Ambassador Fedotov:  

 

On the Baltic States, they are very close to Russia, that is why. They are near. They are 

foreign countries. That is why they are abroad. As for the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, I have to 

remind that you that (how it was exactly called?) the congress of people's deputies, the 

famous gathering organized by Gorbachev in 1988 approved a special declaration on this 

issue, and this declaration was later reconfirmed by Russia after the collapse of the Soviet 

Union. So the position was expressed, assessments were made - so we're not going to do it 

every day but we did do it and we stick to this position, and this position has not changed. I 

have also to remind you that Baltic States have got their independence from the Soviet 

Union, not from Russia, in 1991, with no pre-conditions, with no commitments, with no 

changes, and with no guarantees. I also have to remind you that at that time there had been 

referendums in the Baltic States and all inhabitants of Latvia/Estonia took part in this 
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referendum. And overwhelmingly they voted for independence, including Russians who live 

in these countries, and at that time when they voted for the independence of Latvia and 

Estonia, their votes were considered valid. But it has happened that a few years later they 

had become ‘not citizens’ and their votes are no longer valid in some places. It is a little bit 

strange when these countries acceded the European Union in accordance with the 

standards of the European Union. Nationals from UK, Luxembourg who happen to be in 

these countries can vote in local elections, but not people who were born, who lived all their 

lives in these countries….? So there are problems which I think needs to be resolved. 

 

 On Sakhalin 2, that is a developing story which should be solved professionally 

through the negotiations between the relevant companies and institutions. I have to remind 

those of you who have followed these developments that, firstly, some British NGO's, and 

also BBC last year started to express concerns about the ecological aspects of this project of 

Shell, and at that time in Russia the situation was a little bit quiet. But since then people in 

Russia also started to be more excited over the ecological implications of this project. I met 

many times with Shell people here in London and they recognized, they acknowledged the 

real problems with the pipeline and they have to bypass many rivers and in some cases they 

have to change the project. So the equipment which was given to the company to build the 

pipeline was related to the previous project and now since they have to make some very 

serious changes - changes by the way that would increase the cost of the whole project two-

fold: the initial cost of the project was about 10.3 billion and now it is about 20 billion. Russia 

could not get anything, any income from that, before it starts operation. So we hope that that 

can be resolved through direct contact between the company and the relevant Russian 

authorities.  

 

 And Iran, India and Pakistan: in some ways I agree with you but we should not forget 

that we have excellent relations with India and we have good relations with Pakistan but 

these two countries proclaimed officially that they have to develop military nuclear programs 

and they actually have nuclear bombs. Iran still sticks with NPT and under the IAEA monitors 

and we have to preserve that.  

 

 We are satisfied with our cooperation with Western nations in counter-terrorism. We 

have very advanced exchanges of information with the British authorities and services. 

Direct contacts which never happened during under the Cold War; but that said we are not 

pleased that some of the people who incite the terrorism, and who promote terrorist 

activities, have found their refuge in London and that is a kind of irritant in our bilateral 

relations.  

 

 And on Transdnestria, no we are not against the independence of Kosovo. We want 

that independence be resolved by negotiations between the sides. Transdnestria also claims 

independence and we think that that is a matter of course which needs to be dealt with in a 

regular diplomatic way.  

 

John Forrester-Simpson, Member E-AG: 
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 Your Excellency, how badly do you think the murder of Andrei Kozlov affects the 

drive against corruption and economic crimes? And what progress have the police or secret 

services made towards apprehending the criminals involved?    

 

Charles Cavenagh-Mainwaring, Member E-AG, Atlantic Council of the UK 

  

 I am a member of the Atlantic Council, NATO's support group. You are now working 

very closely with Western Intelligence services regarding counter-terrorism. But where does 

Russia actually stand? Are you in Europe? Are you outside Europe? Are you in Asia? Are 

you outside Asia? You have a vast land army; You are very concerned about Islamist 

terrorism but you probably have not been invited to deploy your troops. Would you care 

please to comment?  

 

Sheika Shenda Khazal-Amery, Member E-AG 

 

If we take global warming seriously, and it is a very serious problem at the moment, 

we would set into action a system in which we would use minimal oil. In fact we could 

probably within five or 10 years not need oil at all. This in fact would help relations with the 

Middle East. I think in fact it would gradually solve all our problems. I would like to have your 

comments, Ambassador.     

 

Honorable James B. Longley Jr., Former Congressman 

  

Mr. Ambassador I commend Russia's commitment to dealing with the Iranian 

problem, and I accept your premise that Iran is entitled to self-respect as a nation. But I have 

to question, my question is, if I'm not mistaken, isn't a British citizen still under a death 

sentence for his writings from the Iranian government?  

 

Audience: No 

 

 Honorable James B. Longley Jr.: No longer? 

 

 Whether that's the case or not, there have been a number of comments made about 

the future of Israel and we can all argue over what is Israel's proper role in the Middle East 

but surely any country that essentially is simultaneously pursuing nuclear weapons and 

threatening the destruction of another country is a cause for concern? Thank you sir.  
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Lord Dykes: Thank you very much indeed the Ambassador will now respond to those points.  

 

Ambassador Fedotov:  

 

 Thank you very much. On the assassination of Mr. Kozlov, [pause] that is a very 

shocking event, a real tragedy. And this is also because of the efforts of the Russian 

government to curb corruption and to put in its house in order, and to avoid money 

laundering. What was Mr. Kazlov doing? And of course that was a very tragic event! But at 

least there is one thing over we can give credit; that when such assassinations took place in 

the nineties - especially at the beginning of the nineties - nobody took much notice of them 

because they happened almost every day. When this happened last week, the whole nation 

was shocked there was a special meeting of the government. Special instructions were 

given to find the organizers and those who committed this crime and today the successor of 

Mr. Kazlov was appointed and he is committed to continue what Mr. Kazlov was doing. That 

assassination is a tragedy and we deplore this and we hope that those who did it will be in 

court and punished.  

 

 On anti-terrorism, yes we are in Europe of course, we have common goals, common 

objectives, we also have to take into account the effect that being a European country. But 

we still have a 20 million Muslim population. This is an original Muslim population, not 

immigrants, and that is an important  factor of Russian policy as well.  

 

 On global warming, although we feel that it is a global warming, we have not 

forgotten that the oil and the power is not used only for heating, but also for air 

conditioning… 

 

Audience (laughter --- as the temperature in the room was high)  

 

 ….As far as Iran is concerned, well I agree with you that those statements which 

were made by Iranian leaders on Israel are quite unhelpful and appalling and we do not think 

that such statements should be made in the civilized world. Of course it creates a kind of 

atmosphere in the search for the political solution to the nuclear issue - but still it is separate 

matter while affecting the negotiations on the main topic.  

 

Lord Dykes:  

 

Thank you very much indeed ambassador, also for your brevity as these are 

complicated matters and they do need a lot of attention, but time does not permit of further 
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discussion. We're going to conclude now. Justin Glass wants to make a book presentation. 

Justin Glass is our distinguished director of the E-AG; we thank him and all of his colleagues 

for helping him with organizing this dinner-debate. After that there will be a vote of thanks to 

our speaker from Anthony Westnedge, ESU Governor, the former chairman of Canning 

House and an active member of the E-AG.  

 

Justin Glass, Director, European-Atlantic Group:  

 

 My Lord Chairman and Your Excellency, I want to say thank you so very much for 

coming to us. We have been fascinated by what you have said. I think the feelings coming 

across from you from almost all of this audience as to the goodwill between your country 

now and ours is palpable. So in giving you this presentation of the book we published, My 

Flying Circus, which is about a chap who had to do some fairly tough things during the 

second world war, please remember that the story harks back to the days when Britain and 

Russia did stand together; we may well feel, having now heard His Excellency, that is again 

what is happening. We are delighted to present it to you.  

 

Ambassador Fedotov: Thank you very much. 

 

Anthony Westnedge OBE, Governor ESU, Formerly Chairman of Canning House, E-AG 

Committee:  

 

  Your Excellency, my lord chairman, ladies and gentlemen, for me it is a great honour 

and privilege to thank our honoured guest this evening for his tour de force. It has been quite 

remarkable. I think a lot of us over the years, the regular attendees of these functions of the 

E-AG feel that we have created a sort of extraordinary organization. This has been a 

particularly high quality event. We've been very fortunate to have one of the leading 

politicians, and diplomats, in the international diplomatic corps. I can quite understand why 

he has gained this reputation in London and his presentation tonight has been absolutely 

magnificent. He has fielded some difficult questions in a very, very professional way. 

Obviously his country had a difficult time; it was difficult when Russia assumed the 

presidency of the G8 against the background of an increasing oil crisis, problems in the 

Middle East, and there were the problems with Lebanon. That is partly history, and we now 

continue under the presidency of Russia in the coming months until they hand it over to 

Germany. But I would like to thank you so very much indeed for everything that you have 

said this evening.  
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Russia And NATO 

By 

H.E. MR YURI FOKINE 
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European-Atlantic Group on the 26th November 1998. 

 

Next year NATO will celebrate its 50th anniversary. 

It is natural that on such occasions one feels duty bound, to point out the 
achievements of any organisation and almost totally to ignore its inherent faults. 

Since Russia assesses the nature of the NATO and its performance in these 50 years 
differently than its members it is not prepared to join the chorus of voices to praise its 
half-a-century’s record. My intention today is to address the present and the future 
rather than the past as well as the alliance’s relations with Russia. 

It is generally agreed that the world situation in the 90’s has dramatically changed in 
comparison with the circumstances that propelled the NATO into existence. 

In evaluating the present geo-strategic situation, particularly in Europe, one can 
conclude that on the threshold of the 21st century, we have together rid the world 
community of a heavy burden - the global confrontation between two opposing 
political systems which was the main driving force of the Cold War. 

In its place a new process has begun, one of transition to a multi-polar world order 
with a growing variety of political, economic and cultural structures. This process 
leads to a closer interweaving of interests and consequently to the realisation that 
partnership in inter-state relations is essential. 

These changes have affected the military sphere too. Today it is an established fact, 
except in the minds of some Kremlinologists, that Russia and the NATO no longer 
regard each other as adversaries. This in turn has reduced to practically zero the 
probability of large-scale military conflicts in Europe. Moreover, a partnership in 
maintaining peace and security on the continent has begun to take shape. 

The NATO-Russia Founding Act is a telling example. It is a document of great 
international significance and it will, if properly put to use, play an important part in 
European relations. 

Certainly, the situation in Europe and in the world at large is still far from stable. While 
the simplistic stereotypes of the Cold war era are receding, the risks and threats in 
the world, albeit of a different nature, are unfortunately not diminishing. 

In spite of the fact that the line of military confrontation between the two blocs has 
been erased from the map of Europe, there are still forces striving to draw new 
dividing lines. Regional hostilities emanating from ethnic, national or religious 
differences are dangerous breeding grounds of tension. We must also take account 
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of the threats posed by the growth of religious fundamentalism and by the spread of 
international terrorism and drug trafficking. 

Devising effective responses to these new challenges and threats to the security of 
Europe should therefore be a major priority for us all. 

It is often heard from the NATO quarters that the alliance is at a watershed today and 
is reforming itself. Work over an updated version of its strategic concept for the XXI 
century is referred to. We agree that this work has tremendous importance and could 
have far-reaching repercussions not only for the NATO but beyond it. 

In the new circumstances in Europe the NATO, no doubt, has a real chance to 
transform itself from a predominantly military bloc to an organisation truly at the 
service of peace and stability in Europe, as part of a new security architecture 
evolving in Europe through efforts of all states of this continent. 

Russia, as is known, put forward a concept of a security architecture for Europe in 
conformity with the principles of the Helsinki Final Act, signed by all European states, 
US and Canada, and based on the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in 
Europe (OSCE), the only international organisation on the European continent that 
comprises unlike the NATO, all states of Europe and fully reflects their interests in its 
activities, ensures that all have equal rights irrespective of their membership in 
various alliances, military or otherwise. 

The NATO could certainly play a constructive role in this process. The Russia-NATO 
partnership could substantially contribute to overcoming the remnants of the division 
of Europe and to meeting jointly new challenges and risks to peace and security. 

However, for that this military alliance must, in our view, evolve in the direction of a 
political body and shed its threatening posture towards non-member states. 

Relations with the NATO are a very sensitive subject for us in Russia. How to build 
co-operation with the alliance remains constantly under close scrutiny nationally and 
by the Russian public and state institutions, it is in the centre of political battles and 
will be even more so as the parliamentary elections of 1999 and the presidential 
campaign of 2000 draw closer. We are fully conscious that the character of the 
Russia-NATO relations will in many respects determine the tendencies in the 
European politics today and in the next century. 

At present our relations are legally and politically based upon the Founding Act, on 
mutual relations, co-operation and security between Russia and the NATO. The way 
to the signing of this document was not easy. It involved tough negotiations and 
required a strong political will on both sides to elaborate initially acceptable formulas. 

Certainly, the Founding Act remains a compromise document. However, under the 
present circumstances it is optimal from the point of view of interests of both sides. 
Its major achievement is that a limit was put to possible negative consequences of 
the NATO expansion toward Russia’s borders that we continue to strongly deplore. 

The understanding that has been reached on permanent consultations and co-
operation within the framework of the NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council 
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provides a basis for extending co-operation and for arriving at mutually acceptable 
solutions to the existing problems between Russia and the NATO. 

Initially the PJC is already working. We effectively co-operate in facilitating the 
peaceful settlement in Bosnia. We discuss and bridge gaps in our approaches 
towards resolving acute international crises, find common ground on ways of 
strengthening the non-proliferation regime. 

It is, however, too early to speak in terms of a qualitative breakthrough in the NATO-
Russia relations. Both sides approach almost diametrically the role and the place of 
the NATO in the construction of the system of European security. The Kosovo crisis 
too revealed substantial disagreements between Russia and the NATO. 

Whereas Russia sees the OSCE as the key organisation for maintaining security and 
stability in Europe the NATO clearly aspires for making the alliance the core of 
security on our continent. One can speak of a forced export of the NATO-centred 
security ideology and of a tendency to repudiate other security attitudes. 

The NATO ideologues seem to draw rather strange conclusions from the radically 
changed situation on the continent. Instead of reuniting Europe, the reforms 
proposed could in fact lead to deepening the divisions on the continent and to a 
resurgence of tensions. 
Three main dangers which could jeopardise mutually advantageous co-operation 
between Russia and the North Atlantic alliance should be acknowledged. 
First and foremost: a rather determined pursuit by the NATO of its “open door” 
policy. The implementation of existing plans, in their present form, could surely be a 
destabilising factor in European relations. 
Especially sensitive is the idea of admission to the alliance of former Soviet 
republics, in the first place the Baltic States. It is an open secret that if anyone of 
these states is enticed into the NATO we shall have to reconsider our relations with 
the alliance. 
As a sort of compensation for the NATO eastward enlargement Russia is offered 
the assurances, mostly verbal, that the NATO is undergoing evolution from a largely 
military bloc to more and more a peacemaking organisation and that its expansion 
therefore should not be seen in Russia as menacing her borders or interests in 
Europe. 
Surely we take note of these assurances. But we remember the well known maxim 
formulated by our renewed actor and theatre director K. Stanislavsky: “If you see a 
gun hanging on the wall in the first act of a play, the gun will certainly fire in the third 
act”. Thus Russia deems it necessary to be ready for any eventuality. 
Secondly: What gives rise to serious concerns in Moscow are efforts of the NATO to 
appropriate a political and military role globally especially a new assertive role for 
itself in regions beyond the geographical zone of responsibility of the alliance as set 
forth in Articles 5 and 6 of the Washington Treaty. 
Some of the NATO members are even inclined to project force freely without any 
constraint from the UN Security Council beyond NATO’s frontiers as the sine qua 
non of effective security. If these ideas are put in practice, the planned functional 
and operational expansion of the NATO will result in legal nihilism with as yet 
unforeseen consequences for the world order. 
Foreign Secretary Robin Cook recently quite rightly stressed in his article:  "We 
must uphold the sanctity of international law and the United Nations. If we abandon 
them, we lose the only objective standard by which a country can steer its course. 
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The rule of the strongest would be substituted for the rule of law”. This statement is 
very consonant with democratic Russia’s attitudes. 
However, in Kosovo, the NATO members have in fact transgressed the sanctity of 
international law by declaring their readiness to use armed force without the specific 
authority of the UN Security Council against a sovereign nation and over an internal 
conflict. The appropriation by the NATO of the right to decide to what extent UN 
Security Council Resolution N 1199 is to be implemented, without any doubt is 
unacceptable. 
Such a right belongs exclusively to the Security Council which upon consideration of 
the reports by the UN Secretary-General may come to certain conclusions and 
undertake appropriate measures, if necessary. This provision acquires vital 
importance when the question arises about adopting decisions on such a serious 
matter of principle as pressure by the use of force. 
By adopting the decision to use force against Yugoslavia on 13 October, the NATO, 
in fact, laid claim to the prerogatives of the Security Council upon which in 
accordance with Article 24 of the UN Charter was conferred the primary 
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security.  

Moreover this NATO decision contradicts both the NATO-Russia Founding Act and 
its own legal basis – the Washington treaty which remains so far unamended. 
In conformity with Articles 5 and 6 of the Treaty the use of armed force can be 
possible only in case of an armed attack against one or more states-members of the 
NATO in exercise of the right of individual or collective self-defence recognised by 
Article 5 1 of the Charter of the United Nations.‘The use of force is to be limited by 
the area of operation of the NATO, namely by territories of any of the Parties of the 
Treaty in Europe and in North America.’ Belgrade, as everybody is aware, did not 
invade any NATO members or their territories. 
In Article 7 of the Washington treaty, it is clearly stated that the treaty “does not 
affect, and shall not be interpreted as affecting in any way the rights and obligations 
under the Charter of the Parties which are members of the United Nations, or the 
primary responsibility of the Security Council for the maintenance of international 
peace and security”. 
Thus a possibility of force operations of the Alliance beyond the framework of Article 
5 of the Washington Treaty bypassing the UN Security Council would in our view 
signify a revision of the basic principles of the UN Charter by a group of states; lead 
to erosion of the UN Security Council Charter prerogative on the use of force, 
enforcement measures and its major responsibility for maintaining international 
peace and security; and signify violation of existing law and order based on the 
central role of the UN. 
We hope that our NATO partners will take one more look at what their plans and 
decisions might entail, especially within the framework of the ongoing review if its 
strategic concept in preparation for the 50th anniversary of the Alliance. I would like 
to remark in passing that Russia is kept unawares even of the basic elements of the 
drafts discussed. This seems to be another example of how secretive diplomacy 
can be. 
Meanwhile, it should be clear that any strategic concept of the Alliance disregarding 
Russia’s position and interests, prepared without consultations with Russia will miss 
its aim, if the aim is increased stability in Europe, and may become a breeding 
ground for added distrust. The prospect for the Washington summit next year would 
in this case be bleak indeed. 
Thirdly. What could impede mutual co-operation between Russia and the NATO is 
the clear intention of some of our partners to turn the Russia-NATO Permanent 
Joint Council into a debating club or a useful reference to prove Russia’s presumed 
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acquiescence to the NATO policies. That would in our opinion not only undermine 
the Founding Act but will make the Council useless for this. 
So far as Russia is concerned we shall firmly pursue the constructive line for making 
the Russia-NATO Council into a decision-making body capable of taking practical 
actions aimed at the implementation of appropriate provisions of the Founding Act. 
It is our conviction that, in spite of the problems that exist, if the NATO-Russia 
Founding Act, is not misused, provides extensive opportunities for creating an 
atmosphere of trust in Europe. It can facilitate settling existing differences in our 
relations as well as establishing efficient and productive machinery for Co-operation 
between the military and political establishments of Russia and the NATO member 
states. Only in this way can we complete our common task of building up a 
community of free and democratic states in Europe and safeguard durable peace. 
Russia is determined to move in this direction.  
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** 

  

I have been given a rather broad topic for tonight:  international terrorism.  Rather than just try and offer some 
detailed commentary on what is going on at the moment and what may happen tomorrow, and as the one who 
confidently forecast that stern resistance would be put up at Kabul, I’m not too sure that I’m into daily 
predictions any more.  Rather than do that, I thought it would be useful to try and provide some sort of 
framework within which it might be possible to make sense of some of these events and perhaps also to indicate 
what might be at stake at the moment. 

I’m going first to ask what is going on at the moment.  Is it a war against terrorism and if not (and I want to put 
a question mark against that terminology), what is it a war against, and what is it a war about?  Many people 
have queried the use of the word ‘War’ in this context. I have no problem with it whatsoever.  This is clearly 
war.  Even if people were not sure on the 11th of September, they are pretty sure now.  But I was always nervous 
about it being directed against terrorism because terrorism is not a political ideology, it’s a tactic; it’s a tactic 
used by weak groups against strong groups.  Strong groups by and large have organized armed forces that they 
expect be able to use to defeat their opponents.  So, if the weak go out against the strong on a conventional 
battlefield, there has to be the issue that the strong will win; therefore the weak look for other ways to deal 
with this problem.  They deal with it essentially by trying to find special vulnerabilities of the strong and these 
special vulnerabilities often go back to the civil society of the strong.  The weak do not take on directly the 
armed forces of the strong; they take on their society in the hope that this will turn out to be of such vulnerability 
that a critical movement will be created within the society of the strong that will lead to an eventual capitulation 
of some sort.  If they are going to do this, the worst thing for the weak to do is to have something very clearly 
to defend because they should not be bothering about space; what they need is time.  They need to wage a 
campaign over time so that there are continual hits against the enemy society, or whatever else they have 
decided makes the enemy vulnerable, so that the enemy gets fed up, frustrated and impatient. 

This is the tactic of guerilla warfare; of terrorism. You will find it used by many groups in many circumstances of 
course, it is one of the great clichés in this field that one person’s terrorist is another person’s freedom 
fighter.  One of the consequences of this is if that you declare war on terrorism, you find yourself including 
some, but excluding others. A number of groups have engaged in activities that look pretty much like 
terrorism.  We sometimes think that ‘If the cause is just, there’s not much else they can do.’  For this reason, 
once you declare that you are having a war on terrorism without obvious exceptions, then you are bound at some 
point to come to some dead ends and get accused of hypocrisy and double standards. The term will get thrown 
back at you.  I am sure this is what will happen at this moment.  We have already seen that the Israelis consider 
themselves to be at war with terrorism and they are the victims of terrorist incidents.  Yet a lot of the 
international analysis of why Israel is the victim of terrorist incidents will point out the position it has taken 
within the West Bank which may provoke this.  Now, we can discuss who is right and who wrong in that; all one 
can say at the moment is that the debate itself indicates the complexity of the problem.  So, I’m not sure that 
it was a good idea to declare a war on terrorism.  As far as Al-Queida is concerned it is not a war against 
terrorism, they certainly do not argue that they are fighting for terrorism.  They say they are fighting for Islam 
and this is a war against Islam.  Now that of course is an unacceptable position for us to take.  It is not a war 
against Islam, although in many respects it is a war about Islam.  It is about the sort of societies in which Muslim 
people are going to live.  Some of you may have seen the much publicized interview - that I think originally 
appeared in Dawn the Pakistani newspaper - in which Osama Bin Laden was quoted as saying that the only Islamic 
state was Afghanistan under the Taliban, which cast doubt on the legitimacy of the many other Islamic states.  It 
indicated where his targets really lie.  The objective of his group is to encourage societies who are following the 
sort of Islamic interpretation that the Taliban adopted.  There is a debate about how political or religious this 
is but, whatever the outcome of that debate, there is no doubt that the fundamental challenge posed by Al-
Queida is within Islam.  It is directed at the government of Muslim states.  
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Why do the United States and the allies of the United States come into all of this? Because they have meddled 
in the affairs of Islam and have got involved with the ruling governments.  We know that as far as Bin Laden 
himself is concerned, the key event was the arrival of American forces in Saudi Arabia in 1990 following the Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait.  That was the trigger because it meant that Christians and Jews were close to the Saudi holy 
sites such as Mecca and Medina.  Even when talking about Israel, it is the occupation of Jerusalem and the 
mosque that is mentioned following particularly the plight of the Palestinians.  One must be very careful in these 
sort of situations because we often jump to the conclusion that everything that ever happens in the Islamic 
World is animated by the Arab-Israeli dispute.  This is not the case.  It is one factor.  One thing we can be sure 
of is that if the Oslo Peace process was moving forward to great success that would only make Bin Laden and his 
followers angrier because their objectives as far as Israel is concerned are much more radical.  We have a 
reasonable idea about what this means from Bin Laden’s point of view.  

How then is it our war, and what kind of war is it as far as we’re concerned?  I wrote a piece a few weeks ago 
in which I suggested that this might be the third world war.  The newspaper, the Independent, liked it because 
it had a title that got people’s attention.  Of course the immediate assumption was that my point was that 
within this conflict we have the seeds for something absolutely horrendous.  Which wasn’t actually the point I 
was making. Though there is sufficient truth in that to take note.  There has been some publicity over the recent 
fall of Kabul about plans that have discovered to build nuclear weapons and biological weapons. Bin Laden talked 
about having chemical and nuclear weapons as a deterrent, which sounded a little far fetched because, one 
suspects that if he had these things, he wouldn’t be so loathe to use them.  The imagery around the 11th of 
September - in the ‘dust clouds’ over lower Manhattan or the designation of ‘Ground zero’, which is the term 
used by people measuring nuclear affects - is emotive.  Even the indication that the code word for this operation 
was at one point within Al-Queida, ‘Hiroshima’.  Naturally, people worry about where all this might lead, they 
worry about terrorists getting hold of chemical, biological and nuclear weapons.   That is why the Anthrax scare, 
hardly mass destruction, though certainly mass disruption, indicates why people are concerned about the 
direction all this is going in.  But that wasn’t actually my point.  My point, which I thought had a degree of irony 
in it, was to identify the paradoxes in this situation.  

This is undoubtedly a war and it is global.  It touches certainly about 80 countries that lost people on the 11th of 
September.  It touches many countries who suddenly find when they look quite hard that they have had people 
associated in some way; it’s pretty loose.  Al-Queida is obviously in their midst.  To the extent that the campaign 
being waged by Bin Laden would be successful, one would see the results in a number of societies. The Western 
oriented governments became more uncertain, more fragile, more vulnerable. One of the consequences of the 
conflict was obviously to bring a number of these very local tensions to a head. That is why the position of Saudi 
Arabia and Pakistan has seemed so difficult in the past few weeks because the delicate position of these societies 
has been illuminated by these events, and should anger grow in the Muslim world by bombing, civilian casualties 
or whatever, they can expect to feel the brunt of it.  These societies have developed a number of tensions.  One 
of the reasons that one could start to think of this as a world war is that, like other world wars, a number of 
quite disparate regional conflicts somehow start to come together; they develop linkages that weren’t 
necessarily apparent but somehow all of sudden become terribly important: 

In order to deal with an attack mounted by a Saudi dissident against the continental United States, you suddenly 
find yourself dealing with the Middle Eastern problem, the Chechneyan problem, the Kashmir problem and 
indeed even problems in the Philippines and Malaysia and many other places.  So in that sense it is legitimate 
to do so and indeed if one looks even further at these many other conflicts, what one soon discovers is that 
actually they are the results of the previous two world wars.  The problems in the Gulf and the Balkans are left 
over from the First World War, the decline of the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian Empires. The problems of the 
Middle East and Kashmir can both be traced to the British retreat from the more awkward parts of its empire 
just after the Second World War.  So there are links with these conflicts.  They are part of the historical process 
that brought around two world wars but what they represent are the bits that were left over when the great 
power conflicts which dominated 20th century politics until 1989 and the end of the Cold War.  At that point, 
international affairs moved very much to consider the problems of weak states, post colonial states (post colonial 
in this sense also including the states created after the final European empire, the Soviet Empire).  All these 
problems started to dominate international politics and the biggest issue in that context was: what role the 
western countries, in particular the United States, should take towards these varying conflicts?  So one of the 
big issues at stake at the moment is to what extent the United States and its allies, but particularly the United 
States, is going to be involved in the generality of international problems that are awkward, complicated, messy, 
to do with nation building and instability, rather that clear cut cases of aggression which the United States feels 
well able and prepared to deal with?  So these are the sorts of things that are at stake and might justify the 
designation ‘Third world war’. 

But, of course, if you actually look at the fighting itself it doesn’t exactly bear much comparison with what 
happened between 1914-1918 and 1939-1945.  Indeed one might almost think it dishonors the memory of those 
who fought in those wars to describe what is going on now as comparable.  Yet this is where in a sense the 
paradox of the situation comes in: because what, in a sense, Al-Queida was trying to wage was a form of global 
guerilla warfare and if you look at the methods they were using, the terrorist methods, they are the classic 
weapons that I described, of the weak against the strong.  However, now this has come to be known, we have 
that sort of military jargon that is now become part of popular discourse, for instance ‘asymmetric warfare’, 
one of those ideas which are quite simple and straightforward but become more complicated the more seriously 
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one begins to take it.  The basic idea goes back to that point after the Gulf War, which was a bit of a surprise 
because of the ease with which the American’s won it in 1991.  If you recall much of the commentary before 
the Gulf War... it was going to be terrible...  This was the fourth biggest army in the world... there were killing 
fields being prepared for the Western forces, and yet it was a walkover.  One of the conclusions the Americans 
drew in all this is that this is how we’d like to fight all wars in the future.  It’s quite a good way to fight; it’s as 
if you had the whole thing set up as a staff college exercise, in which the guy running the red team knows that 
he has to get beaten comprehensively and sets it up so the blue team can be shown off to best effect.  But 
everybody else who thought they might be fighting the United States drew the opposite conclusion; that one 
thing you don’t do is fight the United States in conventional battle.  So the idea of asymmetric war developed 
out of that observation and that is why there is a lot of concern about access to weapons of mass destruction as 
a rather obvious way of doing it.  There is another way of doing it, which I’ll come to in a second, which 
essentially means making sure your opponents get bogged down, by just inflicting casualties of any sort. 

Now in one sense the attack on the 11th of September appears as the ultimate in asymmetrical warfare.  Think 
about it.  Here you have an enemy using a weapon, box cutters, essentially a derivative of the knife, a weapon 
of street brawls throughout the centuries, and turning a civil aircraft into a guided missile directed against the 
heart of American financial centers as well as the heart of the American military.  For what is probably about a 
hundred thousand dollars in mounting the attack, you get costs imposed on the United States, direct costs, 
leaving aside all the effects on the international economy, probably a million times greater.  It is in terms of a 
coup quite an effective operation.  However, it’s bad asymmetric warfare. The weak can win against the strong 
because the strong lose patience, because the strong don’t think it’s worth it, because the strong get fed 
up.  Motivation is what this is all about and it you want to undermine the American motivation you don’t attack 
them in this way because it has, as we have seen, exactly the opposite effect.  So that though at one level it 
was audacious, sophisticated and awesome, making full use of the effect magnified by our ability to watch it as 
it unfolded on television.  No act of war has been watched by so many people.  At the same time it galvanized 
the United States into action and that has led us into the conflict that we have been watching for the last month 
and a half. 

On that, I will make a couple of points.  The first goes back to a point I was making before about 
casualties.  Looking back, it appears that there is a British government document on the evidence against Bin 
Laden that is quite interesting on this point, actually quite an interesting document generally, which mentions 
the fact that on the 4th of December 1993, Al-Queida people were working in Somalia when the US Rangers were 
ambushed.  If you want an example of how to fight asymmetric warfare, this was it.  It hurt the United States, 
imposed 18 casualties, not a lot, but this was on television again and almost immediately President Clinton 
withdrew from Somalia.  You may remember a few days not long after this event an American boat about to 
land in Haiti with American and Canadian forces on board which was flying the UN flag was turned around 
because there was a hostile crowd on the dock yelling “Somali, American, Kill” and they turned round.  It had 
an effect on Serbia and it’s boldness in its relationship with Bosnia.  Bin Laden in an interview in 1997 with Peter 
Arnett (sic) of CNN made specific mention of the influence of Somalia on his judgment that the American troops 
were weak spiritually, that they didn’t have any fight in them.  So here you have an example of how to do 
it.  This was an event that changed American foreign policy, which led to a reticence about getting involved in 
the problems of weak states and intervention.  And that is why many of us are watching very closely what is 
going on at the moment with American policy as to whether there actually really has been a change in how it is 
prepared to deal with conflicts of this sort or whether it is still reluctant to put too many of ground forces at 
risk and would rather do it by other means. 

To conclude, this is a war not so much about terrorism but certainly about people who specialize in 
terrorism.  It’s a war being fought on both sides for very high stakes and for the rest of us the stakes are 
extremely high as well; we’re part of it.  But for us, I think it is not only a question of whether a number of 
societies in which we have an interest and concern, and friends that we want to see free and prosperous and 
whom I think have to ask questions of themselves after the dust settles from this conflict. It is a question of 
their future but it is also a question about the future of American foreign policy and therefore about basic 
question of international order and how foreign policy good for us all is conducted over the coming years.  That 
is why the stakes are so high; we don’t know how this is going to end.  We know that the first stage has gone 
better than many people expected, but we have now reached some very difficult stages and we shall see how 
they go.  We do not know whether this will move on to other countries.  It’s normally a good rule of thumb that 
unintended consequences of any conflict are as important as the intended consequences, so we shall see.  

What I wanted to do this evening was, I hope, to provide some way of thinking about this, and certainly to 
indicate just how high I believe the stakes are.  To see this as people wished to do at the start as a criminal 
activity that should be dealt with as a law enforcement problem missed the whole political point of this exercise 
from both the point of view of Osama Bin Laden and the point of view of George W. Bush. 
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Geoffrey Clifton Brown, MP:  

 

 We are very lucky to have both Lou Frey and Tom Downey here. Lou was Chairman 

and is now on the Executive Committee of the Association of Former Members of Congress. 

We are also delighted to have Tom Downey here. (See end for biographical details). And 

one of course is a Democrat and one is a Republican.  

 

Lou Frey:  

 

 We got wiped out! We got what we deserved as Republicans. We ran a bad race. We 

had the war hanging over us and you look at every poll, and in every district and that was the 

biggest issue. I don’t mean about not going there. But about how it's been handled 

afterwards. That, combined with the corruption issue - the climate of corruption that the 

Democrats hung on us. That said, it is true that we had a number of Republican 

congressmen get in trouble - young congressman in my part of the state. Mark Foley sent 

inappropriate e-mails, so he should have been thrown out, and he was, immediately. That 

just all added to it. And it was clear the tsunami was coming. I mean this wasn't any great 

surprise, like the '94 elections were. We knew it was coming and I remember when I was in 

the leadership and we had something called …Watergate.  I was running for office in Florida, 

and people would say 'Nixon' to which I would say 'I'm sorry, Who?' 'Nixon, Who?' Do you 

think I had an ad of Nixon in my campaign stuff?  No Way! And that's the sort of thing that 

happened in the States. President Bush was featured on very few Republican ads or 

pamphlets. Ronald Reagan was featured, though; everybody had a picture of Ronald 

Reagan as a Republican. And in our country since the civil war, 1866, every nine point three 

(9.3) years one party gets swept in, and the other gets swept out. And of course, the 6th year 

of a presidential term is just disastrous. Time after time the party in power has gotten beaten. 

And there's a lot of people making excuses; for instance, there's a lot of people saying ‘well 

without Jimmy Carter we wouldn't have had Ronald Reagan, you know so this is really ok’ or 

‘the Republicans didn't lose it; the Democrats didn't win it’. But the Republicans lost it. I 

played ball, and I'm in politics, and when you look at the end of it, you either won or you lost. 

And we lost. And it doesn't mean the whole world is over. It doesn't mean that we're not 

going to be able to do things in the Congress. And it may possibly mean that this country is 

so divided, that like the Grand Alliance we may have to work together to get anything done.  

 

 Many of the Democrats who won, won in Republican districts. And they won by 

running as Republicans! They were against abortion; they were against stem-cell research; 

they were for fiscal responsibility. And they won! They have joined a group called the Blue 

Dog Democrats.   The self styled Blue Dog Democrats. They used to be called Southern 

Democrats but there aren't many Southern Democrats left. There were about fifteen of them 

in the house before this election. They've doubled their numbers. Its a great deal. Tom was 

only 25 when he got elected. He was a Watergate baby. And when he came in – was it in 

1970...  

 

Tom Downey: '75.  
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Lou Frey:  

 

…..And when '75 came in, they made a dramatic change in the congress and the way it 

worked and so forth. But even when he was there, we had three parties. We had the 

Republican party which is now more conservative than it was because we have lost every 

moderate. Throughout the Northeast and Midwest, they're gone. The Democrats are there. 

And basically the majority of the people in the Democratic party tend to be on the liberal side 

of the ticket. But if you deduct from that number the Blue Dog Democrats, they actually 

control the balance of power in the house, as the Southern Democrats did. Hopefully Tom 

will talk a little about this and how its going to work, because the challenge for the 

Democrats is going to be to keep that coalition, the Democrat Coalition together. And the 

challenge for the Republicans is going to be to get legislation that is attractive enough that it 

can attract some of the Blue Dog Democrats in order to get the majority and that's going to 

be an interesting process to see how that works or how that doesn't work.  

 

 Just a couple quick notes on the election: we were doing very well with the Hispanic 

vote; we had 45% of it a few years ago, we took 29% of it this time. We went way down in 

the Hispanic vote. There is always a gender gap - there's a gender gap in my house, I've got 

four daughters! And the Republicans don't do well usually with the female vote - and we 

managed to do that again. Among married women, Republicans did very well, among 

unmarried women they got slaughtered. 2-1 voted Democrat. Nobody has figured out why 

that is. We lost basically in every age, every economic one, and in every religious one I think 

except Protestant. Is that right Phil?  

 

Professor Philip Davies (Eccles Center for American Studies at the British Library):  

 

Certainly, only Protestants voted Republican. 

 

Lou Frey:  

 

We won, 55%-45%. We got wiped out across the board. Now the Congress is close, as you 

know, in the Senate. Unless you have 60 votes you can't do much anyway, so the Senate is 

a wash. Democrats do have the ability to control all the chairmanships and they have the 

ability to control the agenda, which will be important. The House is totally different. If you are 

one vote up in the House, you control everything. And so the Democrats have every 

committee chairman, every subcommittee chairman; they control the agenda; they control 

who you can subpoena - and there'll be a lot of those floating around - and its up now to the 

Democrats to not just be ‘against’, because they ran a wonderful campaign. Up until now, 

they weren't for anything, they were just against. And we weren't smart enough to be able to 

figure out what to do about that. And now however, in football or rugby terms, they've got the 
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ball, and they've got to run with the ball and the pressure is on them to deliver. And who 

knows what's going to happen? We can talk about the presidential race and other issues 

after. Maybe that just gives you a quick view from the Republican standpoint.  

 

I have been here before. We have survived. We are not in extremis. We've lost but 

we're still alive and viable and its going to be an interesting two years.  

 

Geoffrey Clifton Brown MP:  

 

Thank you very much for that inspired summary of what's happened. You've thrown down 

the gauntlet not only to the Democrats but to the Democrats in the form of Tom Downey.  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

Thank you. Not listed on my biography is the fact that over the last ten years I have gotten 

the chance to play Republicans in debate preparation for Vice-President. I was Jack Kemp, 

Bill Bradley and George Bush successively. So if I lapse into Bush-speak at some point, 

understand that it is mostly by training, as opposed to inclination! For the last 13 years I’ve 

served as a lobbyist - government consulting work. So I have had the good fortune of being 

very close to the people that have been elected. Indeed when I was elected to congress and 

in the years that I served, Nancy Pelosi and Barbara Boxer, and Chuck Schumer and 

George Miller, and Dick Durbin all used to come to my home every Tuesday for dinner. And 

one thing that I would point out that hasn't been commented on very much by the press is 

that the leadership of the House of Representatives and the leadership in the Senate, have 

something very fundamentally in common, that has not been mentioned, they all served in 

the House together. They are all personal friends. They know each other both socially and 

professionally.  

 

I think that for the first time in a very long time, you will see a level of cooperation 

between the House and the Senate in terms of how they coordinate hearings with the 

administration and how they plan their agendas. That will be very different. What is also 

different is that the members of the Democratic party can no longer luxuriate as they did in 

the past with their majority. They don't have a very big one in the House and they have an 

infinitesimal one in the Senate. In the years that Democrats were in the majority, they 

realized that elections come and go but at least in the House, even if you lost 20-30 seats 

we'd still be in the majority.  

 

Well these have been twelve unpleasant years for the members of the House of 

Representatives who are Democrats because of the discipline - the iron discipline - of the 

Republicans. Their ability not only to command majorities but have a very clear-eyed view of 

what they wanted to do left most Democrats just sputtering and angry and completely 
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ineffective. So that chastening period is still very fresh in the minds of the very liberal 

members.  You hear these scare talked about, the ones who are going to take over the 

various committees. One Congressman selected from Hostetler who lost, he said “Barney 

Frank has a homosexual, radical homosexual agenda for the banking committee.” Barney 

said that was news to him! That he had such an agenda! And in fact the Democrats that are 

there are likely to be very cognizant of the fact that there are divisions, social divisions, 

between Democrats. The Democratic party has always been a pretty ‘big tent’ party that 

tolerated people that differed with the majority of Democrats on for instance reproductive 

rights or on gun control.  

 

Those are still divisive matters to be sure. But expect this Democratic majority to 

focus very clearly, early and quickly on serious accomplishments around which they all 

campaigned.  

 

That includes Jon Tester, the freshman Democrat from Montana. We've seen 

pictures of him weighing in at 300 lbs the only Senator capable of greasing a combine, and 

shooting a shotgun, and shooting down multiple birds at once. And he's very proud of the 

fact that he's a conservative Democrat. But Jon Tester along with liberal Democrats 

campaigned on ethics reform. He campaigned on the need to raise the minimum wage. He 

campaigned on a new direction. Whatever that means we'll find out. On Iraq, ethics reform, 

minimum wage, even climate change issues, these are ones which both the House 

members and the Senators broadly agree on. And they will gain, is my guess, some 

momentum for their efforts in the early days of the Congress.  

 

Now I substantially agree with the fact that, as Lou mentioned, the Republicans blew 

it. They did. But it was twelve years in the making. And it wasn't just because of what they 

did or did not do.  

 

This was a national election. You remember what my friend Tip O'Neill used to say 

about Congressional elections that “All politics is local.” Well in fact this election thank 

goodness they weren't. They were national elections. Primarily the electorate when asked at 

polling locations in post election surveys said that they were concerned about corruption; 

they were concerned about the economy; the war on terror, and Iraq - in that particular 

order. And you've seen if you've read the newspapers recently that the the Democratic 

Senators Carl Levin and Harry Reid said that they can encourage the President for a phased 

withdrawal of US forces from Iraq very shortly.  

 

It will be fascinating to see if the Iraqi Study group comes up with the suggestion that 

American forces need to be increased to further stabilize Iraq before they could be 

withdrawn. That is likely to be very much a non-starter in either the House or the Senate. 

Now I don't know how either of the chambers could stop the president from doing that if he 

wanted to, initially. But all of the current hearts and flowers about bipartisanship will come a 

cropper right away if there is some serious division over Iraq.  
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Now let me say one thing about Mrs. Pelosi, Mr. Reid - and President Bush. They are 

unlikely dance partners to say the least but they have a common interest. The President has, 

in trying to make sure that the final two years of his presidency are not as catastrophic as the 

first six have been.  What he is likely to want to do is to find a couple of areas around which 

he and the Democrats can agree. Those will probably be in domestic affairs, mainly the 

aforementioned minimum wage increase, potentially something on climate change, 

potentially something on Immigration. Ironically the Democrats in the House and Senate are 

closer with the President on the issues of immigration. Democrats don't believe that a 700 

mile fence for a 2,200 mile border is a particularly good idea, or likely to work. And yet they 

do feel that there needs to be some path for the 11-12 million illegal immigrants in the United 

States to citizenship that makes sense for them and for the economy of our country.  

 

My guess is that we are going to see at least three to six months of a serious attempt 

to try and govern. Because Mrs. Pelosi knows, and Mr. Reid knows that, if they want to 

maintain their majority, they have to be seen as cooperating as well as sending a very clear 

message that the direction should change in Iraq. That, in their minds, is what this election is 

all about. It should be very interesting.  

 

I know that there are many people in this room who are probably very cynical about 

the idea that Democrats and Republicans can actually sit down to a table and agree on 

anything. I really feel - and I've been in these councils as recently as Tuesday and 

Wednesday - that the Democrats at least are excited by their majority but respectful of how 

difficult it is going to be to keep it. And I thought you saw in President Bush a fairly 

chastened press conference that he was prepared after six years of happily governing 

Republicans in the House and Senate to recognize that he had a new reality. We will 

probably have without a whole lot of difficulty a new secretary of defence, and a new 

opportunity to make some changes in our position in Iraq. And I think all of that is for the 

good. So I'm cautiously optimistic that the next couple of months will be among the more 

productive in American History, politically. 

 

Geoffrey Clifton Brown, MP:  

 

Thank you very much.  I'm going to use my position as Chairman to ask the first question. 

I'm going to tempt our two Speakers to go a little bit further than they have at the moment, 

and see where we go in the run up to the next presidential elections. How might that pan 

out?  Who might be the candidates? And I just wonder whether the vice-presidential 

candidate for the Democrats might be more important than the one for the Republicans? 

Let's see where we go. I'm going to first ask Lou. 

 

Lou Frey:  
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Is this straight gin?  

 

Audience:  (Laughter) 

 

Geoffrey Clifton Brown, MP: Well we've got a bit of water there for you as well! 

 

Lou Frey:  

 

Let me first respond to the vice-presidency question. In my lifetime in reading about it, there 

was only one vice-president that I thought ever made a difference, and that was Lyndon 

Johnson for John Kennedy. Most of the time a vice-president's job is to not get indicted! Not 

say too much that's dumb and to maybe deliver his state or his niche. But in this case there 

is the possibility that maybe a Senator Obama or somebody like that really might make a 

difference. I want to tell you right now so that you can relax, the Republicans are not going to 

nominate anybody in '08. We've decided that we're just going to let it go to Hillary Clinton.  

 

 Candidates: We have 2 ½ candidates left! We've managed to eliminate some people 

along the line. Senator Allen lost Virginia, and that was impossible to do, but he managed to 

do it. We think that Kerry was advising him and Bill in his presidential race, Bill Frist didn't do 

much of a job in running the Senate, or at least as much as some of us had hoped, I think 

he's taken himself out of the race although he's still running. Condoleezza Rice, I think, 

mentioned that, with all the problems, the country is 'Bushed' out. I think it would be difficult 

for her to run in '08.  There are obvious reasons - well I say ‘obvious’ - reasons. Mitt Romney 

former Governor of Massachusetts who is head of the Olympic committee is still alive. In our 

country only three Senators, the last 100 years, got from the Senate to the White House. It is 

very difficult, because you have a record. I mean, Tom and I have had thousands of votes 

people can scrutinise. You can pull these things up and you look bad. At least, if you are a 

Governor, you really don't vote for much, and you can hide a lot of the stuff. So Mitt Romney 

I think is there. Of course John McCain is probably the leading Republican right now. John in 

'73 was in prison with my room-mate in Vietnam. Well he was only there for five years, no, 

really seven and a half. And I've known John for a long time. 

 

 But what we're going to be looking at is who can beat Hillary? I think that is going to 

be one of the driving forces of the Republican party because I think, personally, despite the 

negatives, she's going to be the nominee. She was on a committee during the Watergate 

where I first met her, and I think she is a formidable candidate. She has raised a ton of 

money and my guess is that from the Republican standpoint that is where we'll start. Now 

she may not get it, and other things can happen. But right now, people are looking at 

McCain, and basically because of the fact that they think he can, he can win.  
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 The other thing we didn't mention, the Governors races split. We have 50 Governors, 

we used to have 28; we now have 22. Democrats have 28, and if they win those states that 

they have Governors in - and you know we have an electoral system that is state by state - 

they would get about 330 electoral votes. Even the hanging chads in Florida would not stop 

that election. So the race is on; its been on for a while but now it's really intensifying. I think 

Tom said the next three or four months are crucial to get something done? He's absolutely 

right, because it is always difficult to get things done in an election year, but  when it is an 

election year in a presidential election year, you just want to go write off the second year of 

the term. So that is the time you can tell if Hillary is going to make it or not. 

 

Tom Downey:  

 

Let me say one thing about this coordination between the House and the Senate: I think 

there's a sense among Democrats that the next couple of months can lay the basis for a 

Democratic Presidential candidate if they do a good enough job in dealing with the mistakes 

that were made by the administration on war, on Hurricane Katrina, and on the other 

misadventures in foreign policy. So expect Republicans to do a lot of explaining before 

congressional committees that are quite well prepared for them and coordinated.  

 

Now as for who the Democrats will nominate: I'd rather talk about the Republicans, 

which would be easier. So let me talk about the Republicans first. I think its John McCain, 

and the reason for that is that he is so broadly acceptable to independents that have 

deserted the Republican party in droves in this last election. And if the Republicans are 

serious about holding onto power, and I think they certainly would like to, McCain I think 

gives them the best opportunity to do that, and there is a paucity of other Republican 

candidates. Historically, Americans like Governors, even if it is of a small state, like 

Arkansas, as a real job, as opposed to the Senate and the House, which they do consider 

real jobs but not the sort of preparatory work necessary to be an executive at the national 

level. But I'm afraid for the public this time they're likely to get either Senators or former 

Senators, or a former house member who is now a Governor.    

 

Now let me deal with the Democrats. Mrs. Clinton is the frontrunner in most of the 

polls, with the exception of the first poll, which was done several months ago, in Iowa, where 

former Senator John Edwards leads her, and the former Governor of the State of Iowa, Tom 

Vilsack, the currently only announced candidate for President. Expect that Vilsack, 

Richardson the current Governor of New Mexico, former House member, former 

Ambassador to the United Nations, former Secretary of Energy to be a very serious 

candidate. Bill has a unique place in the Guinness Book of World Records: he has shaken 

more hands in a twenty-four hour period than any other human being. This is frankly 

something to note, because he has a lot of stamina, and he's a terrific campaigner. He's also 

pretty smart, and he is Hispanic, so he will be a serious candidate. John Kerry will also be a 

candidate, I don't think that candidacy is likely to go anywhere. The latest gaffe of his 

notwithstanding, I think people felt that you get one shot at this opportunity to be the party's 

nominee and that's it, although I wouldn't say that if Vice-President Gore decided to get into 

the race. He shows every sign of not wanting to do that. Senator Dodd is the Senior Senator 
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from Connecticut, speaks Spanish fluently, from his years in the Peace Corps. in the 

Dominican Republic and is a very engaging speaker, a lot of fun. We could have a fun 

President - that would be unique! We've had a fun President. Actually it wasn't for me. But 

(pauses) …Barack Obama who is something of a political phenomena in the United States, 

the author of two critically acclaimed books Dreams from My Father and The Audacity of 

Hope, about which he is currently speaking around the country. He has a unique 

background, the son of a Kenyan economist and woman from Kansas, raised by his white 

grandparents in Hawaii. Amazingly articulate, and with compelling personal stories, there is 

a question of whether someone who has only two years in the Senate is ready to be 

President or whether the country is ready to be viewing him as President. It is a serious 

question though, as others have said, the last thing you want to be is in the Senate for a long 

time and, as Lou suggested, build up a long record that you have to defend. But in the age 

of Terrorism, if you assume that the Republicans are going to be making a lot about that, 

which with his credentials certainly Senator McCain would want to do, it would seem to me 

that you would want to counter that with some experience in foreign policy. But if I had to 

guess, Mrs. Clinton is my personal friend, as well as the junior Senator from my state, so 

these recordings if I can start whispering instead of talking loudly, (Assumed here that the 

Speaker prefers not to be on the record)  

 

…as regards Senator Edwards: he has done it before. There is an enormous 

advantage to having been through this bizarre process of campaigning for the American 

Presidency. Senator Edwards is the warmest, most natural, most compelling candidate that 

our party has, either in person, or on television; he has positioned himself brilliantly in the 

last four years moving back to North Carolina, spending a lot of time travelling around, 

making very clear pronouncements about where he stands on issues, decidedly to the left of 

Senator Clinton, which will be very attractive to the people who actually vote in primaries. 

Remember the first primary in 2004, the caucuses of Iowa. I think John Kerry would admit 

that if the caucus had lasted another week, John Edwards would have been the nominee of 

the Democratic Party. He hasn't missed a step in that state and the Democratic party has 

changed its rules with respect to how we elect our candidates. So instead of going from Iowa 

to New Hampshire, you go from Iowa to Nevada. Nevada is a very heavily unionized state 

for Democrats where the hotels and restaurant workers and their minions command a great 

deal of respect, power and authority. And then you go to New Hampshire, where there is a 

primary, and then four days later to South Carolina, the Senators birthplace. (Assumed here 

that the Speaker prefers not to be on the record) 

 

 Geoffrey Clifton Brown, MP:  

 

That was absolutely fascinating, you heard it here first! I wonder if there is a joker in the 

pack, a Ross Perot, an Independent?  The floor is now yours (referring to the audience): 

 

Michael Shrimpton Member E-AG, Barrister, National Security Lawyer:  
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I think we are in complete agreement that you could not build a 700 mile fence for a 2,200 

mile border. Clearly we need a 2,200 mile fence. If we really want to solve the problem, lets 

try an idea that used to be tried in Vietnam, have a free fire zone for the farmers, on privately 

held land, 5 miles inside the border, that will solve the problem. That will solve the problem, 

no worries! 

 

 We know that President Bush was not just chastened last week, but humiliated. He 

wasn't just humiliated by the electorate; he was humiliated with respect by his father. It is 

well known that the choice for Secretary of Defence was imposed on him by his father. And 

that humiliation of a proud man has made it too much to bear. And there were certainly 

rumours spreading in London that President Bush may be about to resign, and that would 

mean of course, President Cheney. And indeed the rumor has even reached London that the 

Chief Justice has been asked to stand by and hold himself available. And there are lists 

circulating of a possible Cheney cabinet... 

 

Lou Frey:  

You know, this is really interesting. Cheney worked for me, and I know Rumsfeldt; I know 

President Bush Snr, and I don't know the son as well, but I do know him pretty well, and I will 

take any amount of money you have on a bet that he ain't gonna resign. There's no way in 

the world. He's from Texas, you know. He isn't going to resign. And I don't know where 

people got the idea that - well that’s not quite true. I was teaching the other day and 

someone said that we've never been to the moon and it was a conspiracy! I don't know what 

people do. They must either drink or smoke a lot of funny stuff. - So there's no way he's 

going to resign. You talk about being humiliated, I don't agree. He lost, he made some bad 

decisions. He should have replaced Rumsfeld, if he had replaced Rumsfeld three months 

before the election we'd have kept the Senate. I have no idea why he didn't do it, and why he 

did it the day after. I just don't understand it. It's one of the biggest mysteries of the 

campaign. But he isn't going to resign. And he is going to be fighting for what he believes in.  

 

If you look back at American Presidencies, and Eisenhower, who obviously was 

different in a lot of ways, he got wiped out in '54; he was a big Republican supporter at the 

time, involved in the House and the Senate, and he looked at it and he said ‘No more. I'm 

not going to get involved in this stuff and I'm going to go work with the Democrats and we're 

going to get legislation through’. And he did; he flipped from a partisan president, which he 

was for the first two years, to basically a person who worked with the other side. Now when 

Bush was in Texas, he had a lieutenant governor who was a good friend - a Democrat - but 

he did work with the legislature there. And I think he's got the ability, the mental capacity, 

and the drive, to be able to do that, if he thinks that he can put together something that's left 

of his presidency. Like anybody, we all have egos in this business. If we wouldn't, you'd get 

run over. He would like to leave a legacy better than the one that he has now.  

 

And Dick Cheney, who I know, and Tom knows, - Tom spent time debating him over 

a period of years - you can like him or dislike him. I happen to like him. He is a very bright, 

tough guy. I've dealt with him for years, and he is very honest, and I think very capable. I 
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know he's the symbol about everything that's wrong in the country, I don't think that's fair, but 

that's this business; nobody knows what really goes on. I think of all the people in the 

President's cabinet over a number of years, if he had to listen to one person I think it would 

be Cheney, Cheney has his trust in that. And you know, again if anybody wants to put 

money on it, come on up and see me after I'll take y'all, alright? Put me down as undecided.  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I think that there's a better chance of my pitching opening day at Yankee stadium than that 

happening. And I can't pitch. I agree completely with Lou there's no possible chance that  

President Bush would resign, because he has two years left in his term - a lot can happen, 

his legacy can change, so we could be attacked again, so there are just limitless 

opportunities. And I think as Lou has mentioned, this is an enormously proud man who is 

never going to surrender power easily or gracefully.  

 

Thomas Conlon, Director, American Citizens Abroad: 

 

 John Bolton, I think, will be a very big test of cooperation. The other thing that comes 

to mind is that when President was elected to the White House he had 16 federal judgeships 

which were up for, or in limbo. Right now, there are 16 more federal judgeships up for 

review. The Republicans block the Democrats and the Democrats block the Republicans. Is 

the spirit of cooperation going to promote any of these? Or is that all going to be left for the 

next administration?  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

With respect to Ambassador Bolton, he will not be confirmed by the senate. And the issue is 

whether or not they want to make him the deputy, not place anybody above him. And if that 

happens, I would expect the Senate to remove his salary. So there it is. John Bolton is not 

going to be one of the areas of compromise. With respect to the judges, I think there will be 

a very careful review of some of them. At the District Court level, the Democrats have done a 

pretty good job of supporting what the President wants. The rub is with the Court of Appeals 

levels. And I would expect that the judges are likely if they are very conservative and 

contentious, to be withdrawn. And others will be nominated. The Republicans did to 

President Clinton exactly what the Democrats are going to do to President Bush with respect 

to the judgeships.  

 

Lou Frey:  
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I personally would like to see Bolton appointed or confirmed. I guess in that. I remember 

when he was going to be appointed (for his present job) it seemed to many people that the 

whole world was going to come to an end. And I think he's done a pretty good job there. I 

like him but I think Tom's right, and I think its a shame. But that's the way it goes.  

 

 The judges: the big prize is the Supreme Court. We've got one judge that is 86 years 

old; we have a couple others like Ginsburg whose health is maybe not as good as you'd like 

to have it. And what will happen if something happens to one of them? They probably won't 

retire willingly while there is a Republican president. They will try and last out the two years. 

But what will happen? Tom and I were talking before and we couldn't think of basically 

anybody who is presently on earth who would probably be confirmed by the Senate! I think it 

would just be an impasse. What you would have is both parties waiting for the election in '08 

to see if they could control it and get a Supreme Court judge in. I believe there are 59 judges 

now. Some of whom are open, or some of whom are nominated, and I think they'll cherry 

pick. And there are some that probably won't be that controversial. The others will be put on 

hold. And so we have a court system that is suffering without enough judges, with real 

problems about moving cases through. That court system will get a little worse than it is, at 

least for the next couple of years, and then depending on where the Senate is, the House is 

- by the way, the bad news for the Republicans is in the Senate, next time, and you know 

we're up a third, 21 of the 33 up are Republican. And that is not good numbers. 21 of the 33 

are Republican seats and that is not good news cause obviously the more you have to 

protect, the more liable you are. This time, 17 were Democrats and they did an incredible job 

with what they did.  But the numbers going in makes people a little nervous in terms of which 

way the Senate will go. 

 

Dr. Darius Furmonovicius, Member E-AG:  

 

Thank you so much for your continuous engagement in European Affairs. Do you foresee 

the United States to take up now a more isolationist position in the world including Europe? 

Do you intend to continue with an active presence? And what do you think of Russia's new 

imperialist ambitions....? 

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I don't think isolationism is an option for Americans in the 21st Century, nor is reducing our 

relations with our European friends and allies. I simply don't think that an option. I think that 

with respect to the process of globalization, free trade across borders, ideas, capital, that the 

President is not likely to get his trade promotion authority, which ends in June of next year. 

That will probably await another president. But I think that while its true, Democrats sharing 

ground among them talk about the various trade pacts that have passed as costing jobs to 

Ohioans. That there is a very deep concern in the Democratic party that the process of 

globalization has caused it a net loss of jobs in certain sectors, certainly in manufacturing, 

and that it appears to have benefited the owners of capital at the expense of people in the 

middle.  And rather than attempt to restrict trade, which I hope my party does not do, I would 
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hope that we spend more of our time and energy figuring out how we might re-train workers 

who have lost jobs, provide a better level of unemployment compensation, healthcare, than 

try and stand in the way of a continuing process that is good for the whole world, of the flow 

of goods, ideas and individuals across borders. So I'm not worried that we're seeing a period 

of isolation. People in the United States understand that it is a small world. That was brought 

home to them all too clearly on 9/11 and our disengagement is simply not an option. 

 

Lou Frey:  

 

The problem of globalization - and Friedman's book and all that - is one thing. The problem 

of lost jobs is another. We at the Cape - I represent the Cape area, Cape Kennedy, Cape 

Space Center - we lost 20,000 engineers at one point. We went from 28,000 on the Apollo 

program to 8,000 on the shuttle. And that problem of re-training is something I don't think 

we've done enough of in the country. I've very much tried to be involved in that for a long 

time. But as regards the problem that we have, I don't think you can repeal the law of supply 

and demand.  A lot of the jobs have gone to other places. Our economy I think is changing. 

The rust belt isn't a rust belt any more because there's not a heck of a lot to rust up, as there 

used to be. And we're going through a period of time where we have a lot of employment in 

our country. My state has 3.4% unemployment, and you can't really have any lower than 

that. But there are a lot of low paid jobs that go along with that. So we've got a good 

economy. Tom and I differ on the tax breaks, and how much it helped or didn't help. We’re 

bumbling along in the right way but I think there is a problem and I'm worried personally 

about the reaction that I get, now I live in Florida. Tom lives inside the beltway, and that, and 

in New York. And a lot of people outside of the main drags, New York and Washington and 

so forth, are just getting tired. In our country we have a short term ability to do things, but our 

patience over a long period of time has never been really one of our greatest attributes. And 

I find people getting somewhat tired that you can't believe the press. But there is a lot of that 

and a lot of the things you hear over and over again is how 'we did this wrong' and 'we did 

that wrong' and, lord knows, we have done stuff wrong. I'm not saying we're perfect in a lot 

of these things, but we sure try. I mean if there's a disaster somewhere, you know, with your 

help the United States is about the first one there doing something about it. I see for the first 

time in some years some wondering if all this is worth it. That isn’t what I feel, but what I 

have found and what I have heard. And I think, and I hope and pray that whatever it is that 

we come up with in Iraq makes sense, not only to us, but to the people over there. I saw 

what happened in Vietnam. And the disaster that we left in that country and I just hope it's 

alright, and that there's not a big negative reaction. And that'll be something that I think we 

all will have to watch and see what happens.    

 

Florian Heyden, Political Dept., German Embassy:  

 

I have a question concerning a foreign policy issue. Tony Blair has made an appeal to 

George Bush and the US government, asking the US to take a more pro-active role in Israel-

Palestine as well as take a new approach on Iraq? What do you think? On the one side what 

impact is this appeal likely to make on the US government in and on the other hand what 

impact do you believe the freshmen Democrats are going to have on the issue?  
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Lou Frey:  

 

We're not doing very well with Iraq right now with the UN. Russia is locked in there, and 

some stuff and to get anything through the UN that's useful probably won't happen. And 

when you get something through there, at least from what I've seen over the years, not 

much happens anyway. And I think we've got to look at another basis.  

 

I was caught in the middle of the Yom Kippur war in the Golan Heights, in '73. I've 

followed that for a pretty long time, and to me, if we can solve that problem over there in the 

mid-east, that would be the most important thing we could do. It would really just help in 

immeasurable ways. I went, and I knew we're coming over there, and I wanted to at least 

have some facts. I went back to the Balfour Accords and there are 37 different peace 

attempts that have been made in that part of the world that we could find that my staff could 

put together - and there were 35 mini-wars, so I guess we're two up on the peace accords. 

But, I hope, seriously, I don't think we ought to say no to something off-hand and I think we 

ought to look at it. You know in politics, just like Nancy Pelosi called the President all sort of 

names, and he called her all sort of names, and now they're sitting down and working 

together. So if this is a way to open to something, and get a broader peace deal, I personally 

am for exploring it. I think, at least in our country - it's sorta funny I guess! - but Tony Blair 

would probably get elected. …Over there. So maybe he ought move and we'll get Tom over 

here and we'll trade and so forth. But I think what you have said is important and we ought to 

listen to it.  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I think that, I think what the Prime Minister said is probably more likely to be listened to that 

what the Democrats tell President Bush. The Prime Minister is viewed with both admiration 

and disappointment by many Democrats. But I think there's more admiration than 

disappointment. And I believe that what he asked is appropriate, important, and difficult for 

the President to ignore. With respect to the role that the Democrats will play in foreign policy, 

all of you are expert enough to know that the tools or blunt instruments for the House and 

the Senate: they can withhold the money, they can opine, they can question in committee - 

but they can't really make policy. Obviously that is what the President does. But it is clear to 

me and I think to my party that there needs to be further discussions with the Iranians and 

the Syrians without the preconditions that the President has wanted in the past. That makes 

eminent sense. My ‘significant other’ is a woman by the name of Carol Browner who is our 

minister of environment for eight years and her partner is Madeleine Albright who is 

someone I see now regularly, both socially and professionally, and Secretary Albright 

constantly says that this should be the policy for and towards the Iranians - the fullest and 

most opportunistic questioning and discussion that we have. And she has the ear of many in 

our party. So I think that this is an opportunity now for the president, with the advice of a 

trusted foreign friend, without whom the war in Iraq could not have gone forward in my view. 
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Pay some attention and re-calibrate, and my guess is that he's going to pay very close 

attention to it.  

 

The Hon. Sir Clive Bossom, Bt., Former Conservative MP:  

 

People forget that the Iranians have been a highly educated, cultivated and civlised people 

for a thousand years…  

 

Interjection from another delegate:  So were the Germans! 

 

....Handled carefully now, and not bullied, maybe we can get them to come back and many 

people I know would like them to come back into world circulation n a different guise from 

that which they have at present... They've been out of it a long time, but that doesn't mean it 

has to stay that way...Just below the surface I think they're interested...we might have to eat 

a little humble pie...  

 

Lou Frey:  

 

I think Tom and I probably agree with you. Is it some 70% of the population of Iran that is 

under 30 years of age, isn't it? An incredibly young population with high unemployment 

under there, is that correct? 

 

The Hon. Sir Clive Bossom: Yes indeed.   

 

Lou Frey: Just trying to point out that there's (inaudible) … 

 

Tom Downey: I 

 

I'm afraid that in foreign policy in the United States, there is not always the most thoughtful 

discussion about how to approach enemies. Now the President has referred to the North 

Koreans and Iranians as the 'Axis of Evil.' So stepping back from that is not as easy a job as 

it should be. Khatami had attempted to make some movement towards rapprochement 

which was rebuffed by the White House. So hopefully we'll figure a way to get around some 

of the previous statements of the President and begin to talk to them.  
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Martin Meenagh, Professor, the Center for Academic Programs Abroad:  

 

It struck me that there was a point that was underlying both of your points about trade, and 

your point about Foreign Affairs, and that was the Iraq (situation) would take at least $250 

Billion, the People's Republic of China have lent the US about $262 Billion. The Japanese, 

the Koreans and the Germans have lent something on the order of a Trillion ($) every year. 

Every year that goes on, that debt is going to mean higher taxes, more dependence on other 

things, and worsening conditions for American trade, because the debt is funded by the 

profit that is made from the deficit by the goods being paid into America. Is anybody in 

America seriously trying to deal, in your view, in the new Congress, or in the old, with the 

question of Debt?      

 

Tom Downey:  

 

Yes. Mrs. Pelosi mentions it in every speech that she gives, that the new Congress will be 

open, civil and fiscally responsible. And in fact I believe that they will include in the very first 

set of rules that the House has for itself, which would mean the second vote after she is 

elected Speaker, that the pay-go rules with respect to budgeting, namely if you want to 

spend money or you want to have tax cuts, they either have to be paid for with additional tax 

revenue, or with budget cuts. So the debt of the United States is a present danger to our 

fiscal health. We spend 20% of our GDP on goods and services for our people and we raise 

16%. And so 4% of our GDP per annum is borrowed from somewhere. It used to be 

borrowed from ourselves and now it's borrowed from abroad. This is unsustainable, and 

serious policy-makers in both the Republican Party and the Democratic Party know that it 

can't continue.  

 

Lou Frey:  

 

Part of the reason Republicans have lost their focus over this period of time is because they 

forgot that they were the party allegedly of fiscal responsibility. Some of us had introduced a 

balanced budget resolution not necessarily ever thinking that we'd get it through, but put 

pressure on to do it. Maybe the election results will be an awakening at  least for the 

Republican party, and you may actually get some bipartisan support in terms of moving it 

that way. We can only be hopeful.  

 

A delegate:  

 

My question concerns nuclear aggression. Very simply, Koreans, North Koreans will look 

upon the potential position in America at the moment, and may well accelerate the cost of 

getting them to abandon the program. How do you think that America will react? How do you 

think Korea will accept their fate?  
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Lou Frey:  

 

With President Bush’s record and his father's record you pretty well know the position. But 

from a standpoint of America, I don't feel good about any of it. That one thing is that you 

have a lot more people who are in the fight over there. We are not the lone ranger riding off 

into the sunset on that one. You've even got China cutting off the supplies of oil for a little 

while. So you've got more outside pressure. That may be one place the bipartisan, or the 

multilateralism, that Bush didn't have before, is at least at the present time working; or at 

least they've got a chance for some talks. (The North Korean President)  is like the ringer of 

a bell. Every once in a while he doesn't have something or something, and he rings a bell 

and he gets the attention of everybody, and we go back and try and cut a deal with him 

…and it doesn't work. That country is such a closed dictatorship that I don't know what 

options we have other than to try and get other people involved and put pressure on him. 

And if there was a magic solution I think somebody would have come up with it by now.  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I meant it before that in the United States a foreign policy tends to be discussed as an 

extension of domestic policy and often in the most painful, simplistic and dangerous ways. 

And in this last election we recall that President Bush talked about Iraq by saying the 

Democrats haven't shown us a plan to win the war and they don't have an alternative. And 

the attempt there was to fashion one party as not only not patriotic, but weak in the face of 

dangers to our country. Its fair to say that Democrats are as concerned about dangers to our 

country as are Republicans. Where there are differences, and there are very fundamental 

differences, is the belief among the Democratic foreign policy elite that multilateral 

institutions still matter, that diplomacy is still important, and neither have been practiced or 

pursued with the vigour, the intelligence, that they require. Now both with respect to North 

Korea, and Iran, the military options that are available to the United States are very, very 

limited. I think it's fair to say that there is nobody within either party, with the exception of 

several extreme neo-conservatives who would suggest somehow that destroying missile 

emplacements in North Korea or in Iran are viable options. I don't believe that they are. If 

Iraq has taught us anything, it is that the limitations of the application of force are very real in 

the middle east, that our long term needs are not to appear to be weak, but at the same 

time, to me we have been weak, because we've been afraid to sit down and talk to our 

enemies about our differences. And that has to come to an end. It is not a sign of weakness 

to talk to people about differences. I mean it's easy to talk to your friends about what you 

agree upon; there's no great trick there. But North Korea, and Iraq, and Iran pose the kind of 

contentious issues that are really going to require our best people quietly and doggedly 

attempting to solve these problems without providing political wedges for the American 

people to make harsh judgements. So my sense is that it is going to be very difficult in the 

next couple of months as we're going to sort out how we are going to do these things.  

 

Lou Frey:  
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Tom, don't you also think this is a good time for them to rattle the sabre? Its just another 

problem on the table. I think it's very timely on their part to be causing problems. I mean, 

you’ve got to expect it. 

 

Tom Downey: Yes I agree with that.  

 

A delegate:  

 

Some very disturbing news came through yesterday on Al Qaeda. There was a serious 

attempt to attack this country. It has also been reported that it has links with Iran. What 

chance is there realistically of dealing with Iran when it threatens to mount a nuclear attack 

on Israel? 

 

Lou Frey: I think you've got to be realistic, the chances are not great. But again as Tom put 

out, what are the options? Where are you going to go? You know what my fear is of this 

about Iran? Israel is not going to go quietly into the night. I was over there in the middle of 

that whole situation years ago and I told Hague that I thought they had atomic weapons 

because they weren't as panicked as they should have been. But one thing I knew, is if they 

did have them, they'd use them. And what I worry about and wake up at night about is that if 

there is a miscalculation on either Israel's part or Iran's part and there won't be a tree within 

300 miles of Jerusalem.  

 

I hope that we can talk, I hope we can do something, I hope we can move it along, I hope we 

don't just let this thing go on and on and on until the threat that you are talking about here or 

in our country and that is perceived.  Israel is not going to sit on the sidelines if they think 

they are threatened. And, that's why I think we have got to move it along. I think Tom's right, 

we've got to try diplomacy and we've got to do what we can. I'm not much for sitting down 

and talking with them, but you know you get to a point and you don't know what else you can 

do to move it along, and what we're doing hasn't worked, and the UN isn't helping, and then 

with the security council, you can't get anything through, so where are you left?   

 

Clifford Dammers, Democrats Abroad, Member E-AG:  

 

The Democrats ran on an ethics programme mainly. Do you think it's possible here the 

Democrats can garner a bipartisan effort to get meaningful ethics reform?  

 

Tom Downey:  
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It's an excellent question. The ethics package that would be introduced into the House is the 

one that only failed by several votes the last time. It includes an elimination of gifts, meals, 

trips, for incumbent members of Congress; a more transparent process for, and more timely 

notification of, lobbying activities, and a greater set of rules with respect to how people lobby; 

a series of measures that would make the ‘earmarking’ more transparent. I think that once 

members of Congress have to attach their names to these activities that a lot of it - not all of 

it, but a lot of it - will go away. And so that package will be the second thing that will be voted 

on in the House. It will not apply to the Senate. The rules that require changes in law are 

less likely to pass. But yes, I think Democrats understand that if you campaigned as I did 

with a number of our candidates, the most important thing they talked about during their 

campaigns was ethics reform. They understand that people are very concerned with the 

ethical climate that existed in the past and they want to see a break with the past. So yes I 

think that it will pass and I think it will have a very big impact. I think Congress will be a lot 

different - if you can't go out to a meal or whatever; the gifts were a minor matter, those 

tended to be tickets to sporting events and the like. The trips will be something that frankly 

they have to give up. They have to prove to the American people that they're prepared to be 

dramatically different than their Republican counterparts.  

 

Lou Frey:  

 

If we can find a way to limit the money, whether the Democrats, Republicans, or I don't care 

who, the spending, that would probably be the most important thing that we could do in 

terms of the ethics in the Congress.  

 

Dr. David Ayres:  

 

I wanted to refer to global warming. I was a professional scientist for thirty years ago on 

environmental science and research. I think it's safe to say that global warming is a crucial 

issue and without a doubt you are the wealthiest country in the world. The energy footprint of 

the average American is about four times that of a European, then you suddenly go all the 

way to ten times that of a Chinese. They must look to you for a lead and so far they haven't 

had it. The long term consequences will be catastrophic.  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I think that the stern report (sic) which your country issued not long ago was understood at 

least in circles in our country as the direction that our government needs to take. Its very 

difficult because Americans somehow believe that its their birthright to have low gasoline 

prices. That's not likely to change. But what is likely to change is the effort to change what is 

known as the corporate average fuel economy, the CAFE standards on existing trucks, light 
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trucks, automobiles, that could dramatically increase. I think that there's a likelihood that 

even the President would agree with that. Congress would like to do it. Alternative fuels, are 

widely viewed in both parties as something that we need to encourage. So, the most useful 

and important indication that Americans understand it is what has been happening in the 

states and most notably in California. There's a determined effort to reduce greenhouse 

emissions. People understand that while it is expensive to make these changes, its probably 

a lot less expensive than the alternative. So, I remain pretty optimistic that Democrats and 

Republicans are going to find some common ground in this area.  

 

Lou Frey: I would agree.  

 

Sir John Osborn (temporary chairman):  

 

It is my task to bring this meeting to a close. Reasonably on time. We have had two 

speakers from the United States Association of Former Members of Congress, since I first 

met Lou Frey and I've been entertained by him in Washington. I can report that we have an 

Association of Former Members of Parliament at Westminster, and through the Americans I 

think I have had something to do with the fact that we have an association here. But they 

have set as an example of what former Members of Congress can do. It has been followed 

to a certain extent by Canada, and by European Parliament. But we have a little longer down 

that road to go in this country. I welcome the fact that former Members of Congress are 

enabled to open such a lively debate-discussion. But before I close the meeting I would ask 

Philip Davies with whose centre we are holding the meeting, to give the Vote of thanks.  

 

Professor Philip Davies, Eccles Centre for American Studies at the British Library:  

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, the Eccles Centre for American Studies, of which I am the director, 

was set up by David Eccles, who if you remember was a very senior and prominent 

Conservative politician with his American wife Mary. Theirs was a wonderful relationship and 

marriage and they commemorated it, and indeed both of their links with many books, and by 

setting up the Eccles Centre for American Studies to promote awareness of the American 

collections in the British library, which are the best North American collections outside of the 

United States. And of course to promote that this is the greatest research library in the world. 

It is a wonderful thing to have in this city.  And when I came to the meeting of the European-

Atlantic Group which the US Association of Former Congress came to some years ago, I 

persuaded them to make their first ever international visit to the United Kingdom, and this is 

the fourth year that we've done it. During this week, Tom and Lou and I are doing nine 

events. In the last two days we've just done two conferences with students at Universities 

and school students. By the end of the week they will have had an average audience of well 

over a thousand people. And true to the groups of congressmen who have been to us 

before, they show wisdom and engagement with the topics. And to be calmly disputatious as 

one of the professors who was helping us on the conference today said as he left to me he 

said: 'These are the kind of people the US government ought to send to us. They should 
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send more people like this.' On that note, thank you very much for the contribution that 

you've done already this evening, and I'm sure we'll have more of it later. Thank you. 

 

 

Dinner-Debate at St. Ermin's Hotel 

 (following House of Commons meeting) 

 

 

Lord Dykes (Chairman):  

 

I can assure by the way those only just attending the dinner tonight that we have two of the 

most fluent politicians in America.  

 

Lou Frey:  

 

 We lost. No excuses. We got the hell beat out of us. We did a lot wrong as the 

Republican Party. (Encapsulates earlier reasoning as to why this happened).  

 

 Now the world is not over, the sky is still there. I was in the leadership in Congress in 

'74 when Tom was ‘a Watergate baby’; he came in 25 years old with 75 new Democrats, and 

I think we went down to 140-something in the House of Representatives. And it was a long 

time but Jimmy Carter came along and we were able to survive. And when you look at the 

Congress, you have to remember a couple of things: number one, the Senate works on it 

works on 60 votes. So the fact that the Republicans are down 51-49, it doesn't make any 

difference. Nobody is going to run the Senate. You can stop the Senate, one Senator can 

stop it, and there aren't 60 votes there for anything. I don't even think you could make Fourth 

of July a holiday in the Senate right now. The Senate is really at a standstill. So while the 

Republicans are in the minority, and the Democrats have the right to name the chairmen, 

and bring the issues up. But they still can't pass a bill, nor can they pass, nor can they 

nominate a Supreme Court justice if one of them dies or retires.   

 

 The House is totally different, the House works on a majority principle, if you have 

one vote more, you run the whole deal - you get every chairman, every subcommittee 

chairman, you set up every rule, you hold every committee, you have subpoena power, you 

have witness power. The House is run on a majority basis, and the Democrats have that 

majority and they are going to run the House. Caveat: years ago there were three parties in 

the House, the Republicans, the Democrats and the conservative southerners. There are 

today three parties, the Republicans, the Democrats and the 'Blue Dog' Democrats. If you 

haven't heard that term before, you are going to be hearing an awful lot about it. Those are 
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what's left of your conservative and moderate Democrats. There aren't very many, but they 

just got doubled. Many of the Democrats who won this time, won on Republican issues. 

They won, they were against abortion, they were against gun control, they were against 

stem cell research, they were for fiscal responsibility, a balanced budget, reducing the debt. 

And they are in there now. And so as Tom and I have discussed for the last two days with 

about a thousand kids by now, the real question is going to be, can Nancy Pelosi, who's the 

leader and a liberal Democrat, is she going to be able to structure the legislation as such that 

she can keep the Democratic party together? Because if so, then in the first  two or three or 

four months, they are going to be able to do enough that they can probably control the 

House and Senate for the next two years and even more. 

 

 One other problem, next time, 21 of the 33 seats up in the Senate are Republicans 

and that's not good for us because of the number. Only a third running each time, but we 

have an awful lot running. So that is going to be one of the real issues, the other issue is, is 

this so bad right now, because we've lost all the moderate Republicans, they have just been 

eliminated all across the country. So the Republicans are more conservative, and the 

Democrats are a little more liberal, there is no middle. Is it so bad that each party wants to 

do something? We could have our own grand alliance like Germany and move some 

legislation through? I don't know. We can talk, we'll talk about it later. We'll talk about the 

Presidential race, and the sweepstakes on that. I think that just maybe sorta gives you a feel 

of where we are fact wise. Not the spin wise. This is not Fox or  CNN or whatever. This is 

where we are, and you'll hear a lot of rationalization and that. But in politics  the numbers 

count and that's where we are. Tom?                   

 

Tom Downey:  

 

Thank you Lou. It's an honour to be here. And in a way I'm humbled and reminded of what 

Henry Kissinger used to say. He used to say that while he was Secretary of State if he gave 

a speech and nobody got it, they thought it was them. But when he left the State 

Department, they suddenly realized it might be him. So with that in mind, let me be brief 

(Encapsulates earlier reasoning as to the explanation of the election result). 

 

 You have been reading recently of what Democratic senators said on Sunday with 

respect to Iraq. And that is that there is a real message that the Democratic party feels it 

needs to deliver to the President that the current path that we are on needs to be finished. 

And clearly in the next several weeks the Iraq study group with former Secretary Baker and 

former Congressman Lee Hamilton will offer the Bush administration an opportunity to break 

from the past and attempt to have some sort of Bipartisan cooperation with respect to that 

particular problem. Now, Lou has been a delight to work with, and it is unusual in American 

Politics that Democrats and Republicans when given a public forum, actually treat each 

other civilly. And I think that is one of the big problems with American Politics. Our voices 

tend to be too strident. Rather than listening to one another, we talk over one another. And 

that is a very big problem. And so for Nancy Pelosi and Harry Reid they have an imperative. 

They have been given the ball. If I can continue the sports metaphor: not so much because 

they earned it, but because the other side may have fumbled it away. Now that they have it, 
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they have an interesting conundrum. While the core of the Democratic party seriously 

dislikes the President, and is seriously opposed to every element of his foreign policy, and 

almost every element of his domestic policy. Those two leaders have to fashion a way 

initially at least to try and get along with the President. And there is some opportunity 

actually to do that. I know this may sound somewhat naïve, but the President understands 

that if he is to have any legacy other than the one of being the worst President in American 

history, he is going to have to figure out a way to accomplish some things. Democrats will 

present him that opportunity.     

 

Clearly raising the minimum wage is an important issue, immigration reform 

impossible to do with the conservatives in his party, is now possible to do with the 

Democrats. Even on issues concerning the environment and on energy alternatives there 

will be opportunities for the Democrats and Republicans to agree. I would expect for both 

tactical reasons as well as important long term ones, both Senator Reid and Speaker to be 

Pelosi, want to be able to prove to the American people that handing the Democrats the 

reins of power has not been yet another exercise in futility. That they are capable and willing 

to listen to the voice of the electorate and getting something done. Now with respect to 

foreign policy this is much trickier. If the Iraq study group suggests to him that in order for us 

to eventually withdraw troops, we need to stabilize Iraq with more troops, we need to deal 

with the Mahdi army before we can leave Iraq, then I'm afraid the opportunity for 

compromise may be lost. Clearly the Democrats think you're on a time frame here even 

though they can't enforce that. The only tools that the Congress has when it comes to 

foreign policy are very crude ones, namely the ability to stop the money, which I don't think 

any Democrat, thinks is a proper role. To suddenly pick up and leave today would be a cruel 

and unusual punishment for the Iraqi people. And I think it would inimical to the long term 

interests of our country. But it will be a very tricky couple of months when it comes to foreign 

policy.  

 

Democrats governing today alluded to the fact that Nancy Pelosi is a liberal 

Democrat. Indeed she is. Senator Durbin is a liberal Democrat. Senator Schumer would not 

call himself such but he is a fairly progressive one. The common thread that Democrats have 

that they did not have when they had power last time is that they've been out of power for 

twelve years. They have lived under the very capable thumb of the Republican party 

marshalling its small majorities in a very effective way in the House and an even more 

effective way from time to time in the Senate. Nancy Pelosi and Dick Durbin and all of the 

leaders were all House members together. For the most part the leaders in the Democratic 

party have known each other personally and professionally for 20 years. What I think you are 

likely to see is a level of cooperation between the House leadership and the Senate 

leadership that has never existed in the past for a couple of reasons. Firstly, they like the 

idea of being the majority and they want to stay there. Secondly, they want to lay the 

groundwork for a Democratic President, and they know that using the committee system 

thoughtfully and effectively reviewing what happened in Iraq, what happened with Hurricane 

Katrina, amd trying to understand the failures of the Dept. of Homeland Security. That if this 

is done properly it will lay the predicate for a Democratic ascendancy in 2008.  
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So the bad news for the Republicans is that there are areas where the Democrats 

and Republicans are going to agree. The good news for Democrats and in my opinion for the 

country is we're going to have the first friendship government play its historic and traditional 

role of overseeing what has happened in Congress over the last couple of years, what 

programs and policies need to be fixed, what needs more money and less money. And the 

Democrats have been given a historic opportunity in that they have never been considered 

by the American people the party of fiscal discipline. They have never been considered by 

the American people as the party that is interested in National security and is prepared to 

wield the tools of national security effectively. But they are now given a chance to prove to 

the American people that they're not going to increase the deficit, that they can work with the 

President when its in their interest to do so, and when it's in the National interest to do so. 

And I think they are more likely to succeed than fail. For a Democrat I suspect, this may 

sound hopelessly naïve, but the leaders that we currently have realize their opportunities.   

 

Professor Philip Davies (opening Discussion):  

 

One of the things I thought I might be able to do is actually review some of the comments 

that Lou and Tom had made at the previous meeting. In order to give some idea to those of 

you who weren't there, of things they had said. In fact they reviewed their own comments 

with some brilliance so I can be acceptably brief. That was what they said, they've just said it 

even more quickly and briefly. And who think conceptually and speak in paragraphs.  

 

Nonetheless, there is something I I will take up, Lou here said that the 'Republicans 

were wiped out.' And of course George Bush has said 'we took a thumping.' I'm not 

convinced of this at all. It seems to me that the Republicans actually fended quite well. I was 

trying to think of a metaphor for what they faced and Lady Armstrong who is here was telling 

me that she was about to sail the Atlantic and perhaps unfortunately for her, came to me 

back with the expression, 'Perfect Storm.' You may have seen the movie, apparently 

frightening if you are about to sail the Atlantic. It seems to me that the Republicans faced the 

perfect storm. After all they are the party of foreign policy and defence, and yet they are the 

party that is now held to account for the entry, the conduct of the war, and the poor 

reconstruction of Iraq. They are the party of family value, and yet they faced the scandal of 

Mark Foley right at the end. They are the party of fiscal responsibility, yet they are the party 

that faced the scandal of Jack Abramoff, or at least more of it than the Democrats did. They 

are the party of administrative excellence, yet they are the party that faced the calamity that 

was Katrina.  

 

It seems to me they faced a 'Perfect Storm' and yet they came out losing only 29 

seats. I actually thought they'd lose fewer, so they did worse than I thought they would do. 

The actual difference in votes is relatively small. They got 46% of the national vote whereas 

the Democrats got 54% of the national vote. Now the last time that happened was 1992. And 

in 1992 on that vote the Republicans ended up with 175 seats. This time they are going to 

end up with 203. Now that suggests that they are actually organizing quite well, that 

campaigns matter, and that they've minimized their losses quite dramatically, and left 

everything up for grabs. So what has changed in the landscape? 
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 Well what has changed in the landscape is that the northeast has become 

Democratic. Of over 95 house seats in the northeast, 70 now are held by Democrats and 

only 25 by Republicans. In the south it has switched from the way that it was, even only in 

1992. In 1992 there were nearly 90 Democratic seats in the south, and about 50 

Republicans, and it is now almost exactly opposite. 86 – 56. So that the south has become a 

Republican space. In the mid-west the Republicans made small gains, the west remains 

much the same as it was. So there have been regional changes; there have also been 

changes where the population are. Lou said it makes a difference between married and 

unmarried women, I put the same difference on married and unmarried men, the 

Republicans get the majority of all married votes in the United States. The Democrats get 

two-thirds of all unmarried votes in the United States. Now, as families, children are the 

future, as more and more families become non-traditional, this suggests that that is good 

territory for the Democrats. I'm not entirely sure why, but it does suggest it. Also in this vote, 

the population between 30-60 voted precisely as the national population, 54-46 . The 

population under 30 voted about 65-35 Democratic. That is a good sign for the Democrats. - 

possibly, if they can hold on to it. So, the future is what's important; the short term future is 

tremendously important.  

 

Can the Democrats and Republicans remain cooperative, or at least civil? Civil, 

perhaps cooperative would be asking for a little too much! Civil for the next two years 

towards the 2008 elections? Because they  would want to go into the Presidential election 

without other baggage attached to them? And in the long term, which of these population 

groups are going to be the ones that are significant?  

 

Kevin Cahill, Member E-AG:  

 

I had lunch today at the very heart of our military establishment, our withdrawal from Iraq is 

called, at least informally, but not formally….Operation Dunkirk. We expect to be under fire 

and take very serious casualties on the way out.  May I leave my question hanging?  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I was reading in the New York review of books, a review of a new book on Dunkirk that 

defines it as a strategic victory for the British Expeditionary Force, because it lived to fight 

again. I don't view things in such dramatic terms. I don't think we'll have the British forces or 

the American forces leave under fire. My guess is they're not going to leave any time soon 

and there'll be a phased deployment down of forces, and presumably Democrats and 

Republicans will agree to a plan, or try to agree to a plan, that will accomplish that fact. The 

American people do not think the effort in Iraq has been worth the blood and the treasure 

that we've spent on it. It is important on occasion in a democracy to pay attention to what the 

American people are telling you. Because they are ultimately the arbiters of whether or not 

you continue in power or not so, so there's going to be a change in direction. I wouldn't 
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describe it in the way that you just have. I remember when I was in the Congress of the 

United States in 1975 when we evacuated the American Embassy with helicopters, which 

landed on aircraft carriers, that we then pushed off the deck of the aircraft carrier so to make 

room for other refugees. I would note ironically thirty-seven years later that the President of 

the United States is going to Vietnam under the most unusual of circumstances, attempting 

to forge even greater ties with an enemy of ours. So I think that rather than trying to make 

this more difficult, the American Congress and the American President - the American 

President more than the American Congress - are going to try and figure out a way for us to 

exit in a way that is not worse for us or worse for the Iraqis.  

   

Michael Shrimpton, National Security Lawyer, Adjunct Professor of Intelligence Studies at 

American Military University:  

 

Climate change: a lot of people including Al Gore are beating up on the Americans over 

climate change. We know it is a normal process every year and only 5% of the carbon 

dioxide goes into the atmosphere. And we know that the planet is probably stable at the 

moment and possibly even slightly cooling. Would you agree that the Americans have been 

criticized far too much by the Europeans over climate change? Americans should be allowed 

to carry on, cheap gasoline, doing what they want, as long as they want to do it. 

 

Lou Frey:  

 

If the American gasoline gets to the price of Europe we will have a lot of legislation on this 

issue! We think it's a right in our country to drive the biggest cars with cheap gas. And my 

biggest failure in the Congress was years ago when the oil was turned off, and I felt we 

needed to get away from an oil economy, and we needed to look at the liquification and 

gasification of coal, hydrogen economy fuel cells, photovoltaic, and we spent 4-5 Billion 

dollars a year to start with. We imported 33% of our oil at the time, and of course when the 

spigot got turned back on, we gave up all of that research. And we're paying for our stupidity. 

Now we have 60% of our oil being imported, no control basically, over the price.  

 

I think that's what we have to do in the long run - get away from oil, or at least to have 

alternatives to the use of it. The question of the greenhouse effect and what it is: You know I 

was in the Navy, I'm a sailor, I have a fishing boat, I spend a lot of my time in the water. 

Marcia and I have had three hurricanes over our house, a couple times. I'm not really sure of 

all of the facts, but I do think that it's about time that at least as a nation, we started at least 

looking at the issue. It wasn't just the Republicans by the way who turned down the Kyoto 

treaty came up - and Bill Clinton eventually signed it -  it was the Democrats and 

Republicans in the Senate who indicated they weren't going to vote for it; they weren't going 

to ratify it.  
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We are now moving in our country through states like California, who passed 

legislation which will have an impact on this, and I think other states will follow along.  So 

what we want to do, is at least be willing to at least talk a little bit about it, look at it, there are  

maybe ways  to do it. There maybe are some things. I don't think we should just reject it out 

of hand. This is an area that the Republicans and the President can move without retreating, 

without doing much. It isn't going to take very much. And the impact of the United States 

worldwide, because some of the things that have happened, in Iraq and so forth, does mean 

our stance in the world is pretty low. Now look, nobody is ever going to love us. You can't 

expect people to. You hope they respect you. But we have done a lot of stuff to bring this on 

ourselves, and I think this is one area where a lot of people in the world are concerned about 

it. I am willing to take a look at it, to see where it's going, to see if there are things that we 

can work on together. And not dismiss it out of hand.  

 

 

Melanie Prendiville:  

 

I think the time has come for the Americans, especially the next President, to stop this 

imposing of your kind of democracy on different cultures and concentrate on your home 

policy.  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

Al Gore would not allow me to enter his home if I didn't say one thing about climate change 

here. The fact is that this is a real and present danger to our world, those people who deny 

the reality of what 500 peer-reviewed scientific articles suggest as a warming of planetary 

temperatures can live in the fantasy that they choose. I choose to live in a world that 

addresses this problem directly and courageously, because it is a real problem, and Senior 

Colonel Tang and I both have sons, and I think we'd like to turn a peaceful West-polluted 

world over to them to run.  

 

 Now with respect to Democrats and our foreign policy: understand that the President 

of the United States is the central policy person in foreign policy and that is not going to 

change. It will take a Democratic President in 2008 in my opinion to repair the damage that 

has been done in the last six years by this President. In 9/11, after 9/11, the entire world was 

sympathetic to the United States, including the Iranians, who sent us a note of sympathy and 

concern. The world's good will towards the United States has been squandered in a series of 

political misadventures that even the most obtuse have to understand are inimical not only to 

the world's health, certainly our country's  health. The President is a man who sees good 

guys and bad guys, black and white, yes and no. I'm afraid that the world is not good guys 

and bad guys. Sometimes we have to make deals with guys we don't particularly like. We 

certainly need to be able to talk to everyone. We inhabit a very small planet. President 

Kennedy said this so eloquently in 1963 in his speech at American University, about the 

Russians who were a far greater problem than terrorists are today. And the United States 
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dealt effectively, courageously, with the threat that the Soviet Union posed to world peace 

and the United States. It was a combination of strength and intelligent diplomacy, and 

fortitude.  

 

American Foreign Policy is not a civil discussion. It's not a thoughtful discussion 

either on television or elsewhere. If you listen to members of Congress talk about these 

problems they don't credit one another's collective humanity. I don't believe that Republicans 

want war, I know that Democrats don't want war. I know Democrats are not anxious to 

denude us of our military of strength. We understand that it is still a dangerous world that 

requires us to be ready on occasion and only in the last resort to use force.  But we need to 

figure out a way to talk to the Iranians, to have our Chinese friends help us deal with the 

North Koreans, and we need to understand that it is a small planet and a small place and it 

can be a peaceful better world if we have the political will, the courage and the diplomatic 

skill to bring it about.  

 

John Coleman, Editor of the New European:  

 

It seems to me that in democracies we run into great difficulty with domestic and foreign 

policy getting mixed up - inextricably mixed up. I wonder if there is some way in which you 

can still have your President, but he could be made also a chairman of a separate group, 

perhaps of both parties, that deals with foreign policy? And it is separated.  

 

Lou Frey:  

 

Look at the history of our country and the constitution, the federalist papers, look at even the 

constitution the way it's written. One of our worries was the powers of the Presidency, and 

how long it would be, and how it would get going, and they cut a deal at the last minute in 

terms of what it was. And one of the problems over the years has been the division of power 

with the Presidency or with the Congress and how it goes back and forth as such. And what 

we've had in some cases is a very strong President and with the Congress being relatively 

weak and coming on. We tried to pass the 'War Powers Act' which we did pass some years 

ago and which has been totally ineffective as far as any of the incursions that we've been 

involved in. I think the problem that you would have is firstly that if the President is doing his 

job, and getting the information, and he's got all the ability to do it, then he really doesn't 

need a separate organization or committee or anything to do it. I mean he's got the ability to 

do it, and that's his job, and if he messes up, then he messes up. As we used to say in the 

Navy 'I've got the watch' and it's my responsibility. So I think that would be a way of diverting 

it. Now the Baker commission - it was recommended by Frank Wolf, a member of congress 

from Virginia to start that – said that it was a good idea to have somebody else look at it 

outside of just the inner-workings of the White House and I think that's a different issue. But 

the White House wasn't in it as such, the President wasn't in it. And I think the President 

would look at that as a dilution of his powers or her powers as the case may be in a few 

years. So while I think it's a good idea, and an interesting idea sir, I just don't think that in the 

way we're set up and the way we approach the issue that would sell.  
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Daniel Hatting, University of Pittsburgh, Assistant to E-AG:  

 

Given the majority that's just gone over to the Democrats, though it is a slim majority, and 

the historical separation in the Democrats between the far left and the moderate Democrats, 

and the fact that there is a Presidential election in just two years, is it possible that either of 

you think that two years is a sufficient amount of time for the Democrats to do themselves 

considerable harm, as far as getting elected in 2008?  

 

Lou Frey: Gee I hope so!  

 

Tom Downey: When I was a majority member of the House, we luxuriated in the fact that we 

were the majority; we didn't think that we'd ever lose our majority, we had sufficient numbers. 

And I want to say that we were probably not very disciplined, and we didn't appreciate how 

important the majority was. Being out of power for twelve years, we now understand a 

majority is that important; to constitute one you need to consider different points of view to 

maintain the majority. That means that conservative Democrats from the mid-west, and from 

the west, who may have different views on social issues, like reproductive rights or gun 

control have to be accommodated under the broad Democratic tent. So the real challenge 

for the Democratic leadership is to focus on those areas where there is broad Democratic 

agreement. Jon Tester the new Senator from the state of Montana, with a crew cut is an 

example. He is a farmer, one of the few members of Congress who could actually oil a 

combine effectively. This in my opinion had never been a requirement to be a Senator but 

I'm glad we have one there now who can do this. Well, he's proud of the fact that he's a gun-

toting conservative Democrat, but what he does agree with, is the need for a minimum wage 

increase, stem-cell research, and a whole host of other matters, and he agrees that what we 

need is a change in the direction of our foreign policy with respect to Iraq. And so there are 

broad areas of agreement, so for those of you who, I know, are good Republicans and 

horrified by the idea that your majority was lost. I would say to you, don't take comfort in the 

idea that the Democratic far left is somehow going to immolate itself. Because its not. It's 

rested, it's ready to govern, and it understands that there's nothing wrong with compromise, 

there is nothing wrong with listening to diverse points of view, that indeed when you do those 

things you are more powerful, not less powerful.    

 

Lou Frey:  

 

You know in one way Tom, I really wish you were there, I'd feel a little better. But I have 

more confidence in the Democrats ability to screw up than you do. Or the Republicans for 

that mater; it took you forty years to get to the point where you were arrogant and got thrown 

out, we did it in twelve. And what Tom said is truly the key is what's going to happen. And 

Nancy Pelosi is a very strong person and a personal friend of Tom's, a very strong leader, 
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but how strong can she be? What's going to happen the first time that some Democrat who 

won in a Republican district, doesn't want to go along with one of these issues, if they aren't 

right in the middle? It's great to point these issues out Tom, the ones that are in the middle, 

but what about the ones that are going to be in the periphery? All of a sudden she's asking 

for his vote, and he doesn't do it, and so she takes away his subcommittee chairmanship or 

something like that, and how is that going to sell? Now everybody can say, 'Oh my 

goodness, I'll never do it again' but that isn't the way the Congress works. Everybody up 

there thinks they ought to be a Senator, or President, maybe not in that order. So I think it's 

going to be difficult. Now if she can do that, and she can navigate those treacherous waters, 

it's going to be an extremely successful time. And remember also, whatever you do, you've 

got to get done in the next six months. Once you get past the point where the Presidential 

primaries are starting, remember we got four of them now in January, its changed. We have 

Iowa caucus as usual, and then after Nevada - they added Nevada - then you go back to 

New Hampshire to the vote, and then you go to South Carolina. So the pace is going to pick 

up, and once you get to that part of the election cycle, forget anything getting through of any 

kind. I mean, seriously, legislation stops and everybody positions themselves. And so I think 

it's up in the air, it's certainly a possibility that she can do it, but I think there's also a good 

possibility it just isn't going to work.  

 

Lord Dykes: These are heartfelt admissions and confessions. This is a fascinating session. I 

know as a member of the House of Lords, we're not even elected at all - until a reform 

comes around, and we like that. In the Senate in Paris you have a nine year term I think. 

American politics seems by comparison just non-stop electioneering and fund-raising.  

 

Joy Roscoe:  

 

For as long as we can remember, America stood tall, it had success and aggression in 

industry, in the arts, and certainly in two world wars. It came to the rescue, and more than 

just the rescue. America's role in the world was very clear. The Iraq role is more depressing 

and as we've heard tonight the stance on it would not necessarily be yours. What do you 

think America's role will be in the rest of the 21st Century?  In the western world? How do 

you think America is going to position itself in the 21st Century?  

 

Lou Frey:  

 

We are very uncomfortable in the role of the world's policeman. We are lousy imperialists. 

We ought to listen to you all a little bit about how to maybe handle things better. And we are 

struggling to find out what we should really do and where we should put our resources. This 

is the most disquieting time in my life to me personally. Because when I was growing up and 

I was in the Navy, I knew where the planes were going to go and who we were going bomb. 

And I knew where the bad guys were. It was pretty simple. We had MAD - Mutual Assured 

Destruction. It wasn't good, but at least it was in one way settled. And now with my kids and 

my grandkids, if they travel, I worry all the time. Where they're going to go, what they're 

going to do. I know that I would if I could, do anything I could, to stop somebody from 
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blowing your kids up or mine, but I don't know who, or where to go, and I'm not sure what's 

going to go on with it. I know that we are maybe at fault for some things but, on the other 

hand, a lot of stuff happened before we went into Iraq where people were blowing it up. You 

had your problems here with 'the troubles' for a long time. So when you ask where America 

is going, we also are sort of struggling to find out where it is we are going to go. We have a 

couple of things going, the fact that we don't want to do this, but nobody else really can do it. 

And how do we use those resources well? You can't be every place in the world that you'd 

like to be. Look at Africa! You talk about the free world, forgetting what's going on and the 

murders and the massacres are in Africa that nobody even talks about.  

 

 There are just a lot of problems throughout the world. I am nervous personally, and 

worried about it because more and more people I know - and I don't live in Washington, I live 

home, we've lived in the same house for forty years, I commuted, I go to the same church, I 

go to the same little league field, I know people. People talk to me. And people say to me 

'Why are we bothering? We read the press; the Brits don't like us, they think we're bad, and 

they don't like the President’ and I say 'Well go to France!'  And we try and do stuff right, true 

some of it works out bad, but nobody really seems to like us. And you shouldn't expect to be 

liked. I guess you'd like to be, but I think respected is a better word.  

 

I find something that I think is dangerous in our country and growing, is sort of a 

feeling of – much as I hate to use the world – isolationism.  Because we've been through 

that several years ago, but still we are sort of feeling that maybe this all isn't working. And I 

happen to think that what we're trying to do, if we can do it in the right way, is worth it. I also 

believe there's a right and there's a wrong, everything isn't relative, and its a tough time. And 

I truly, personally, am much unsettled. I don't get unsettled really but I'm as much unsettled 

as I've ever been. I'm not sure where we're going to be in three or four years from now. And 

that’s not whether there's a Democrat President or a Republican President, I just mean as a 

nation. And I think of the people that I know up there Tom, and you know, the one's who 

really care, and I don't think far out of the middle, a lot of people in our country who are 

asking the same question that you are. And unfortunately I don't have an answer yet/ I can 

just tell you how I feel.    

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I thought that was a terrific answer because I know that there are things that I feel that I 

would like to see, with the world as a better place, where children had a chance to grow up 

with opportunity, that we didn't have as many poor children, poor people that we have, and a 

less polluted world. These are all fairly fanciful notions, but I think that there is a common 

humanity that binds us all together. And the question for the United States is, and Lou has 

put his finger on it, what role do we have? We've always had an important role, through the 

last two centuries I'd like to think the United States stood for the rule of law. It stood for the 

recognition that freedom was important. We had more of a sense of, there's a term that's 

called ‘the American exceptionalism’. You know that somehow we were the city on the hill, 

we were the beacon of hope for the world. And that’s a good thing to tell other Americans, 

but I think we need to appreciate how the world looks at us, and I don't think Americans have 
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done a particularly good job of understanding how the world looks at us. Because what we 

see ourselves being, is very different, than what the rest of the world sees. And if we can 

reconcile those two things, then I will be very happy with what we've accomplished. I see the 

United States, if I can just end on this note, playing an important role in international 

institutions, then promoting the rule of law, and listening to people who we might not 

necessarily agree with, but respecting our differences. That's the world I want to live in. And I 

know that there are lots of Americans that want to live in that world as well, but getting there 

is not going to be all that easy. We don't tend to have, as Lou and I have talked about before 

and here, a sort of thoughtful discourse. Our politics is crude and raw. It needs to change so 

that we can address some of these very difficult questions, because otherwise we may miss 

the boat. I want to see a United Nations that deals with Darfur. I want to see a world that 

intervenes in the genocide before it occurs in Rwanda. I mean, I'm not afraid to use force to 

accomplish good things, but I know the United States can't do that alone, nor should it do it 

alone.  It needs do it in conjunction with others. Back in 1961, McCloy and Zorin in the 

United Nations laid out a plan for an international peacekeeping force. In the idea that the 

Russians and United States back in 1961 could figure out a way to think about using their 

great power, military power, to accomplish good things. If it's possible to do that with the 

Soviet Union, as an enemy, I think it's possible for us to figure out ways to do that as well. 

But it is clearly something that we are going to have to talk a lot about in the United States, 

and kind of educate ourselves to do, before it actually happens.   

 

Darius Furmanovicius:  

 

The Kremlin continues to harbour its imperial ambitions and particularly  using its energy 

resources, blackmailing neighbouring states, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland. What sort of 

views do you have on that? How does the United States feel about continuing to engage in 

Europe? What is the thinking on energy cooperation, with various energy-saving 

technologies of the United States, Europe and Japan?  

 

Lou Frey:  

 

I had the privilege to be asked to go to the Ukraine several years ago as an observer of the 

elections over there. I was not surprised, I guess, but negatively impressed about how much 

the President of the Soviet Union was involved in that election. If you remember one of the 

candidates was poisoned and then run off the road. And the election was rigged. And they 

had the election and when we made the report and had the press conferences there was so 

much outcry that of course they had another election and finally there was a change. Now 

the government is back to almost where it was. But what really impressed me was the fact 

that it was the Russians who had sent in the KGB; they had people running the campaign, 

literally, who were from Russia and running the campaign, and very much involved. I spent a 

lot of time talking with the people over there about that. It is just what you're talking about, 

the energy involvement, and so forth. Haven't you written a paper on that issue, in that whole 

area, which will be published?  
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It is a problem and there's a larger problem, in terms of how we're going to deal with 

the Soviet Union, or Russia, and its expansion. I say the Soviet Union, because that is what 

they'd like to be. And to me it is an issue that we're just going to have to worry about and go 

delicately with. But you look at these things and you start talking about them, and you talk 

about Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, and you go around the world and you get tired just 

thinking about it. I think we are just about at a place where it's better than it was, and 

certainly we aren't pointing missiles at each other.  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I think it's much more in the hands of the Russian people, their future is, than it is in the 

hands of the United States. I also think the Russians would tell you - Putin and others would 

say - that there is no going back. I'm a little sceptical. Certainly it appears as though there is 

much more in the way of controlling the press. There's a cowboy capitalism that the 

Russians are going through, that anybody who observes would be concerned about. But, 

they're an important part of the world's economy, they're a powerful state, and we'll continue 

to yell at them about Chechnya when it's appropriate to do that, and also to try and make 

sure we integrate them as completely as we can into the world's economy, and I don't think 

we have a choice there. But I certainly hope, and I may sound naïve, but the Russian people 

have tasted freedom to a certain extent. They've tasted, well some of them have, the 

benefits of capitalism, and maybe that might be enough. There's nothing the United States is 

going to do or tell them that is going to make them change their attitudes or behaviour any 

time soon. I mean I think that is the policy the President has followed. The problem with 

American foreign policy is that its been so focused on one dimension that its really allowed a 

lot of it's diplomacy in other parts of the world to lapse. To me, the Russians are one of those 

areas where we need to spend a little more time and attention.  

 

A delegate:  

 

Can you give us your views on the rapidly growing world population, and the issues that this 

raises for America?  

 

Tom Downey: Demographically I think the Hispanic population is growing dramatically in our 

country and other ethnic minorities are growing faster. I think the replacement rate for 

American white Anglo-Saxons, who are now a distinct minority in our country, is about two. 

America is a big country. There's a lot of room for a lot of people and I'm delighted frankly 

that there are more of them. Americans. Because we're going to need them to pay my social 

security bill, when the time comes! The way our system of pensions work, the more 

Americans there are, the better it is to be older Americans.  

 

Ann Hodson-Pressinger:  
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So many Americans have not travelled abroad; the proportion of those with passports is low 

– don’t you think that more travel would give them more of an idea the problems abroad? 

 

Lou Frey:  

 

I think my kids and my grandkids would love your idea. I don't know who's going to pay for it 

though. I do think that travel is good. I think that most of the members of Congress do have 

passports. I think the Republicans a while back made that argument pretty stupid, and said 

we don't have them, but I think that's passed. I actually would like to go down a way a little 

different from you. I think that serving your country is a good thing, I would love to see in our 

country the young people be required between 18 and 21 to do something for a year to help 

the country. It could be working at the hospital. It could be building habitat for humanity. It 

could be enlisting in the service you want, and so forth. I think giving back, being in a 

position to give back and that. I know going into the service changed my life totally. All of a 

sudden I was forced to have responsibility and do things, and not that you take from your 

own. One of the things that I think is important is to get people to understand that like in our 

country we are given so much that we take for granted. It's practically sinful what we do. 

We're lucky. I just thank the Lord and I'm sure you all do too. Where I was born I have had 

the chance to do things. And I would love to see our kids have the opportunity to do it. The 

year out of your life isn't much, in doing that kind of thing. Maybe if they go abroad, maybe 

they can do a lot of things. But, Service to your country, I don't think there is any higher call.  

 

Tom Downey:  

 

I endorse those comments heartily and suggest that certainly travel abroad is important, and 

I hope that members of Congress travel abroad. There have been long periods of time when 

they were afraid to do so. And if I wanted one group to understand how the world worked it 

would be the people who make our laws.  

 

Lord Dykes: Thank you very much. Ladies and Gentlemen, I hope you agree, we've had two 

stars tonight.  And now to give our genuine thanks is Sir John Osborn. 

 

Sir John Osborn:  

 

We have had a fascinating evening. And I would like to thank our two speakers from the 

United States. And I would like to congratulate the members of the E-AG for their questions 

in the House of Commons and for their contribution to the discussion tonight.  
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I first went to America fifty-six years ago. I got used to Capitol Hill about thirty-five 

years ago. In the last fifteen years I've come to know the United States Association of 

Former Members of Congress. They have helped create the Association of Former Members 

of Parliament of Westminster. I have to thank the United States and Canada for obtaining a 

badge for me to get into the House of Commons easily! We have done a good deal more. 

Now what you don't realize is their annual report is part of the proceedings of Congress. And 

they are coming to be noticed for the proceedings in Congress. Their annual meeting is 

invariably chaired by the Speaker. We haven't got quite that far in this country. But Former 

Members of Congress are a back-up to Members of Congress. And this is happening in 

other countries too, and I welcome it. I think as an example of this Lou Frey said he'd been 

to the Ukraine.   Because monitoring of elections is now being taken up by former 

Parliamentarians and Members of Congress. They are over here on a campus program. 

They have a campus program in their own country and they also proceed overseas, 

including this country. And they learn what other countries think of the United States. And 

those in this country can benefit from their views on life.  

 

Lou Frey and Tom Downey have given us a fine contribution in the House of 

Commons and now at dinner tonight. I learn every time I meet former Members of Congress 

because there is great cooperation between the opposing parties, and this is a model to 

many other countries. We've witnessed an example of it tonight. I very much welcome the 

extent to which Congress and former Members of Congress can work together. I would like 

on behalf of you all, to thank Lou Frey, whom I have know for several years and Tom 

Downey whom I've just met for giving us a fascinating insight on what is going on the other 

side of the Atlantic.  
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THE GLOBAL  PROBLEM  OF  OVERFISHING 

by 

The Hon. Royce Frith, QC 

The High Commissioner of Canada in London 

    

Over the past few weeks, I have been deluged by people from across this country 
offering support for Canada.  I've met school children, fishworkers, politicians, 
shopkeepers -  all proudly  wearing or waving the maple leaf.  

I can tell you that as a diplomat and former politician, I've never seen anything like 
it.  And in Canada, the scenes of our flag flying on British boats has had a stunning 
impact.  

Canadians were moved by  this gesture. 

But if you ask: are we fully satisfied on the substance of the debate? Or   is the issue 
now settled? 

Then I have to say no, because the whole dispute was not a county cricket match, it 
was an international test match, about global conservation - and we are a long way 
from seeing that worked out.  

Some years ago, the Bruntland report, prepared by a blue ribbon committee led by 
the Norwegian Prime Minister and environmentalist, introduced a new word, and a 
new concept, into our language: 

"Sustainable development".   

By now we all know that it means establishing a balance between the needs of man 
and the requirements of nature.  

Let's take a look at the recent Canada-EU dispute over fishing through the prism of 
the sustainable development issues and try to assess whether we can go on from 
here to consolidate the gains made. 

And let's do it in answer to three specific questions: 

       why did Canada take the action it did last month to impose a moratorium on any 
(including Canadian) fishing for greenland halibut both inside and outside our 200 mile 
limit; 

       what is the global problem of overfishing; 

       and why we need an international consensus and action to deal with the problem. 

First: why did Canada act in a manner that many would say is "out of character"? 

Fishing in the grand banks off Newfoundland is regulated by an international body, 
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organisation, or NAFO.  

This body does scientific research into the health of the fish stocks in what was once 
one of the worlds most abundant fishing areas.  

NAFO sets total limits on the amount of fish to be caught and distributes quotas among 
members each year.  

It also offers a mechanism for international discussion and agreement to ensure 
conservation of the fish stock in the area.  
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Everything worked quite well for a long time but two fatal flaws have become clear 
only since 1986: 

       The right of members to simply reject NAFO quotas and 

        The inability to  enforce its decisions. 

Since 1986, catches by foreign fleets have continuously surpassed the NAFO limits 
for 5 out of 6 fish species that NAFO regulates.  

How? 

By setting their own limits.  

In 1986, for example, based on scientific advice, NAFO allocated significantly reduced 
quotas for groundfish. The European Union objected and, because NAFO rules allow 
this to happen, the EU allowed its fleet to fish way above its traditional share.  

This pattern of objecting to NAFO-set quotas and then setting unsustainable limits has 
been a regular feature of EU practice ever since. 

Let me be clear it is not my business to indict the EU for rhetorical ends.  It is my 
business to use EU practices to illustrate what has been wrong, and what needs to be 
fixed,  in the NAFO regime. 

Because when there is no effective enforcement of quotas, the EU vessels have 
regularly overfished their own quotas.  

At the same time,  the scene in Canada was and continues to be sobering.  

We cannot forget that Canadians played a role in the collapse of the northern cod and 
other stocks inside our 200 mile limit.  

       yes, we have overfished.  

       yes, we have used improper nets.  

       yes, we have encouraged the fleet to grow and modernise so that it could be even 
more efficient at catching ever more fish.    

But the collapse of the fishing grounds on our Atlantic coast has forced us to learn a 
bitter lesson. 

So the Canadian government has closed most of the fishery within our 200 mile zone. 

If you were to travel today along the coasts of Newfoundland, you would see some 
depressing sights.  

       fishermen and plant workers are out of work affecting a quarter of a million people 
- almost half the population. 

       a whole generation growing up dependent on welfare and hoping that the fishery 
will resume. 

       billions of dollars of federal assistance needed to help the people make it through 
this long night.  

You can imagine how hard it is for the Canadian government to explain to our 
fishermen that the only reason why Canadians can't fish but Europeans can - is 
because of some legal line. 

And, what legal  line? 

As we have said throughout this dispute, the legal issues are not as clear cut as some 
would lead you to believe.  
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The law of the sea establishes an exclusive economic zone for coastal states going 
out to 200 miles.  Articles 116 and 117 of that same treaty place restrictions on  what 
happens beyond that line.  

Specifically, states wishing to exercise their right to fish beyond 200 miles must both 
conserve the living resources of the high seas and must cooperate with the coastal 
state.  

We can let the lawyers argue about these points but let them remember that there is 
no unlimited right to indiscriminately  fish on the high seas.  All fishing outside the 200 
mile limit is not "perfectly legal" 

Rather, States that fish are bound by a mixture of rights and duties that in the end, 
should result in a sustainable fishery that will continue to provide food for mankind and 
employment for traditional communities around the world.  

These objectives were not met in the northwest Atlantic. 

Canada had been engaged for some time in trying to deal with the need for both better 
conservation practices and an international regime that had the teeth necessary to 
back up stricter rules.  

The issue was discussed as the law of the sea was developing in the 1970's.  

It was also one of the most contentious issues discussed at the "Earth Summit" in Rio 
in 1992.  There, several states sought to expand on the general provisions of the law 
of the sea.  

It was agreed to convene a special "UN conference on straddling fish stocks and 
highly migratory fish stocks" with three specific goals: 

       to identify and assess existing problems related to the conservation and 
management of such stocks; 

       to consider means of improving co-operation among states; and 

       to formulate action recommendations 

Despite intense negotiation, and a series of meetings throughout 1993, ‘94, and 
‘95,  no consensus was developed.  

The basic line seemed to be between those who wanted strict conservation and 
enforcement, and those who did not.     

Meanwhile, scientific evidence about the collapse of fish stocks on the grand banks 
was becoming overwhelming.  Canada had to close one fishery after another - and all 
because of overfishing. 

The alarm bells had been sounding for quite a few years.  It was time we paid attention 
to them.  And the rest, as they say, is history.  

Canada imposed a moratorium on the last remaining commercial groundfish fishery 
and enforced it.  

It was always the case that we were prepared to negotiate.  

In fact, in February of this year, the Canadian government offered to share our quota 
with Spain if only the EU would refrain from taking unilateral action to threaten the 
stock.  The offer was refused.  

But now, after weeks of a dispute that was as uncomfortable for Canada as it was for 
the members of the EU, we have a deal.  
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I recognise that, as a result of this deal, up to 7000 Spanish fishermen will become 
unemployed.  

They will be joining the 40,000 Newfoundlanders already on the dole.  

Clearly this is not a happy situation for either Canada or Spain.  It is the human cost 
of conservation and it is a high one to have to pay.  

But in the end, it is better to pay the price now and restore the stock for future 
generations than to destroy it so no one will ever benefit again.    Which is, of course, 
what sustainable development is all about.  

This is perhaps why some have described the agreement as win-win. 

A win for the fish and a win for mankind.  

The fish win because there are now enforceable limits on catches and mankind wins 
because these marine resources, on which so many people depend, will in future be 
harvested in a way that allows them to replenish themselves. 

We can all share that assessment.  

Which brings us to question  two 

What is the global overfishing problem? 

Last year, Brian Tobin, Canada's fisheries minister, spoke at the UN Conference on 
straddling and migratory fish stocks and warned about how close we were to 
ecological diaster in a great many of the world's fisheries.  

Two months ago, the UN food and agricultural organisation (the FAO) published two 
reports on the state of the worlds fisheries. 

Quote 

            1. "As the world catch has expanded, the number of stocks considered to be fully 
exploited, or over-exploited, has continued to increase.... There has been a serious 
decline, due to overfishing of some of the more valuable species such as cod, haddock 
and flounder." 

And 

            2. " In 1980, it was anticipated that there would be a retrenchment in distant-water 
fishing fleets as a result of the extension in national fisheries jurisdictions to 200 
miles.  This retrenchment did not occur and in fact many of these distant-water vessels 
continue to operate". 

Perhaps more poignant was Jacques Cousteau's comment on diving in the 
Mediterranean in 1992 and comparing it with a similar dive he had 30 years 
earlier.  Noting the absence of the once-abundant fish, he said: 

            " We stood aghast to find only a desert...the scene is empty.  

            the set is the same,  but the actors have vanished" 

There are many such stories and there are many factors that have led to the current 
situation.  Without being exhaustive, let me list a few: 

       The FAO tells us that £36 billion in subsidies worldwide are paid out annually to 
catch £46.5 billion in fish. 

       Our ability to catch fish has outstripped the fishes' ability to replenish themselves.  A 
full-page ad. in commercial fishing magazines shouts out 

       "Now fish can't hide" 
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       as it sells its latest fish finder. 

       The worlds total catch has jumped fivefold: from 20 million tons in 1950 to 99 million 
tons in 1993. 

       There is serious overcapacity in many fleets (for example, a recent report in the 
European parliament news estimated EU overcapacity at 40%) that puts political 
pressure on governments to find new fishing grounds. 

       The international legal structure continues to evolve towards recognising a balance 
between the rights and duties of states.  The current dispute spotlighted the need to 
spell these out as they apply to conservation on the high seas. 

There are voices of sanity in the ongoing arguments over conservation.   One thing 
that Canada's  dispute with the EU did achieve - besides the agreement -  was a 
heightened awareness of the extent of the problem and the urgency of action. 

Earlier this week, the president of the Greenpeace Organisation in Spain wrote in El 
Pais: 

            "The solution is not to seek new fisheries, improve technology, create mixed 
enterprises, or register boats under flags of convenience.  The harsh reality is that 
only a global fleet reduction and the practice of responsible, disciplined and controlled 
fishing can provide an answer to the worldwide fisheries crisis". 

He has hit the nail on the head and brought us to the third question.  

What now? 

The Canada-EU deal struck last week is a good first step in dealing with the northwest 
Atlantic.  It provides for a fair and reasonable regime based on 

       a consensus about the need to respect conservation principles 

       the monitoring regime necessary to ensure that all parties are living up to their 
agreement and 

       enforcement provisions strict enough to ensure that violators of whatever nationality 
are penalised in a way that encourages them to change their practises. 

But the problem is global and any solution needs also to be global. 

I referred earlier to the UN conference on straddling and migratory stocks.  This 
Conference has a distinguished lineage.  It comes out of both the law of the sea 
exercise in the 1970's - when the recognition was dawning that international 
conservation would put some limits on sovereignty -  and the earth summit in Rio in 
1992 - when Agenda 21 sought to create a new environmental code of conduct. 

The fifth session of this Conference was held in New York a few weeks ago and Brian 
Tobin laid out Canada's top priorities in moving forward so that conservation outside 
the 200 mile limit equals that inside.  

Here they are: 

       A legally binding set of comprehensive rules to guide fishing for straddling and 
migratory stocks; 

       A conservative approach to fishing.  We need to replace the attitude "Fish hard and 
hope for the best" with one that says   "Fish less to conserve the rest"; 

       Playing by the same rules inside and outside the 200 mile limit.  Different sets of 
rules is a prescription for further ecological disaster;  
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       Setting up a system for binding and compulsory third party dispute 
settlement.  There must be an end to the "opt-out" provisions that have been used so 
effectively to scuttle conservation measures in NAFO; 

       Ensuring that there is a mechanism for high seas enforcement.  A reality of 
international life is that unless there are adequate enforcement provisions, many 
states will simply ignore whatever principles and rules are set down. 

These were the principles that Canada was advancing at the UN and much was 
accomplished in New York because most states are on-board.  However, some have 
yet to come on-side for effective enforcement.   

The objective is not to extend jurisdiction nor to suggest that coastal states should 
have control over all fishing on their continental shelves.  Rather it is to make the kind 
of action that we had to take - unnecessary .  

Instead of compelling individual states to take enforcement action when it is so 
obviously needed, there needs to be an enforceable international agreement on 
conservation principles so that  malpractices cease.  

The Rio meeting that produced the earth charter used the new "buzz word" 
-  sustainable development.  This word has had a difficult time getting accepted 
in  common language perhaps because it's meaning is not immediately clear - 
although it is clear that it speaks to the need to have a new relationship with the 
environment in which we live .    

The Haida people of Canada's pacific coast have a saying that encapsulates what this 
idea of "Sustainable development" is all about.  They challenge us to turn the 
telescope around.  They say: 

            "We do not inherit the land from our forefathers, we borrow it from our children" 

If all of us - Europeans and Canadians alike - approached issues such as international 
marine resources from this perspective, we could take a firm step back from the 
ecological brink and breathe easier while the planet renews its resources.  

  

From a Speech in St Ermin’s Hotel to the European-Atlantic Group on April 27, 1995. 
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SIR  CHRISTOPHER  GENT 

 

On: 

 

US/European Relations from a Governance & Globalisation point of view 

 

Thursday 8 March 2007 

 

THE  EUROPEAN-ATLANTIC  GROUP 

 

 

ST. ERMINS  HOTEL, SW1 

 

(following speech in the  Boothroyd Room, PORTCULLIS  HOUSE) 

 

 

Chairman of House of Commons Meeting:  GEOFFREY  CLIFTON  BROWN, MP 

Chairman of Dinner-Debate:  LORD  DYKES 

 

 

 

Much has changed for me since those early days (when Sir Christopher first knew Lord 

Dykes) particularly in my business life and I hope that gives me some authority to speak on 

the matters tonight.  I have been asked to comment on issues affecting regulation, 

governance, extra-territoriality, from the US and what it means for European based global 

businesses.  I propose to incorporate these topics in my thoughts about how I see the US 

role in the world, which I hope will be a trigger point for discussion, particularly as you 

recently had the US Ambassador speaking to you.   

 

I'm not here as a guru or sage; I'm someone who is very much interested in global business 

practices and involved in multinational companies who have global reach, who are critically 

affected by regulation, and by pure geopolitical considerations.  I want to make it clear that I 
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am a great admirer of America and Americans.  I love their can-do attitude.  I'm a passionate 

believer in socially engaged capitalism, the beneficial impacts of globalization and in the free 

movement of trade and capital on the worldwide basis.  My views stem from my experience 

which develops my opinions.  I've been visiting the US to meet with investors for 20 years.  

On the whole I have found American investors more constructive with a longer term bias 

than those I generally encounter in Europe.  I'm on the board of Lehman Brothers, the 

leading US investment bank, which takes me to New York 9 or 10 times a year and plugs me 

in to what’s happening in the New York markets and their view of life.  My principle business 

activity, having moved on from being Chief Executive of one European based, global 

company, Vodafone, to being a non-executive chairman of another, GlaxoSmithKline.  GSL 

has 50% of its turnover and 60% of its profits arising from US markets and operates in over 

140 countries worldwide.  We have two headquarters, Brentford and Philadelphia.   There is 

another down in Raleigh, NC who consider themselves to be the third headquarters.  I'm 

also a board member of Ferrari which is a very exciting Italian business, a special advisor to 

Bain, and I've sinned badly so I'm also on the Financial Reporting Council, which is my one 

regulatory activity.  I hope these credentials allow me to express a view and particularly 

some concerns about America's current position in world politics, economics, trade, and 

business.   

 

According to the Pew survey of international opinion, of which I believe Madeline Albright is 

the custodian, the US stands at its lowest ever ratings in terms of international regard.  While 

many in the US see their country as a champion of the free world and anti-colonialism, as 

the last remaining superpower, many outside of the States feel that it acts without regard for 

world opinion.  America is seen to be pursuing its own interests against weaker states using 

its economic and military strength in a purely self interested way.   

 

Let me say that I fundamentally disagree with this view.  But there is no denying, I'm afraid, 

that it is widely held by political leaders and voters in countries that used to be firm allies of 

the US, as well as those in the developing world who are concerned with American conduct 

which many see as detrimental to their national interests.  Sadly America's stance on other 

issues tends to reinforce this view, be it on Kyoto, on the issues concerning sustainability 

and the environment, where the US refused to sign the accords.  No matter how well they 

justify it to themselves, it is seen as destructive and irresponsible.   

 

At the World Trade round in Doha, the failure of these talks has largely, and in my view 

rightly, been attributed to both the EU, very much influenced by France, and the US for 

denying access to world markets for the developing world.  US protectionism is increasingly 

isolating it from free movement of trade and capital, which is ironic because this has been 

hitherto the basis, the foundation of much of its success.  It is after all the place where there 

are more multinational, global companies than anywhere else.  Another example of the 

protectionist thinking is the entirely misguided, but successful, attempt to block the Dubai bid 

for P&O, or at least the bit that incorporated the New York Ports.  Now while this has been 

going on, the US has been seen as increasingly aggressive in its extraterritorial reach on its 

legislation enacted primarily to supervise companies in the US, but being implemented on 

any foreign issuer listed on the New York Stock Exchanges.  That applies to GSK and to 

Vodafone.  Now, this applies not only to Sarbanes-Oxley and its provisions, but also to the 
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Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, bankruptcy provisions and in other areas of business such as 

extradition.  Here provisions set up to deal with terrorism are far more frequently being used 

on alleged white collar crime.   

 

All these policies and regulatory developments seem mean spirited, insular, and so out of 

character for those like me, who are deeply appreciative of what the United States did in 

carrying the huge burden against totalitarian in defeating both communism and Nazism and 

now in the fight against Islamic Terrorism.  We must also not underestimate the importance 

of the US support for science, innovation, creativity and how American excellence in these 

areas has both benefited and inspired countries and communities across the world.  

Corporate governance failures, typified by what happened with Enron, Worldcom, and Tyco 

have of course resulted in the increased regulatory and risk control program that is 

Sarbanes-Oxley.   

 

I believe the measures are an over reaction to regulatory failure.  I still wonder (what would 

be the outcome) if I was to pose some of the fundamental questions, which are addressed 

by the principle-based European approach to audit and control procedures.  In the US there 

is still no requirement to verify that reports and accounts are a true and fair record; nor does 

the board consider, in the audit process, whether the company has sufficient financial 

resources to be a going concern.  Now this excessive regulation is beginning to have an 

impact on the New York markets and its leadership of world companies.  A few interesting 

‘stats’:  last year, the London market had a better than 26% share of global IPOs and New 

York was just over 6%.  If we go back to 2001, before Sarbanes-Oxley, London had a share 

of less that 9%, New York had 60%, that is how much it has changed.  When it comes to 

mergers and acquisitions, while you might think the scale and business activity of the world's 

most liquid market should put the US well ahead, in point of fact it retained its leadership by 

a very small margin with announced deals worth $1.5 trillion compared to $1.4 trillion in 

Europe.  That is partly a function of time zones but, on foreign exchange dealings, the 

average daily volumes in London are $1 trillion, nearly double the US figure of $570 billion.  

London is enjoying a much faster rate of growth:  40% compared to New York's 30%.  In 

derivatives, New York now has a 56% share of the $52 billion global market.  London is the 

benchmark for metal transaction and the dealing pits of London dominate the world.  This 

commodities position and foreign exchange advantage is leading to very rapid growth of the 

hedge fund industry and though this is an area where the US was effectively 20 years ahead 

of us in Europe, and although they are still much larger with $70 billion of assets managed, 

Europe is catching up with $325 billion under management and we are producing a 

significantly better return, nearly double the US rate at 16%.   

 

This growing strength in London and Europe is having an impact on US markets and in 

particular on US regulators.  The SEC is worried about European firms de-listing from US 

exchanges.  Hank Paulson, a former chief executive at Goldman's, now US Treasury 

Secretary, knows from first hand experience the negative impact Sarbanes-Oxley is having 

on the US stock exchanges.  London, very sensibly, has been actively advertising itself as 

“SOX free,” which in part explains why it’s gaining business and market share in the US.  

Paulson's team of experts has recommended the relaxation of some of the Sarbanes-Oxley 
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requirements as well as easing the ability of foreign firms to delist in the hope that giving 

them an easier exit route. More firms will be encouraged to list in New York in the first place.   

 

New York's Mayor Bloomberg is also worried.  He recently started a study group which 

commissioned a report from McKinsie which reported back in January as to why London is 

powering ahead at the expense of New York.  They identified three separate issues.  They 

said of course, that this would be a trend anyway as Asia and Europe's less mature capital 

markets are developing, but the US decline went beyond that natural evolution.  The three 

factors were the skill of the work force, the legal environment, and finally what they called the 

regulatory bounds.   

 

In both legal and regulatory terms, London is clearly seen to be much more attractive than 

New York, while, on skills, London is catching up.  It is sucking in talent from Europe and the 

US.  Paulson and Bloomberg are both influential and capable people.  Their 

recommendations of modifying the legal and regulatory environment will have some impact 

at the margin - if they are implemented.  I contend, however, that unless the US both re-

engages constructively with the rest of the world and moves towards a principle-based light 

touch regulation then the current trends of negative opinion and the threat of a long term 

decline in American leadership of global capitalism will continue.   

 

Now I am delighted to see Europe and Asia continue to rise in prosperity and take their fair 

share of the wealth creation that globalization and capital markets can deliver.  It is a matter 

of regret for me, however, to see the US lose its way as it seemingly has over the last few 

years.  If this trend continues it will be to everyone's detriment.  America's outstanding record 

in trade and support for innovation and enterprise has served as a benchmark and 

inspiration for us all.  I for one do not wish to see the US retreat from the very beneficial role 

it’s played in the development of the world economy.  I think these are matters that should 

concern us all and I would be very interested to hear your views. 

 

LORD  DYKES: 

 

Thank you very much Sir Christopher for that very comprehensive and also succinct 

presentation. Now is your opportunity, ladies and gentlemen, to put your questions and 

comments.   

 

ROBERT SIDE, EAG member, Skills Knowledge OnLine Education:   

 

I would like to ask about the relationship between Britain and the United States within the 

next 18 months under the watch of George Bush and probably Gordon Brown.  The idea 

here is that the Iraq situation is obviously going to deteriorate, and a lot of us believe that it 

will deteriorate furiously out of control and that civil war will ensue and that the conflagration 
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in the Middle East is therefore certainly a possibility involving Saudia Arabia, Iran, Syria, 

Turkey and so on.  This would lead to the collapse of oil prices or the increase of oil prices 

and an economic disaster.  How do you foresee if such a scenario occurs, the relationship 

between Brown and Bush?  How are we going to cope with this situation together? 

 

SIR CHRISTOPHER Gent:   

 

Heaven only knows.  I think it is possible that this scenario might develop.  I don't believe 

that Brown is as much in the pocket of Bush (as Mr Blair) and he probably doesn't see value 

in being seen to be so because he'd be looking at the administration after Bush.  He is going 

to have to play a careful game of distancing himself to a degree because he's also looking at 

the next election.  My view is that we are very unlikely to have a snap election because I 

don't think the Labour party has the financial resources to fight one.  Therefore we are 

looking probably at close to 2010, a full electoral term. Given those circumstances, what he 

does not want to do is have his reputation be blighted to the same degree as Blair has been 

by his inability to influence the American administration in a constructive way.  So I think 

there will be more distance between us and them.  I think it will happen anyway, regardless 

of how the scenario develops.  I see that as being the most likely development, because 

Blair's political capital has been largely destroyed by Iraq and as a result I think Brown will 

say “I don't want to go there.”  I assume this will be difficult but of course he will be managing 

a relationship with a relatively speaking a lame duck President and he'll be looking at 

relations with whoever comes next.  Democrats, I think might be quite fertile, but even the 

leading Republican candidates would like to keep their distance from the Bush legacy.  The 

game will move on and I heard someone say that the American Ambassador said last time 

that Bush said he is looking at the “long term view” of how history will judge him; that may 

not be any kinder than the short term view. 

 

CHARLES CAVENAGH MAINWARING, MEMBER EAG:   

 

On light regulation, I personally think it is very bad, as I am a victim of the Lloyd's fiasco.  We 

now have substantial evidence about for instance false prospectuses and a breach of the 

European money directives. The European Parliament has set up separate investigations, 

so I (wonder if you would elaborate why you may be) in favour of light regulation, contrasting 

it with ‘the heavy handed’ type, when there clearly has been a necessity of moving away 

from too much light regulation? 

 

SIR CHRISTOPHER:  I am absolutely in favor of the light regulation, but it has to be based 

on fundamental principles.  That is the approach that we have in practice now in the UK.  

 

I am not qualified however to speak about Lloyd's but I am qualified to talk about how the 

American rules based system works against the UK and the rules based systems. You still 

had Tyco Enron and Worldcom because they do not ask the fundamental question: is this a 
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government concern?  So the board doesn't assess whether the company has the financial 

resources to sustain its business activity.  So in Enron, they did not ask what are the off 

balance sheet commitments and it is those that fundamentally undermined Enron's strength.  

You are obliged to answer these questions in the UK or the continent. You have got to be 

satisfied that the auditors, your own internal financial controllers, do both the on- as well as 

the off-balance issues.  Light regulatory touch is fundamental to why this is a more attractive 

marketplace for companies to operate. But it has to be policed. The FSA has to do its job.  I 

sit on the FRC and we deal with people who transgress - and people do transgress - but we 

should not overcomplicate it; I think rules have missed the point.  You can get a tick in the 

box that a rule required you to get, but it still doesn't ask the fundamental questions.  You 

have a fairly bitter personal experience but I am not qualified to comment why the process 

failed.  Clearly, investor confidence is fundamental, whether it be in the insurance market or 

the equities or the debt market.  For global capitalism to work better there has to be 

transparency, there has to be openness, and there has to be better communication. I am in 

favour of all of this and I feel that we have made progress in these areas. 

 

Ronald Freeman, Executive committee of the Atlantic Council, Washington DC:   

 

I was in Washington for the annual meeting of the Atlantic Council with senior lawmakers 

and business leaders.  I think they would have been amazed to hear your speech - and 

enlightened.  I would like to, on behalf of the Atlantic Council, invite you to speak to the 

Atlantic Council next time you are in the United States about the issues that you spoke about 

here tonight in London.   

 

SIR CHRISTOPHER:  Thank you.  In my 15 or 16 trips each year to the United States I 

would be very happy to.  I seriously would be.  

 

M. Guy Saint-Jacques, Deputy High Commissioner of Canada:   

 

I am from Canada, another partner of the UK on the other side of the Ocean.  I would be 

interested in your views on two issues. The first one is social corporate responsibility, and 

the second one is climate change, as seen from a business point of view.   

 

GENT:   

 

I believe its absolutely fundamental for businesses (to engage with communities). You've got 

to have the confidence of the customers and those in the communities that you serve.  I'm 

even clearer in that now at GSK than in my days with Vodafone.  I believed it strongly then 

as well.  It doesn't matter what company you are in, the beneficiaries of business activities 

are the pension funds, the customers, the shareholders. You are right in that, but you also 

need to look at your wider responsibilities.  I'll give you an example.  At GSK we have HIV 
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medicines which control HIV to a very large extent.  Back in the late 90s, Glaxo was involved 

in suing the South African government.  The South African government wanted to deliver 

those medicines at generic prices because they couldn’t afford it.  Happily, J.P. Garnier, who 

after the merger became our Chief Executive, said ‘This is nonsense.  Let’s deliver the drugs 

at not-for-profit prices in the markets that can’t afford them, and that has transformed our 

relationship from one of antagonism into one of significance.  That’s very good example of 

exactly what you have to do in this business if you want a constructive reaction to 

globalisation. You’ve got to serve.  That is relatively what I have been saying. Part of the 

European Model is not as well understood in the States.  But then again in the States they 

have much more flattery than we do here.  It’s a strange, different way that they’ve 

developed comparatively – I’m not criticizing one or the other; they’re just different.  I do 

believe business has to be engaged in the communities it serves and in ways other than just 

authority and services later on.   

 

On climate change: Sustainability has to be taken on board by the whole of the community.  

I’m actually a little bit sceptical for now.  I actually believe the most important impact on 

climate is what the sun is doing.  But Mankind has its own responsibilities.  I don’t think it’s 

right to wait for the sun to stop activity and let it die down, and then we’ll be alright!  I think 

we have to actually take responsibility ourselves.  This is very much a government 

responsibility - leadership in government, setting targets, and achievement is what we need 

to do.  This is a shared responsibility and this means leadership. I was disappointed with a 

contribution somebody made in the discussion (just before this) in the House of Commons 

about Kyoto ‘Well, there were unrealistic times and that is why the US did not sign up to it.’  

That is part of the reason.  They should have signed up and then said let’s get our own list of 

times.  The other reason for not signing was that they said the provisions didn’t apply to 

China and India.  Well, they don’t even have electricity.  It’s a different world than London, 

Europe, or the States.  I think it was a cop out.  I do believe that it’s a critical issue. All of us 

here have a responsibility.  I spend much of my time planting trees and so forth.  I try and 

reduce the amount of fossil fuel that I use.  I have to tell you, living in the countryside as I do, 

you have to drive to get from one place to another.  So you’ve got to utilise intelligence, to 

have this debate now.  It is a responsibility, and you have to act.   

 

Chair:  Thank you very much Sir Christopher 
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Lord Laird: 

 My Lords, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen my name is Laird I’m 

your chairman for tonight. I had the honour of chairing a previous discussion on the 

same topic when the guest speaker was Viscount Monckton. It was an extremely 

interesting evening and I think we all enjoyed that and I’m looking forward to tonight. 

I’d just like to thank you all for coming along. It’s a very good turnout. Justin and his 

team have done the usual. They’ve done some work in organizing this event. The 

time has come when I’d like to invite our guest speaker lord Giddens, who has been 

a member of the House of Lords since 2004. He’s a labour member of the House of 

Lords. And he is a well respected author. He’s been a professor at Cambridge. 

Interested in foreign policy… and in Spurs football club which puts me at a bit of 

disadvantage being an Arsenal supporter tonight when we’re… okay the news is that 

Arsenal are currently trailing 1-nill. I don’t want to say this in front of Lord Giddens, 

but its too late for that. Anyway let me introduce Lord Giddens will obviously take 

questions later on. Could I introduce our guest speaker Lord Giddens please?  

 

Lord Giddens: 

Well good evening everybody can you hear me if I hold the microphone about 

here? First of all let me say what a pleasure it is to be here this evening, and I thank 

the Group very much for inviting me and Lord Laird for his introduction. 

 

 I think in the light of all the things that have been in the newspapers over the 

past few months I ought to start by addressing the East Anglian Emails and so forth. 

I’ll also start by saying a few things briefly about climate change science. Essentially 

there are three different positions about what climate change is and what it means 

for us; the risks and the dangers it is likely to present to us in the future. First of all, 

there are those like Lord Munckton (I understand spoke here last time) who are 

generally called ‘climate change sceptics’, if you like ‘climate change deniers’. The 

climate change ‘sceptics’ argue that either climate change is not happening and 

world temperatures are not actually rising, or else they say that climate change is the 

result of natural phenomena, sun spots of solar fluctuations, or some other 

unexplained natural cause. A more prominent climate change sceptic than Lord 

Munckton I think is Nigel Lawson, another colleague in the House of Lords who 

recently wrote a book called An Appeal to Reason which argues precisely along 

these lines. The climate change sceptics I think it’s important to say are by in large 

not scientists. I would say probably about no more than 5-6-7% of climate scientists 

actually fall into the sceptical camp.  

 

Second you have mainstream scientific opinion. This is represented by the 

Intergovernmental Panel of the United Nations, which is usually shorted to IPCC. 

The IPCC has produced four very long reports analyzing the state of scientific finding 
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about climate change, or global warming. Those two things meaning the same thing. 

The view of the IPCC and the view of most mainstream scientists is that climate 

change is indeed happening. It is indeed the result of human intervention into nature, 

especially the burning of fossil fuels injecting greenhouse gasses into the air that 

create essentially a greenhouse effect. Which means that world temperatures rise 

with the consequence of they say massive dangers down the line for us. I think it’s to 

recognize that the global warming is a bit of misnomer that some of the main 

consequences of climate change as diagnosed by the IPCC (that is the majority of 

the world’s scientists working on climate) is that climate change will produce much 

more violent weather of all types. More extreme temperatures, a mixture of drought 

and flooding, storms perhaps three or four times more intense than any we’ve seen. 

If you consider an area like the Caribbean where they already have hurricanes of 

considerable intensity as regular thing, imagine what it would be like if those 

hurricanes become three times as intense as we’ve ever seen before. Many such 

possibilities are analyzed by the IPCC. They’re all analyzed against a background of 

a certain amount of uncertainty, because you’re talking about scientific projections of 

the future. What most people don’t know I think is that there’s a third group. And the 

third group are to me very important. Unlike the climate change sceptics, they are all 

scientists. They criticize the IPPC for much the same reason as Nigel Lawson and 

the sceptics do. The sceptics see the IPPC as producing a sort of artificial 

bureaucratic consensus for political purposes. And that’s what this third group also 

argues.  

 

This third group for want of better term are called the ‘Radicals’. The 

‘Radicals’ argue that because the IPPC is fairly bureaucratic organization it has to 

reach a certain consensus, they argue that the IPPC is actually a conservative 

organization. They say the risks are much worse than mainstream scientific opinion 

would have it. They say the risks are much more proximate, much closer at hand, 

and they say the dangers are more devastating than mainstream opinion says. 

People who belong to this third group include the famous British scientists, James 

Lovelock, and very interesting if anyone is really interested in these issues they 

should check Lovelock’s most recent book, which is called The Disappearing Face of 

Gaia. He’s the origin of the Gaia Theory that is that the world is an independent 

system, which he also subtitles “Our Final Warning”. Another prominent radical is 

James Hanson of NASA in the United States. What they say is that climate change 

is much more dangerous than most people think. They argue that if you look at the 

past when there have been many naturally occurring episodes of signs of climate 

change, they show that in the past you get quite radical changes in the world’s 

climate in a very short period. You can have world temperatures elevated by as 

much as 1-1.5% Celsius, which I can assure you is an awful lot in global terms, 

within as little as ten years. They argue that there are therefore tipping points in the 

world’s climate which could produce great dangers for us relatively quickly and in 

sort of an explosive fashion. Just to give you an example; in Eastern Siberia there is 

permafrost that has been there for millions of years. That permafrost is now melting. 

Underneath the permafrost are buried masses of methane gas. Methane is about 15-
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16 times more potent greenhouse gas than C02 (the greenhouse gas which people 

usually focus on). They argue if this happened you would get very sudden violent 

perturbation of the world’s climate with immediately quite devastating consequences. 

It’s very important to realize that the implication of climate change is much more 

violent weather. So when people say ‘this was a cold winter’ and suppose that’s got 

something to do with discrediting climate change that is totally ridiculous. First of all, 

a cold winter in one part of the world means nothing because you have to look at the 

world as a whole. But the implications of climate change is that you get violent 

extreme weather of all kinds. More incidents of cold weather, of warm weather, of 

drought, and of floods.  

 

Well now what you make of these depends on how you interpret the findings 

that we have. I’m not a scientist I’m a social scientist, but I’ve spent the last two 

years looking at the scientific material on climate change. And I have to say that I do 

incline to the radical point of view. What jams Lovelock says is that an enormous 

amount of change is probably already built into the system and that we are going to 

have to adapt to a lot of that change.   I have to say I think the Radicals have a 

higher likelihood of being right than the sceptics do. Of course we could all be 

pleased if the sceptics were right, because we would have to worry. But, it doesn’t 

look that way to me. To me if you look at the facts of the matter we have to really 

worry about what the Radicals are saying about the world’s climate and the dangers 

that it holds for us. Interesting these three groups have different views of the Earth. I 

don’t know you make of those views, but for the sceptics the earth is essentially 

robust and nothing that we can do can much influence it because we are poor little 

humanity. For mainstream science the earth is fragile and we are busy damaging the 

fragile ecosystems of the earth. But for the Radicals they have an altogether more 

disturbing metaphor. What they say is that the earth is like a wild beast and we are 

busy pricking this wild beast with sticks and it’s going to react violently to us.  

 

Well when you’re giving talks its always good to try and have a few jokes, so 

you know I look for climate change jokes, but one of the jokes about climate change 

is that there don’t seem to be any climate change jokes mainly because it’s too 

serious to joke about. But, I did find one I don’t know whether you’ve heard it or not. 

Two planets are talking to one another and one planet says “Oh I don’t feel very well! 

I think I’ve got homo-sapiens” and the other planet says “Don’t worry that doesn’t last 

very long.” Well the world has woken up to these dangers. In Copenhagen, as the 

title of my talk mentions, 192 countries from around the world met to try and trap 

down a deal on limiting carbon emissions and therefore containing the threats which 

climate change holds out to us. I don’t think I can stress too strongly that these 

threats are real. If you can be sure of anything about the future it’s that these threats 

are real and they are really dangerous. That’s certainly my conviction, and I think a 

reasoned conviction not in the sense that it’s anything I would like to believe, but if 

you look at the material it’s very hard to resist that conclusion. Copenhagen as we 

know didn’t reach any agreements. I spoke in the first part of the Copenhagen 
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meetings. I wrote a book about all this called the Politics of Climate Change. I’m not 

here to promote it of course. It’s cheap and available in all book stores. In the book I 

did say a year ago that I didn’t think that Copenhagen would produce significant 

agreements. There are several reasons. One is that if you have 192 countries 

meeting with divergent interests, divergent perspectives on the world, and a big 

division between the Developing and Industrial world. It was always unlikely that you 

were going to get agreements of a radical enough kind to contain the phenomenon 

with which we are confronted with. So I never really expected much agreement. 

Copenhagen built upon previous meetings of Kyoto. Kyoto took 7 years to ratify. 

Those countries that signed up to Kyoto who didn’t want to stick to their targets didn’t 

stick to them. If you’d had a rerun of Kyoto at Copenhagen I think it would have been 

a long term bureaucratic procedure not necessarily delivering what we need which is 

results in the real world. Well we know what came after Copenhagen, or I take it 

everyone here knows what came out of Copenhagen, which was the Copenhagen 

Accord signed at the last minute by a small group of countries. The Copenhagen 

Accord is a short document of three pages in which countries commit themselves to 

greenhouse gas reductions. To my mind the Copenhagen Accord does mark a 

certain new beginning.  I think there’s more chance myself and that their delivering 

some goods than the original Copenhagen style agreements. Part of the reason for 

this is that the countries that inspired and produced the Copenhagen Accord 

included the big developing countries and not just the industrial ones. The group that 

met to thrash out the Accord included Brazil, India, and China. It is the first time that 

the big developing countries alongside the industrialized ones have accepted targets 

of carbon reductions. When you get a group of countries with a similar perspective 

and they span the industrial and developing worlds it seems to me quite significant. 

We don’t know at the moment how the Accord will work out. So far, however, over 

100 countries have endorsed it. Over 100 countries have set out some kind of 

notional scheme for reducing those emissions. As I’ve said this includes the 

developing countries along side the industrial countries of the world. In case it isn’t 

familiar to everybody, I should stress that it is the industrial countries that must take 

the lead in reducing their carbon emissions. That is agreed by everybody, because 

we’ve built our industrial civilization on the backs of fossil fuels. We’ve injected far 

more fossil fuel burning gasses into the atmosphere than the developing countries 

have until now. Now China is the most polluting country in the world, but not as 

measured by population, only as measured in absolute terms. So the Accord in 

Copenhagen does mark a potential new beginning, but my feeling is that we need as 

it were a geopolitics of climate change. That is we are going to need a lot of 

countries working in different contexts with one another. Those countries ideally 

have to include China and the United States. China and the United States should 

work bilaterally on climate change initiative. Those two countries together contribute 

over 40% of total greenhouse gasses. So even if you have agreement between the 

other 190 nations supposing that happened at Copenhagen it wouldn’t have done 

very much if you didn’t have the agreement of the two big greenhouse gas emitters 

in the world. So we’re going to have a more patchwork set of solutions rather than 

the integrated ones that Copenhagen originally looked for.  
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However my argument to you ladies and gentlemen will be that we have to 

move away from the ‘what’ towards the ‘how’. The framework at Copenhagen is 

trying to get agreement about emissions reductions targets, but apart from certain 

areas like deforestation and the importance of its containment it says very little about 

how we’re going to do it. What is the use of setting targets unless you show that we 

have the means of meeting those targets? And this applies for reasons I just 

mentioned especially to the developed countries. So I argue we need quite a lot of 

innovation to develop a ‘how’ of climate change. How we are going to reduce carbon 

emissions and make a dent in what is to be possibly the most dangerous situation 

that humanity has ever faced? I know that Lord Muncton said the opposite, but that’s 

how I read it. It’s the most dangerous situation that humanity has faced in its history 

without any historical parallel that we can draw on, because no other civilization has 

been able to intervene in nature in the way our civilization has done. Not even 

remotely close. There is no longer nature. Nature is now, in large respects, a 

humanly organized phenomenon as the result of our industrial intrusion into it. It is a 

unique situation in history with a unique set of risks.  

 

Well my view is that some of the innovations have to be political. Some have 

to be technological. When you look at the industrial countries, how can they be in the 

lead? Well I offer you four points and then I’ll close for the evening and we’ll be very 

happy to have whatever discussion should ensue. First of all, we need to develop a 

politics of the long term. We’ve not been used to having a politics of the long term 

over the past twenty or thirty years. When you’re talking about climate change, 

you’re talking about energy. You’re talking about policies that operate on at least a 

twenty or thirty year cycle. You therefore have to think in an organized way about the 

future and develop long term policy. This converges with the aftermath of the 

financial crisis where the same thing applies. Does this mean a simple return to the 

dominance of government over markets? No I don’t think so. It does imply a different 

relationship between the two, but I think what we have to try and create is a situation 

where not just governments but also markets can operate in the long term. For that 

what we will need are some of the things that are currently under a cloud. Like for 

example derivatives, complex forms of risk assessment. We’re going to need some 

of those things to deal with climate change. If I can give you an example of that. We 

know that we’re going to have to adapt to climate change. We know because what’s 

already in the system. Even mainstream scientists agree with that. We know when 

you look at an area like Bangladesh for example (very prone to flooding) or the 

Caribbean area I mentioned that we’re going to have to insure people against the 

effects of far more violent weather than they’ve every seen before. We also know 

that the state can’t cover this. The state can only provide minimal coverage. If you 

look at what happened in hurricane Katrina in the richest country in the world the 

state was only able to provide little more than minimum insurance coverage 

especially for poorer people. How are we going to generate insurance? Well the 

prime role has to be taken by the private insurance industry. And what we have to do 

is find a framework whereby this can happen. Well I would point out to you that 

extremely interesting things are happening. In the case of Bangladesh you have the 
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German insurance company Awiance which has now issued long term catastrophe 

bonds. They are working with locals and poorer people in Bangladesh using local 

kinship networks inventing things like floating gardens so you can carry on 

agriculture even when you are flooded out. They are conjoining that with 

developments in high-tech satellite technology. We can predict the path of weather 

patterns much more accurately now than we could in the past. It is the path of the 

weather condition or storm that determines the damage it creates not just the 

intensity. So it is possible I think to, develop a more long term outlook, which would 

produce a different relationship between government and markets. What we mustn’t 

do is sacrifice the innovation and creativity which I think only markets provide, but we 

need a framework for doing that. And this applies across the board really. Not just in 

climate change policy, but in energy policy.  

 

The second, I would like to propose anyway my strongly held view, climate 

change is not a Left-Right issue. It has nothing to do intrinsically with orthodox Left-

Right divisions in politics. Climate change is an issue which affects all of us, and for 

which we need to try to generate effective public support. It therefore should ideally 

transcend the boundary between political parties partly because you do need to 

develop long term policy to contain it. In this country so far we’ve been very 

fortunate. I spoke in both the climate change and energy bills in the Lords and there 

was strong agreement between Tories, Labour, and Liberal Democrats about the 

framework of those bills. And they became sharpened up through their process 

through parliament and not weakened. However, in other countries climate change is 

becoming polarized around Left and Right and I regard this as very unfortunate. The 

prime country where this is happening is the United States, where climate change 

has become part of a package or seen as part of a package of President Obama’s 

policies. You’ve got intervention in economy to stabilize the financial crisis, the 

political Right doesn’t like that. You’ve got healthcare, the political Right doesn’t like 

that. And you’ve got climate change which is then seen as a package. By in large 

climate change divides quite strongly along Republican and Democratic lines at the 

Federal level in the United States. I think that it is extremely unfortunate. What it 

means is that Federal climate change policy in the United States is likely to be weak, 

although President Obama will undoubtedly now try to get a climate change bill 

through. But it means the United States will not be a leader in climate change policy 

on a global level certainly so far as the federal government is concerned. I think that 

is very unfortunate, because President Obama is an inspirational leader. We need 

an inspirational leader on the global scene to cope with the issues that climate 

change presents, but I don’t think we’re going to have that. It’s not all bad as far as 

the United States is concerned, because the US (very diverse country), you have 

many things going on beyond the Federal level. You have 380 cities in the United 

States which joined together to develop local low carbon economies. For example 

they’ve been doing so for the last ten years. You have ‘the terminator’ Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, who is a liberal Republican and does have what I would call a 

progressive position on climate change. And you do have the inventive energy of the 
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United States as well. So I don’t think that federal policy is a complete reflection of 

the role the United States will have in influencing climate change policy.  

 

Thirdly, I don’t think we’re going to get too far by just trying to scare people 

with talk of catastrophe. It’s very difficult for people to relate to the debate about 

climate change. I think it’s difficult for everybody precisely because it is so unique in 

human history. Climate change is mainly about managing future risk. People find it 

hard to grasp the future. Climate change looks like a kind of abstract supposition 

about the future. Moreover it’s filtered through the findings of the scientific 

community. Most people, by definition, do not have access to those findings. 

Therefore you get a wave of scepticism in the blogosphere, even though most of the 

people involved are not themselves experts. Although having studied the climate 

gate tapes in a lot of detail. I have over the past three months. And although it made 

no dent what so ever in the standing of the science nevertheless these things have 

had a great impact on public opinion. So I think we need to reverse our stance. We 

need a lot more positive view of what a low carbon economy would be, and the 

benefits it could bring to the wider society in pursuing one. Two American 

environmentalists who rejoice in the name of Nordhouse and Shellenger made 

themselves famous in the American environmental community when they said that 

Martin Luther King would never have got anywhere if he said “I have a nightmare” 

you’ve got to have a dream about a future. What we know is that people relate quite 

well to the idea of clean energy. They relate well to the idea of energy security. Why 

should we want to be dependent for our energy on a volatile unstable set of states in 

the Middle East and elsewhere? No we don’t want to be I think. So a good deal of 

climate change policy can be driven through energy. And what you see across the 

world is a completely new competitive environment emerging in the energy industries 

in which the Asiatic countries are in the moment in the lead. China now has a 

program of carbon emissions reduction exactly the same as the European Union 

does, but it’s driven by its desire to get greater energy independence. It’s investing 

enormous amounts of money into renewable energy. You look at South Korea, which 

spent 85% of its stimulus package on infrastructure and low carbon technology. 

Those countries which are in the lead in the new technologies will be in the lead 

competitively in the new economy. And so there is a very positive aspect to all this. 

And those countries which fail to do so I think will also fail economically in other 

areas too.  

 

Finally and fourthly, I’d make a plea for the return of the imagination. I don’t 

know how many people here share my view but, my view for what it’s worth is that 

we now know after many studies that we are living in an unsustainable civilization. 

It’s not just climate change but many other aspects of the world that we’ve created 

through our fossil fuel dependant civilization. We cannot contain the consequences 

of it as things stand. It is not possible for China or India to simply recapitulate the 

path of development the West followed at least beyond a certain point, because the 

consequences will be much too devastating even on a local level in terms of local 
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pollution let alone in terms of global pollution. We have to find a way through to a 

different kind of society. We have to think what sustainable would look like. The 

future of not so much most people here but our children will depend on this. And I 

think it demands an effort of the imagination. So although most people in the field of 

climate change concentrate on technological innovation when they discuss how they 

are going to meet this challenge, which is often proper. I think social, economic, and 

local innovation will be just as important. And interesting all over the world you see 

experimentation going on at the level of cities, regions, and many different levels in 

society and economy. For example, the transition towns movement which based in 

the idea that you can have a different form of urban life as we know at the moment. If 

you look at a country like India or China you can see that this does have a very 

positive element to it. Supposing you’ve got a city in India well you’ve still got a lot of 

local solidarity where people still recognize there involvement in the local community, 

where you’ve got quite a lot of stability and freedom from crime, where you’ve got 

people doing a lot of walking and cycling. Do you simply want to build supermarkets 

outside of the city? Introduce cars everywhere? Break up the sense of community? 

No I don’t think you necessarily do. But many cities across the world are 

experimenting with the world as it were beyond the car. If you like a Bremen in 

Germany for example, now has an integrated transport system using smart cars and 

it has reduced car use by about 40%. And of course that also refracts positively on 

people’s health. So you know as a political thinker, I think we’re in a situation today 

like as it were the early 18th century in Europe when there was tremendous ferment 

of ideas about how things could be different. This time they must be different, 

because if it is true as I strongly believe it is true, our civilization is no longer 

sustainable. We have to find alternative models and alternative projects of what a 

good society would look like. Thank you very much for your attention.  
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At the end of John Keay’s recent History of India, he concludes that the integrity of the 
Indian Republic now looks reasonably secure. But he adds one qualification: “So long 
as Pakistan continues to dispute the status of Jammu and Kashmir, and so long as 
India continues to deem the Kashmir problem a purely domestic issue, the integrity of 
neither nation can be confidently be taken for granted.” I agree with that, and tonight I 
should like to explain why. 

First, a word or two about the origins of the problem. The former princely state of 
Jammu and Kashmir has three components: Jammu and Poonch in the South East, 
where the population is 2/3 Hindu; the Valley of Kashmir and the surrounding 
Highlands, 90% Moslem; and Ladakh, with a very small population which is mainly 
Buddhist. The overall population of the state is more than 50 % Moslem. That being 
so, and given its situation on the border between the two new nations, it was not 
surprising that Pakistan should expect it to be part of Pakistan. The ‘k’ in Pakistan 
stands for Kashmir.   

At the time of partition, the princes were given the option of choosing to join either 
India or Pakistan (or under certain conditions independence). Most princes acceded 
relatively uncontroversial to one or the other. The exceptions were Hyderabad, where 
the Moslem ruler of a mainly Hindu state opted for independence; Junagadh, on the 
west coast, where a Moslem prince ruling an overwhelmingly Hindu population opted 
for Pakistan; and Kashmir, where a Hindu prince ruling a Moslem majority, after three 
months’ hesitation, opted for India. 

Hyderabad was incorporated into India by force, in a rapid operation politely known in 
India as a “police action”. Junagadh was also occupied and incorporated into India, 
the action being subsequently validated by a plebiscite in which the population 
overwhelmingly endorsed union with India.  In Kashmir, the Maharajah opted for India 
only after Pathan raiders from Pakistan had invaded the state and (it is claimed) was 
receiving support from the Pakistan Army. The Indian army then halted the invaders 
and there ensued the first Indo-Pakistan war. The United Nations brokered a cease 
fire, and the resulting cease fire line, with only minor modifications, is the present “line 
of control” which divides the Indian from the Pakistani sectors. 

A subsequent UN Resolution, agreed to at the time by both India and Pakistan, 
provided for the status of J and K to be decided by a plebiscite, prior to which both 
Pakistan and India were to withdraw their troops from the state. In the event neither 
side withdrew its troops (because neither side trusted the other to do so) and the 
plebiscite has never been held, although Nehru at the time promised that the people 
of Kashmir would be given the opportunity of deciding their own future. 

The largest political party in Kashmir at the time of partition was led by a Moslem, 
Sheikh Abdullah (“The Lion of Kashmir”); and Sheikh Abdullah strongly favoured 
Kashmir’s union with India - but with a high degree of autonomy. His victory in a 
subsequent Kashmir election was claimed by India as an expression of popular will 
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which obviated the need for a plebiscite.  Sheikh Abdullah, however, spent much of 
the rest of his career in prison because of his resistance to what he saw as Indian 
attempts to negate Kashmir’s autonomy. 

So much by way of a no doubt oversimplified account of the start of the dispute. It has 
now been overlaid by more than fifty years of conflict and controversy. By way of 
illuminating it, I would like to contrast it with another dispute of a not dissimilar kind 
rather closer to home, with which it is often compared, and of which I have some 
personal experience: the problem of Northern Ireland. 

Similarities 

1.         Both disputes have deep historical roots and both arise from the partition of a 
territory (the island of Ireland, the Sub-continent) which was previously under a single 
jurisdiction. 

2.         Both sets of troubles are rooted in mutual distrust between two communities 
which differentiate themselves from one another in religious terms. 

3.         Both involve one of those communities being left on the side of the border with 
which they do not identify in religious terms, separated from those with whom they do. 

4.         In both cases the country across the border lays claim to the territory 
concerned. 

5.         In both cases the two communities on the ground suffer from a deep sense of 
insecurity in relation to one another, and for similar reasons. 

6.         In both cases, a relatively small group of terrorists is able to rely on a degree 
of support from the community whose religion it shares, initially because of atavistic 
sympathy plus intimidation. 

7.         In both cases this is aggravated by the response of the authorities and the 
security forces, and consequent alienation of that community from the institutions of 
law, order and politics. 

8.         In both cases the terrorists are seen by the power in possession as receiving 
support and safe haven from the power across the border and there is a history of 
mistrust and hostility between the two governments. 

Differences 

1.         The hostility between India and Pakistan is significantly greater than that 
between Britain and the Republic of Ireland: in Northern Ireland, both the Governments 
concerned have shared the objective of finding an agreed, peaceful settlement of the 
problem and, in recent years at least, have been able to cooperate to that end. This is 
self-evidently not the case with India and Pakistan (three wars in the last fifty years). 
Moreover both India and Pakistan are now nuclear-armed powers, capable of inflicting 
incalculable military and other damage on one another. 

2.         Northern Ireland’s remaining within the UK has been tested in a popular 
referendum (in the “Border Poll” of March 1973, 57% of the electorate voted to stay in 
the UK). As already explained, no referendum or plebiscite has been held in Kashmir. 
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And at the present time no one knows what the people of Kashmir would opt for if they 
were given the opportunity to choose. 

3.         In Northern Ireland, Britain and Ireland have accepted outside mediation in the 
dispute, in the person of Senator George Mitchell, and that mediation succeeded in 
brokering a compromise. In Kashmir, India has been and remains adamantly opposed 
to any form of outside mediation. 

4.         Pakistan’s support for Islamic terrorism in Kashmir has been more sustained, 
more overt and on a larger scale than was ever the case with support for the IRA from 
the Republic of Ireland; while the behaviour of the Indian security forces there has, I 
believe, been altogether more ruthless than that of the British troops in Northern 
Ireland – at least since “Bloody Sunday”. 

5.         Whereas both Britain and Ireland are stable, liberal democracies, Pakistan in 
particular has suffered from severe political instability with intervals of military 
autocracy which have (to put it politely) militated against policy continuity. (A recent 
example of unpredictability was Pakistan’s military incursion into the Kargil area of J 
and K in May 1999, almost immediately after Mr Vajpayee’s conciliatory bus journey 
to Lahore and the joint signing of the Lahore Declaration). (India has stability problems 
of its own, which I shall come to in a moment.) 

6.         In Northern Ireland, non-violent nationalist parties working for union with the 
Republic of Ireland have all along been able to operate freely, and it has therefore 
been possible for the British authorities to have a dialogue with them.  Since around 
1964, under the Indian Constitution, even the non-violent advocacy of secession has 
been a criminal offence in India and all secessionists tend to be treated as actual or 
potential terrorists. 

7.         As I have already mentioned, there were precedents bearing on the 
incorporation of Jammu and Kashmir into India at the time of Partition which have no 
parallel in the case of Northern Ireland: while Kashmir was ceded to India by a Hindu 
Maharajah ruling a Moslem-majority state, Junagadh, with its Hindu majority, was 
incorporated into India despite the fact that its Moslem ruler had opted for Pakistan.  

8.         Perhaps the most important difference of all: the Moslem/Hindu tension which 
is at the core of the Kashmir dispute is a recurring source of instability and inter-
communal violence throughout India, whereas the Catholic/Protestant or 
unionist/nationalist tension in Northern Ireland poses no threat of serious inter-
communal violence  in the  “mainland” United Kingdom. 

Let me elaborate. The partition of the Indian Sub-Continent in 1947 was not just an 
episode in the past, difficult to forget because of the suffering it generated at the time. 
It is an on-going state of affairs to which India has never been reconciled. Pakistan 
was created on a principle which strikes at the heart of India’s cohesion: that 
confessional identity can be a sufficient basis on which to establish a separate state. 
This was Jinnah’s  “two nations” theory, reviled and rejected in India because 
acceptance of its validity would make the assimilation of India’s 130 million Moslems 
impossible, as well as legitimising other separatist movements which have threatened 
India since independence – in Punjab, Assam and, at one time, even in Tamil Nadu. 

Because of its enormous racial, linguistic, cultural and religious diversity, India adopted 
– and has sought to stick by - the contrary principle of “secularism”: the principle that 
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the state is neutral between different religious confessions and ethnic communities, all 
of which can be comprehended within a single nation-state on (in theory) a basis of 
equality.  

Secularism is crucial to the survival of India as a unified polity. But outright rejection of 
the two nations theory inevitably impugns the legitimacy of Pakistan. It makes it difficult 
for India to see or deal with Pakistan on equal terms as a “real nation”; and it means 
that the continued existence of Pakistan, with its subliminal appeal for many Indian 
Moslems, is in itself a sort of implicit threat to India’s internal stability.  

Kashmir is where the two principles - secularism and the two nation’s theory – directly 
conflict. Pakistan, not without reason, considers that it has been cheated of Kashmir. 
But Kashmir’s inclusion in India is seen in India as crucial to India’s secularism: if India 
were to allow Kashmir to go to Pakistan because of its Moslem majority, it would be 
an acceptance of the two nation’s theory with all that could entail for the cohesion and 
stability of India. 

It is this conflict above all which makes relations between India and Pakistan so 
neuralgic, and which makes it so difficult for India to compromise over Kashmir or to 
accept external mediation which would make some form of compromise unavoidable. 

As the present Foreign Minister of India, Jaswant Singh, has written in his thoughtful 
study Defending India, “India is a troubled state…prone to internal violence…the 
principal security challenge to India has historically been and remains the imposition 
and maintenance of internal order.”  Recent events have illustrated the continuing truth 
of that perception. Many Indians believe that accepting the Pakistani claim to the 
Valley of Kashmir could so inflame inter-communal relations within India as to lead to 
a nationwide pogrom against the Moslem population. What has happened in Gujarat 
in the last few weeks suggest that that fear is not without foundation. 

I hope I have said enough to indicate that in my view neither India nor Pakistan has a 
clear cut case over Kashmir, and that neither side’s position is without some 
legitimacy.  Meanwhile the continuation of the dispute constitutes a fundamental threat 
to the peace and stability of the whole sub-continent. How, if at all, might it be 
resolved? 

In the present state of hostile feeling between the two countries, with the continued 
insurgency in Kashmir, the recent terrorist attacks in Delhi and Calcutta, the example 
set by the United States of strong-arm tactics against al-Qaeda terrorism in 
Afghanistan, the nationalist stance of the main Indian ruling party, the BJP, and 
Pakistan’s record of unpredictability, the outlook for any sort of settlement in the short 
term is pretty unpromising.   

It is easy to construct a doomsday scenario: the collapse of President Musharraf; a 
hardline Islamist government in Pakistan; another war with India over Kashmir, and all 
playing into the increasingly fraught confrontation between Islam and the West.  That 
is why it is right to call Kashmir a flashpoint. 

If however President Musharraf retains control in Pakistan and continues to give 
evidence of serious intent to discontinue Pakistani support for Kashmiri insurgency; if 
the Indian Government can restrain its own hawks and can contain the rising tide of 
Hindu hostility to Moslems within India; and relations between Islam and the West 
worldwide are not further inflamed  – all ominously large ifs - it should be possible for 
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India and Pakistan to resume the dialogue which was broken off as a result of 
Kargil.  International mediation may be too much to hope for, but discreet international 
pressure, especially from the United States, could undoubtedly help to bring such a 
dialogue about.  

Such a dialogue could lead eventually, and via a variety of agreed confidence-building 
measures between the two protagonists (for which there are hopeful precedents), to 
an agreement to recognise the line of control as a permanent international frontier. 
India has in the past indicated its willingness to consider this, and it would of course 
still leave the Valley of Kashmir with its Moslem majority in Indian hands. 

But to be acceptable not just to India and Pakistan, but to the people of Kashmir itself, 
such a settlement would have to include some form of special constitutional autonomy 
for both parts of the divided state of Kashmir within India and Pakistan respectively, 
together with cross-border links analogous to those recently established between the 
North and South of Ireland.  

This is not an outcome within reach, perhaps hardly even thinkable, in present 
circumstances. But there are resources of wise statesmanship in both India and 
Pakistan at least as substantial as those available in the West. To end on a note of 
qualified optimism, my gut belief is that behind the rhetoric, the leaders of India and 
Pakistan are well aware of the damage which continued mutual mistrust and hostility 
are inflicting on both countries; and that both sides would like to find ways of restarting 
the dialogue - if only the internal support on which they have to rely will let them.  
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BRITISH DIPLOMACY IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM 

Sir David Gore-Booth 

25 October 1999 

INTRODUCTION 

One of India's leading English newspapers opined, after the Queen's visit to India in 
1997 that: 

"Diplomacy is a word on which the British could claim copyright - until Sir David 
Gore-Booth charged in." 

And the very distinguished Vice-Chancellor of Hull University, Professor David Dilks, 
observed in a recent lecture that: 

"If we imagine that we can foresee even the broad outline of affairs five or ten years 
ahead, we delude ourselves." 

Yet here I am, brave - or rash - enough to face both those barrels by addressing you 

on the subject of: 

"British Diplomacy in the New Millennium". 

Still, I was never one to shirk a challenge, so here goes. 

CHANGING WORLD 

I joined Her Majesty's Diplomatic Service on 3 September 1964. I left it, from Delhi, 

34 years and three months later. As some of you may have noticed my exit was 

rather noisier than my entry. 
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Britain's place in the world changed dramatically in between. When I joined up great 

swathes of the world map were still coloured pink - and black cabs were, er, black. 

Sir Alec. Douglas-Home (of whom it was memorably said that he needed a box of 

matches to count beyond ten) was Prime Minister. I was sent off to learn Arabic with 

the intention that I should speak it in the Gulf or Aden, where the Union Jack was still 

raised every morning and lowered every night to the sound of bugles: the handover 

of Hong Kong seemed aeons away. Britain had cold-shouldered the European 

Economic Community and had then been given the epaule froide by General de 

Gaulle in return. Blue Streak and the TSR 2 - remember them? - were still on the 

drawing board. The Berlin Wall seemed destined to separate East from West 

forever. The United States and the Soviet Union were rivals in space and building 

ever greater competing arsenals on land. The Dollar was at 2.80 to the pound. 

Now only a few rocks and islands are pink - even if black cabs are now all colours of 

the rainbow - and the bugles are largely silent. Chris Patten is back home - or rather 

in Brussels - and Tony Blair is Prime Minister - without a matchbox. Britain has been 

a member of the European Union for nearly 27 years and there have been three 

enlargements behind that of 1973: Germany is united, Concorde is still aloft- though 

with an e to remind us that it was an Anglo-French project - and the Eurofighter is 

built by the UK, Germany, Italy and Spain in consortium: the Germans own Rover, 

Rolls Royce, Kleinwort Benson and Morgan Grenfell (though not, I am happy to say, 

HSBC!). The pound is worth 1 dollar 66 cents - and is thought by many to be 

too high at that level. 

Yet I am more confident of Britain's place in the world than I was in 1964, 74, 84 or 

even 94. This is not because we still have a permanent seat on the UN Security 

Council and a nuclear deterrent, comforting though these may be. Or because Cool 

Britannia is a seductive replacement for the earlier Rule version. It is because Britain 

is once again a world leader- in some areas world beater-in economic terms. It is no 

longer a question of punching above our weight but with it. 

Despite being a relatively small off-shore island, Britain is the world's fifth largest 

exporter and fifth largest importer: it is the world's second largest overseas investor 
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and easily the most popular destination in the European Union for inward 

investment. London is the most important financial centre on the planet and will 

remain so even if we choose to stay outside the Euro. We own Airtouch, Amoco and 

Haagen Dazs ice cream. And Hilton, Holiday Inn and Meridien Hotels. This is not the 

occasion on which to explain how Britain emerged from the chrysalis of crisis in 

which it found itself in the 1960s and 70s.  Except to say that developments in both 

the domestic and global economies in the 1980s and 90s have combined to make 

this country what India's leading economic journalist has described as one of the 

first- and so far very few - successful post-industrial societies in the world. 

CHANGING DIPLOMACY 

As the world has changed so has the nature of diplomacy. The last rulers we 

buttressed by force were the Amir of Kuwait in 1961 and President Nyerere of 

Tanzania in 1964. We signally failed to do the same for King Idris of Libya in 1969. 

The last potentate toppled by HMG was Sheikh Shakhbut of Abu Dhabi in 1966: the 

last purely British invasions we carried out were Anguilla in 1969 - by a bunch of 

Bobbies- and the Falklands in 1982. I doubt if we shall see their like again: future 

military operations, such as those mounted in Kuwait in 1991, Kosovo earlier this 

year and East Timor more recently, will be in consortia or what an American 

commentator has called "coalitions of the willing" - the UN, NATO, or the WEU. 

The principal thrust of the British Government's overseas effort is now to promote UK 

trade and investment, advise those who actually conduct it and protect them so far 

possible while they do so. In sum, export promotion, political analysis and consular 

service - the three core sectors of our diplomacy. 

Where once the flag followed trade- most classically in India with Queen Victoria 

eventually taking over from the East India Company- trade now follows the flag. 

Businessmen want to know that they have an Embassy or Consulate to turn to if they 

are in trouble, to give advice on local conditions and to pursue the UK plc agenda - 

whether generally in terms of urging Governments to make and abide by 
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international commitments or specifically to support bids by individual national 

companies for local projects- support which is the more important the bigger the size 

of the project and the greater degree of state influence over commercial decisions. 

And there are still many countries in the world where that influence is greater than 

we might like it to be. As the Economist magazine once observed, in an article on 

multinationals; 

"Global strengths must be matched by a local feel - and a jet-lagged visit of a few 
days every so often does not provide one".  

  

Quite so. I think the Trib was being a bit hard on the State Department earlier this 

year when it said that clues on the Asian financial crisis had been missed at Foggy 

Bottom because: 

"... historically it has focused on the threats from Communists who carry 

grenades, not on the threats from business executives who wear neckties and 

trade currencies". 

As an envoy who has moved seamlessly from diplomacy to banking (don't worry, 

that's my second and last commercial for HSBC!) I can assure the Tribe that today's 

foreign servants are not economic illiterates. Spotting potential bankrupts is very 

much part of the daily diplomatic dozen. 

In the same vein I would reject Senator Larry Pressler's characterisation of a career 

diplomat as someone who trains for 

"... the grand world of Treaties and receiving lines, not the grubby world of balance 

sheets and bottom lines".  

I think a better sense of the reading was conveyed by Hugh O'Shaughnessy of the 

Observer who defined diplomacy as being made up in equal parts of "protocol, vitriol 

and alcohol."  
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The world of Treaties is pedestrian in the extreme; and the only training you need for 

receptions is in how to move your weight from one foot to the other often enough to 

prevent your legs going to sleep. And how to refuse the nth glass of whisky despite 

the temptation to anaesthetise oneself- to allow alcohol to take over from protocol - 

or, in some cases vitriol. As I said in my Valedictory Despatch parts of which 

appeared, unaccountably, in the Sunday Telegraph: 

"Whoever it was who suggested an international treaty banning 
National Day receptions should be canonised." 

GLOBALISATION 

I do agree, though, with Felix Rohatyn, currently the US Ambassador in Paris, that: 

"... all over the world, political evolution is uncertain and impossible to 

predict. What is certain, however, is that global capital, technology and 

information will continue their relentless pressure in the foreseeable 

future". 

When the world is looked at through this prism - the prism of access to 

global capital, technology and information within the envelope of a civil 

society- it becomes clear that Britain is extraordinarily well-placed. Not 

for nothing was software the leading sector in last year's record level of 

inward investment in Britain. 

If the principal national thrust of our diplomacy will be to promote and protect 

British trade and investment, the principal international thrust will be, in 

my submission, to see to it that as many people in the world as possible have 

access to that capital, that technology and that information. This is what I see 

as an ethical foreign policy for the new millennium. I do not buy the argument 

that globalisation is anti-poor or anti-ethnic. As Reginald Dale has told us: 

" Globalisation is the best thing ever to hit developing nations." 
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS 

What is tragic about the many conflict situations that still disfigure the globe is 

not just the loss of life and material damage but the closing off of opportunity. 

As another of my favourite commentators, Thomas Friedman, said of the 

rioting Iranian students in the summer: 

"They are calling for it [the Islamic government] to get out of their lives 

so that they can freely partake of the prosperity, cultural options and 

opportunities that today's world without walls offers." 

There are still too many regimes out there using religion as an excuse 

sometimes a means - to keep people down rather than encourage them up. 

Our objective must be to remind the less fortunate of the opportunities that are 

out there, spreading the message by using all the means, including electronic 

ones, that are now at our disposal to do so. And to provide the environment in 

which they can be grasped. In the main that dictates the propagation and 

concretisation of norms, whether bilaterally or through multilateral instruments. 

It can dictate the provision - or withholding - of financial assistance. It can 

dictate the imposition- or lifting- of sanctions. It can, in the last resort, dictate 

the threat - or use - of force, drawing on the undoubted professionalism and 

skill of our Armed Forces. 

GOOD GOVERNANCE 

I am confident that the key lodestar for the early 21st Century will be the availability - 

or absence - of good governance, particularly in the Second and Third Worlds or, if 

you prefer, a more politically correct term, emerging markets. The Polish Foreign 

Minister (than whom it would be difficult to find a better example of the change that 

has swept our continent in the last decade) recently defined the elements of good 

governance as follows: 
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"..... the construction of the rule of law and civil society, ......respect for minority 
rights..... ..for freedom of media ..... tolerance and pluralism." 

That says it all really. During the Kosovo crisis in the summer I was deeply struck by 

the remark of a Serbian car repair shop owner who was quoted in The Times in the 

following terms: 

"I just want to take care of my business, make some money, go home 
and spend it on my family". 

That is a pretty primeval urge. It mirrors almost exactly something said in 
yesterday's Sunday Times by Irwin Stelzer when he described what Americans do 
best as: 

"... work, earn and spend". 

What seems to unite Kosovo and Kansas should surely do the same for Karachi and 

Kuala Lumpur - indeed every comer of the globe. 

BAD GOVERNANCE 

The corollary is that Britain and its partners in coalitions of the willing must be on the 

lookout for ways in which to identify bad governance - that is governance that makes 

it difficult for people to work, earn and spend - and seek to bring this to an end. One 

of the most welcome developments of the last decade of this century is the gradual 

reduction in the number of rogue" states. Arguably all the countries we once knew as 

members of the Warsaw Pact or COMECON were rogue states: entirely despotic at 

home and entirely unprincipled abroad. But now such roguish elements can be 

numbered on the fingers of one hand. North Korea and Iraq are the two most 

obvious examples. Iran is definitely evolving from revolutionary to post-revolutionary 

status: 

Libya may be doing the same. I believe Britain has played a crucial part in inducing 

these two revolutions by being tough when necessary, for example over Rushdie 

and Lockerbie and by showing flexibility when possible, for example over - Rushdie 

and Lockerbie. I believe it has been right to maintain the pressure on Iraq for the 
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same reason- that eventually Saddam's hold will be broken. This is not meddling in 

other people's business. As the UN Secretary-General has observed: 

" A global era requires global engagement". 

•                            
         

Britain is, and will remain, globally engaged. 

I do not shy away from saying - especially to this audience - that this is the result 

of a history that enabled the UK, to quote Lord Hurd, to be the first country ever to 

touch " every comer of the globe". Nor do I have difficulty with Simon Jenkins' 

definition of British foreign policy - intended to be pejorative - as "a confection of 

self interest spiced by opportunism and cling wrapped in sanctimony". What else 

should it be? 

THE ATLANTIC 

Geography has made the United Kingdom a bridge between the United States and 

mainland Europe. The Atlantic Ocean is no longer divided by the same language - 

it is united by it as English becomes the language of global interdependence and 

as the Anglo-Saxon model becomes the one to which most countries aspire. To 

delve into my recent past an Indian commentator has written that: 

"English is the latest technology that is transforming India on an awesome scale." 

The Atlantic is also bridged by a value system. In my diplomatic career I was often 

asked why Britain was a puppet of the United States. I was never afraid to reply that 

Britain and the United States shared certain values, which they were not afraid to 

defend.   This, not their intelligence link, is what makes the relationship special, with 

a small and a small s. But equally I was never afraid to point to transatlantic 

differences- though I preferred using the example of the Arab/Israel dispute or 

aviation to that of bananas, beef or brie! 
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British diplomacy in the 21st century will continue to be directed towards explaining 

Europe to the United States and the United States to Europe. To urging both to be 

more comprehending of the other: to persuading Washington of the need to be more 

multilateral and Brussels of the need to be less protectionist. British diplomats will 

continue to feel more European in America and more American in Europe. But they 

will need to go on jogging American elbows especially on Middle Eastern issues 

such as the Peace Process and relations with Iran where American reactions tend to 

be either too Pavlovian or too arthritic. 

ARAB/ISRAEL 

Since I have reached the Middle East, you may allow me a little detour down 

a path familiar to me for over half my 34 years in the diplomatic service. In my 

submission Barak's victory over Netanyahu is a defining point in the history of 

the region. I am not suggesting that there is nothing bar the shouting left. But 

I am suggesting that the credibility of" Greater Israel" as a political platform ha 

been undermined. There will be Israeli withdrawals from territory occupied in 

1967 and subsequently, whether from the Golan, Southern Lebanon or the 

West Bank. 

Not only that, but strains within Israel's society provoked by the assassination 

of Yitzhak Rabin and Netanyahu's morbid dance on his grave have reversed 

the previous equation. Bad mouthing the Arabs in general and the 

Palestinians in particular is no longer a sufficient glue to hold Israel together. 

A different bonding agent is needed. Something that will bridge a gap 

pinpointed by Thomas Friedman when he said just recently that: 

"Part of Jerusalem's youth have Bill Gates as their role model, and another part the 
Fiddler on the Roof." 

The Israelis are having to switch their focus from the enemy without to the 

enemy within - to the issue of what sort of society they wish to live in as the 
21st century dawns. As they do so, indeed in order to do so, they will have to allow 
the Palestinians to make the parallel decision of what sort of society they wish to 
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inhabit. Both societies will have to have borders and each a capital. Finally, in other 
words - Mrs Thatcher's, in fact - the Israelis will no longer be able to prevent the 
Palestinians claiming what they have claimed for themselves. 

MULTILATERALISM 

Much depends on the United States and Britain and the multilateral institutions of 

which they are members. It is a scandal that the US should owe so many millions 

of dollars to the United Nations- a body in which it is so powerful and on which it 

relies for the projection of so much of its influence abroad. It is also a scandal 

that title US aid budget is so pitifully low and so subject to gerrymandering for 

political reasons. One of the contemporary ironies is that, at a time when public 

opinion in the great democracies is decreasingly interested in foreign affairs, 

polls continue to show strong support for the UN. As Lord Hurd put it when he 

was Foreign Secretary: 

"Multilateralism offers a medium for national policy, not a substitute: 

the exercise, not the abandonment of sovereignty." 

Kofi Annan has expressed the same thoughts in a different way: 

"In a growing number of challenges facing humanity, the collective interest is 

the national interest." 

EUROPE 

Britain's history and geography make this country a very multilateral player. It is a 
member of almost every international consortium. 

But multilateralism requires the maintenance as well as the pooling, of certain 
assets. I for one am not persuaded that we need to pool the pound. In my view 
staying out of the single currency may have been the first Euro decision we got right 
since the Treaty of Rome was signed in 1957. That same history and geography that 
distinguishes the Anglo-Saxons makes it impossible for Britain to play centre forward 
for a European Union that is still, essentially, a Franco-German construct. The urge 
to create a European Monetary Union was born of two World Wars and nurtured by 
the Cold War. The need to bind so many proud countries so tightly together 
disappeared with the collapse of the Soviet Union. It might have been better for the 
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citizens of Europe had our politicians concentrated on melding together their air 
traffic control systems rather than locking together their means of exchange. In any 
case, as Lord Owen has said: 

"Influence does not come from merely being involved in EU decisions, nor 

from positioning Britain always in the middle of the EU pack." 

I know because I served in Brussels and have seen the EU operate at first hand. I 
also know that depth in the EU context is the enemy of width. What is required now 
is a wider European Union not a deeper one. It must include the countries of Eastern 
Europe and the Balkans; and it must include Turkey (and of course Cyprus). 
Widening is a project in which Britain is well placed, as it has always been but has 
sometimes forgotten, to play a pivotal- or, to continue the footballing analogy a 
sweeper - role. I would go further and argue that the wrong expansion took place - of 
NATO rather than the EU. Russia - not to mention China and India - would have 
been much less disconcerted and the new entrants would have been saved extra 
defense expenditure, which might have been better directed elsewhere. 

THE NEW MILLENNIUM 

As I said in a section of my Valedictory Despatch that did not leak I do not expect to 

see much furling of the Union Jack in the next century. No one seriously queries the 

need for Britain to maintain an extensive spread of overseas representation. A 

shared Embassy here or there- but still a global national diplomacy. And a distinctive 

British voice. 

As a former American Ambassador in London, Admiral Crowe, once observed: 

"There is often an understanding among laymen that the purpose of diplomacy 

is to be nice. I'm not sure that is the proper view. The purpose of diplomacy is 

to make sure that the views of your country are properly represented and 

conveyed." 

That was my task over 34 years. It will continue to be the task of British diplomacy in 

the new millennium. Britain is a curiously successful nation. But I hope that our 

approach will be more that of exemplar and less that of preacher as we seek to get 

that message across. 
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The Hon.  David Gore-Booth, C.M.G. 

On: 
‘THE MIDDLE EAST’ 
25th October 1999 

  

I am astonished to discover 233 of you here this evening.  Even the European-Atlantic 
Group which arranges most things very carefully will not, I think, have arranged 233 
because the JP233 is the bomb we are dropping on Iraq’s airfields.  When I was 
invited to be a poor substitute for HRH Crown Prince Hassan of Jordan, Thomas 
Freidman’s dictum was no doubt forgotten, that when it comes to discussing the 
Addle East, people go totally insane. 

There are here many former British Ambassadors and many actual Arab Ambassadors, 
and it is perhaps impertinent of me to attempt to dilate on the subject which is the 
problems of the Middle East, the problem which Jordan faces, and which is a very 
difficult one.  I don’t often find. Myself in agreement with Prime Minister Shamir, 
but the other day he described Jordan’s position as being between the anvil and the 
hammer, and on that I can agree with him.  Having said that, I think there is no point 
in hiding the differences that we have had with Jordan over the last few months, 
essentially over the character and ambitions of President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, 
and it is these that have brought us to the unimaginable situation in which we find 
ourselves today. 34 years after Suez and 20 years after our withdrawal from East of 
Suez, British forces are on the ground in the Middle East in larger numbers than at 
any time since World War Two, at Arab invitation, and with United Nations backing. 

Why did this happen and what are the lessons for the future?  How is it that a man 
like Saddam Hussein could emerge in the Middle East and accumulate so much 
power?  I want just briefly to go back through the history to try to see how it might 
look from the other end of the telescope - from Saddam’s end.  The Middle East has 
been a cockpit for conflicting ambitions for centuries.  I don’t want to go back to 
Greeks and Romans, but just since the beginning of this century starting with the 
Sykes-Picot Agreement in 1916, which in effect gave the British and the French the 
right to carve the place up and draw lines on the map, lines which we are currently 
interested in. 

The Balfour Declaration of 1917 provided for a Jewish homeland without damaging, 
- I am not quoting the rights of the inhabitants already there - the break-up of the 
Ottoman Empire after the First World War, and the installation of Hashamite regimes 
in Amman and Baghdad, leaving an outstanding Iraqi claim on Kuwait which was one 
of the reasons why, not the only one by any means, there were strains between the 
United Kingdom and Iraq which came to a head during the Second World War when 
there was an attempt to take Iraq out of an Alliance with Britain and into an Alliance 
with Germany.  It failed, but it showed there were strains. 

The establishment of Israel in 1948, Suez in 1956, the U.S. intervention in Lebanon 
and the British intervention in Jordan in 1958 certainly had an effect on the situation 
in Baghdad where there was a Revolution against the Hashamite king leading to the 
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emergence of Abucree Kassan who, in 1961, threatened Kuwait, and who went to 
avert that threat? - The British.  Subsequent coups led eventually to the emergence 
of the Ba’th party under Ahmed Husslain Backer, and then subsequently the man we 
have come to know and hate, Saddam Hussein. 

In 1967 and 1973 there were wars between Israel and the Arabs.  In 1975 Iran and 
Iraq signed a Treaty at a time when the Shah ruled, then came the Iranian Revolution 
in 1979 and the Shah was out.  Then came the war between Iraq and Iran leading to 
an economic and political bankruptcy in Iraq, matched by a huge military overhang, 
and it was that military overhang which led to the invasion of Kuwait.  The 
background, therefore, to our present situation is one of violence allied to an intense 
suspicion of the United Kingdom, which, to quote the Daily Telegraph some months 
back, certainly has a strong historical association with the drama, and more recently 
with the United States.  When 1 was in Baghdad as a Third Secretary in the 60’s it 
was commonplace for the British to be accused of being behind any slight 
misadventure in the Iraqi body politic.  Saddam’s motives were the pursuit of power, 
whether personal power which he has pursued ruthlessly, national power, which he 
has pursued ruthlessly, or regional power, which he has pursued ruthlessly. 

What, people ask, was so special about Kuwait?  We have lots of jokes about carrots 
and tomatoes and things like that.  What was so special about Kuwait, leaving aside 
the fact that we absolutely do not accept the Iraqi claim to it, is that its annexation 
was and is a threat to the collective security of the post-war world, at precisely the 
moment when the Soviet threat to that collective security has been removed.  Oil 
was, of course, an element in this, but it was Saddam Hussein who wanted the oil, 
not the West. 

What are the lessons to be drawn from this appalling situation?  There are a 
number.  Democracies do not go to war, Dictatorships do.  Dictators usually fall if 
they do so - and lose.  You only have to think of the Greek Colonels, Gen. Galtierie 
and so on, which is one reason why Saddam Hussein may fight on rather than 
surrender.  Dictators can swing national purchasing power towards military 
acquisition.  One of the features of the present situation is the astonishing arms 
procurement network which Saddam operated, and the astonishing arsenal which he 
built up, with, as some people correctly say, connivance from outside 
Powers.  Dictators are not susceptible to Sanctions since internal difficulties are 
masked by external ambitions.  Dictators, have unrivalled access to - and ability to 
- manipulate the Media.  It is very difficult for independent societies like our own to 
cope with this, which should not be taken as an argument for Censorship.  Middle 
East dictators pump themselves up on Palestine, and in this case, in addition and 
previously, on the gap between rich and poor in the Arab World, and the presence 
of foreign forces there.  This is a potent appeal in poor and populace Arab countries, 
with the exception of the most poor and most populace of them all - Egypt - where 
there are other factors at work and which show, in my view, what a pivotable 
position Egypt occupies in the Arab World. 

Are there some pointers to the future?  I believe so.  War, as Professor Laurie 
Freidman has put it, represents a failure in diplomacy, and as someone who has been 
around the Middle East since 1964 I feel it personally as a failure of diplomacy.  But, 
says Freidman, “War is not the conclusion of diplomacy”.  We must look ahead to a 
new Security Structure in the Gulf which will have to derive from the Countries of 
the Region themselves.  There will be no permanent presence of foreign ground 
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forces.  There is, in my estimation, no chance of American and British ground forces 
remaining in the area.  There will be a new effort to resolve the Palestinian dispute, 
and with it the Israeli occupation of territory, not only in the West Bank and Gaza, 
but also in Syria and Lebanon.  There will, most likely, be common thieves, and 
enhanced credibility for the United Nations, a reduction on arms supplies (especially 
non-conventional arms supplies) and I think defence manufacturers in the West and 
East are going to have to start turning swords into ploughshares (to use the cliché) 
the introduction of confidence-building measures, perhaps derived from those that 
have started to be introduced in Europe, and a greater spread of wealth.  It is not 
that the people who have wealth necessarily must give it away, or that wealth 
derived from oil is different from wealth derived from coffee or copper or whatever, 
but sensible arrangements require a sensible distribution of regional wealth and 
more accountability of Government, especially in Iraq. 

In my view, puralism, - and I purposely don’t say Westminster morals or Washington 
morals or Paris morals, I say, puralism - is the only sound shield against the spread 
of other isms, whether fundamentalism, or Ba’thisrn, or, as I think it has actually 
become, Saddamism. 

By way of a personal epilogue, and I hope my remarks may stimulate some 
discussion, 1 came this evening mindful of what one well-known British writer has 
called the time-honoured and extraordinary F.O. knack for getting the Middle East 
wrong.  I am satisfied - and I have been dealing with this subject for 26 years - that 
there was no alternative to war.  I am convinced also that, hateful though this is, it 
is in the best interest of the Arab World as well as of the International Community 
as a whole, that Saddam Hussein be defeated.  The Pope’s favourite line about a 
crisis- perhaps a Middle East crisis - is said to be that there are only two solutions to 
it. The realistic and the miraculous: the realistic being divine intervention, and the 
miraculous being agreement -between-the parties.  I have not excluded at some 
point - and I hope not too far off - agreement between the parties. 

(From an Address given to a Dinner-Discussion of the European-Atlantic Group on the 
Middle East in London, 24th January, 1991) 
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CHALLENGES  FACING  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION 

By 

 Mrs Pauline Green, MEP 

Leader of the parliamentary Group of the Party of European Socialists 

  

  

The last few weeks have been a watershed in the institutional and political life of the European 

Union. 

  

The rights and wrongs of both sides in the BSE crisis will be the stuff of analysis and political 

debate for many years I have no doubt. But what is incontestable is that never before has the 

European Union been confronted with such a direct and overt challenge to its decision-making 

process by one of its own Member States. 

  

The results of the British Government’s policy of non-co-operation with Europe, “PONCE” for 

short, will reverberate around the EU. One thing is clear - the other Leaders of the EU now have 
their sights set firmly on changes to the Treaty on European Union to ensure nothing like this ever 

happens again. The anger at British tactics is palpable amongst other Prime Ministers. The genie 

which John Major has released from the lamp is much more dangerous than he seems to have 

anticipated. As well as the impulse it has given to the flagging IGC talks, Mr Major has now  posed 

a real dilemma to his European partners. Not many of them enjoy the secure position of the British 

first past the post electoral system. For most of them, coalition government is the norm. For most 

of them, therefore, the domestic political equation is now more complex. What’s to stop any 

political group in another EU Parliament or within a government timing its fire on an incumbent 

prime minister and insisting that he uses similar tactics using the nationalistic rationale expressed 
by John Major. To most of our partners I must say the idea of using the nationalist propaganda 

expressed in the UK over recent weeks is  entirely repugnant. 

  

It is also one thing to disagree indirectly with an EU policy, but to prevent progress on 100 other 

areas seems to 14 Prime Ministers frankly absurd and fundamentally opposed to everything the 

EU is based on. 

  

So the immediate challenge to the EU following the crisis over BSE is to establish, reconfirm its 

own political identity. 

  

This has moved centre stage as a major challenge facing the EU in the weeks and months ahead. 
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So, today the European Union faces enormous challenges. Not since the last war has the political 

map of Europe been so unstable. Unlike the period immediately after the last war the international 
community has up until now, not been able to find a fitting response to the challenge. The three 

years after the last war saw the international community working together to create the United 

Nations and NATO and seen Bretton Woods establish the IMF and the World Bank and was 

engaged with the Marshall Plan. It was a period of unprecedented international co-operation and 

innovation. 

  

Today, six years after the end of the cold war, there has been no such parallel development. Rather, 

wee cling to those systems of 50 years ago, whether appropriate or not, unable or unwilling to 

redefine, reform, recreate. And the UN, which is 50 years old this year, should be a warning to us 

in the EU of what can happen to a creative, exciting, inspirational idea which fails to adapt and 
change; a vision born of idealism which becomes an end in itself, rigid and inflexible, perceived 

as many as an expensive, wasteful and bureaucratic institution unloved by its major financiers, 

flying by the seat of its pants to come through day-by-day, week-by-week, year-by-year. 

  

Our European Union is a unique, innovative body. There is nothing like it in the world. We should 

be proud of that outstanding example of co-operation and conflict resolution in which we are 

involved and which the nations of Europe have created. We have some problems of cohesion, 

unemployment, EMU, social distress, environmental degradation and so much more, but these 

problems are common to us all in a rapidly changing world. Problems created by the nature and 

dynamism of the century we live in and not by the European Union. Comfortable as it is for the 
governments to blame the European Union for their problems, it is not honest and it is not true. I 

want to see a European Union which learns the lessons of history and is prepared to change and 

mould its structures and administration to the historical moment; not a change of philosophy, nor 

to its fundamental purpose of bringing together Europe's people, to reverse the decline in Europe's 

economic, social and cultural life, by pooling what is common to us, whilst preserving that which 

is precious; but rather the acknowledgement that the heavy, bureaucratic approaches to 

government are yesterday's answers. Tomorrow's answers are about government with a light hand, 

responsive, flexible and appropriate, open, transparent and democratic. 

  

It is the acknowledgement of this approach, the desire for intellectual change, the belief that if our 

inheritance as Socialists, Social Democrats and Labour Parties mean anything, it means that we 

recognise the need for and the direction of change to meet the challenge of the moment. this is 

what has dominated the thinking of the 217 strong Socialist Group in the European Parliament 

which I lead. 

  

What constitutes the challenge before the European union? The internal and external environment 

in which this IGC begins is radically different to anything which came before. 

  

Since the collapse of the Soviet empire, the then incipient revolution of the information society 
has taken off, with a speed and with immediate consequences for which the West was generally 

improved. The impetus given to the globalization of trade by the ending of Soviet-style for 

economic planning and the Western liberalisation of the emerging economies of Russia, the other 

Soviet Republics and the countries of east and central Europe, has been dramatic and traumatic. 
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Internally the European Union has felt the pain of structural unemployment. With 20 million 
unemployed Europeans - 25% of them young people - the countries of the EU have had to 

acknowledge growing social distress and dislocation; the growth of extremist activity; increasing 

economic inequality between those qualified for the industrial changes and those struggling to 

sustain themselves in the growing part-time service sector in which most new European jobs are 

to be found. 

  

There are always, of course, two approaches to such troubles and those countries who have felt 

least social tensions are those whose political responses have been to adapt, reform and revise their 

country's social provision rather those who have attempted to exorcise unemployment by 

exercising the mechanism of the market as the major and sometimes the only response. 

  

So the Governments of the Union are confronted with the costs of mass unemployment; the costs 

of new technology; the costs of environmental degradation; the costs of a workforce not 

sufficiently trained in new technology; the costs of the most developed welfare infrastructure in 

the world and the mounting costs of supporting the developing economies and the challenge of 

peace in other parts of Europe and the world. 

  

Externally the Union and its Member Governments are beset with problems. Perhaps we should 

remind ourselves that to date Europe's abiding gift to its members has been "peace". 

  

Perhaps our greatest challenge is to peer into an uncertain future and rededicate ourselves to peace. 

Our Europe contains within it countries which have been traditional enemies, and yet within the 

Union we are at peace. We still, of course, have conflicts but we sit and talk about them, not fight 

about them. 

  

As a mother of a son of 21 and a daughter of 19, nothing is more precious to me than their future 

to be a peaceful one. It is therefore crucial that we develop Europe's role in foreign, security and 

defence policy. That is one reason why enlargement of the Union to the east and the south is so 

important to us. We want to share the gift of peace with those countries who wish to join us from 
Central and Eastern Europe and we want to help restore normality and unity to the island of Cyprus. 

But we also remain aware of big country tensions: instability and paranoia in Russia about the 

dangers of NATO on its borders, and the growing and worrying isolationism increasingly 

displayed by an ill-at-ease and disturbed United States. 

  

For the people of the European Union, no less than for those who are the victims of war, the 

European Union is perceived as failing on foreign policy. Surprisingly, polls all around Europe 

identify foreign and security policy as an area where they would accept Europe doing more 

together. They see us as failing Bosnia; not having stopped the tragedy of Rwanda; trailing behind 

the United States in its shuttle diplomacy in our backyard in both the Aegean and the Middle East. 
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Thank goodness that President Clinton still firmly resists the quite immense isolationism of his 
Congress - but Europe should prepare; the US may not always be there for us. Our continent, our 

lands, our young people's lives, our responsibilities. 

  

So the scene, internally and externally, is set. What is the answer? 

  

If we are serious about enlargement of the Union and I believe we are then the IGC will therefore 

be the prospect of enlargement.  The IGC will have to adapt an institutional system set up 

originally for six Member States to one that may well, within ten years, comprise no fewer than 

27. 

  

Why 27?  This is the figure that arises from the commitments already entered into with the States 

of Central and Eastern Europe which have association agreements with the Union already in force 

or in the final stages of negotiation.  These comprise the group known as the "Visegrad 4" - the 

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland and Hungary - Rumania, Bulgaria, Slovenia and the three Baltic 

States - Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.  All are keenly pressing for membership, and all have keen 

sponsors among the current Member States. And, of course, Cyprus and Malta.   This means that 

even if enlargement takes place in stages over the next 10 to 15 years - which remains to be seen - 

the Union is faced with a veritable revolution of numbers as far as its institutional functioning is 

concerned. 

  

First, the simple question of size:  extrapolating current formulae would lead to a Commission with 

over 30 Members and a Parliament approaching one thousand.  Whereas it should be possible - but 

not without difficulty - to negotiate a new set of figures for the number of MEPs per Member State, 

the question of the size of the Commission remains fraught with difficulty.  One solution would 

be to cut the size to one commissioner per Member State - but would this be fair on the larger 

States?  Would it not make the Commission seem more intergovernmental and enhance the 

perception that commissioners are there to represent their country?  An alternative solution would 

be to have fewer commissioners than the number of Member States. But would this be acceptable 

to all Member States, in particular small States who might have to go more frequently without a 
commissioner?  Perhaps it will be necessary to live with a larger Commission, but, to prevent it 

becoming unwieldy, to provide for a stronger role for its President in terms of allocating portfolios, 

choosing the commissioners jointly with the national governments and being able to dismiss 

individual commissioners if they fail to perform. 

  

Second, and more importantly, is the issue of voting in the Council.  Even after the significant 

enlargements of the scope of qualified majority voting, as opposed to unanimity, brought in by the 

Single European Act and the Maastricht Treaty, large areas remain subject to the unanimity 

requirement.  Even decisions essential for the very functioning of the Union, such as the 

appointment of commissioners, judges, or even members of the Court of Auditors, require 
unanimity.  At the best of times, unanimity is a recipe for slow and cumbersome decision-taking 

on the basis of the lowest common denominator.  As we have seen in recent weeks, it can all too 

easily tempt governments to hold the Union hostage in pursuit of a particular national interest.  But 
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more alarming still, with more and more Member States, let alone the present ones, the chance of 

a maverick government somewhere down the road blocking the proceedings of the Union is far 

from negligible. 

  

Most Member States recognise that enlargement requires the wider application of qualified 

majority voting.  As we now know, this will be one the key issues in the IGC.  

  

To hold out alone against any such change, which is the current position of the current British 

government, is utopian, out of touch and naive.  Until now, no one has argued that majority 

decision-taking should take place on fundamental principles such as the treaty amendments or the 

ceiling on budgetary contributions.  But for ordinary day-to-day management of the Union, it is a 

must. 

  

Thirdly, the revolution in numbers poses the question of the method of voting in the Council.  The 

current system of weighed votes, with a very high threshold of 71% to constitute a qualified 

majority, is coming increasingly under strain as more and more small and medium-sized Member 

States join the Union. 

  

More than the institutional challenges, however, enlargement poses policy challenges and strategic 

challenges to the Union. 

  

At the level of policies, enlargement clearly adds to the pressures favouring a fundamental reform 
of the CAP and also puts enormous strains on the structural funds.  The large farming sectors of 

most of the applicant States, and the level of development they are at, would push the CAP to 

breaking point.  Similarly, the level of economic development for most of the applicant States 

means that the level of regional and social fund spending in these countries - if applied at under 

current criteria - would just about make all the current Member States net contributors and would 

vastly increase the payments to be made by countries such as Britain and Germany. 

  

In this equation, something has to give.  No doubt difficult compromises will emerge and be 

applied over lengthy transitional periods.  Nonetheless, besides the institutional changes to be 
agreed at the IGC, a major overhaul of current policies is necessary prior to enlargement.  As this 

will coincide in time with the approach to monetary union and with the renegotiation of the 

financial perspectives in 1998, there is considerable scope for overloading the ship. Reaching an 

overall agreement will not be easy, even if all governments enter into negotiations in good faith. 

The current British government would do well to ponder on the importance of the issues facing the 

Union before pre-election posturing to appease the Euro-sceptical wing of the Conservative Party. 

  

Most difficult of all, perhaps, will be the strategic considerations.  The attraction of the EU for 

central and eastern European countries and Cyprus is as much for security considerations as for 

economic ones. 
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The issue is, of course, linked to the possible expansion of NATO. But just as NATO hesitates to 
antagonise Russia, and ponders the full implications of absorbing the central and eastern European 

countries, let alone the Baltic States, so the EU may face similar difficulties. Membership of the 

Union entails the right to join the WEU - something that the central and eastern European countries 

are likely to do at the first opportunity, unlike Sweden, Finland and Austria.  The WEU Treaty, in 

its Article 5, contains a security guarantee that is, on paper, stronger than that of NATO.  In 

practice, the WEU Member States rely on NATO to deliver such a guarantee.  Membership of the 

Union for central and eastern European countries is therefore sometimes perceived as a backdoor 

way into NATO. The recent decisions of the NATO Foreign Secretaries in Berlin began the process 

of unblocking the discussion on the future of EU security and defence policy. Discussions on the 

role of the EU are crystallised around the Petersburg tasks. 

  

For these reasons, the enlargement of the European Union also requires intense dialogue with 

Russia to explain, to reassure, and jointly to find solutions  to security and other common 

problems.  The notion of partnership with Russia must be developed.  Developing such a 

partnership is also important for the internal equations within Russia in order to help those who 

are committed to developing a functioning pluralistic, democratic system and giving no succour to 

extreme nationalists or to those who seek to return to an authoritarian system.  

  

The Union has committed itself to enlargement, and it will have to bite the bullet.  A considerable 

political investment needs to be made if enlargement is to be a success.  This political investment 
requires a deepening of the Union in the sense of strengthening its capacity to act, both internally 

and as a reliable partner for third countries.  There is no choice to be made between widening and 

deepening; both are essential. 

  

Given the reluctance of some governments to deepen the Union - at least in certain spheres or, in 

one case, generally - the issue of a "two-tier" Europe or a Europe of "variable geometry" has come 

to the fore.  There is a natural reluctance to go down this path.  The majority will want a Union 

where all Member States and indeed all citizens have equal rights and equal obligations.  To do 

otherwise raises problems of equity, of burden sharing, of fairness, and of "free loading". 

  

Of course, the Union has always recognised that transitional phases may be necessary for certain 

Member States to achieve particular objectives.  There were, for instance, different deadlines for 

different Member States in achieving free circulation of capital in a single market.  It is quite 

another matter, however, to accept permanent derogation’s or opt-outs. 

  

Despite this natural reluctance, the Union has, on occasion, accepted two-tier systems and opt-

outs.  This is not so much by choice, but by necessity.  The Union has preferred to move ahead in 

such a way when the alternative was no movement at all.  When a single Member State or a small 

minority have opposed the deepening of the Union on one policy area or another, the majority has 
often preferred to move ahead without the minority, rather than see no progress at all in the area 

concerned. 
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Such was the case most spectacularly with the Social Protocol annexed to the Maastricht 
Treaty.  Nobody in the Union wanted the two-tier system.  Rather, faced with the opposition of the 

current British government to any development of Community competence in this area, the 

majority ultimately made the choice of moving ahead without the UK - despite the institutional, 

political and economic complications that this entailed. 

  

It was, of course, extraordinarily inept of the UK to isolate itself in such a way, to the extent that 

every other Member State felt necessary to take such a step.  But it did underline the fact that, 

when there is no other alternative, the majority of the European Union is willing to find ways of 

moving ahead on a two-tier basis, even where this poses major inconveniences and institutional 

complications.  There are other examples: 

  

A two-tier is quite likely in the monetary sphere, although for most Member States this was 

envisaged as a transitional phenomenon.  For the UK and possibly for Denmark, it is potentially 

more than transitional. 

On Defence matters, five Member States are not full members of the WEU.  This makes a merger 

of the WEU and the Union at institutional level unlikely in the immediate future, unless a two-tier 

arrangement were to be made. 

  

Finally, on free circulation of our citizens, the Schengen Agreement began with only five Member 

States and looks likely to apply soon - in one form or another - to all but the UK and Ireland, the 
latter not by choice but because of the impact on the Northern Irish border if Ireland were to join 

Schengen without the UK. 

  

In examining the future development of the Union, however, two-tier systems offer only limited 

prospects.  The central and eastern European applicants, Malta and Cyprus are likely to want to 

opt into all the existing policy areas, albeit with lengthy transitional periods.  Current Member 

States will insist that all Members participate fully in what is already the "acquis communautaire". 

  

In short, flexibility and lengthy transitions will be accepted, but with the long-term perspective of 
equality and solidarity.  Exceptions will be tolerated only where they are virtually forced upon the 

Union, and at considerable political cost to the countries that wish to opt out. 

  

Where does all this lead to in the medium to long term?  What will the European look like in thirty 

years' time? 
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It is, of course, hazardous to embark on crystal-ball gazing.  No one knows what upheavals or 

unforeseen events might take place in and around Europe over the next thirty years.  Nonetheless, 
it is possible to give some indications as to what is likely, should the prevailing trend continue, 

should enlargement take place and should the IGC lead to a reasonable package of reforms. 

  

The European Union will neither disappear nor be transformed into a highly centralised 

superstate.  It will not disappear because, with our growing interdependence, we need an effective 

functioning structure at European level to deal jointly with common problems.  Despite criticisms 

of the functioning of the European Union, there are few who would wish to dissolve it. The stability 

that it has provided to countries which previously fought at regular intervals for centuries is too 

precious to give away. 

  

Yet the Union will at the same time not turn us into identikit Europeans.  Our cultural diversity is 

too great for that to be possible, even if it were wanted.  But the structure precludes such a 

development in any case. 

  

The danger of a centralised superstate is a myth created by those who are opposed to European 

action to lay down minimum standards in the single market, to help the less prosperous regions, to 

limit currency speculation or to clean up the environment.  It is a myth peddled by populists and 

extreme nationalists and all too often by a sensationalist press. 

  

What we do want, however, is a Union that is more effective, more open and more democratic in 
its mode of operation.  Effectiveness means giving it the capacity to take decisions in those areas 

where we have jointly decided that common action is necessary, notably the maintenance of a 

single market with fair rules and high standards for social protection, the environment, regional 

cohesion and consumer protection.  Openness means developing a simple set of clear procedures 

and ensuring that legislation is adopted in public.  Democratic means both improving the 

accountability for the European actions of national governments to their national parliament and 

the accountability of the European institutions to the European Parliament. 

  

A Union that is capable of functioning in such a way on behalf of citizens in almost thirty Member 
States will indeed gain the necessary public support to ensure its future.  That is the challenge faced 

by the Intergovernmental Conference of 1996 and by those faced with negotiating the accession 

of new Member States soon afterwards. 

From a Speech in St Ermin’s Hotel to the European-Atlantic Group on 24th June 1996. 
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